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The Compact Disc is now happily performing

non -linearity. Sony overcomes this with a pulse con-

its musical magic in some 20 million American

verter design operating at an unprecedented 45

homes. This progress has inspired the engineers of

MHz. So you hear all the overtones that distinguish a

Sony ES, inventors of the Compact Disc, to extend its

Guarnerius violin from a Stradavarius, and differen-

digital brilliance to the rest of your system. So now

tiate the voices in gospel harmonies.

you can arrange music with Sony Digital Signal Pro-

Quite an arrangement.

cessing, record it on a Sony Digital AudioTape Deck
and hear

it

performed as never before on a Sony

digital Compact Disc Player.

The definitive performance.
For a convincing demonstration of audible

Sony'sTA-E1000ESD Digital Signal Processing

Preamplifier lets you rearrange music to suit your

source material, your listening room and your taste.
Take the music and expand it. Compress it. Equalize
it

and place

it in an

acoustic environment down to the

differences between CD players, listen to the

row and seat number of your choosing. Proprietary

CDP-C85ES Carousel Changer. Its High Density

Sony integrated circuits perform all of these wonders

Linear Converter" system solves what university

in the digital domain. So not only are CD and DAT

researchers* have found to be the number one sonic

digital inputs kept digital, but analog noise and phase

shortcoming

distortions are kept away.

in

conventional CD players: low-level

© Copyright 1990 Sony Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Sony, High Density Linear Converter and The Leader in Digital Audio are trademarks of Sony.
A landmark study using objective and subjective testing performed by Lipshitz and Vanderkooy at the University of Waterloo. Audio Engineering Society Preprint No. 2586.

The debut of a recording star.

through of incredible proportions.
Standard equipment on each of these compo-

Now you can record recitals and make custom

compilations with digital precision, thanks to our

nents includes the security of a three-year limited

DTC-75ES Digital AudioTape Deck.This is the very

warranty and the support of an authorized ES dealer

first of a new generation of tape recorders in the DAT

(who has details on the warranty). For more informa-

format, itself the result of years of Sony ES research.

tion, see your dealer or call 1-201-930-7156 during

DATcaptures up to two full hours of CD -quality sound

business hours, Eastern time. You'll discover there's

on a durable, reusable tape that's 47% smaller than

only one choice for the all -encompassing all -digital

the cassettes you're using now. Making DATa break-

experience. All ES.
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The original performance: ES Compact Disc Players.
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TWO'S COMPLEMENT

Proceed digital components. Innovative
expressions of technology dedicated to a

singular goal: reconstruction of the musical
information encoded in the digital medium
with convincing fidelity.
The PCD compact disc player integrates
original Proceed digital design concepts into a
single chassis, offering unprecedented sonic
performance and manufacturing quality in its
class.

The PDP digital processor improves upon technology developed for the PCD and provides
our finest performance level of digital to
analog conversion for all existing digital
sources.
The PDT digital transport combines our PCD
transport mechanism with active circuitry

Ma

W--

FDP

--

-

--'

---

which supplies a superior quality digital
output to complement an external processor.
An ideal component for those seeking the
highest level of sonic performance from
compact disc.
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Art Director: Cathy Cacchione
Associate Art Director: Linda Zerella

Nonproductive Nonsense
Dear Editor:
hope you don't have anything else
in the hopper remotely like "Productive
Producer," the interview by [sic] Steven Epstein (June). Pure hype and, just
incidentally, one of the dullest, dumbest articles I've ever tried to wade
through. Enough already.
J. Lee Anderson
La Jolla, Cal.
I

Heart A -Tracking
Dear Editor:
just finished reading Edward M.
Long's review of the Goldmund ST4
linear tracking turntable (August), and
just had to write and ask: Is it mere
coincidence that the first turntable
Goldmund sells complete with a linear
tracking arm happens to bear the
same model designation as the very
first turntable to be sold complete with
a straight-line tracking arm back in the
early '70s, the Rabco (Harman/Kardon) ST4? Or is it possibly a tribute to
the original?
Ownership of a Rabco ST4 for many
years led me to a firm belief in the joys
of straight-line tracking. Though the
Rabco could probably not hold its own
I

I

sonically against even mid -priced
decks today, it nonetheless treated my
precious vinyl collection (becoming
more precious with each digitally encoded day) with extreme gentleness.
Only a failing a.c. synchronous motor,
and the difficulty of finding a modern
cartridge which performs well in the
Rabcós very massive (by today's standards) arm, has forced my old ST4 into
retirement on a closet shelf.
My current table is a tangential
tracker; so it is with unadulterated lust,
these days, that pour through reviews
of linear machines like the Goldmund.
The latest bearer of the legendary ST4
name is priced well beyond my means,
but thanks anyway for the cardiovascular stimulation!
Doug Gagliardi
Claremont, Cal.
I

Stylus -Ticked
Dear Editor:
In the classified section of your magazine, you direct people to visit their
local "independent NV specialty retailer" when they need to buy equipment.
This is, on the whole, good advice.
4

However, there is one need which
nearly all of these retailers are ignoring: Replacement styli for cartridges.
used to buy them from an electronics
store, but they no longer stock what
need. called around the local stereo
stores, and they acted as if had lost
my mind when asked. They tried to
get me to buy the entire cartridge. My
cartridge costs $189, and its replacement stylus costs $69. There's nothing
in the cartridge that wears out, so why
should I waste $120 every six months
I

I

I

I

I

or so?

wrote to the manufacturer, and they
sent me a list of dealers who carried
replacement styli. The closest one I
could find was 30 miles away, in an
area where most windows have bars.
But they had one in stock, so bought
it. Now where do
go to get another
when need it?
know that CDs are basically taking
over, but those of us who have collected music over the years have a lot of
LPs which we can't afford to replace
with CDs, and in some cases couldn't
replace if we wanted to. Although
we're less likely to buy the greatest
playback system, we still need to keep
what we have up and running.
In your magazine, found two advertisements for cartridge stylus specialists. You better believe I'm writing to
them right away! This letter is my plea
to retailers. Use common sense, and
stock what your customers really need!
Allan Flippin
Pleasanton, Cal.
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Vintage Audio
Dear Editor:
have 20 years of back issues of
Audio (1965-1984) which
can no
longer keep. Could you announce it in
the magazine that such is available
and that would be interested in giving
these copies to a school or selling
them to an individual.
Tom Rose
117 Red Oak La.
Flower Mound, Tex. 75028
I

I

I

A second collection spanning from
1975 to the present is also available.
Send inquiries to the following ad-

dress:
31

John F. MacArthur
Dearborn Place, #27
Goleta, Cal. 93117
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HAT IT'S LIKE TO WATCH A WESTERN

WITH SANSUI'S NEW SURROUND SOUND AV RECEIVER.
won't just watch movies, you'll experience them. That's because the engineers
at Sansui have made Dolby Pro -Logic'" Surround Sound an integral part of their new
RZ-9500AV receiver. The RZ-9500AV separates the soundtrack into five distinct
channels to create sound so real, so astonishingly lifelike, you'll swear you're part of
the action. In fact, when the movie's over, don't be surprised if you find hoofprints
in your carpet. The Sansui RZ-9500AV receiver. Sight and sound made better.
You
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NJ 07071 1800) 524-2351 Dolby Surround Is a trademark of Dolby Laboratories Licensing Corp.
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HAVE YOU EVER HEARD A SAX ON THE VERGE OF A MELTDOWN?
Have you ever heard sparks fly off the bow of a violin?
A brass

cymbal shudder with anticipation?Or guitar strings cry

out for mercy?
There is so much more in music than most speakers

reveal. So much more detail and life.
If you have never heard music

with this kind of intimacy

before (save for actually hearing it live), we invite you to
discover the Infinity Reference Series. A family of speakers

created from scratch to reveal all the delicious details of music

you've been missing.
Their drivers

- hardly off -the-shelf technology - are

unlike any you've ever seen or heard: radical new IMG

tM

(injection -molded polypropylene/graphite) cones that define
the lower and middle frequencies with unparalleled linearity
and transient response.

And our new EMIT -R;"" a round-

aperture electromagnetic induction tweeter which can

deftly reproduce the outermost
edges of the harmonic spectrum

to achieve ultimate

musicality.
Their elegant

cabinetry was sculpted by

Infinity's unique
understanding of the
Reference Series woofers and midranges feature

inverted dust caps which minimize flexing where
the voice toil meets the cone.

Theresuh less

distortion and improved musicality.

behavior of sound waves
and their impact on the

integrity of the sonic image.

little wonder, you don't just hear a

sax on a Reference

Series speaker, but all the velvety, throaty, brassy textures

enveloping each note. The way the artist performed it. The

way the artist intended for you to hear it.
Your entire music collection becomes an invitation to

hear ail the hidden treasures that have, up to now, gone

unnoticed.
For an enthralling preview of the endless rapture to

come, visit your Infinity dealer and ask to hear your faiorite
disc or tape on a new

Infinity Reference Series speake-.

And fall passionately in love with your

music all over again.
'J

Infinity
We get you back to what it's
7

all about. Music.

For literature and the name

of your neatest Infinity dealer, tall (800) 765-5556.

©1990 Infinity systems,

Inc.

HA

Harman International Company.

TAPE GUIDE
HERMAN BURSTEIN

Recommended Maintenance
while it is at least a couple of feet away
Q. I have questions concerning the from the deck, and be sure to turn it off
cleaning and demagnetizing proce- only when it is again at least a couple
dures for my Nakamichi Dragon cassette deck. The manual suggests using cotton swabs on the parts to be
cleaned. It also says to clean the tape
guides, which are spring -loaded and
can be damaged if one isn't extremely

careful. Even though the manual
doesn't mention it, would a head cleaning cassette of high quality cause
any damage or wear? I was once told
that head -cleaning cassettes, even
those of high quality, would cause a
deck's mechanism to click. Is this true?
What would you suggest for demagnetizing my deck? I use an a.c. wand type demagnetizer because the manual says that power to the deck must
be switched off when demagnetizing.
Should I pass the demagnetizer over
all the heads, capstans, and guides, or
will passing it over the playback head
alone be adequate? If a given part is
not already magnetized, will the use of
a demagnetizer, in effect, magnetize
it?-John Lloyd, Russell Springs, Ky.
A. Cleaning the deck's components
(heads, guides, capstans, etc.) with a
cotton swab and suitable cleaning fluid-such as 91% isopropyl alcohol,
which is frequently recommended-is
preferable to using a cleaning cassette
in terms of doing an effective job and
minimizing the chance of damage. The
chief advantage of a cassette cleaner
is in reaching parts that are hard to get
at, as in some car decks. Nakamichi is
a very responsible and well-informed
company, and you would be wise to
follow their advice.
I
am not aware of a click problem
with a cleaning cassette.
A wand -type demagnetizer is preferable to a demagnetizing cassette, as it
is more likely to do an effective job. Of
course, if you do use a demagnetizing
cassette, you must have the power on;
at the same time, you must make sure
that the rest of your audio system is
turned off or that the system's volume
is turned fully down. Otherwise, the
playback head may produce hum loud
enough to injure your speakers and
perhaps your ears. All heads and all
other metallic components (capstans,
guides, etc.) contacted by the tape
should be demagnetized. Be sure to
turn on the wand -type demagnetizer
8

of feet away. Otherwise, you may magnetize a head or other component.
"Demagnetizing" an unmagnetized

component will not magnetize

it.

Diminished Tape Speed
Q. Several months ago I purchased
cassette deck which worked fine until
recently. Now the deck will not play
commercially recorded tapes at correct speed. The speed is so slow that
listening is unbearable. This also happens with blank tapes from one of the
major tape manufacturers. I understand that commercially recorded cassettes use tape of lesser quality, but all
of these were previously played without difficulty. Your comments will be
appreciated.-Edwin F. Marcano, Rio
Piedras, P.R.
A. It could be that your deck has
gradually slowed down owing to a cefective motor or other cause. If you
play tapes that you recently recorded,
you may not notice the effect of this
gradual slowdown. But if you play
tapes recorded several months ago,
the speed error would be very noticeable; similarly, if you play prerecorded
tapes, it will be noticeable.
If your deck's speed is now well below 1'/e ips, tapes recorded and
played on this deck will sound acceptable because the speed error in recording will be offset by the speed
error in playback. There will, however,
be losses in the upper treble because
of the diminished speed.
a

High -Frequency Distortion
Q. I have an annoying problem
when dubbing my records onto cassettes. The recording sounds mostly
okay except that the high frequencies
turn out very distorted. I have tried recording with the treble control turned
down; sometimes this works and
sometimes it doesn't. Please give me
suggestions on how to solve this problem.-Violet Hurdle, Brooklyn, N.Y.
A. One reason for the distorted
highs may be that you are recording at
excessively high level, thus saturating
the tape. Another reason may be that
your deck is supplying insufficient bias
current to the record head when recording. If the treble sounds exagger-

ated as well as distorted, this tends to
confirm that bias current is insufficient.
Are you by any chance recording Type
II tapes (chromium/ferricobalt) with the
bias switch in the Type (ferric) position? Type II requires substantially
more bias than Type I. Another possibility is that the record electronics or
the record head is being overloaded
as the result of the great amount of
treble boost supplied by the deck in
recording; again, reducing the record
level would help here. Your treble control has no effect on the signal being
fed to the tape, only on the signal fed
to the speakers, so it has no effect on
your recordings.
I

Losing Balance
Q. I recently bought a used threehead open -reel deck, and it works perfectly except for a small problem-at
least I hope it is small. When monitoring (off the playback head) something
that I am recording, the left channel's
level seems to be 1 to 3 dB below the
right channel's. The disparity is even
greater when comparing source to
tape. The left channel sounds okay,
but is definitely lower in level. Is there
an explanation for this? Will it be expensive to repair?-Andy Blatt, Staten
Island, N.Y.
A. It seems that either or both meters are improperly adjusted in recording and possibly in playback as well.
Good open -reel decks usually have internal meter -calibration controls for
both recording and playback modes.
Assuming your deck has these, this
should be a simple matter for a competent technician to remedy. It will take
him only a few minutes after he gets
the deck open; sometimes it takes
longer to open and close the deck than
to repair it.
However, if your deck lacks the necessary controls, he will have to wire in
or replace some resistors, and this can
take substantially longer. For proper
adjustment, bring a reel of the tape you
ordinarily use. And before you take the
deck home, have him demonstrate that
the deck is now working properly. Q
you have a problem or question on tape
recording, write to Mr. Herman Burstein at AUDIO, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
If
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(Blue Note)

Last Recording

405.985
Best Of The Canadian
Brass (CBS)
401.596
Murray Perahia, Plano -Chopin. Piano Concertos
Nos. S 2 Israel Phil./
Zubin Mehta Conductor
403.337
(SOCL)
Roger Norrington-Early
Romantic Overtures
London Classical Players
(Sony Classical)

1

(Angel)
406-090
The Boston Pops
Orchestra -Music Of The
Night Pops On Broadway
1990 John Williams,

Conductor(SOCL)405.993

Yo -Yo Ma -Great Cello

Concertos (CBS Master)
401.604/391.607
Isaac Stern -Humoresque
-Favorite Violin Encores
405.720
(CBS Master.)
Dvorak: Violin Concerto;
Romance; Carnival Over.
Midori; Mehta, NY Phil.
386.573
(CBS Master.)
Zubin Mehta, Cond.New Year's Concert 1990
Weiner Philharmoniker
(SOCL)
407-189
Kathleen Battle -Handel:
Arias Academy Of St.
Martin In -The -Fields
Neville Marriner (Angel)
407.155

Jay Hoggard-Overview
(Muse)
408.211
Dave Valentin Herbie
Mann -Two Amigos (GRP)
408.096
Tom Scott -Them
408.088
(GRP)
Changes

Lee Ritenour-Stolen
Moments (GRP) 406.280
The RippingtonsMoonlighting (GRP)
406.272
Film a The B.B.'s-New

Larry Carlton-Collection
407.825
(GRP)
Courtney Pine -The

406.017

Vision's Tale (ANTI)
407.494
Don Grusin-Raven
407.452
(GRP)

Jack DeJohnette-

Parallel Realities (MCA)

407.270
Charles Mingus-Epitaph
(Columbia)
406.660/396663
McCoy Tyner -Things
Ain't What They Used To
Be (Blue Note)
406.462
Randy Brecker-Toe To
Toe(MCA)
406.355
David Sanborn -Close
Up (Warner Bros) 370304

Bobby McFerrin -Simple
Pleasures (EMI) 369.306
Basta -Time And Tide
(Epic)
368-043

Pants (Warner Bros.)

Patti Austin -Love Is
Gonna Getcha (GRP)
405.951
John Scot ield-Time On
My Hands (Blue Note)
405.928
Na)ee-Tokyo Blue
405.910
(EMI America)
The Gary Burton Quartet
-Reunion (GRP) 405.118
Joey DeFrancescoWhere Were You?
404.939
(Columbia)
Rich Margitza-Color
404.764
(Blue Note)

Charnett Moffett -Beauty
Within (Blue Note) 404.756
Oscar Peterson -The Trio
(Paolo)
367.268
The Manhattan Transfer
-Brasil (A,i7ni,.) 363.648
Duke Ellington Orch.Digital Duke (GRP)
357.350

IClowmb )

387.142

CLASSICAL. SOUNDS

Vladimir Horowitz -The

OR ONLY

with membership in the Club. See details below.

Rés1tioa01aROOa3)

Stanley Jordan_
Cornucopia

41)6.637

lme

Michel PetruccianiMusic (Blue Note) 404.624
Chick Corea Eleklric
Band-Inside Out (GRP)
404.574
George Howard
Personal (MCA) 404.558
Dianne Reeves -Never
404.517
Too Far (EMI)
Frank Morgan -Mood
Indigo(ANTI)
404.152
Mike Stern -Jigsaw
403.493
(Atlantic Jazz)
Eddie Gomez -Street
Smart (Columbia) 403.360
Stanley Clarke/George
Duke -3 (Epic)
403.352
George Benson -The
Best Of George Benson
Original CTI Recordings
(CBS Associated) 403.246
Dave Grusin -The
Fabulous Baker Boys
Soundtrack (GRP) 402.958
Randy Crawford -Rich

-

And Poor (Warner Bros.)
401.950
Dizzy Gillespie -The
Symphony Sessions
August 25, 1989 (Pro Jazz)
401.943
David Benoit -Waiting
For Spring (GRP) 401.901
Basis -London Warsaw
New York (Epic)
401.752
Kenny G Live (Arista)
401.505

Happy Aniversary,
Charlie Brown -Various
Artists (GRP)
400.846
Strait No Chaser -Music
from the Motion Picture
Thelonious Monk
(Columbia)
400.614
Dave Grusin -Migration
100.044
(GRP)

PLUS A CHANCE TO GET ONE MORE CD -FREE!

-

Michel Camilo -On Fire
(Epic)
389.999
Earl Klugh-Solo Guitar

Harry Conelck,Jr.
When Harry Met Sally
Music From The Motion
Picture (Columbia) 386.821
George Benson
Tenderly (Warner Bros )
384.214
Da. John -In A
Sentimental Mood
(Warner Bros.)
384.040
Diane Schuur-Collection
(GRP)
383.919
Pat Metheny Group
Letter From Home (Geffen)

-

389932

(Warner Bros.)

Nancy Wilson -Lady With
A Song (Columbia)
389.692
Quincy Jones -Back On
The Block (Owest
Warner Bros)
389.577
Lou Rawls -At Lasl
(Blue Note)
387.589
Victor Bailey -Bottom's
Up (Atlantic Jazz) 387.464
Freddie Hubbard -Times
are Changing (Blue Note)
387.449

-

383.901

Jean Luc PontyStorytelling (Columbia)
383.521
Grover Washington, Jr.
Time Out Of Mind
383.539
(Columbia)

-

Stanley Turrentine-La
Place (Blue Note) 387.159

Steps Ahead-N.Y.C.
(Intuition)

381-681

Kirk Whalum-The
Promise (Columbia)
380.436
Hiroshima-East (Epic)
379.321
Dave Grusin Collection

378.398
Joe Sample -Spellbound
(Warner dips)
378.224
(GRP)

Al

Jarreau-Heart's

Horizon (Reprise) 376.186
Bird-Original Motion
Picture Soundtrack
(Columbia)
373.332
Bob James -Ivory Coast
(Warner Bros)
372.789
Take 6 (Reprise)
372.680

LEGENDARY JAZZ PERFORMANCES

Chet Baker -Let's Get
Lost, The Best Of Chet
Baker Sings (CAPJ)
407.486

Billie Holldhy-Lady In
Satin (CL Jazz
Masterpieces)

Louis Armstrong And His

All-Stars-Satch Plays

353.151

The Best Of Chess Jazz
-Various Artists (Chess)

Fats (CL Jazz
Masterpieces)

353.169

363.937
Charles Mingus-Mingus
Ah Urn (CI Jazz

Masterpieces)

Charlie Parker-Bird/The
Savoy Recordings, Vol. 1
383.950
(Savoy Jazz)
The Dave Brubeck
Quartet -Time Out
(CL Jazz Maste-pieces)
353.060
Benny Goodman
Sextet -Slipped Disc 194546 (CL Jazz Masterpieces)
377.531

Chuck Mangione-The
Best Of Chuck Mangione
(MM)
340.547
Branford Marsalis-Trio

354.795

-

Great Moments In Jazz
Various Artists (Atlantic)
376.582/396.580
Rey Charles and Betty
Carter (Dunhill
376.293
CD Classics)
Ornette Coleman -The
Shape of Jazz to Come
(Atlantic)
371.641
Duke Ellington Orch. a
Count Bases Orch.-First
Time The Count Meets
The Duke (CL Jazz
Masterpieces)
353.078

-
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l
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Mlles Davis -Kind of Blue
(CL Jazz Masterpieces)

353.045
Thelonious Monk -The

Genius Of Modern Music
Vol.1 (Blue Note) 407.445
Nat King Cole -Nat King
Cole And The King Cole
Trio (Savoy Jazz) 400.648
John Coltrane -Giant
371.591
Steps (Atlantic)

ECOLUMBIA HOUSE, 1400 N. Fruitridge Ave.
I
P.O. Box 1129, Terre Haute, Indiana 47811-1129
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Please accept my membership application under the terms outlined in this advertisement.
Send me the 8 Compact Discs listed here and bill me I< plus shipping and handling for all
eight. I agree to buy sin more selections at regular Club prices in the coming three
years -and may cancel my membe ship at any time after doing so.
SEND ME THESE 8 CDs FOR W (write in numbers below):

Jeepy (Columbia) 381.830

Miles Davis-Amandla
381.756

(Warner Bros.)

HERE'S HOW TO GET YOUR 8 CDs FOR 16...
Just mail the coupon and we'll send
your 8 CDs, together with a bill for 1c, plus
shipping and handling.
You agree to buy just six more selections
in the next three years, at regular Club

prices (currently $12.98 to $15.98, plus
shipping and handling) -and you may cancel

membership at any time after doing so.
Free Music Magazine sent every four
weeks (up to 13 times a year), describing
the Regular Selection for your listening
interest, plus hundreds of alternates. And
Special Selection mailings up to six times a
year (total of up to 19 buying opportunities).
Buy only what you want! If you want
the Regular or Special Selection, do
nothing -It will be sent automatically. If you'd
prefer an alternate selection, or none at all,
just mall the response card always provided
by the date specified.
Selections w.rh Iwo numbers contain 2 CDs and count os

CÁ

You always have 10 days to decide; if
not, you may return the Selection at our
expense.
Half -Price Bonus Plan. If you continue

your membership after fulfilling your

obligation, you'll be eligible for our moneysaving bonus plan. It lets you buy one CD at
half-price for each CD you buy at regular
Club price.
10 -Day Free Trial. We'll send details of
the Club's operation with your introductory
package. If not satisfied, return everything
within 10 days with no further obligation.
Extra Bonus Offer: you may take one
additional CD right now at the super -low
price of only $6.95 -and you are then entitled
to take an extra CD as a bonus FREEI And
you'll receive your discounted CD and your
bonus CD with your 8 introductory
selections -a total of 10 CDs in all!

-so write in both numbers

2

©

1990 CBS Records Inc.

)I.l(`I MA 1101 SE: Terre I I.ite. I\478I l

I

I

My main musical interest

is (check

Jazz

I

wynlon Morsdrs,
Spyro Gyro

one

:

(But l may always choose from any

category)

Soft Rock

Classical

Michael Bolton,
Fleetwood Moc

Vladimir Horowitz.
KotNeen Bottle

I.

Extra

Mr.

Mrs
Miss

I

im,d

Pnmt 'sr Nome

Address

send

me this CD for which

I

will be billed an additional $6.95.

Apt

City

and I'm entitled to
this extra CD FREEI

State
Do you have a VCR? (041
Do you hove credit cord? (WI

Yes

Note
ala,

Bonus

Offer: also

lost Ny.,e

.a ,ry rglir ro
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o,ders
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No

Yes

Zip
VRM F6
No
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AUDIOCLINIC
JOSEPH GIOVANELLI

Ribbon Tweeters
Q.
would like to know the advan1

on its polarity. While one polarity can
weaken the woofer's magnets, the opposite polarity will tend to magnetize
the woofers rather than demagnetize
them.
Some amplifiers have internal adjustments that can be used to null out
the offset voltage. Check with your amplifier's manufacturer or a qualified
technician to see if your amp's offset
can be reduced or eliminated by this
or other means.

tages and disadvantages of using ribbon tweeters as opposed to dome or
cone tweeters.-Name withheld
A. A ribbon tweeter has a tremendously transparent sound quality;
have yet to hear a cone or dome tweeter work as well. have not checked it,
but it seems to me that the ribbon
tweeter would tend to beam the highs,
whereas the dome tweeter would disperse them.
Ribbon tweeters are expensive to Videocassette Life
produce, and those that have seen
Q. How many times, within reason,
have not been acoustically efficient. can I expect to be able to re-record a
Thus, if connected as add-ons to exist- videocassette before the tape being tweeters, this lack of efficiency comes unusable?-Stephen Goodwin,
could make it difficult or impossible to StonyBrook, N.Y.
A. There's no definite answer. The
balance against the other drivers in the
number of recording and playback cysystem.
Most ribbon tweeters are best at re- cles to which a tape can be subjected
producing the higher frequencies. depends on its quality and on the
Thus, if they were used to replace cleanliness and condition of the VCR's
more conventional tweeters in an exist- drum and tape path. have one casing system, the crossover networks sette I've been using for years, and
would no longer cross over at the cor- which have doubtless run at least 100
rect frequency. In that situation, you times. do find that there are signifiwould probably have to continue using cant dropouts at its start, but if wind
the existing tweeters, adding a second past the first 10 feet of tape, quality is
crossover network at perhaps 8 kHz, fine again. suspect that the greater
where the ribbon would take over. This wear at the start is occasioned by cuenetwork would roll the existing tweeters ing before playing and/or copying poroff, avoiding response peaks caused tions of the tape.
by duplication of frequencies in the
vicinity of the crossover point. It would Auto Radio Background Noise
also ensure that the ribbon tweeters
Q. I have a 1984 Corvette. When
would not be forced to handle frequen- playing a tape, the system sounds fine.
cies too low for them.
The radio, however, has background
static. I have had the radio in for repair
Direct Coupling and
twice, tried a new antenna, and have
Loudspeaker Demagnetization
added a signal booster and a filter.
Q. A power amplifier owner's man- The background noise is still there.
ual I've read mentions several disadLess expensive radios in our other
vantages of direct -coupled amp de- cars don't have this problem. Any adsigns, saying that any d.c. offset in the vice or suggestions you can offer
amplifier's output will slowly demagne- would be gratefully appreciated.-D.
tize the woofer magnets. I noticed that J. Batka, Roswell, Ga.
A.
when I switched my speaker selector
have very little to go on regardon, the woofer cones moved forward ing the background noise you menvery slightly, so I measured the voltage tioned. Is this sound heard only when
across the amplifier's output terminals: listening to AM? Is the sound present
It was about 150 mV.
regardless of whether the engine is on
Is the manual I've read correct? If so,
or off?
what will be the long-term effect of this
Given the information you presentd.c. level on the speakers?-Bill ed, have no way of knowing if the
problem is in your radio, the car's igniPrunkl, Glen Burnie, Md.
A.
really doubt that 150 mV will be tion system, or in the antenna transmissufficient to damage the speakers. sion line. You mentioned changing anAlso, the effect of d.c. offset depends tennas. Did you check the transmisI

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

10

sion line (the cable that connects the
antenna to the radio) to see if it is
"open" or shorted? If this cable is damaged, the best antenna in the world will
be ineffective. Have you listened to
your radio while playing it in the service shop? You would at least know
that it worked there.

(Editor's Note: A Corvette's plastic
body provides less shielding than a
conventional car's metal one, so radio
interference is a common problem.
Check with other Corvette owners in
your area to see which local stereo
installers have coped successfully with
this situation.-I.B.)

Note
Whether or not

use a particular letter in "Audioclinic," every letter is answered. This one-on-one correspondence with readers is one of the things
that makes Audio the unique publication that it is.
enjoy answering all of your questions. It is not possible for me to inspect a system while attempting to
work through each problem. suppose
you can say that each answer is really
a guess. But this isn't "Twenty Questions"-I get only one shot at the answer. To make my guesses more accurate, need all the help you can give
me, right from the start. So when writing, try to give me as much information
about your problem as you can. Sometimes the thing you don't think is important is just what need to answer you
correctly. I'd rather that you send me
too much information than too little.
It would also be helpful if you would
let me know whether or not we can
publish your name in connection with
your question. In this regard, never
do publish a question without letting
the reader know that in advance. If my
correspondence doesn't mention using your question, you can assume that
it won't appear in print. You can be
sure, however, that the fact that don't
select a given question does not mean
take less care when answering you
than do when answering a question
that will be published.-J.G.
Q
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

If you have a

problem or question about audio,
write to Mr. Joseph Giovanelli at AUDIO Magazine, 1633 Broadway, New York, N.Y. 10019. All
letters are answered. Please enclose a
stamped, self-addressed envelope.
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Disc. After all, professional

digital recorders were needed
to create the master tape for
every Compact Disc. In fact,

Why do I need
Digital Audio
Tape? Why are
people making
such a fuss over
this new format?
Isn't Compact Disc
the answer to all
my audio needs?
Isn't the analog
audio cassette
destined to continue
forever? The questions may sound
simplistic, but
they're well worth
asking. Because any
new format merits
special attention.
And because the
answers shed light
not merely on DAT,
but on Compact
Disc and the future
of audio at large.

Music lovers can be forgiven
if they think of Compact Disc
and digital audio as one and
the same thing. So powerful
and so successful has the
Compact Disc been, that many
consider the digital revolution
to be an accomplished fact.
But in fact, CD is simply the

first successful component of
the digital age. Which means
it was the first to introduce
millions of Americans to the
overwhelming benefits of
digital audio. These include
frequency response that's

uniformly flat. A hundredfold
decrease in distortion. Wow
and flutter so low, they can't

the modern age of digital

recording dates back to the
introduction of Pulse Code
Modulation (PCM) processors
in the 1970's.

During those years, Sony
realized that the extraordinary
recording bandwidth of

professional VCR's could be
used to record stereo sound

encoded as PCM digital signals.

Sony reasoned that encoding
the sound in this way would

-

result in tremendous sonic
benefits

the same benefits

SONY

even be measured. And most

important of all, dynamic
range approaching that

DT -60

mum,

DAT

RIXIlY.M14

of a live concert.
The CD introduced

digital disc playback
to the home. In effect, making

your CD player the digital
turntable. In like fashion, many
more digital components are
on their way. We've already
seen the dawn of Digital Signal

-

Holding

!

up to 2 hours of

-quality sound, the DAT
cassette Is a mere 47% the size
of a standard analog cassette.
CD

it's no coincidence that more

familiar to any CD enthusiast
today. The first result of Sony's
thinking was the world's first
home digital component, the

and more components are offer-

Sony PCM-1 in 1977. When

ing direct digital -to -digital

connected to an ordinary
home VCR, the PCM-1 made

Processing (DSP) preamplifiers
and soon we'll see Digital Audio

Broadcast (DAB) tuners. And

interlace. Digital Audio Tape

(DAT) fits perfectly into this
larger pattern, bringing all the

sonic benefits of digital audio
to tape recording and playback.
And just as analog cassettes
coexisted with LP's, DAT will
coexist with CD
"sister"
formats of the digital age.

-

11,i

-

Q[

DIGITAL RECORDING.

possible audio recording of
unprecedented quality.

.,,

,

,

,,,,,,,

,

IM.

The PCM-1 was quickly

followed by the world's first
processor for CD mastering,
the Sony PCM-1600, in 1980.
(To this day, more CD's have
been mastered on Sony 1600

Series processors than on all
Far from being a recent devel-

opment, digital recording
actually preceded the Compact

other brands combined.) Next
came the world's first portable

A

D

U

NIS COMPARISON IS

ANALOG CASSETTE

-

DAT (R-DAT)

48 kHz

Sampling frequency
Quantization

16 -bit linear

Frequency

2-22,000

Approx. 25-20,000 Hz

Hz

A

P

directly to market. From our
experience with Compact Disc,
we understood that universal
standardization is vital to a
format's success. Sony knew

THE CURTAIN GOES UP ON

A NEW ERA IN DIGITAL.
By April of 1987, Sony was

marketing the new DAT record-

that R-DAT hardware and soft-

ers to consumers overseas.

ware had to be interchange-

Soon Sony professional DAT

able from

Characteristic

Distortion Factor

T

But Sony did not take R-DAT

ZO COMPARISON:

ANALOG CASSETTE VERSUS DAT.

Dynamic Range

0

I

96 dB or more

65 dB (noise reduction on)

0.005% or more

0.5%

Less than

Approx. 0.018%

Wow and Flutter

to manufacturer and

country to

measurable limit
Max. 2 Hours

2 Hours

Recording Time

manufacturer

country.

DIGITAL

(standard mode)

So Sony met

Tape Width

3.81mm

3.81mm

Tape Speed

8.15mm/s

Approx. 4.8cm/s

(standard mode)

Cassette Size

Sony met these goals in 1982
with a proposed format using

They probed. And they gave

help record companies establish

the rotating head -drum tech-

the go-ahead for full-scale

the library of prerecorded DAT

nology of VCR's. The prototype
was called Rotary-Head Digital
Audio Tape, or R-DAT for short.

development of the R-DAT
format. Their efforts resulted in
the DAT format we know today.

software. Now DAT is ready for

600pm

73 x 54 x 10.55mm

102.4 x 63 x 12mm

(WxDxH)

digital system, the legendary
PCM-F1 in 1981. Its digital to -analog conversion circuitry
was to influence the design
of the first generation of CD
players, introduced the following
year. The trail of development
soon led to the professional
DASH -format open -reel decks
that reign at today's top recording studios. Sony's 2 -track,
24 -track and 48 -track recorders

constitute the world's best-selling professional digital series.

the audio performance of the

newly -introduced Compact Disc.

---

.r.r

SONY

recording format. Unlike the
PCM processors, which

D)

have to support a variety of time,
track number and search functions. And it would have to equal

---Q

11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111 11111111
"="- -e-=_
= iw_r1la%_1tifl1fL:=:.=.i ran _war.

easy -to -use consumer digital

accommodate portable and
autosound applications. It would

of all. Yours.

_

embarked on developing an

recorded digital audio onto
videocassettes, this would
be a dedicated audio format.
It would have to be small, to

the most important evaluation

Sony's 48 -track studio digital recorder, the PCM-3348.

THE COMING IIFOAT.

With professional digital
recording an accomplished
fact by the early 1980's, Sony

hardware,

music and
blank tape
companies in Before anyone could agree on a worldwide standard
for rotary-head DAT, someone had to build the first
the internaprototype. That someone was Sony.
tional Digital
machines were being sold to
Audio Tape Conference. The
recording studios worldwide.
conferees evaluated R-DAT
Next Sony DAT duplication
versus competing tape
systems were introduced to
technologies. They tested.

13.591 pm

Track Width

with 83 other

la"r.
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DIGITAL SOUND.

GETTING THE MUSIC

11A119k"l

ON TAPE.

How does DAT
work? How on earth
does it capture 2
hours of CD -quality
music on that miniature cassette? How
did they get DAT
to work in a car or
portable player? And
how did they overcome the challenge
of tape wear and
tear? The answer is
surprisingly simple.
DAT takes two
familiar technologies and combines
them in an unfamiliar way: the digital
audio technology
of the Compact Disc
and the helical -scan
recording technology of the VCR.
Here's how.

Behind every digital audio
format there stand two key
parameters that

- -

While the digital specs of DAT
undoubtedly assure high quality,

before

anything else takes place

they also require a recording

largely determine sound quality.
They are the quantization

bandwidth that's immense. A
little arithmetic shows that while

scheme and the sampling
rate. Thus, the CD gets its

good analog decks have

spectacular dynamic range

much, much more. With

directly from 16 -bit linear
quantization. And the full,
20,000 Hz frequency response
of CD is the direct result of the
44.1 kHz sampling rate.

kHz sampling rate, with each

a

band-

width of 22,000 Hz, DAT requires
a 48

sample requiring 16 bits, and
with two channels of sound to
record simultaneously, the
data rate is 48,000 x 16 x 2,
or 1,536,000 bits per second.

The news is that the DAT format

retains exactly the same 16 -bit
linear quantization and exactly

Which means a DAT recorder
must have a bandwidth of at
least 1,536,000 Hz!

the same 44.1 kHz

sampling rate as
CD. So you can

expect the same
spectacular sound

from

a

DAT

recorder as you're
now getting from

your CD player.
In addition, the
44.1 kHz rate

As does

enables record

tape in

companies to
release DAT titles
from the same

VCR, DAT records the signal onto the
series of diagonal tracks. Different
azimuth alignment for A and B heads minimize
crosstalk. As in 8mm video, Automatic Track
Finding (ATF) eliminates the complexity of a
separate control track.
a

a

masters they use

for CD. The DAT format also

offers a 48 kHz sampling rate
for recording trom live and

A'ni 'ur1111111E1d"
TO THE RESCUE.

analog sources. And the option
of the 32 kHz sampling rate

How does DAT derive its vastly

facilitates a Long -Play Mode
giving you up to four hours

the helical scanning, rotary -

of FM -quality music on a

head technology of VCR's. All

single DT-120 cassette!

enables DAT to perform the

conventional audio recorders
use stationary heads that record
linear tracks as the transport
drives the tape past the heads.
In analog cassettes, the tape
moves past at a stately 1-7/8
inches per second (ips). Open -

amazing process of digital -to -

reel analog decks achieve higher

-

The 44.1 kHz sampling rate

does more than endow DAT

with CD -quality sound. Along
with direct digital inputs, it

digital recording.*

increased bandwidth? From

-

quality by moving faster
anywhere from 7-1/2 ips up to
30 ips for professional recorders.

L
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In contrast, DAT uses a rapidly
spinning rotary head drum that

I

0

T

P
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E

EASY ACCESS.

records thousands of diagonal
tracks. Typically spinning at
2,000 rpm, the drum lays down
tracks with an effective tape -to head speed of over 120 ips

-

more than four times faster than
the finest professional analog

decks. This high "writing"
speed is the foundation of the
DAT format. It makes possible

DAT's unique combination of

recording capability, spectacular

sound, and amazing compactness. It also gives the head
drum a flywheel effect that makes
DAT particularly immune to

the shock and vibration that
can interfere with car stereo

and portable audio systems.

Part of CD's undeniable allure
is its remarkable access functions. The CD's time display
and track number functions are
made possible by digital sub codes placed onto the disc
alongside the music. In much
the same way, DAT offers similar
subcodes for elapsed time,
track number, Start ID, Stop
ID, and Skip ID
giving you
CD -like ease of access to your
music. As you would expect,

-

prerecorded DAT cassettes
come with subcodes already
in place. But because DAT is a

also recording format, you can
also place, erase and adjust
the order of these operational

DAT's diagonal tracks are

themselves a study in micro-

scopic precision. Each track is
less than one tenth the thickness

single human hair. The
tracks fill the tape with information of such high density that
each square inch holds 114
of

subcodes on the tapes you
record. And of course, these
operations will not affect the

integrity of the music.

a

million bits of data. That's the
equivalent of 7,100 typewritten

A. Rotary Drum
B.

Magnetic Heads

C.

Guide Rollers

The DAT cassette shell features an erasure -prevention slider, a full
complement of recognition holes, and extraordinary physical protection
of the tape itself.

signal have been reduced to
A MASTERPIECE OF

sub-microscopic size.

MINIATURE ENGINEERING.
The design of the DAT cassette

Perhaps the most impressive

protects these invisibly smell

aspect of the DAT format is the

particles from the ravages of
dust, dirt and fingerprints. When

cassette itself. A technological

triumph in its own right, the
DAT cassette can hold up to
10.8 billion bits of musical
data. Yet it's 47% smaller than
the standard audio cassette.

ejected from the deck, the tape

The secret is that the metal

shell prepares DAT for the
rigors of car and portable use.

particles that hold the magnetic

shell snaps shut, sealing off
not only the tape, but the reel

hubs and guidepost holes as
well. In this way, the cassette

pages in every square inch
of tape!

ERADI

tic

4
ERRORS.

Considering recorded tracks
of such amazing density, you

might think that tape dropouts
and tape wear would be
formidable concerns. Thanks
in part to Sony technology, the
DAT format automatically
overcomes the problem of tape
irregularities. DAT records a
vast quantity of redundant
information that can be called
upon at any time to identify

41
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and fill even large gaps in the

music. All told, DAT incorporates twice the error -correction
capability of CD. And as with
CD, error correction doesn't
just approximate the original
data. It usually reconstructs
that data completely.

DT-90
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YOUR SYSTEM.

Many would-be DAT owners

Where is the DAT
format headed?
Where will I be able
to play my DAT
cassettes? And
where will I find
prerecorded DAT?
Many newcomers
to the new format
assume DAT is
just for recording
superlative tapes
for playback at
home. And while
the new home DAT
recorders will
unquestionably
meet such high
expectations, these
machines represent
only the first chapter
of the DAT story.
Even at this early
date, Sony can give
some strong indications of what the
future holds in store.

believe that the only tapes
they'll play on their machines

As DAT has neared introduction

are the ones they've recorded

audiophiles have seen tantalizing

themselves. So you may be
surprised to learn that a grow-

glimpses of home high fidelity
DAT recorders. With their aweinspiring specifications, the
first crop of DAT home decks

ing band of audiophile record
labels have discovered that
DAT represents an excellent

on the U.S. consumer market,

have led music lovers to expect
great things. These expectations

playback medium for their
digital recordings. So such
trend -setting jazz labels as GRP
and DMP are releasing many

of their best titles on DAT.
Influential classical labels, such
as Capriccio, Chandos and

Sony's own Sony Classical'

will not be disappointed. With
DAT, you'll experience sound
quality on a par with today's
best CD players. You'll have a
choice of analog or digital inputs
and outputs for the highest

quality interface now and in
the future. And you'll run the
whole show

label are doing the same.

by remote

control.
As imple-

mented by

Sony in the
DTC-700
and DTC75ES, home
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DAT brings

with it the

N

.

expertise
we've earned

throughout
15 years in

digital
recording.

Audiophile record labels have begun to introduce
their best digilal recordings in the DAT format.

You can
hear it in

Sony is supporting these

our proprietary High Density

efforts in two important areas.
We've created the world's first

Linear Converter' system. You
can see it in our high-speed

professional DAT duplication

loading. And you can experi-

decks to produce prerecorded
software. Next, we've installed

ence it in our ultra -stable 4 -

a

brigade of these duplicators

in Sony's ultra -modern Digital

motor transport. Which means
Sony decks not only define
DAT, they also refine it.

Audio Disc Corporation plant
in Terre Haute, Indiana. There,
they form America's first DAT

duplication facility, a resource
not simply for our own record
label, but for custom duplication

available to anyone. Clearly,
the DAT story encompasses

u,n
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AWAY FROM HOME.
But home decks certainly do
not represent the full extent of
DAT hardware. The fact is, DAT

not only hardware, but software,

was designed at the outset for

as well.

music on the go. For one thing,

A
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the flywheel effect of DAT's

receiver. Yet it contains a full -

rotating head drum makes for
amazingly stable tape playback

function DAT player, an AM/FM
tuner, and even control capability for a Sony DiscJockey®
10 -disc changer. Sony fit all

YOU CAN'T HAVE CRFAT

these abilities in

An indispensable part of the

during the shakes, jars, and
jolts of mobile operation. Then
there's the DAT cassette itself.
Its minuscule size was specifically chosen to facilitate the
creation of car and portable
players. And its sealed design
helps protect the tape even
when the environment is full
of smoke, dust, dirt and grit.
All told, DAT is convincingly
well -suited to the widest range
of audio recording and playback applications.

WE

single DIN size chassis that will fit the
dashboard of almost any car.

Y0lit CARRY IT AWAY
AND VICE VERSA.

digitization of audio.

-

recorders make digital tape

For more information on the

format that brings tape recording into the digital age, call 1-

hear. Sony's UST coating

places these particles across
the tape surface with amazing

for Sony and the TCD-D31- DAT

conventional cassette

the next major step in the

you'd need an electron microscope to see
but not to

happen to be. Portable DAT

Sony DAT machines.

a

playback. And DAT embodies

Art magnetic particles that

enjoy DAT? Wherever you

like

exacting standards of digital

recording. DAT promises a
wealth of exciting new opportunities in music recording and

DAT cassettes are Sony Crystal

audio. Sony's new DTX-101
shows all the hallmarks that
have made Sony the number
one choice in car CD. This
head unit looks for all the world

So you can drive while listening

to the tapes you love, with the

years of development in digital

go with it. At the heart of these

Walkman° recorder is just
what you'd expect from Sony.
Quite simply, it's the world's
smallest, full -function DAT
recorder. Which means it's got
microphone inputs and Sony's
HDLC Analog -to -Digital
Converter built right in. The
TCD-D3 even gets two hours
of battery life on a one-hcur
charge. Which typifies the
thoughtful engineering of all

can play them back in the car.

represents the culmination of

90 and 120 blank cassettes to

course, portable DAT is a natural

With DAT, not only can you
enjoy your tapes at home, you

new piece of hardware. DAT

think of introducing the new
hardware without the DT -60,

as versatile as analog tape. Of

THE DRIVING EXPERIENCE.

is much more than an interesting

cassette. And Sony wouldn't

Where is the perfect place to

TIE FUTURE

There can be no doubt that DAT

WE.

DAT format is the blank DAT

-

:OR

P01

201-SONY-DAT during East
Coast business hours. And

uniformity. And Sony's proprietary HD & R binder system

speak to the people best qualified to answer your digital

keeps them there. The sum

questions. Sony. The Leader
in Digital Audio.

total of which makes Sony
DAT cassettes fully prepared

--

for the rigors

Sony TCD-D3 DAT

and the

Walkman Recorder

glories
of Digital Audio
Tape recording.
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AND 120 DAT BLANK

RECORDER

CASSETTES

Complete head unit with DAT

Converter" system
Four -motor tape transport
with digital direct drive
2nd -generation DAT
circuitry with digital

playback, AM/FM tuner, and

Compatible with Long -

Sony's HDLC A/D converter
8x oversampling with dual

Large Scale Integrated

Play mode

18 -bit D/A converters

circuits (LSI's)
Choice of 2- and 4 -hour
recording and playback
on a DT -120 tape
Supplied Remote

8x oversampling digital

Digital and analog
inputs and outputs
Built-in mic inputs

Commander® wireless
remote control

Optical, coaxial, and
analog inputs and outputs
60 -track programming
Automatic Music Sensor'"
track selection
User programmable
subcode functions

control in a single, standard
DIN -sized chassis

filter with dual 18 -bit
D/A converters
2nd generation proprietary
digital LSI
3 motor transport
Automatic power loading
Automatic Music Sensor"
track selection, Intro Scan,
Repeat Play and Skip ID play

Multi -function, switchable
illumination display
SSIR tuner with 18 FM
and 6 AM preset stations
Front and rear preamp outputs

90

DAT WALKMAN®

High Density Linear

DiscJockey CD changer

TAPS: "ONY DT-00,

World's smallest and lightest
DAT recorder with built-in
Analog -to -Digital Converter

Compatible with LongPlay mode
Cue and Review at 25x

normal speed
Automatic Music Sensor"
track selection
Automatic and manual
start ID's
Supplied AC adaptor/charger

Optional car bracket
Optional wireless remote

control

Crystal Art metal particles
a mere 0.17 microns long
achieve the highest information density of any tape format

Sony's UST coating process
for maxi -mum uniformity,
minimum tape dropouts

Proprietary HD & R (High
Dispersion and Reliability)
binder system for improved
durability, play after play
Professional -quality back
coating for smooth, stable
tape running
High precision shell

SONV

BONY

DT

.ON.

-9",

0143

C31

DAT

Ks>

Back -lit LCD display

Miracles of magnetic engineering,
Sony DT -60, 90 and 120 blank
tapes are definitive expressions
of tape recording technology.

© 1990

Sony Corporation of America. All rights reserved. Sony, Automatic Music
Sensor, DiscJockey, High Density Linear Convener, Remote Commander, The
Leader in Digital Audio, Sony Classical and Walkman are trademarks of Sony.
Features and specifications are subject to change without notice.
DAT products sold by manufacturer -authorized outlets incorporate the Serial Copy
Management System, which will not prevent you from making a direct digital -to digital copy from a digital source, but from such copies will prevent a second direct

digital -to -digital copy from being made.

t Models DTX-10 and TCD-D3

available January, 1991.
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AUDIO DEALER LISTING
ALABAMA

KENTUCKY

NEW JERSEY

OHIO

Huntsville

Okolona

Flemington

Warrensville Hts.

Acoustics Design Inc.,
6303 Ulrich Ave.

Universal Appliance & Entertainment
Rte 202 & South Main

Audio Video Lab.
2801 Newby Rd.

CALIFORNIA
Los Angeles
Henry Audio
2050 S. Bundy Drive

Mountain View
Sound Goods
391 S. San Antonio Road
San Diego
g

Stereo Design
9353 Clairmont Mesa Blvd.

COLORADO
Boulder
Listen Up Inc.
2034 Avapahoe Street

Grand Junction
The Sound Stop
528 South Tejon
636-1684

CONNECTICUT
Milford
Starlander Beck
354 Woodmont Rd.

Waterbury
Zinno Music Inc.
195 Meriden Rd.

FLORIDA
Daytona Beach
Crystell Clear Sounds
2800 S. Nova Rd.

LOUISANA
Baton Rouge
Art Colley's Audio Specialists
711 Jefferson Hwy

MARYLAND

Hoboken
Stereo Distributors-NJ
844 Park Ave.
Heaven in Hoboken

MASSACHUSETTS
Beverly

Fairless Hills

Verona
Audio Connection
615 Bloomfield Ave.

Northhampton

Stereo Depot
155 S. Central Ave.

Route 8

Pittsfield
HBS Stereo Systems
237 1st Street Route 7

PM Systems
20 Court St.

Avtronics Ltd.
260 Old Country Road
Lake Grove
Audio Den Ltd.
Smith Haven Plaza
2201 Nesconset Hwy

Dearborn

Audio Excellence
4974 Alexis Drive

Little Professor
22174 Michigan Ave.

Merrick

14306 Dale Mabry Hwy. N.

Flint

Performance Audio Svc.
2064 Sunr.se Hwy

W. Palm Beach

Custom Auto Sound
G-3263 W. Pasadena

Audio Advisors
2273 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd.

Rochester

GEORGIA

Rochester Book Center
1410 Walton Blvd.
Rochester Hills Plaza

Tampa
Audio Visions

Atlanta
Stereo & Video Designs Inc.
6300 Powers Ferry

ILLINOIS
Bloomington
Lasers Edge
512 IAA Dr.

MINNESOTA

Wichita
Advance Audio
5507 E. Kellogg

Sound Advice
2821 Ashland Rd.

TEXAS
Dallas
Omni Sound
4833 Keller Springs

Houston
Soundscape
2304 Portsmouth
Home Entertainment
2617 Bissonnet

Laredo
Audio Systems Inc.
4500 San Bernardo

McAllen
Montauk
Montauk TV Service

Showery Stereo
320 S. 10th

VIRGINIA
New York
Stereo Exchange Inc.
194 Mercer Street

Danville
Aeolian Svcs.
215 Main Street

Orchard Park
Stereo Chamber Inc.
Union & Orchard Pk. Rds

Go -Ho Auto Audio
10817 Warwick Blvd.

Minneapolis
Jerry Raskin s Needle Dr.

Roslyn

Richmond

MISSOURI

KANSAS

Columbia

Ferris TV & Stereo
116 N.E. 4th Ave.

Absolute Audio
4227 Maray Dr.

P.O. Box 22

Audio Insights
10441 Perry Hwy #B

Austin

419 14th Ave. S.E.

Portage
Who's Your Entertainment

Sounds Good To Me
2481 E. State

Main Street

Rockford

INDIANA

Hermitage

SOUTH CAROLINA
Hicksville

Liverpool

MICHIGAN

Audiolab Stereo Center
500 Lincoln Hwy.

Wexford
Hartsdale

Lake Placid
Audio-Vision
Cold Brook Plaza

Plymouth

10327 North May Ave.

PENNSYLVANIA

NEW YORK

Otis
Custom Audio Works

Oklahoma City
Contemporary Sounds

Morris Plains

Destek Electronics
283-D Cabot Street

Sound & Music Inc.
Millbank Place 351
Pleasant Street

OKLAHOMA

J.S.
S. Audio
643 Speecwell

Gramaphone Ltd.
1081 Tony Drive

Hoftmans House of Stereo
23031 Emery Road

The Discriminating Bar
at the Harborview Shoppes
1518 Old Northern Blvd.

Newport News

Stereo Trading Post
8705 W. Broad Street

WASHINGTON

Verona
Deca Autosound
157 Holloway

NEW HAMPSHIRE

NORTH CAROLINA
Durham
CD Superstore
5410 N. Highway 55

Seattle
Definitive Audio
6017 Roosevelt Way N.E.

WISCONSIN

Concord

Morganston

Greenway

Audio of New England
31A S. Main

Audio Service Center
202 S. Sterling Street

Hi -Fi Heaven
1917 S. Webster Ave.

Dealers interested in Audio should call 1-800-221-3148
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Handbook for
Sound Engineers
The New Audio Cy[M,pedu
We.
Won rrw.

Handbook for Sound Engineers edited
by Glen Ballou. Howard W. Sams &
Company, 1,247 pp., hardback,
$79.95.
Audio Engineering Handbook edited
by K. Blair Benson. McGraw-Hill Pub.
Co., 1,040 pp., hardback, $83.50.
The mammoth Handbook for Sound
Engineers is subtitled "The New Audio
Cyclopedia," an obvious and purposeful reference to Howard Tremaine's Audio Cyclopedia of earlier years. The
preface, however, makes no mention
of the earlier volume. The 31 chapters
of this new handbook have some correspondence to the 25 chapters of the
second edition of Tremaine's work, but
changes in emphasis reflect the passing years and changing technology.
The handbook groups its chapters into
seven parts: "Acoustics" (eight chapters), "Electronic Components .for
Sound Engineering" (four chapters),
"Electroacoustic Devices" (two chapters), "Audio Electronic Circuits and
Equipment" (eight chapters), "Recording and Playback" (three chapters),
"Design Applications" (four chapters),
and "Measurements" (two chapters).
The text and illustrations of the large
(71/2 x 93/4 in.) pages are well produced, making for excellent legibility.

"Rooms for Speech, Music, and Cinema" by Rollins Brook and Ted Uzzle
covers the characteristics and design
of large rooms. Considering the limited
space (44 pages), found the coverage very satisfactory for such broad
subjects. did feel, however, that more
discussion was needed on cinema surround -sound systems. The acoustics
of outdoor performance sites would
benefit from at least a chapter section,
but they didn't get that. The final chapter in Part 1, "Acoustics of Open Plan
F. Alton Everest wrote the first six
Rooms," provides pertinent and cochapters of "Acoustics": "Fundamen- gent comments on the design of such
tals of Sound," "Pyschoacoustics," office spaces, although success is not
"Acoustics of Small Rooms," "Com- as easily attained as implied.
mon Factors in All Audio Rooms,"
The four chapters on "Electronic
"Acoustical Design of Audio Rooms," Components for Sound Engineering"
and "Recording Studio Design." These which make up Part 2 cover "Resistors,
150 pages contain much helpful infor- Capacitors, and Inductors," "Transmation presented in the lucid style for formers," "Tubes, Discrete Solid -State
which the author is well known. Propa- Devices, and Integrated Circuits," and
gation of sound, refraction, diffraction, "Heat Sinks, Wire, and Relays." Author
and the inverse -square law are among Glen Ballou has used the space well,
the fundamentals discussed. The hear- and the reference material is probably
ing mechanism; critical bands; delay sufficient for many. Other sources may
effects; room characteristics; studio be needed, however.
construction criteria; heating, ventilaThe electroacoustic devices covtion, and air-conditioning systems; re- ered in Part 3 are grouped under "Miverberation; absorption; diffusion, and crophones" and "Loudspeakers, Endesigns of specific studios are among closures, and Headphones." The 90
the many subjects receiving careful at- pages written by Glen Ballou cover the
tention. A few additional words should many types of microphones and conhave been written in the first or second vey useful information on specific modchapter to warn of the limitations of a els. Electret, PZM (Pressure Zone Mispectrum -level reference when the crophone), and wireless microphones
noise energy has a slope. Very good are among the types of units covered,
information and guidance is supplied with valuable details on PZM usage
on planning, design, and construction. and well-chosen criteria for selecting
20

I

I

wireless systems included. Pickup patterns and responses of specific models are described. Actual usage of microphones is covered to some extent,
and the recommendations will guide
those with limited experience.
Clifford Henricksen wrote the section
on "Loudspeakers, Enclosures, and.
Headphones." It starts with several
pages on speaker measurements and
standards-an important inclusion.
The section on electromagnetic motor
configurations and associated elements is essential reading for those
who ought to know what's going on in
there. Cone drivers, diaphragms, and
suspensions are covered. Various
types of enclosures, their design, and
Thiele -Small parameters are discussed. Information is provided on
compression drivers and various types
of horns. The systems section is wide
in its coverage, but depth is lacking on
some points. Electrostatic and piezoelectric speakers and headphones get
just a couple of pages each.
Part 4, "Audio Electronic Circuits
and Equipment," constitutes one quarter of the handbook: Over 300 pages
are allotted to its eight chapters. The
information in the 52 pages on amplifiers, by Gene Patronis, Jr. and Mahlon
Burkhard, is certainly worthwhile, with
sections on the transfer function, feedback theory, and operational and power amplifiers. felt, however, that automatic mixers got too much emphasis in
the preamp section, and some large
schematics were of limited interest.
The next chapter (by Ballou) is a short
one on the basic types and characteristics of attenuators. The "Filters and
Equalizers" chapter (also by Ballou)
starts with 30 definitions and short explanations. Good coverage on passive
equalizers includes constant -k and m derived filters, but, from my viewpoint,
the section on active filters is too short
and too much space is given to schematics of marginal interest. Parametric
and transversal equalizers are not discussed-curious and unfortunate
omissions. The short chapter on "Delay" (by Burkhard) could stand some
expansion, but many facets of the subject get good basic explanations.
The next three chapters are by Glen
Ballou, starting with "Power Supplies."
It provides good overall understanding
of power -supply designs and characI
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Remove the heavy duty transformers.
Eliminate the independent power supplies.
Disconnect proprietary signal enhancing
circuitries. Replace metal panels, chassis,
and trays with plastic.

I
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These are a few of the things our competition would love to do to our components.
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Because it's the only way they could make
them as good as their components.

At Onkyo, we believe technology without
quality is meaningless. Our new AV
Receiver line, for example, offers the most
advanced multi -room, multi -source
control. Yet at the heart are transformers
and heat sinks substantially larger than
those found in other brands. After all, if the
sound is anemic, who cares how many
rooms you can hear it in.
These new AV Receivers also feature
Dolby Pro Logic, driven by 5 discrete
power amplifiers. So the critical center
channel doesn't get short changed.
And your viewing and listening enjoyment
short circuited.
Onkyo components sound better because
they're built better. It's a difference you
can

hear-and see.

Artistry in Sound

ONKYO

200 Williams Drive, Ramsey, N.J. 07446 201-825-7950
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Ballou's handbook offers
a great deal of information
and guidance, presented
very well indeed by several
of the noted authors.
teristics, including batteries. "Constant- and Variable -Speed Devices"
describes basic motor types, but coverage is lacking on turntable and tape recorder drive specifics, such as
speed control, servos, and designs for
tension control. (Later chapters do
have some information.) The next
chapter is on "VU and Volume -Indicator Meters and Devices." The exposition on what makes a VU meter is quite
clear, but a contradiction shows up in
a paragraph title, "Peak-Reading VU
Meters." This would be the place to
discuss the standards in IEC 268-10,
but no mention is made of them here.
"Consoles and Systems" is the last
chapter in this part, and an impressive
127 pages it is. Steve Dove presents a
lot of information in a lucid, tutorial

style that more technical authors
should emulate. He builds the topic by
discussing the essential elements, including the history that led to particular
choices. Subjects include op -amps,
grounding, switching, input design,
transformers, equalizers, mixing, monitoring, the console system, and console automation and computers.
Part 5, "Recording and Playback,"
starts with 108 pages on "Disk Recording and Playback" by George Alexandrovich. This chapter is an excellent
combination of breadth and depth,
providing many useful details on
heads, cutting, manufacturing, turntables, arms, cartridges, mastering,
preamps, noise reduction, and test records. The section on digital disc recording and playback, however, is
rather short. The 43 -page chapter on
"Magnetic Recording and Playback,"
by Dale Manquen, is well written.

It

covers transports, tensioning, guiding,
heads, noise, losses, tape, electronics,
and other subjects. do wish the subject matter had received twice the
number of pages. The 14 -page "Digital
Recording and Playback," by the
same author, also seemed constrained
by lack of space, and the information
on the CD is quite limited.
Part 6, on "Design Applications," has
four chapters. Chris Foreman's "Sound
System Design" is the first one, and its 94
pages emphasize system design for
large rooms. Sections on equalization
and other signal processing, test equipment, grounding and shielding, wiring,
and troubleshooting add to the value of
I

22

this chapter. A worthwhile inclusion is
"Principles of Sound and Hearing,"
the brief coverage of design software. by Floyd E. Toole, is the first chapter,
Just nine pages for "Systems for the and its 71 pages provide an excellent
Hearing Impaired," by Rollins Brook and tutorial on fundamentals. English and
Lawrence Philbrick, left me somewhat metric units are both given, which is
frustrated, but the basic information pro- very helpful. Coverage of the subject is
vided will help those of limited experi- broad, with sections on comb filters,
ence. "The Broadcast Chain," by Dougpropagation, room modes, psycho las W. Fearn, gives a rather cursory look acoustics, timbre, perceptual dimenat lines, transmission, specifications,
sions, ear functions, stereophonic imand receivers in its 16 pages, but that aging and localization, precedence efmay be enough for sound engineers.
fect, binaural discrimination, sound
That is also true for the 25 pages of quality, listening tests, and hearing
"Image Projection" by Ballou, covering conversation. The depth of presentalenses, still and motion pictures includ- tion is good.
ing soundtrack pickup, and projection
"Audio Spectrum," by Douglas
techniques.
Preis, discusses time and frequency
Part 7 has two chapters on "Mea- domains, introducing fundamental
surements." Don Davis presents a concepts of signals along with the asgood collection of background, guid- sociated math. Spectra, Fourier analyance, and specific instructions in tie sis, transforms, types of signals, linear
43 pages of "Audio Measurements." distortion, minimum -phase systems
The author puts emphasis on TEF anal- and responses, and much more are
ysis, based on Richard Heyser's work, presented. The reader will find rewards
in preference to using FFT analyzers.
in the study and understanding of this
"Fundamentals and Units of Measure- material. Basic understanding from
ment," by Ballou, has the expected this well-written text is quite possible
weight on sound in its 36 pages, but without complete comprehension of
information is included on electrical equations and the concepts exand general physical units.
pressed.
The index for the Handbook for
"Architectural Acoustic Principles
Sound Engineers is 21 pages long, too and Design Techniques," by Richard
short for a book of 1,247 pages. The G. Cann and K. Anthony Hoover, covtables of contents for the chapters are ers subjects that would benefit from
quite detailed, more so than with most more than the 44 pages given. There
similar books, and that does help. is, however, good information on abSome chapters had fairly extensive ref- sorption, noise -reduction coefficients,
erences and bibliographies at the end, reverberation, transmission loss, and
but others had no listings. In general, other subjects. Material on mechanical
the references were not as up-to-date systems, isolation, and vibration add to
as I expected. This volume offers a the value of the chapter. The typogreat deal of information and guid- graphical error, "special handling Lucy
ance, sometimes presented very well 3-17-88" (page 3.11), was more amusindeed by particular authors. Overall, I ing than distracting.
felt a weighting toward sound rein"Digital Audio" covers a great deal
forcement systems, although much of in its 82 pages. The first part, "Digital
the material can be applied in other Techniques" by P. Jeffrey Bloom and
areas of sound. The price is high, but Guy W. McNally, starts with discussion
the cost per helpful bit would be quite of digital signal fundamentals, perforreasonable for many.
mance targets, and the human receivThe Audio Engineering Handbook er. A/D conversion, anti-aliasing, samhas 17 chapters, an index, and a de- ple and hold, dither, and other subtailed table of contents. It covers six jects are covered succinctly. Profescategories: Fundamental concepts of sional applications include S-DAT and
sound, hearing, and acoustics; audio - R-DAT, editing, and processing; mosignal spectrum and transmission; dig- tion -picture technology and transmisital and analog processing and record- sion systems get space as well.
ing; sound pickup, amplification and
The second part, "Processing Cirreproduction; program production, cuits and Components," was written by
and measurements and standards.
Leonard Sherman and Jerry Whitaker
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The Big Klipsch Sound Is
Now Small In Size And Price
You've always expected
KLIPSCH to give you a big,
dynamic sound. Yet KLIPSCH has
never been known for making
small speakers.
Well allow us to introduce
the new KLIPSCH kg'®. Here
is absolute proof that big performance can come from a very small
speaker system. The kg' fills your
listening room with the presence
and dynamics of a live performance.
Yet it's so small that it sits comfortably (and inconspicuously) on a
bookshelf. Technology is the
reason why.
The woofer cone, for
example, is carbon graphite filled

a new standard for bass
quality and authority in a system
of this size. The voice coil of this
woofer is vented for increased
power handling and effortless
reproduction of dynamic musical

to set

passages.

The tweeter uses a special
ferrofluid cooling system to give
you increased output, power
handling, dynamic range, and
reliability.
And the elegantly -styled
cabinet of the kg' is hand finished
in your choice of genuine wood
veneers to make this speaker as
beautiful as the muss it reproduces. In this price range, the
Enter No. 19 on Reader Service Card

cabinet of virtually every competitive system is wrapped with vinyl
which merely imitates wood. The
kg' gives you the real thing.
Yes, though quite small in
size and price, the kg' 's very big in
performance and value. Your
investment in this system will be a
lasting one. Hear and see the new
KLIPSCH kg' at your nearest
KLIPSCH dealer.
To find him, look in

the Yellow Pages.

Or call toil free 1-800- 395-4676.

P.O. BOX

688

IUN

JlclipEs
HOPE, ARKANSAS USA 71801

Ballou's book has more
for the pro on studios
and reinforcement, while
Benson's digs into the
fundamentals and math.
and has a brief but adequate description of A/D and D/A conversion, sample -and -hold designs, delta modulation, companding, and special effects.
The fifth chapter, "Broadcast Transmission Technology" by Donald L.
Markley and James R. Carpenter, supplies basic information on AM and FM
theory and systems as well as TV stereo. Discussions of modulation methods and designs, transmission, and reception will improve the understanding
of many audio engineers.
The first and largest part of the 94 page "Microphones and Amplifiers"
chapter is on microphones and was
written by Jon R. Sank, the microphone
reviewer for Audio. Pressure microphones of all varieties are covered,
along with velocity or pressure -gradient, bidirectional ribbon, and others.
Unidirectional principles and the various configurations are detailed.. A
number of miscellaneous microphones
are covered, including Calrec, wireless, zoom, and noise -cancelling. Ronald D. Streicher and Wesley L. Dooley
wrote the section on stereo microphone techniques. The text is brief but
to the point, with helpful, perceptive
comments. Many configurations are
covered, including two -microphone
coincident, X -Y cardioid, spaced omnis, Blumlein, and M -S.
Daniel R. von Recklinghausen uses
the 30 pages on amplifiers to good
advantage. Many design elements are
included in discussions of various circuits. Power amplifiers get attention for
dissipation, efficiency, load effects,
and other factors. A lot of information
and guidance is contained in this brief
section.
"Sound Reproduction Devices and
Systems," by Katsuaki Satoh, starts its
94 pages with operational analysis of
transducers. Fundamentals of direct
radiators, details on dynamic types,
and coverge on suspensions and other
elements help to clarify important facets. Public-address speaker systems
receive fairly extensive coverage. General design guidelines, an electronic
adjustment table, and other specifics
are quite helpful. The section on headphones has operational analyses with

equivalent circuits.
"Analog Disk Recording and Reproduction," by Gregory A. Bogantz and
Joseph C. Ruda, presents good cover24

age in its 39 pages. Characteristics,
standards, objectives and challenges,
and reproduction equipment are discussed, albeit briefly. Record tracking
and various types of distortion are well
detailed, but recording equipment
would benefit from more space.
"Digital Disk Recording and Reproduction," by Hiroshi Ogawa, Kentaro
Odaka, and Masanobu Yamamoto, delivers a good collection of tutorial and
reference information in its 46 pages.
Specifications, error correction, control
codes, and the use of CIRC (Cross Interleave Reed -Solomon Code) for
both encoding and decoding are
among the subjects included. The
Compact Disc system will be better
understood after the material on it has
been read. CD-ROM and LaserDisc
systems receive brief coverage.
liked the broad coverage of "Analog Magnetic -Tape Recording and Reproduction" by E. Stanley Busby, Jr.,
but wished for more depth than the 55
pages allowed. Basic principles, recording and reproduction theory, bias,
and erasure are among the first subjects included. Sections on materials,
tape and its properties, and details of
head design present much information
succinctly. Important aspects of reproduction, recording, editing, and transport design and performance all get
attention. Recording -format figures are
a bit large, but I'm glad they're included. The 73 pages of "Digital Magnetic Tape Recording and Reproduction" is
well used by the authors, W. J. van
Gestel, H. G. de Hann, and T.G.J.A.
Martens. The chapter starts with a
comparison between analog and digital audio recording. The playback and
recording processes are covered in
detail, with discussion of heads, responses, losses, detection methods,
and bit errors. There are also many
applicable equations. Channel coding
and error -control codes are presented
in tutorial fashion, which adds to the
value of this chapter. PCM (pulse-coce
modulation) encoder/decoders, DASH
(digital -audio stationary -head) recorders, 8 -mm, S-DAT, and R-DAT are discussed, as are formats and codes.
The 56 pages of "Film Recording
and Reproduction," by Ronald E. Uhlig, has good breadth and depth for
audio engineers. Optical and magnetic
sound recording, and postproduction
I

I

with single- and double -system editing, are covered briefly. Much detail is
provided on optical soundtracks; film,
printer and reproducer characteristics,
and optical -system quality factors.
Magnetic soundtracks and theater systems get limited discussion.
The first half of "Studio Production
Systems," by Ernst -Joachim Voelker,
discusses the layout and fundamental
properties of about 20 different studio
configurations, from orchestral to announcing booths. Well -designed tables convey information on desired reverberation times, criteria for reflections, frequency responses, and noise
and sound isolation requirements very
quickly and clearly. The rest of the 59
pages give close attention to microphone recording in the studio, sound level conditions in studio and home,
and control room design and charac-

teristics.
"Postproduction Systems and Editing," by Tomlinson Holman, covers
postproduction for motion pictures and
television. A lot of information new to
many of us audio types is presented in
these 44 pages. Audio standards, synchronization methods and processes,
editors, and the editing process are
clearly explained. The discussion on
pre -mix and final mixing techniques
will help many to understand the possibilities and limitations for sound with
pictures.
Most of the 83 pages of "Noise Reduction Systems," by Ray Dolby, David P. Robinson, and Leslie B. Tyler,
are used to cover the systems from
Dolby Laboratories. Dolby A-, B-, and
C -type and Spectral Recording are
very well described in text and illustrations quite similar to the papers presented on these systems in the Journal
of the Audio Engineering Society. Several pages are devoted to the dbx TV
noise -reduction system used with the
Zenith stereo -TV transmission system.
Very brief attention is given to the professional ANT-Telefunken C4 and dbx
Type
and 321 noise -reduction systems. The dbx Type II consumer noise reduction system is hardly mentioned,
and that's unfortunate. Quite a few serious amateur and semi-professional recordists use dbx II NR, and it wouldn't
have taken much space to describe
encoder, decoder, and basic performance characteristics.
I
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Heart:
Brigade

o

64305

Paula Abdul:
Forever Your
Girl 00933
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The B -52's

r

FS1

Cosmic Thing
14742
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The ultimate in sound...The ultimate in savings...
Milli Vanua: Girl You
Know It's True (Arista)

Taylor Dayne: Can't Fight
Fate (Arista) 01114

01048

The London Oulreboys:
A Bit 01 What You Fancy
(Capitol) 14798

Richard Marx: Repeat
Offender (EMI) 01118
Tears For Fears: The
Seeds Of Love (Fontana)
33653
Quincy Jones: Back On
The Block (Warner Bros.)
64116

Best Of Dire Straits:
Money For Nothing
(Warner Bros.) 00713
Happy Anniversary,
Charlie Brown (GRP
Artists) (GRP Digital)
64278

Supertramp: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits) (A&M)
04891

Cher: Heart Of Stone
(Geffen) 42874
Buffalo Springfield:
Retrospective

Dion & The Belmonts:
The Wanderer (18
Greatest Hits) (Laurie/3C)
00999
The Cure: Disintegration
(Elektra) 01109
Madonna: Like A Prayer
(Sire) 01329
Bruce hornsby le The
Range: A Night On The
Town (RCA) 63689
Lee Ritenour: Color
(GRP) 53959

flit

The Black Crowes: Shake
Your Moneymaker
(Geffen) 52142

Kentucky Headhunters:
Pickln' On Nashville
(Mercury) 24740

(Atco) 00844

Chicago: Greatest Hits
1982-89 (Reprise) 63363
Neil Young: Freedom

(Reprise) 54012
Crosby, Stills, Nash &
Young: Greatest Hits (So
Far) (Atlantic) 30230
The Judds: River 01 Time
(RCA) 01027
Tom Petty: Full Moon
Fever (MCA) 33911
George Harrison: Best Of
Dark Horse, 1976-89 (Dark
Horse) 80307
Roy Orbison: Black and
White Night (Virgin) 64495
The Traveling Wilburys:
Vol. One (Warner/Wilbury)
00711

Prince: Batman/
Soundtrack (Warner Bros.)
60344
Dave Grusin: Migration
(GRP) 23957
The Beach Boys: Made In
U.S.A. (Capitol) 64143

Guns N' Roses: Appetite
For Destruction (Geffen)
70348
Horowitz At Home (DG)
25211

Fine Young Cannibals:
The Raw And The
Cooked (I.R.S.) 01068
Miles Davis: The
Complete Birth Of The
Cool (Capitol Jazz) 54138
Tina Turner: Foreign
Affair (Capitol) 32900
Peter Murphy: Deep (RCA
Beggars) 44638

Kitaro: The Kojik
(Record 01 Ancient
Matters) (Geffen) 43758
Clint Black: Klein' Time
(RCA) 01112

Keith Whitley: I Wonder
Do You Think Of Me
(RCA) 33768

Janet Jackson's Rhythm
Nation 1814 (A&M) 72386
Marvin Gaye:15 Greatest
Hits (Motown) 53534
Oceans: Ridln' The Tide
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His (Motown) 63867

Bobby Brown:
Dancel...Ya Know It
(MCA) 73660
Chick Corea Elektric
Band: Inside Out (GRP)
72743

(Pro Jazz) 33577

Soltl: Tchaikovsky, 1812
Overture (London) 25179
Grateful Dead: Built To

Rod Stewart's Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros.) 33779

Peach (Polydor) 63353
Tone-Lac: Lac-Ed After
Dark (Delicious) 01033
Duke Ellington w/Erich

Last (Arista) 72230
Motley Crüe: Dr. Feelgood
(Elektra Dig) 3392e
Randy Travis: No Holdfn'
Back (Warner Bros.)
34766
Vangells: Direct (Arista)
00470
James Taylor: Greatest
Hits (Reprise) 23790
Hank Williams, Je: Lone
Wolf (Warner Bros.) 64311
Nat "King" Cole: Capitol
Collector's Series
(Capitol) 54428
Eric Clapton:
Journeyman (Warner
Bros.) 53940

Dirty Dancing/
Soundtrack (RCA) 82522
Poco: Legacy (RCA)

& Cincinnati
Orch.:.Orchestral Works

Kunzel

(MCA) 53780

Scorpions: Best Of
Rockers 'N' Ballads
(Mercury) 63492
ZZ Top: Afterourner
(Warner Bros.) 64042
Elvis Presley.18 Number
One Hits (RCA) 72190
Jazz CD Sampler
(PolyGram) 73406
John Cougar Mellencamp:
Big Daddy (Mercury)

START SAVING

01115

Yes: Fragile (Atlantic)

Frank Sinatra: Capitol
Collector's Series
(Capitol) 64362

53807

It To Ya

(Chrysalis) 42308
David Lanz: Cristofori's
Dream (Narada/MCA)
00853
The Big Chill/Soundtrack
(Motown) 33970

Billy Idol: Charmed Life
(Chrysalis) 62264

R.E.M.: Green (Warner
Bros.) 00715

Simon 8 Garfunkel: The
Concert in Central Park
(Warner Bros.) 44006
Anderson, Bruford,
Wakeman, Howe (Arista)

54060

Slaughter: Stick

80064

Eric Clapton: Time
Pieces (Polydor) 23385

David Benoit: Waiting For
Spring (GRP Digital) 54067
Gun: Taking On The
World (A&M) 82473
Great Love Songs Of The
'SOs d '60s, Vol. 1 (Laurie)
20768
An Evening With Louis
Armstrong (GNP
Crescendo) 70106
20 Years Of Jethro Tull
(Chrysalis) 00817
Enya: Watermark (Geffen)
01041

Allman Bros. Band: Eat A

Stanley Jordan:
(Blue Note) 73847

Foundation: Stairway To
Heaven (Mercury) 44573
Diana Ross 6 The
Supremes 20 Greatest

25102

Led Zeppelin IV (Runes)
(Atlantic) 12014

Cornucopia

Reba McEntire: Reba
Live (MCA) 44602
Make A Difference

Elvis Presley, ethers: The
Million Dollar Quartet
(RCA) 44624
Pavarotti: Volare (London)

Fleetwood Mac: Greatest
Hits (Warner Bros.) 00796
Steve Winwood:
Chronicles (Island) 34501
Restless Heart: Fast
Movin' Train (RCA)10802
The Glenn Miller
Orchestra: In The Digital
Mood (GRP Digital) 43293
Guns N' Roses: GN'R
Lies (Geffen) 00805
The Police: Every Breath
You Take-The Singles
(A&M) 73924

NOW-MAIL TODAY!

YES, please accept my membership in the BMG Compact Disc Club and send my first four
selections, as I have indicated here, under the terms of this offer. need buy just one more CD at
regular Club prices during the next year-after which can choose another CD FREE! In addition, as
a member in good standing, I can get 2 more selections FREE after completing my first year of
membership. That's 8 CDs for the price of one...with nothing more to buy, ever! (A shipping/handling
charge is added to each shipment.)
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Styx: Classics
(14 Greatest Hits)
(ASIA) 14822

0 EASY LISTENING (Instrumentals/Vocal Moods)
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Don Henley: The
End Of The

Innocence
(Garen) 01064
Eagles: Their
Greatest Hits

-

i..right

(Miler Club
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l am most interested in
the following type of music
but l am always free to
choose from any category
(check one only):

NOW
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Alannah Myles
30045
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Hales.
Toky2o

Blue

1418

--., Sinéad O'Conner:
I Do Not Want What
Haven't Got 33512
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Lisa Stansfleid:

Robert Plan t:
Manic Nirvana

Affection
34198
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Enjoy Spectacular Savings On Compact Discs!

Elton John: Greatest
Hits, Vol. 1 (MCA) 63322
Genesis: Invisible Touch
(Atlantic) 53740
Pat Benatar: Best Shots
(Chrysalis) 44319
The Who: Who's Better,
Who's Best (MCA) 00790
Bon Joel: New Jersey
(Mercury) 00516
The Moody Blues:
Greatest Hits (Threshold)
34284

Nifty Gritty Dirt Band:
Will The Circle Be
Unbroken, Vol. 2

Charlie Parker: Bird/
Original Recordings Of
Charlie Parker (Verve)

(Universal) 93648
They Might Be Giants:
Flood (Elektra) 14772
Barry Manilow Live On
Broadway (Arista) 24805

01044
The Cars: Greatest Hits
(Elektra) 53702
Tanita Tlkaram: The

Van Halen: OU812
(Warner Bros.) 50913
Del Leppard: Hysteria

34359

(Mercury) 00927
The Dizzy Gillespie

Symphony Sessions
(Pro Jazz) 44022

Phil Collins: 12 Inchers
(Atlantic) 44300
Neil Diamond: The Jazz
Singer (Capitol) 32877
Lorrie Morgan: Leave
The Light On (RCA) 01111
The Fabulous Baker
Boys/Soundtrack (GRP)
44637

Elton John: Sleeping
With The Past (MCA)
10469

Bonnie Raiff: Nick Of
Time (Caphol) 54410
J.R. Baker: Everybody's

Favorite Synthesizer
Pieces (Newport Classic)
44611

Whitney Houston:
Whitney (Arista) 52854

Dolly Parton, Linda
Ronstadt, Emmylou
Harris: Trio (Warner Bros.)
14804

Dionne Warwick:
Greatest Hits (Arista)
00667
Alabama: Greatest Hits
(RCA) 20247

Sweet Keeper (Reprise)

Classic Rock, Vol.

2

(MCA) 44314

!

0,.4

Carly Simon: My
Romance (Arista) 24824
Stevie Nicks: The Other
Side Of The Mirror
(Modern) 70946
Tracy Chapman:
Crossroads (Elektra)
42496
Pat Metheny Group:
Letter From Home
(Geffen) 50395
Marcus Roberts: Deep In
The Shed (RCA/Novus)
73646
Skid Row (Atlantic) 01038
The Jimi Hendrix

Experience: Electric
Ladyland (Reprise) 23362

Peter Gabriel: Passion
(Geffen) 63668
Peter Gabriel: So (Geffen)
14764
U2: Rattle And Hum

(Island) 00596
Kunzei: Leroy Anderson,

Syncopated Clock &
Other Favorites (Pro Arte)
24767

Jive Presents Yo! MTV
Raps (Jive) 64407
Hugh Masekela:
Uptownship (Novas)
73607
Rickie Lee Jones: Flying
Cowboys (Geffen) 94110
Lenny Kravitz: Let Love
Rule (Virgin) 54439
Cowboy Junkies: The
Caution Horses (RCA)
54612

The Best Of Steely DanDecade (MCA) 54135

Hammer, Don't Hurt 'Em
(Capitol) 34791
Technotronic: Pump Up
The Jam-The Album
(SBK) 34781
The Doobie Brothers:
Cycles (Capitol) 73187
Best 01 The Doobie
Brothers (Warner Bros.)
43738
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July/Soundtrack (MCA)

Norrington: Beethoven,
Symphony No. 9 (Choral)

50084

(Angel) 00467
Jane Child (Warner Bros.)
60204

Metallica:...And Justice
For All (Elektra) 00478
The Church: Gold
Afternoon Fix (Arista)
71667

Kenny G Live (Arista)
64505
Julia Fordham: Porcelain
(Virgin) 50098

Start with

4

James Galway: Greatest
Hits (RCA) 73233

Whitesnake: Slip Of The
Tongue (Geffen) 01147
Linda Ronstadt: Cry Like
A Rainstorm, Howl Like
The Wind 52221
Testa: The Great Radio
Controversy (Geffen)
00839

Soul II Soul: Keep On
Movin' (Virgin) 14823

COMPACT DISCS
plus shipping & handling with membership

Buy just

Then get

Plus choose
Enjoy

1
1
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smash hit in one year's time.
CD of

your choice, FREE'

more FREES after completing
your 1st year of membership.
CDs for the price of one.

Nothing more to buy...EVER!
START WITH 4 COMPACT DISCS NOW!
Yes, start with any 4 compact discs shown here!
You need buy just 1 more hit at regular Club prices

NECESSARY
IF MAILED
IN THE
UNITED STATES

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL

Born On The 4th Of

(EMI) 01106

M.C. Hammer: Please

NO POSTAGE

FIRST CLASS

Rosette: Look Sharp!

(usually 514.98-$15.98), and take up to one full year
to do it. Then choose another CD free. In addition, as
a member In good standing, you can get 2 more
selections Free after completing your first year of
membership. That's 8 CDs for the price of 1 with
nothing more to buy...ever! (A shipping and handling
charge is added to each shipment.)

HOW THE CLUB OPERATES
You select from hundreds of exciting CDs described
in the Club's magazine and mailed to you approximately every three weeks (19 times a year). Each
issue highlights a Featured Selection in your preferred music category, plus alternate selections. If
you'd like the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will
be sent to you automatically. If you'd prefer an alternate selection or none at all, lust return the card,
enclosed with each issue of your magazine, by the
date specified on the card. You will have at least 10

days to decide or you may return your Featured
Selection at our expense. Cancel your membership at
any time after completing your enrollment agreement, simply by writing to us, or remain and take
advantage of bonus savings.

FREE 10 -DAY TRIAL
Listen to your 4 introductory selections for

a full 10
days. If not satisfied, return them with no further
obligation. You send no money now, so complete the
postpaid card and mail it today.

A shipping and handling charge is added to each shipment.
CD657A BMG Compact Disc Club, 6550 E. 30th St., Indianapolis, IN 46219-1194. TRADEMARKS USED IN THE ADV'T
ARE THE PROPERTY OF VARIOUS TRADEMARK OWNERS.
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Both of these books are

important contributions
to the literature of sound
and audio, and will aid
users for years to come.
if

"Audio Tests and Measurements,"
by Richard C. Cabot, is an excellent
tutorial on the many facets of audio
tests. The section on level measurement discusses types of meters; rms,
average and peak detection, and the
decibel. The text states that separation
and crosstalk are both given in positive
dB values. wish it had emphasized
the better logic and English usage to
have crosstalk in negative dB values.
Relatively brief coverage is given to
noise, phase, frequency, and FFT measurements, but the comments are pertinent and succinct. Nonlinear distortion
fortunately gets the space it deserves.
Short but important sections are those
on signal -source effects, time -domain
tests, and input and output interfacing.
The coverage on impedance and wow
and flutter measurements was expected, but it was a pleasant surprise to
see material on audiometric tests. TDS
and automated measurements get just
a few pages each.
The final chapter, "Standards and
I

Recommended Practices" by Daniel
Queen, is most welcome. The author
gives an excellent overview of the generation of standards, organizations,
types of standards, and their use. A
categorized list includes standards
from national and international coordinators, professional organizations, and
industrial groups. The perceptive and
pertinent one -sentence comments on
each standard will be helpful.
The index uses a relatively small
typeface, and there are many entries in
its 21 pages, although there could
have been even more listings considering the length of the book. A number
of the chapters use italics for new
terms, many times along with a helpful
definition. Most of the chapters have
extensive references, some as recent
as 198í-very impressive. Helpful tables and figures throughout the book
clarify complex relationships.
Both of these handbooks are in hard
cover and bound in stitched signatures, which ensures long life under

frequent use. They both have had very
good production and are very legible;
the Handbook for Sound Engineers
has a slightly smaller and darker typeface. The prices are close, and both
books have a great deal of good mate rial. The Handbook for Sound Englneers is the better choice for those
interested in sound reinforcement and
certain aspects of studios, and it has
more on components and equipment.
The Audio Engineering Handbook digs
more into the fundamentals of audio,
including the mathematics It is more
up-to-date in the text, particularly in the
digital area as well as the references.
Both books are important contributions
to the literature of sound and audio.
Either one will aid the user for many
years. Personally, prefer the Audio
Engineering Handbook, primarily hecause it has excellent chapters on areas of particular interest to me. am,
however, very glad to have the Hand book for Sound Engineers alongside
on the shelf.
Howard A. Roberson
I
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WHAT MORE CAN YOU EXPECT
FROM CD SOUND?
HOW ABOUT:
"...more natural sound."
"...tighter more authoritative bass response."
"...superior imaging and placement."
"...very smooth highs...excessive brightness is gone."
"...definite increase in the little details."
"...greater dynamics."
These quotes are from members of three listening panels we
conducted. 75% of the participants said that CD's treated with Pro
Sono' CD Sound Enhancer sounded "better" than untreated disks.
THE PROOF IS IN YOUR EARS
Talk's cheap! Words just can't really convey the difference you'll hear.
And you hear it immediately. It's the least expensive "audible difference" you can find. Four full ounces of Pro Sonar" CD Sound
Enhancer, enough to treat several hundred CD's, is only $14.95.
Ask your professional audio dealer or record store for

ordsona
c)(4),5

7754 Balboa Blvd.
Van Nuys, CA 91406
(818) 781-0900
Dealer Inquiries Invited
Enter No. 43 on Reader Service Card

prio sona.0
41~

CD SOUND
ENHANCER

prcisoná
CD SOUND
ENHANCER
4 FL OZ. (120 mi)

1 FLOZ.

(120 rt:)

PSYCHIC USES
MYSTERIOUS
DEVICE TO

ASSEMBLE SIX
DEAD COMPOSERS,
BRINGS THEM
TO LIFE FOR
DINNER PARTY.
It's almost eerie. Who would have thought that

at home, or on the road with a Pioneer Car CD Changer.

raising people's spirits for hours could be so simple.

And the CD Synchro feature lets you record six CDs

With the Pioneer CD Changer, you load a magazine

onto six cassettes with the touch of

a

button when

cartridge with six CDs for six hours of divine listening.

you're cDnnected to

The multi -play system, created by Pioneer, makes it

Changer. When it comes to channeling music into your

possible to store and catalog CDs so you can unite

life, there's just no other medium like the Pioneer

your favorite artists for crystal-clear performances

Multi -Play CD Changer.

a

Pioneer Multi -Play Cassette

l

a.....+..

K.w.ro
MINI

CD

-

-

PIONEER

$

0

Call 1-800-421-1404 for the dealer nearest you.

J

WWI

C'990 Pioneer Elecbonics (USA) Inc., Long Beach. CA

Enter No. 26 on Reader Service Card

WHAT'S NEW

Bell'Oggetti
Audio/Video Stands
These all -metal stands,
all of Italian design, are

available in several
configurations to fit different
combinations of equipment.
They are shipped in ready to -assemble form and are
finished in black, with other
finishes available on
special order. The Model
B-100 shown here holds
up to 125 pounds of
equipment; other models
hold 200 pounds. Prices:
B-100, $349.95; other
models from $299.00.

a/d/s/ In -wall Speaker
Rather than risk cavity
resonances and boundary
diffraction by recessing the
750iL so that its grille would
be flush with the wall, a/d/s/
set the plane of its baffle at
the wall plane to minimize
coloration. The three-way
system uses a 7 -inch, long excursion woofer; a
11/2 -inch dome midrange,
and a 1 -inch dome tweeter.
The crossover, a LinkwitzRiley type, is mounted on

For literature, circle No. 100

AudioSource
Surround Processor

two separate circuit boards
to permit bi-wiring and to
separate potentially
interactive components.
Spring -loaded, cast aluminum tabs pivot from
behind the baffle to clamp
securely to sheet -rock
walls. Price: $t200 per
pair.
For literature, circle No. 103

In addition to Dolby
Pro -Logic, the SS Three

decoder features matrix
and hall surround modes,
with switchable digital time
delay. A 30 -watt amplifier is
provided for the rear

l

I^-- -175-71;j71

speakers, as well as a line

/II'6

T

:

malamute

!S

®1311,

ADC

Receiver/CD Changer
!

1.

.

output for those who
choose to use a higher
powered amplifier. Line
outputs are also provided
for the center and
subwoofer channels; the
subwoofer channel has
switch -selectable crossover
frequencies of 80 or
150 Hz and an output level
control. Other circuit
features include automatic
sequential test -tone
generation, auto balance,
and automatic calibration
for left and right input
signals. A wireless remote
control is included.
Price: $399.95.
For literature, circle No.
28

101

-

PSB In -Wall Speaker
A two-way system, the
flush -mounting HW-1 uses
a 61/2 -inch woofer and
3/4 -inch tweeter to achieve
response rated at 56 Hz to
20 kHz, ±2 dB. Nominal
impedance is 8 ohms, and

1

sensitivity is 89 dB SPL at
watt input.
1 meter for
The crossover is an 18 -dB/
octave acoustic Butterworth
type, operating at
a frequency of 2,400 Hz.
Dimensions are 12 inches
high and 8V2 inches wide,
with a mounting depth of
33/4 inches. A template for
the wall opening is
provided, and the
speaker's overlapping
frame will cover gaps from
slightly oversize cuts; a
rough -in kit for installation
in new construction is
available. Price: $300 per
pair.
1

The ADC SoundStation
1440 combines an AM/FM
receiver with a six -disc CD
changer that includes a
separate "plus one" drawer
for convenient play of
individual CDs. Tuner preset and other control
keys are built into the unit's
upper edge, for convenient
operation, and a 40 -key
remote control is supplied.
The unit can memorize
preferred programs from up
to 10 CD magazines. The
amplifier section delivers
60 watts per channel. Both
black and white cabinets
are available. Price:
$699.95.
For literature, circle No. 104

For literature, circle No. 102
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YOU CAN HAVE A MUSIC SYSTEM
WITH CLASSICAL LINES, IF YOU'RE
WILLING TO GIVE UP SPACE.

YOU CAN HAVE A MUSIC SYSTEM
WITH PERFORMANCE, IF YOU'RE
WILLING TO GIVE UP SIMPLICITY.

YOU CAN HAVE A MUSIC SYSTEM
WITH SIMPLICITY, IF YOU'RE
WILLING TO GIVE UP TECHNOLOGY.

BUT NOW YOU CAN HAVE IT ALL.
CALL 1-B00-444-BOSE.

BETTER

SOUND THROUGH RESEARCH

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND FREE PRODUCT BROCHURE, OR TO FIND YOUR NEAREST BOSE DEALER, CALL 8:30 AM -9:0O PM EST.

Enter No.
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Disciockey that's professional, accommodating

and ready to play hour after hour of your favorite music. That's
the guiding principle behind Sony Disciockey' CD changers-

mechanism lets you load ten discs at
a

CO

in a string of Sony hits

CD

+

player. We also

invented the car

...UM C61111101.

2
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Changer, opening up

Oq 0

remarkable new possibilities. The trunk-mounted
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INDASH OPERATES AM, FM, CASSETTE
AND 10 CDs-AND COMES WITH WIRELESS REMOTE.

CD

that only Sony gives you the widest

changers and controls, starting with the affordable,

sensational -sounding CDX-A30. This changer even connects to
stereos without provision for

car radio and our
FM

Sony,

:

.n

u.1'

THIS

choice of

ONE OF MANY REMOTE POSSIBILITIES
TO CONTROL 10 DISCS.

C1 Copyright 1990. Sony Corpororion
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So it's only natural

q

CD

time while the remote

button.

Of course, today's Disciockey changers are just the latest

--

a

,

1

control switches from Be -Bop to Beethoven at the touch of

inspiring Sony to create more ways than anyone to enjoy the
fabulous sound of Compa t Disc in your car.

that began with the world's first Compact
Disc player. And Sony was first to take our act on the road with
the world's first car
SONY

--

Diulak-iy, Remote Commander and

The

CD;

all you need is your

CDX-A3ORF system. Next comes the Sony

leader in Digital Audio ore trodemorks of Sony.

.resents

(4)

eo

Esc oc

e
es

att.

ourrecues
Introducing the 1990 DiscJockey'

CD

changers.

The most comprehensive line of car CD changers in CD history.

CDX-A100, combining a superlative new suspension with an

command over radio, tape and disc. Whatever your need, chances

8x oversampling digital filter to take automotive high fidelity
even higher. And for the fortunate few, there's the incomparable

are there's a Disciockey controlle, that fills it perfectly.

CDX-A2001. With such esoteric circuitry as a

45 -bit digital

filter and four staggered

converters, its

SONY

compatible with Sony home Disciockey
o
WITH SONY 10 -DISC MAGAZINES,YOU CAN
BRING BALL BACK HOME.

vr
J

magical.
While

... o

Disciockey changer

ten -disc changers. Which means the
same librcry of

CD

magazines that trans-

port you in the car will be equally at home-at home.
So if you want a car Compact Disc changer that

mounts out of sight, it's never out of touch. You can

will carry all of your favorite tunes, listen closely. Sony has

operate it with any of three Remote Commander'

dedicated

SOMETIMREMOTE

CEONTROL

NO BIG DEAL.

a

azine-used by more car stereo comp Hies than any other design-is also

-

border on the

IS

_- --

=

D/A

musical abilities

1D
n

Disciockey grants you one other request. Its ten -disc mag-

».

units. Or choose one of the many Sony in -dash
cassette/receivers that give you effortless

a

just for you.

Disciockey

SONY
THE LEADER IN DIGITAL AUDIO"

BEHIND THE SCENES
BERT WHYTE

LIKE A SWISS WATCH

-

write this, the Iraqi crisis is
worsening, the stock market is
plunging, and the world seems
to be going to hell in a handbag. So
feel a bit guilty writing about something
as comparatively trivial as an extraordinary new preamplifier and power amp,
even though they are surely the most
glittering technological stars in the firmament of high -end audio.
The village of Wadenswil, near Zurich in Switzerland, is the home of the
small plant of FM Acoustics Ltd. From
this modest facility comes the most
beautiful, precision -crafted, sophisticated and best -sounding preamplifier
and power amplifier have ever heard.
FM Acoustics is owned by Manuel
Huber, a brilliant and innovative audio
and design engineer whose technical
expertise is augmented by his deep
and abiding love of music. For 17
years, Huber has been making high precision preamplifiers, power amplifiers, and electronic crossovers for the
professional audio industry. Famous
as much for their reliability as for their
performance, FM Acoustics electronics are in use in recording and broadcast facilities throughout the world.
For the past seven years, Huber has
been involved in research and develAs

I

I

I

32

opment of a totally uncompromised,
cost -no -object preamplifier and power
amplifier for the high -end audiophile
market, his personal "Holy Grail."
Huber has now introduced his Resolution Series 611 and 811 amplifiers and
244 preamplifier. These products embody many of his innovative ideas in
fabrication (including the use of cus-

tom-built, proprietary components)
and include many unusual electronic
features that contribute to performance, reliability, and protection of the
equipment.
briefly used the 611 amplifier but
for some months now have been using
the 811 power amplifier and the 244
preamplifier. Most of my comments on
the 811 apply equally to the 611.
Huber's design philosophy is interesting. He quite rightly points out that
amplifier design is a fairly mature technology. Huber feels there is much to
be gained by the refinement and proper execution of many aspects of current amplifier designs. Many of these
refinements are expensive, either in
the basic costs of superior -quality
components or in labor-intensive fabrication and testing procedures and
techniques. In the pursuit of these refinements and the inclusion of his own
I

ideas into his 244 preamplifier and 811
power amplifier, Huber has slain many
sacred cows and stripped away some
of the mythology that has encumbered
amplifier design and fabrication for
many years.
The FM Acoustics 244 preamplifier
measures 17'/2 in. wide, 10V2 in. deep,
and 13/4 in. in height. Its 4 -mm -thick
aluminum enclosure is laser -cut and
laser -polished to a unique satin finish.
The front and back panel lettering is
negatively anodized so it can never
wear off.
The FM Acoustics 811 Resolution
Series power amplifier measures 171/2
in. wide, 21 in. deep, and 9 in. in
height, and weighs 115 pounds. Its
panels are also laser -polished to
match the preamplifier. The front panel
has an illuminated power switch and a
central display that can indicate fault
conditions.
Some expensive high -end amplifiers
have separate left and right power
supplies. Many even use monoblock
construction, making the left and right
channels separate amplifiers. The FMA
811, however, is configured as a stereo amplifier on a single chassis. Costcutting is not a consideration in the
811, and there are surprising and
sound technical reasons, which will
detail next month, why FM Accoustics
chose this kind of construction.
To fully describe and convey a true
appreciation of the engineering masterpiece that is the FM Acoustics 811
power amplifier would require a great
many pages in this journal; if ever a
product epitomized the term "built like
a Swiss watch," it is this fabulous amplifier. One would have to describe the
meticulous and unrelenting attention to
every detail of the unit. One would
have to cite the use of the finest components and materials, and the ultra precision fabrication. Above all, one
would have to understand the importance of the exhaustive testing (much
of it using proprietary procedures) of
virtually every component in the FMA
811 amplifier.
A good example of the rigorous testing procedures is the special selection
of all transistors used in both the 811
amplifier and 244 preamplifier. The 24
bipolar power transistors used in the
811
are
proprietary
designs
made only for FM Acoustics. The 250-V,
I
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The FM Acoustics Resolution
Series Model 811 amplifier.
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30-A chip is hermetically sealed in a
ceramic case. Chip size defines the
amount of current the transistor can
supply. The average chip on a standard power transistor is around 10
square millimeters, while the FM
Acoustics chip is 46 square millimeters. Thus the FM Acoustics chip is
about five times larger than a normal
transistor, and is also super high
speed, about 10 times faster than standard transistors.
All FM Acoustics transistors are tested on a specially modified $40,000
curve tracer. A certain voltage is set, a
certain bias resistance is set, and then
the current is turned up and down very
slowly, carefully observing the transfer
curves for any anomalies. When a transistor is found that fulfills all the desired
requirements, the tracer is switched
over to the "B" test side. Other transistors are then tested to try and find one
that absolutely matches the first transistor in all parameters, both statically
and dynamically. This is all done by
hand and is very tedious, time-consuming, and expensive. In the construction of a 244 preamplifier and an
811 power amplifier, as many as several hundred transistors must be tested
to come up with the requisite number
of matching transistors with identical
transfer curves. These matched transistors are used in the positive and
negative sides of the amplifier. This
ensures that no distortion will be generated-it is actually cancelled within
the stage, thus obviating the need for
error correction or feedback.
In the 811, all stages are discrete
Class A. There is a balanced input
stage with a common -mode rejection
of 90 db. Then come three voltage gain stages, in finely tuned steps. Next
is a precision predriver stage, the driver stage, and lastly the output stage.

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

All these discrete Class -A
stages are cascaded in the
811. Each stage affords optimal performance, and there
r is no excessive demand on an
#.
individual stage. Thus there is always plenty of reserve in each stage;
this also improves long-term stability.
With all stages running in Class A, using rail voltages of ±95 V and quite a
bit of bias current, forced -air cooling
(via an ultra -quiet fan) is required. This
not only provides long-term reliability
but also keeps the power transistors in
the best temperature range for optimum performance. The fan has two
speeds, but in my experience it only
goes into its higher speed when very
high-level, bass -heavy and long sustained passages of music occur. As a
further aid in maintaining optimal temperature range on the power transistors, they are mounted directly on the
cooling fins without insulating washers.
It should be noted that the use of
matched transistors-all pure Class -A
operation, no feedback-and all other
features of the 811 amplifier apply
equally to the 244 preamp.
In many ways, Huber takes a different approach to various aspects of amplifier design as compared to those of
most high -end amplifiers. The typical
high -end amplifier uses a toroidal
transformer in its power supply. For the
811, Huber fabricates his own leaf type transformer with a capacity of
2,900 VA continuous, and 9 kVA on

A:

ers where the metal core joins, there is
very strong and directional magnetic
radiation. Huber must pay dearly for
his special transformers because they
must be handmade. Each metal leaf
plate is individually welded, so that the
resultant stack has immense rigidity
and produces no mechanical hum.
Proprietary winding techniques are
used to complete the transformer, and
then a proprietary insulating material is
used that can handle 4,000 volts! This
careful hand -crafting is obviously quite
expensive.
The FM Acoustics 811 power amplifier and 244 preamplifier are the most

sophisticated audio amplification
equipment that

I
have ever encountered, and the build quality is breathtaking in its fastidious and meticulous
craftsmanship.
There is much cutting -edge technology in these units in respect to such
things as special power -supply circuitry and capacitors, the enormous output -current capabilities, an on -board
computer that monitors (at 20 times
per second) such things as d.c. offsets, high -frequency oscillation, continuous and peak output currents, rail
voltage, output voltage, temperature,
and bias. There are also new ideas on
amplifier/speaker interfaces and myriad other things, to say nothing of the
incredible sonic performance of these
units. All of these features and capabilities deserve full documentation, which
A
will provide in my next column.
I

peak repetitive impulses. Toroidal
transformers certainly are preferred to The Model 244 preamplifier.
the usual commercial leaf -type transformers which are notorious for their
hum, stray fields, and mechanical
noises from the stacked leaf plates.
But the 811's transformer is another
matter altogether. The leaf plates are
made of a special high-performance
steel (currently supplied only to the
Swiss military and FM Acoustics) with a
unique, proprietary version of grain -orientation, resulting in extremely low
losses and hum, and stray fields that
are an order of magnitude lower than

.:--.+ :
o

those from toroidal transformers.
Huber points out that a toroidal transformer of similar capacity to the 811
leaf -type would be inordinately large,
very heavy, and difficult to mount safely. Because of manufacturing tolerances inevitable in torodial transform33
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McIntosh instruments are the best. Conservative
claims and specifications are not only the
philosophy of McIntosh but are a time proven
tradition at McIntosh. McIntosh alone guarantees
the advertised performance capabilities of each
McIntosh, of your McIntosh, to further assure you
that you own the world's best! "Rated with honesty
and conservatism..." are the words of independent authorities when writing of McIntosh. Every
performance requirement is carefully and diligently
analyzed and verified using the latest, most sensitive test equipment following internationally
recognized and accepted testing procedures. McIntosh refuses to indulge itself in performance claims
and ratings that result from scientifically indefensible allegations. Every McIntosh must meet rigid
demanding and meaningful performance standards.
When you invest in your McIntosh you know you
are investing in The Best!
McIntosh is the ultimate in United States
technology, United States design and United States
manufacturing. McIntosh is at the very top of the
scale of excellence. Each one incorporates the
latest developments in electronic circuit components to give you the musical reproduction that
you need. Whether music is live, digitally encoded,
FM or AM in any format, analog, recorded from
tape or compact disc, McIntosh is designed to
reproduce with quality and without limitation.
Every McIntosh is designed, developed and

manufactured to reproduce sound that is natural,
sound that is authentic, sound that is pleasing,
sound that is clear, sound that has full frequency
dimensions, sound that has full space dimensions,
sound that has life scale loudness dynamics, and
finally, sound that is as close to a perfect copy of
the original as possible.

OS

9

engineering, to make this equipment easy to
operate, easy to maintain in new condition, easy to
look at and a joy to own is at the basis of every
design decision. We often use computer programming to solve complex mathematical problems to
assist our designing. But we keep computer designing in its place. The final criteria are always determined from the ears, the eyes and the hands of
discriminating, sensitive listeners.
Quality is a quantity of values. Reliability, long
trouble free life, ease of mounting, ease of operation, repairability, and the highest standards of performance are the foundation for the McIntosh
reputation for quality. The McIntosh reputation is
one of the most highly prized in the world. This
reputation is and has been the work of a group of
completely dedicated people. Scientists, mathematicians, sound experts, technicians, craftspeople and
every kind of worker combine together to make
every McIntosh product capable of delivering its
promise of ultimate value. This kind of dedicated
cooperation is what has kept McIntosh in business,
surviving some 70 other "also rans" in the last 40
years.
In each and every McIntosh is the promise of great
musical moments in your home, when you need
them, and wherever you need them. The McIntosh
promise is supported by more than 31 patented in-

ventions of outstanding achievement in stereo
technology.
In this stack of McIntosh are:
McIntosh MCD 7007 Compact Disc Player
McIntosh MR 7083 AM1FM Tuner
McIntosh C 34V Audio Video Control Center
McIntosh MC 7270 Digital Dynamic Power

Amplifier
'High Fidelity

Every McIntosh is designed by thinking, feeling
human beings for the use of other humans. Human

Handcrafted in the United States by
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dedicated, highly trained craftspeople.
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The McIntosh C 34V AudioNideo Control Center is the latest
in advanced performance, innovative versitility, user usefulness
and engineered for human beings by human beings. Here is
the preamplifier that merges video control with audio control.
It is the most completely equipped Control Center stereo in
existence. It consists of a listen preamplifier, a record
preamplifier, a 20 watt monitor amplifier, a five band signal

Loudness controls in ordinary equipment are usually simple,
passive circuits connected to a portion of the rotation range of
the volume control. As a consequence, loudness cor.pensation
accuracy is dependent on many variables such as speaker efficiency, amplifier gain and differences in input level.

The McIntosh compandor permits expansion or compression of
the dynamic range of program material. Compressed recordings and broadcasts can be expanded on playback to restore
dynamic range. Tapes can be recorded using compression and
replayed using expansion to increase signal-to-noise ratio. The
operating ranges of the compandor are so versatile that commercially encoded program material can be reproduced without
the added investment in other outboard equipment.

processing equalizer and a compressor expander signal processor. T-iese signal processor circuits can be used in either
the record or listen preamplifier, or switched completely out of
the circuit.
Two independent, seven source input selector switches allow
audio and video source selection (with the accessory McIntosh
MVS-1 video control) for either listening, viewing or recording.
The MVS-1 receives its control voltages by an interconnect
with the C 34V. The flexibility in audio control you have come
to expect from McIntosh has been extended to the control of
video. Now, there is a true Home Entertainment Control
Center. Unique separate listen and record facilities, introduced
and perfected by McIntosh for both audio and video permit
complete and independent operation. Separate input selectors,
electrically isolated from each other, provide non-interference
operation. Both listen and record input selectors control Field
Effect Transistor analog switches. Because the FET analog
swithes are located at the input, noise, switch clicks and pops
eliniaa ed and the p_tential for induced hum pickup is
cl.s to

Five separate tone shaping controls provide musical spectra
tone shaping. Each control adjusts band segments to satisfy
your personal preference or the demands of the program
material. At the detent in the center of the rotation of each
control the equalizer circuits are disconnected, completely
removed from the operating circuits.

A wide band, very low distortion 20 watts per channel power
amplifier feeds power to headphones. The power amplifier is a
complete, fully designed amplifier. Music listening is protected
by the POWER GUARD circuit (US Patent #4048573) and circuit components are protected by the Sentry Monitor circuit
(US Patent #3526846).
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Here are only some of the ways and uses
for which you can connect your C 34V.
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MCD 7007

-

Compact Disc Player

The McIntosh MCD 7007 Combact Disc Player moves
performance to a new pinnacle of technological achievement which delivers the highest quality music reproduction. Every aspect of performance is at the leading edge
of technological development: focusing and tracking,
decoding, error correction, digital filtering, digital to
analog conversion. Even with dirty or damaged discs,
even when the player is bumped or knocked, the music
retains its surpassing purity. The full integrity of the
sound is preserved beginning with the first track readout
from the compact disc straight through to the
gold-plated1connectors on the output.
Truly, the McINTOSH MCD 7007 Compact Disc Player
sets superlative new standards for musical purity and
enjoyment.

MR 7083 AM/FM Digital Tuner
Selectivity with the lowest distortion obtainable is one of
the characteristics that make McIntosh tuners sound
better. Providing accuracy of FM signal to the detector
allows the extraction of a complete audio signal with the
greatest freedom from interference at the lowest distortion of any tuner today.

The McIntosh MR 7083 tuner, taken as a whole, the
Sensitivity, RF Selectivity, frequency synthesized tuning
system, tuner signal to noise ratio. RF overload protection are all at the limitsof achievement using the latest
innovations, with exciting leadership in technology,
circuits and components.
Designs for human beings require not only technical
superiority, but' human operational requirements as well.
Ease of tuning with presets for'8 stations is enhanced
with a real tuning knob with automatic switching to manual tuning and an audio processor that enhances stereo
or processes mono to give án aura picture that's more
stereo like. These are just two exalnples,of engineering
brought to its highest point with enhanced satisfaction for
you when you operate and listen to the MR 7083.

MC 7270 Power Amplifier
McIntosh not only promises performance, McIntosh
delivers...270 watts per channel with all forms of
distortion at the vanishing point. The advanced
technology of a McIntosh is your assurance of
technological superiority, long operational life and
design integrity. For you, -McIntosh performance is
satisfaction, McIntosh performance is pure sound,
-

Handcrafted in the United, Staten by
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It sounds better
It is more reliable
It lasts longer
Its resale value is the highest

McIntosh performance is protection of your listening
pleasures through creative engineering.
Among the many special McIntosh circuits- are:
1. POWER GUARD
Protects your. music to absolutely prevent the distortion
generated from amplifier clipping (US Patent #4048573)
2. Sentry Monitor Circuit
Protects the amplifier from self destruction should there
be component failure (US Patent #3526846).
3. True Power Reading Meters
Electronics that overcome the natural time error
introduced by ballistics and mass,of the meters
(US Patent #3,783,399).

If good enough will do, there are at least 100 answers
for you. But if the best is what you need, then there is
only one real answer....

It is no accident that McIntosh amplifiers sound,better.

It is no accident that a McIntosh is a better investment.

....the amplifier that in '40 years has outlived some 70
others who have simply faded away.
For information on McIntosh products
and product reviews, please send your
name, address and phone number to:

McIntosh Laboratory Inc.
Department A110
PO Box 96 East Side Station
Binghamton, NY 13904-0096
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AUDIO ETC
EDWARD TATNALL CANBY

HALL WITHOUT WALLS
A full-sized concert stage is inside,

surrounded by canvas -like plastic
walls. Above the three slender steel
supporting members, forming a pyramid outline, is a strange and beautiful
round plastic shield-decoration, or is
it a sound reflector? do not know. Out
in front, stretching away into the sonic
outdoor distance, are ghostly white
towers in a fan -like array, as far as the
eye can see, a good many football
fields away-the loudspeakers-each
surrounded by a neat white fence. All
of this is carried portably on six vast
trucks, which-somewhat to my dismay-are described as "weighted with
concrete ballast." More innovation,
these monsters act as the solid foundation for the entire central rig and also
include hydraulic lifters, like those we
see in telephone and power -line work,
to raise things into position. Most decidedly ingenious! My only thought in
this connection was the memory of the
end of New York's elevated highway,
built in 1928 and mostly unmaintained
until the day when a large truck, followed by several cars, dropped
through the pavement to the street below.
have disturbing visions of the
Carlos Moseley Music Pavilion suddenly dropping 50 feet down from, say,
the corner of 59th Street and Columbus Avenue to the subway platform
underneath, with disastrous results.
But let that be as it may. Maybe the
City should reinforce the streets that
lead to its many parks.
All this and more
found out postmortem, or post -vital, after the morning
rehearsal. was there, but the publicity
wasn't, or didn't reach me. We somehow missed each other. So my experience was pristine, and all the better.
saw and heard the thing itself, which
was, after all, what really mattered.
Central Park is large, and the greenery
has grown immensely since used to
inhabit it as a youngster. Nothing goes
in a straight line in that park-it was the
new semi -Gothic approach to nature in
the 1870s and still is, now more than
ever. In moments was lost in dozens
of spiral pathways, going 'round and
'round and hither and yon and up and
down-phew! Where could that Great
Lawn be?
Then heard the distant sound of
familiar music, a mile or so away, and
zeroed in via my handy built -on binauI

The great debate as to how we

should actually reproduce the
various forms of classical music
into the ambient air, into space, or
spaces, goes on and on-now more
than ever, as the ads would say. Who
remembers when it all started? Perhaps at the Trocadero in Paris, where,
in the 1890s, an Edison phono with a
huge horn attached appeared on
stage before a large audience, or similarly, early in our century, at the Metropolitan in New York, "live versus
recorded." Everybody declared the
reproduction not only uncanny but
perfection to the life. That took imagination, but we always have that when
we need it, don't we?
Now that there is near -infinite audio
horsepower and lots of audio quality to
go with it, the emphasis is shifting. We
know how to bring music into living
rooms and small cars-the smaller the
louder-but now we wonder how to
create simultaneous audio reproduction of live music to reach large numbers of people, both indoors and, especially, outdoors, in sonically infinite
space. Do we try for an invisible concert
hall? Or would the battering sound of car
stereo be more appropriate to the great
outdoors? How about a living -room
sound? Enlarged, of course, several million times. The very thought gets zanier
and zanier. But we have to do something
40

when faced with reality. Maybe something new under the sun?
WIDE OPEN SPACE OF NEW YORK
CITY PARKS TO GET LIVING -ROOM
SOUND, said the advance publicity for
an astonishing new exploration of this
area that burst upon the sonically polluted ambience of New York's Central
Park one chilly morning last August. A
rehearsal for a first outdoor concert via
a brand-new outdoor system, for use
by the New York Philharmonic and the
Metropolitan Opera and jointly sponsored by the City, which has always
liked to bring classical music to its
masses since the days of Minnie Guggenheim and the famed stadium concerts. (I went to one of these, ages
ago; thanks to the audio then being
was treated to the sound of
used,
several very loud French horns in a
Brahms symphony and not much else,
except for lots of planes overhead.)
This system is, quote, "portable" and
will indeed be transported all over
greater New York for outdoor concerts
beginning in the summer of 1991.
Quick-its formal name: The Carlos
Moseley Music Pavilion. Even the
name is innovative. If a pavilion looks
vaguely like an enormous Chinese kite,
or maybe the front end of an amplified
Concorde seen from below with its
nose removed, then this is surely a
pavilion to end all such.
I
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GOLD LINE
NEW: SOUND LEVEL
METER with
until-there it was. a vast white
kite about to take off from a huge open,
green space, laced with miles of red
fencing and blue police barriers. A
buzz of talk came out of the 24 speakers in their towers, emanating from the
distant stage. Then suddenly a blast of
Tchaikovsky/Sibelius-does it matter
which?-in a "testing -testing," mode.
Two or three minutes and then a stop,
normal rehearsal style. Squeaks and
trills from an oboe nearby. a half mile
distant. A horn playing successive triad exercises. up and up by half steps.
Muttered instructions, laughs. scraping
chairs. Then a speaking voice, up front
on the stage, crisp and right in front of
me. trying out the "P.A." for speech.
Even he was innovative. Instead of the
usual "testing -testing," he said with firm
energy, "Announcing. announcing, an-

police barricades stretched in long
lines in front of me. Press people and
just plain park users wandered around;
a cluster was around the up -front control installation, a mere 200 -plus feet
out from the stage. Then, the expected
union break, and everyone filed back
to the stage for the solo event.
was off in space again, having tried
just about every spot in the listening
area, and
became aware of a tiny
white spot on the crowded stage that
was the soloist, none other than Isaac
Stern, doyen of New York vir:uoso fiddlers. could not make the rest of him
out nor see his violin, nor watch his
bow arm move-I was that distant. Mr.
Stern suddenly produced soaring fireworks of violin sound with trills attached, just to test the mikes. It could
be heard miles away, yet was clean
nouncing, announcing, check -check - and clear, no scratch (a pop -screened
check, announcing." One could hear mike well above his head), no heavithe click of his teeth. The level being ness, just good fiddle sound. can tell
okay, he retired and another sudden you, after that 10 seconds of fiddle
blast of music hit the ambient air, still a flourish, that Isaac Stern is stil in excelhalf mile distant, or so it seemed to me lent form! In tune. There was a pause,
and then, casually, a few feet away
as looked at the tiny blur that was the
entire stage, with the N.Y. Philharmonic from me (out of the nearest tower), Mr.
Stern said "Hey, I'm waiting for some
in all its majesty seated upon it.
What a remarkable scene! When the reaction." Mumble -mumble from off Philharmonic brass took off in a loud mike voices, then, "Is there some repassage of Sibelius. dogs barked, pi- verberation?" More mumble, then, trigeons flew up in clouds as before an umphantly, "I can tell, can tell, can
earthquake, some nearby soccer play- tell!" Interesting.
Enough said. You may gather that
ers went on playing soccer, entirely
oblivious, and a brace of galloping found this both a very potent and a
horses with blue -helmeted police offi- surprisingly clean system. A solo fidcers on top swerved full speed into the dle, enormously amplified, is a clear
vast sonic space to see what was go- test, at least of the upper range. Good
ing on, caracoling and prancing like old Sibelius told the rest of the story,
Indians in a western, then galloped right down to the super-duper sub away. Passersby looked up and turned woofer sound, more like real big drums
wearily back. just another noise in a than any I'd heard before. (Space,
noisy city. A passing dump cart mixed without any confinement, does indeed
its rattling sounds with percussion by help, both the original low bass and
Sibelius. an effect that would have as- the reproduction.)
But what WAS the system? It took
tounded that composer. Joggers
jogged in and around the Great Lawn me a long while that day, after the
space and the white towers, and back rehearsal, to get to the bottom of the
and forth and in busy circles, paying system's philosophy, which is what inno attention at all. Just more noise for terested me. (I'll forego the long list of
them, like every day. One black - brand names for numerous units.)
garbed jogger jogged into the sound had, for instance, tried valiantly to figfield and, briefly interested, jogged ure out if there was any semblance of
backward and forward for 50 feet or stereo, more than one channel, in the
so, never losing a beat. until she speaker array, and could not detect
jogged away. White blobs of porta -toi- any meaningful spatial separationlets could be seen around the perime- just as well, thought. After all, should
ter of the vast sound field, and the the first fiddles be heard somewhere
ral ears
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"A flue High-Fidelity System.

Has No Equal For Its
Combination Of Performance, Value, And Portability."
Julian Hirsch-Stereo Review

MODEL ELEVEN
BY

HENRY KLOSS

Fits under airline seats -23 lbs.
N.usl:txSdfnwulér

Cambridge SoundWorks'
Model Eleven is the world's first
transportable full-range, high performance component system. It
consists of a powerful 3 -channel
amplifier and two "satellite"
mid/high-frequency speakers-all
packed in a rugged "BassCase"
that, when empty, serves as the system's subwoofer. Model Eleven's
performance, when coupled with your
portable CD or tape player?* rivals that

of the most expensive component systems. And because we market it directly
from our factory, it costs hundreds less than
it would in stores.
r
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Performance that rivals the
best home component systems.

Can be checked as luggage.
Works on all electrical systems.
it

Delivers the full range of music.

I,

Is backed by a unique
5-year warranty.

Satellite Speakers

Save

Perfect for boating, camping
& vacations anywhere in
$70 the world.

on Philips portable

Player with purchase of Model
Eleven
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Made In U.S.A.

work with a room's acoustics for optimum
performance. Remove the satellite speakers,
amplifier and your portable CD player from
BassCase. Place the satellites where they
create a musical "stage" near ear level. Put
the BassCase where it reinforces low freqguuencyoutout-on the floor, even behind
furniture. Tie result is musically accurate
-.I,

Until now portable music systems were,
at best, a compromise. Even the most
expensive ones lack the deep bass necessary

:

for full, natural sound. But Model Eleven

delivers the all-out performance previously
found only in high quality home component
systems. Its three speakers are designed to

sound virtually identical
to our acclaimed
Ensemble® speaker system.
Model Eleven can be used virtually
anywhere in the world -115- or 230-volt,
50 or 60 Hz AC or 12 -volts DC. Because the
entire system fits under an airline seat-or
can be checked as baggage-you can take it
just about anywhere. But Model Eleven's
sound is so good, so "big' you may want to
keep it home. It's an
ideal second (or first)
music system for a
study, bedroom or
kitchen. At $7491- we
don't know of any
combination of
components near its
price (transportable
or not) that appproaches
its sound quality.
HenryKlacs created the domtixurr speaker rmtleLrofthe 50s (AR).
60s(Kli1)axf '70s(itchtnt)-asnrllas our h'ggh/yacclaimcd
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"We KnowOf No Small Speaker That Surpasses The
Overall Sound Of Ambiance
Ambiance
BY HENRY

KLOSS

Ambiance is an ultra -compact speaker
that proves high performance, small size and
low cost need not be mutually exclusive.
Ambiance is ideal for bedrooms, dens, dorm

rooms...or for use as an extension speaker
or in surround sound systems. While no
speaker of its size can provide the same low
bass as our Ensemble and Model Eleven
systems, Ambiance has more output in the

40Hz region than any "mini speaker" we've
encountered. Stereo Review magazine
described Ambiance as "...beautifully balanced, delivering a full-size sound image
with not a hint ofits origin in two small
boxes...very few small speakers we have
heard can match the overall sound of
Ambiance, and we know of none that
surpass it" Available in Nextel or primed
for painting for $109 each t, or in solid oak
for $129 eacht-backed by our 30 -day
money-back guarantee-direct from
Cambridge SoundWorks.

Made In U.S.A.

Avoid
Price
Increase
-Order by
Oct. 31,1990

"Cambridge SoundWorks May Have
The Best Value In The World. AWinner."
David Clark-Audio Magazine

Ensemble
BY

Not all the differences are as
obvious as our two subwoofers.

HENRY IKLOSS

Unlike seemingly similar systems,
Ensemble uses premium quality components
for maximum power han ' g, individual
crossovers that allow several wiring options
and cabinets ruggedly constructed for
proper acoustic performance. wé even
gold-plate all the connectors to prevent
corrosion.

Ensemble is a speaker system that can
provide the sound once reserved for the best
speakers under laboratory conditions. It
virtually disappears in your room. And
because we market it directly, it costs hundreds less than it would in stores.
Ensemble consists of four speaker units.
TWo compact low -frequency speakers reproduce the deep bass, while two small satellite
units reproduce the rest of the music, making
it possible to reproduce
just the right

amount ofene
in each part of the

¿mh satelbtrostems which ueeasalgle
k gcsIhuwf 7, fhsembleftaz wrsse %ffate
compact bass w ritsforeach stereo channel.
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musical range
without turning
your listening
room into a stereo
showroom.

$50 Gift
Certificate
Black -laminate
woofers.

room works with Ensemble,
not against it.
No matter how well a speaker performs,
at home the listening room takes over. If you

put a conventional speaker where the room
can help the low bass, it may hinder the
upper ranges, or vice -versa. Ensemble, on
the other hand, takes advantage of your
room's acoustics. The ear can't tell where
bass comes from, which is why Ensemble's
bass units can be tucked out ofthe way-on
the floor, atop bookshelves, or under fumi-

At only $499f -complete with
and 100' of speaker
cable,-Ensemble is the value on today's speaker market. Esquire magazine describes them by saying "You get
a month to play with the speakers
before you either return them or keep
them. But you'll keep them" Stereo Review
said "It's hard to imagine going wrong with
Ensemble" For literature, reviews or to order,
write us at the address in the coupon, or call
1-800-AKA-HIFI. *
all hardware

with purchase of
Ensemble with

Your listening

mtoxwl

30 -day money -back
satisfaction guarantee.
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emiron, rent, and he, minimize drejfectsof
the listening mom sstandirrgwmes.

Made In U.S.A.

can be hung directly on
the wall, or placed on windowsills or shelves.
No bulky speaker boxes dominate your living
space, yet Ensemble reproduces the deep
bass that no mini speakers can.
Lure. The satellites

lbu can put Dtaeitrbleslowf2quc7o, unitscauctlywhere rheyshcxt/Qgvforsulxrhbrus. Kul can't do this wrthconventional
speakers becauFyaxt have tobc concerned about the upperfiequertcrescomálg jrom the same etrksioesas the lowotxs.

CAMBRIDGE SOUNDWORKS

Tiy Model Eleven...
Or Ensemble...
Or Ambiance...
Risk Free For 30 Days
Call 1-800-AKAHIFFI *

(800-252-4434)
All Cambridge SoundVVbrks products

are sold only factory direct. This allows you
to saw hundreds of dollars and audition our
products the right way-in your home
for 30 days, with no risk, no sales person
hovering nearby
number connects you to
Ouroll-

a Cambridge SoundvIrks audio expert. He
or she will answer all your questions, send
literature and reviews-or take your order
(you can use Visa, MasterCard or American
Express) and arrange shipment via UPS.
Your Cambridge Soundv'rbrks audio expert
will continue as your personal contact with us.
*9 AM to midnitlht,

sewn days a week
In Canada, call

FREE

1-800- Audio Catalo g
525-4434.
Call 1 -800 Fax: 617-332-9229.
252-4434
Outside the U.S. or
Canada, 617-332-5936.
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Send Model Eleven risk-free for 30 days, $749.t
(qty) Ambiance (Nextel). for $109 ea.t
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Isaac Stern was no more
than a dot on the stage.
I was so distant that I
could not see his violin
or see his bow arm move.
up near the top of that apartment building at the left edge of the park, and the
cellos come out of a grove of trees off
to the right? Nonsense! This obviously
was not a situation in which stereo is to
be achieved.
Turns out that indeed there was a
mono signal (out of a dozen or more

mikes) that was treated to very sophis-

they saw and the directional sound.
Very sensible and perceptive.
each tower. Only the innermost ring of
What was really interesting was the
speakers, in front of the stage, had a special use of the delay to create a
separate stereo (coincident) pickup for kind of reverse concert ambience
those listeners who were directly in among the 24 speaker towers in a
front of the musicians and would need manner that few of us would imagine.
a correspondence between the sight
Each tower had two speaker systems-a multi -speaker array, but more
of that later. The major system faces
forward, away from the stage, with (as I
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Sound Idea Laredo: Metes Inlernatioral Longvice W. Palm Beach: Electronic Connection,
updated new hall of the same sort in
Anderson Aid o Raleigh: Audio Buys Steno
view: Audio Techniques Lubbock: Electronics SuSound Advice
Sound Rocky Mount: Microwave Audio Wilpecente McAllen: Meter San Angelo: Sound
Anchorage, Alaska, and was in the
GA Athens: Hi Fi Buys Atlanta & Suburbs: Hi
mington: AI antic Audio Wilson: Modern Stereo
Box San Antonio: Mobile
San Marcos:
Fi Buys Augusta: Stereo City Brunswick: HMI
Winston-Salem: Stereo Sound
Discovery Audio Video Sherman: Worldwide
midst of boning up on this, as well as
Store Columbus: Merit N Galnsville:
ND Bismarck: Pacific Sound Fargo: Today
Stereo Temple: Audio Tech Texarkana: Soend
Audio Dimensons Macon: Georgia Mus c SI.
Electronics
Towne Victoria: Dyer Electron cs Waco: Audio
updates in Eugene, when I was interMarys: Premier Sight S Sound Savannah: AuNE Kearney: M
Audio Lincoln: Stereo
Tend
dio Warehouse Valdosta: Premier Sight
West Norfolk: Mid City Stereo Omaha: Stereo
Sound,
rupted by the premiere of the Carlos
UT Logan: Consumer Technologies Sall Lake
Stereo Connection
West York: Midwest Audio
City: Broadway Music St. George: Boulevard
Moseley Music Pavilion. Jaffe and
HI Honolulu: Honolulu Audio Video
NH Concord: Audio of New England Laconia:
Home Furnishings
IA Davenport: Gr gg s Music Des Moines: Au
Gree'iawn Music North Hampton: The NewAuVA Charlottesville: Holdrens Colinsvllle: Hoimore Jaffe!
o lab, Dubuque: Renters Ft. Dodge: Sound
dio^nile Salem: Cuomo's
dens Falls Church Manassas: Audio Boys
Word of Fl Dodge Iowa City: Hawkeye Audio
NJ East Brunswick: Atlantic Stereo Maple
Harrisonberg: Ace Must 'N Electronics RadThere were many other innovators,
Mason City: Sound World Sioux City: Audio
Shade: Bryn Karr Stereo Paramus: Harvey
ford: Holdrens Richmond: Gary's Stereo
Visions
Electron cs Raritan: ..0 Aud o Ridgewood:
Roanoke: Hoidren's Virginia Beach: Digital
of course, involved in the creation of
ID Boise: Stereo Shoppe
Idaho Falls: Video A
Sounding Bnard Shrewsbury: Monmouth Stereo
Sordid
Electronics Shoppe Ketchum: Infinite Audio
Toms River:
Camera Trenton: Hats
VT Essex Junction: Creative Sound
the Moseley, and in due time hope to
Moscow: Stereo Shoppe Twin Falls: Audio
Stereo Sour I
Wall Trip.: Monmouth
WA Bellingham:
Stereo Chelan: Music Store
Wei house
give them honor, and to follow up on
Stereo Westfield: atuarts Audio Video
Oat Harbor. GC Stereo Center Seattle/Bell.
IL Alton: Reliable Stereo Aurora: Stereo Systems
NM Alamogordo: DAK Electronics Albuquer
vue/Lynnwood: Magnolia Spokane: Electracralt
the very latest developments of elecCarbondale: Southern Stereo Champaign:
que: West Coast Sound Carlsbad: Beason's
Hal s) Tacoma: Magnolia
Good Vibes Chicago A Suburbs: United Audio
Clovis: Towne Crier Santa Fe: West Coast
WI Appleton: Sound World Eau Claire: FS Aptronic simultaneous reproduction of
Decatur. Team Electronics DeKa lb: Classic Hi Fi
Sum, d
pliance
TV Fond Du Lac: Audio Plus Green
Fox Valley,Aurora: United Aud r Highland
NV Elko: Elko Audro Las Vegas: Upper
Bay: Sara Wald Lacrosse: Sound Wald
live music, both indoors'and outdoors.
Park: Columba Joliet: Stereo
r
LanReno: Good Guys
Madison: Happy Medium Milwaukee: Audio
sing: Amide Electron cs Naperville: S'eeo SysNY Albany: Clark Music Amherst: Speaker
It is, shall say, a wide open field. Like
Emporium Oshkosh: Audio Plus Ripon: Audio
tems Niles: United Aud o Normal: Sundown
Shop Batavia: Unicorn Audio Bedford Hills:
Plus Sheboygan: Genes Sound & Camera
One Northbrook/Oakbrook United Aud o
the Great Lawn in Central Park. Infinite
The Sous Concept Buffalo: Speaker Strop CorWausau: Sound World
Peoria: Team Electronics Oulncy: Cartunes of
ning: Ctrenung Elmira: Cherrung Forest
WV Barboursville, Beckley, Charleston: Pied
space! A new expansion for classical
Quincy Rockford: Co'urb'a Schaumburg:
Hills: Contirienal Sound Fredonia: Studio One
Piper Clarksburg: Audio Visual Concepts HuntUnited Audio Springfield: Sundown One
Glens Falls: Audi Gin s Goshen: Long
ington: Pied Piper Parkersburg: Video Warr
audio.
Spring Valley: Aud
Sterling: Sterling
player's Stereo Harriman: The Sound Concept
hook Piedmont: Sound Gallery Wheeling:
End
cs Vernon Hills: Ili Ind Aud o
Ithaca: CrNnseg Sound
Jamestown:
Look 'N Listen
n Bluffton:
IN Bloomington: Crm
Studio One Massena: Hi Fi Shop Benue!: The
WY Cheyenne: Electronics Unlimited
Gillette,
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ticated digital delay, adjustable at

Where to buy Polk Speakers
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Appliance

Wayne: Leernans

Evansville: Risley's Ft.
Indianapolis: Ovation Jas-

Newburgh: Audio Expressions
New Hartford: Adirondack Music New York
Sound Concept

Sheridan:

Star Video Library
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MD -2 CD Turntable

. o..,,,,st a w.

SBP-32X Processor
32 times oversamplung

Top loading
CDM-1 MK II transport

Maximal isolating suspension
Removable dust cover
Digital outp.its only

For More

-

Software based & updatable
Two 24 bit DSPs
In Dual 18 bit DACs
Dual transformer power supply
Optical & coax digital inputs
Balanced analog outputs

Infcrmation
e

Call 1-800-553-4355

KRELL DIGITAL INC. 35 Higgins Drive Milford. CT 06460
Phone: 203-874-3138 Fax: 203-878-8373
See the Krell Industries advertisement in this issue.
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"In its price category,
the Adcom GFA-535
is not only an excellent choice;
it's the only choice:'
P POO
Sam Tellig, The Audio Cheapskate

Vol. 10 No.
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The complete report:
Sometimes products are too cheap for their
own good, and people don't take them seriously: the Superphon Revelation Basic Dual
Mono preamp, Rega RB300 arm, AR ES -1 turntable, Shure V15 -V MR cartridge, and the B&K
ST -140 power amp. They can't be any good
because they cost so little, right?

Wrong, of course.
Adcom appears to he having the same problem with their $299.95 GFA-535 amp. Credibility.
Now if this amplifier were imported from
England and sold for $599.95, then maybe it
would be taken seriously. And highly praised,

no doubt.
For the baby Adcom

November 1987

is

one of the finest

solid-state amps I have heard. No, not the best;
I'm not sure what is the best. But it's an
amplifier that is so good for so little money as
to be practically a gift.
Actually, when Rob Ain from Adcom called,
I was about as enthusiastic about the GFA-535
as you were before you finish reading this
piece. But Rob insisted, "You've gotta hear this
amp."
He brought it over the next day, along with
the GFP-555 preamp ($499.95), and we put
both pieces into the rest of the system: a Shure
Ultra 500 in a Rega RB300 arm on an AR ES -1
table, with Quad ESL -63 speakers on Arcici
stands. Then we chatted for a half hour or so
while the electronics warmed up.
And then, simultaneously, the two of us
decided to shut up and listen.

II

Adcom GFA-535 power amplifier.
"I've never heard the Quad ESL -63 sound
better," Rob said. Of course, he was hardly an
impartial observer, but the sound was extraordinarily clean, detailed, and musical. If it
wasn't the best sound I have ever heard from
Quads, it was pretty close.
This humble $ 300 amplifier was driving a
pair of very revealing $3000 speakers and giving a very good account of itself. (We listened
first to some Goran Sollscher classical guitar.)
"So how come this product isn't flying off
the dealers' shelves?" I asked Rob.
"I don't know. Everyone wants the GFA-555
with 200 watts per channel. Including people
who don't need it."
"Does the GFA-555 sound any better?" I
asked.
"It's our aim to have all our amps sound
pretty much the same. You pay more money,
you get more power."
Rob pointed out that while the GFA-535 is
rated at 60Wpc, it puts out more like 80. And
while I did not do any measurements, my experience with other amps tells me Rob's right.
I suppose Adcom doesn't want to steal sales
from its GFA-545, rated at 100Wpc and selling
for $200 more.
After a couple of hours, Rob left, grinning
from ear to ear, and I later sat down to listen
alone. True, when I tried certain Telarcs and
pushed hard I could get the amplifier to cliptwo LEDs quickly light up (very useful). But
the Quads were running out of the ability to
use the power anyway. My first impressions

were confirmed: the GFA-535 is one of the
best amplifiers around for driving Quads.
Spendor SP-ls, too.
Suddenly, it hit me what this meant. Conventional wisdom had been dealt a severe
blow. You know, the old saw that you should
never power a good pair of speakers with a

"The GFA-535 reminds
me of ...amplifiers that
sell ...for about three
and five times the
price:'
cheap amplifier. Here was a cheap amp-one
of the cheapest on the market-that sounded
good with Quads, Spendors, later Vandersteens. Probably Thiels, too-at least the CS1.
What it means is you can stretch your speaker
budget a bit and get the speakers you really
want, then economize by buying an Adcom
GFA-535 for $299.95. True, you may be a little
power shy, but probably not much. And to say
the least, the GFA-535 would make a decent

interim amp.
What does the GFA-535 sound like? (You
thought I'd forget that part, right?) Well, this
is one of the most neutral amps I've heard.

...the baby Adcom is
one of the finest solidstate amps I have
heard... so good for
so little money as to
be practically a gift'
While it doesn't sound particularly tubelike,
it avoids the typical transistor nasties through
the midrange and into the treble. I wouldn't
call it sweet-there's no euphonic coloringbut it isn't cold or sterile. What it is, is smooth.
And detailed. Far more detailed than I would
ever imagine a $300 amplifier could be. The
GFA-535 reminds me of the Eagle 2A and PS
Audio 200C, amplifiers that sell, respectively,
for about three and five times the price. Of
course, they have more power. And they are
more detailed. The point is, the Adcom comes
close. Very close.
The bass, like everything else, is neutral, certainly not fat and overdone. But it's here where

you notice that this amp is not a powerhouse.
You just don't get the solidity and extension
you get with a very powerful (and expensive)
solid-state amp. Nor do you get the breadth
and depth of soundstage that you often find
with a very powerful amp. The Adcom GFA535 sounds a wee bit small, which it is.
My only criticism, and it's more of a quibble, is that the speaker connectors are nonstandard and unique (so far as I know). You insert bared speaker wire into a hole and twist
the connector tight a quarter turn. Most speaker
cables will fit, but some will not. Certainly MIT
won't. Neither will the best Kimber, the kind
with eight clumps of strands. The less costly
four -clump Kimber will, and proved an excellent choice. My sample amp was quiet-

"This amplifier is so
good and so cheap that I
think any CD owner who
buys an integrated amp
is nuts:'
no hum-and ran cool. There are selectors for
two sets of speakers. And the 535 looks nice.
And talk about economy: If you're not into LPs anymore, you could buy a Mod Squad,
dbx, or Old Colony line -level switching box
possibly a B&K Pro 5 preamp, with its
switchable line amp section (only $350), or the
Adcom SLC-505 passive preamp (S 150)-and
run it with a CD player. In fact, if you are into
CD only (no tape, no tuner, no phono), you
could buy a CD player with a variable volume
output and run it directly into the Adcom. This
amplifier is so good and so cheap that I think
any CD owner who buys an integrated amp
is nuts.
In its price category, the Adcom GFA-535 is
not only an excellent choice; it's the only
choice. The real question is whether you
should buy one even if $299.95 is much less
than you planned to spend for an amp-ie,
whether you should put the money into a better CD player or pair of speakers instead.

-or
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CHICAGO SHOWDOWN

Attendance at this summer's CES
was down from last year, reflecting the soft economy in
consumer electronics. As usual, video
dominated the home entertainment
side of the show, and audio was even
more fragmented than in recent years.
The reputation of the Summer Show as
the exposition venue for high technology may be up for reassessment,
since there was very little of note in this
area. Only in camcorder design were
there significant steps forward in signal
processing, size and weight, and useful features.
Of all the Japanese giants, Sony is
the one with the persona Americans
find most credible. The other major
players, at least in consumer electronics, often seem faceless and without
flair. Sony has been right so many
times that we can easily forget its fallibility. Those of us who have been
around for a while, however, will remember the Elcaset, and more recently Sony's Beta VCR format has taken a
fall. The entire Sony exhibit this year
was devoted to the virtues of high band 8 -mm video recording. Their
camcorders are remarkable, as is the
array of consumer accessories intended for editing home movies. The implication here is that if Sony's Beta system is destined for obsolescence, then
so is JVC's VHS system. Maybe so,
inasmuch as 8 mm has the potential
for better performance all around, but
there is a universe of VHS recorders
out there and a vast library of VHS
movies that won't go away. It's a little
like predicting the demise of the Philips
Cassette merely because DAT is a better way of recording.
48

Which brings us to Sony's next big
The Bismarck facilities were not
statement, actually made earlier this good for demonstrating audio equipyear, that Sony Classical (formerly CBS ment and that activity later ended up at
Masterworks) will bring out a release of the Pick -Congress Hotel, below the
10 or so recorded DATs in an attempt Loop, on Michigan Avenue. The situato launch that medium as another for- tion was a little better, but not much.
mat for the record industry. Since DAT The next stop in this trek was the Conmachines (with a truce between hard- rad Hilton Hotel. That lasted awhile,
ware and software manufacturers on and then, just a few years back, the
the copying issue) are now starting to weary travelers ended up on floors
come into the U.S., it is truly time to see three through eight at the McCormick
if the medium can really fly on its own
Hotel (the old McCormick Inn). At last,
as a carrier of recorded sound into the the entire show was under one roof, or
home. Incidentally, DAT has already at least mostly in one location, and this
made it big in a variety of professional is something that the CES had long
applications, and its position there desired. By this time, the larger, mainseems secure.
line audio exhibitors had found permaThe biggest problem at the CES is nent homes in the various large exhibit
high -end audio. It is a minority within a rooms in and around the large halls
minority, and the special needs of its and on the mezzanine of the McCorexhibitors have not been well met in mick Hotel.
recent years by the CES and its sponNo one in high -end audio has ever
soring organization, the Electronic In- been truly happy with the hotel room
dustries Association (EIA). Thus, a setup. The rooms are generally too
brief review of how things have fared small, and air handling is almost alover the last decade appears in order. ways insufficient-and noisy. AcoustiIn the late '70s, most small high -end
cally, the rooms are terrible. What high audio exhibitors were at the Bismarck end audio needs is a special venue of
Hotel downtown, making use of normal its own with acoustically isolated
sleeping rooms with the beds re- spaces of appropriate size that can be
moved, á la old-style audio fairs and acoustically treated for the particular
hi-fi shows. A few of the larger audio demonstration at hand. And the costs
manufacturers, such as JBL and AR, must not be out of line, since most of
maintained static exhibits on the main the high -end manufacturers have limitfloor at McCormick Place, and simulta- ed show budgets. Very likely, such a
neously had demo rooms and/or hos- venue does not exist-nor can it be
pitality suites in what was known then hastily thrown together by the Electronas the McCormick Inn across the ic Industries Association with prefabristreet. Some of the larger high -end cated booths.
companies rented suites in upscale
Back in 1980, an organization known
hotels where they could demonstrate as the Institute of High Fidelity (IHF)
their wares without interference-and put on an audio -only show in Atlanta. It
not under the aegis of the CES.
was a vain effort to cater to the special
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

Panasonic presents a 12 -disc
CD changer for more

selection

and more miles of uninterrupted
digital sound.

1

Only a dummy would want to settle
for anything less than up to 12 straight

hours of music and the convenience

.9

of 12 -disc random programmability.

.,a

The CX-DP15 CD changer offers you

a

that and has incredibly high quality

components, such as: a 2 DAC system
with one DAC per channel, High Slew
Rate Low Pass Filter, Oxygen Free

Copper Audio Cables, Gold Plated
Connectors, MASH' Circuitry and
Quadruple Oversampling Digital Filter.
In other words, it sounds very good.
Also, this CD changer is so flexible

DISC

PLÉRD.
,.II.1

can connect to virtually any existing
car stereo with the CY-RM15 or the
it

CY-RM16 controllers.
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.

if
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you also want a new car

stereo, there's the CO -L40 and the
CQ-L30 cassette receivers. They both
have 50 Watts maximum power, wireless

remote, are removable and connect
directly to the CD changer to give you

t

full system control.
But don't listen to us, listen to the

system.
We're confident that our customers
are intelligent enough to make the right

choice for themselves.
'
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Panasonic®
just slightly ahead of our time

Enter No 25 3n Fteachr Servce card

At CES, high -end audio is
usually a minority within
a minority, but the special
needs of audio exhibitors
have not been well met.
needs of audio demonstrators. The
show was a failure, and the IHF ended
up merging with the EIA, which puts on
the CES twice a year. One of the reasons for the failure was that there were,
even at that time, very few audio-only
dealers. By 1980, most audio dealers
were already getting into video, furniture, and related accessories; they had
to go to the CES to see what was
happening in those fields.
Meanwhile, at the McCormick Hotel
in 1990, there were very few audio exhibits on the upper floors. Apparently,
the Chicago fire marshal considered
the heavy attendance in recent years a
fire hazard, so space was limited this
year to about four exhibits per floor. A
few of the exhibitors expected to find
there were in prefab booths on the
lower level of the North Hall (some
weren't in Chicago at all), but many of
them had bolted the show altogether
and gone to the Chicago Historical Museum instead!
As understand it, the exhibit at the
museum had been organized in relatively short order by Dale Pitcher,
president of Essence, a manufacturer
of loudspeakers and amplifiers in Lincoln, Nebraska. It was apparently a
great success, with 40 or so exhibitors
showing 50 product lines. The location
offered what many of the exhibitors
were looking for: Good-sized rooms
(not everybody wanted or had one),
reasonable cost, and to -the -point floor
traffic. Another friendly touch was the
direct sale of CDs and LPs to attendees, something the CES banned about
three years ago. Will there be a museum show next year? Nobody would
say, but it seems apparent that if the
EIA doesn't come up with a workable
alternative, there certainly could be.
One of the best audio demonstrations during the entire Chicago trip was
in the 800 -seat auditorium at the museum. Wadia (of digital processor fame),
FM Acoustics (Swiss amplifiers), Dun tech (Australian loudspeakers), and
Dorian Recordings had teamed up to
put on demonstrations. Normally, this
sort of thing is a ticket to disaster,
since it imposes local acoustics on recorded acoustics, not to mention the
inability of most loudspeaker/amplifier
combinations to deliver enough clean
sound into a fairly large space. The
amps and loudspeakers were up to the
I

I

50

task, and the acoustics of the space
were not a problem at all.
The new Duntech model, The Black
Knight, is of the same general format
as the earlier Duntechs: A symmetrical
vertical array with woofers top and bottom and with a dome tweeter at the
midpoint flanked above and below by
midranges. FM Acoustics is well
known in Europe and is a favorite in
many recording studios. Their Model
811 power amplifier, used in these
demonstrations, has been designed
with enough current capability to avoid

of the two patterns is no simple task,

and making the transition seamless is
a matter of carefully choosing crossover slopes and placing the crossover
point in a frequency range where normal room modes will tend to mask the
front and back pattern differences.
Both of these companies have succeeded admirably.
A similar challenge faced both
B & W and KEF some years ago. Ten
years ago, these two British companies were noted for rather polite British
sound: Smooth, laid back, and with
output -current limiting under signal great attention to imaging. In recent
conditions that would confound many years, both companies have made inamplifiers of similar 8 -ohm power rat- roads into the world of studio monitoring. Astounding in every way.
ing (mainly in Europe), where higher
Magnepan was exhibiting in a suite levels are necessary. Both have met
at the Palmer House. They were the the challenge by converting over to
only exhibit around, and when they ported low -frequency sections for
turned off their air conditioning, they greater output, and in the case of KEF
had absolute quiet for demonstrating.
to multiple -tuned low -frequency sysmust say how important it is for subtle- tems. These changes are apparent in
ties of imaging that demonstrations be recent consumer designs, and B & W's
made in an absolutely quiet environ- recent Model 800 is an imposing statement. This cannot be done to satisfac- ment in that regard. The 800 contains
tion anywhere in the main show area
two 12 -inch transducers in triangular
Magnepan's new MG 2.6 produced enclosures, top and bottom, with a
some of the more memorable sound at midrange/tweeter combination sepathe show.
rating them. When heard them, the
One of the major trends in high -end sound was imposing, but a full assessaudio loudspeaker design is the desire ment could only be made under better
to cleanly create higher sound pres- listening conditions. It seems that the
sure levels in order to do justice to original "laid back" quality, which
newer musical styles. This is not easy. many may have preferred, has given
inasmuch as the temptation is to adopt way to an "up front" quality for the
design principles that may be at odds American market-or is it that way for
with one's philosophical starting point. all markets?
Take electrostatic loudspeakers, for
On another front, a handful of Ameriexample. Two of the most prominent can electronics manufacturers have
manufacturers in the U.S. are Martin - made it well into the high -end internaLogan and Acoustat. Both have devot- tional amplifier market. Such compaed considerable engineering efforts to nies as Boulder, Mark Levinson (Madrimake their products handle greater in- gal), Krell, and Audio Research come
put power without arc -over problems, to mind. Most of these companies have
and both have successfully integrated approached digital technology with
their upper -range electrostatic trans- reservations, mainly because it reducers with dynamic low -frequency el- quired a different set of talents. Krell
ements (cone loudspeakers) for added has faced the problem head-on with
acoustical output capability. This is not two companies. Krell Digital had on
easy to do, because the basic radia- display a magnificent stand-alone CD
tion pattern of a cone is that of a mono- turntable, along with several models of
pole (omnidirectional), while that of the digital processors for it. Across the
electrostatic is a dipole (bidirectional). room, Krell Industries was showing
These are the physical descriptions, their newest Class -A amplifier, the
but think of the difference purely in KSA-150, capable of doubling its conterms of the electrostatic transducer tinuous power output into successively
having back radiation which is 180° out halved load impedances all the way
of phase with the front. The matching down to 1 ohm.
A
I

I
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"It's amazing", most people say, "how much better my system
souvics with AudioQuest" cables. I can't beriee what I've beer. missing!"
AudioQuest makes a full line of cables; speaker, audio -interconnect, video, S -video,
fiber-optic and installation cables. All are engineered to bring you maximum performance.
-to

-

AudioQuest has spent 12 years continually improving and f ne tuning its cable designs
and, to do it cost-effectively. Mary different
reduce all types of cable -induced distortion
constructions and grades of copper and silver are used depending on the budget.
AudioQuest F-18 speaker cable is one of three very flat cables which use mu tiple -solid
conductors The sound is sweet and clean because
strand interaction is eliminated, while skin -effect
and resistance are kept
to a minimum.
F-18

f

AudioQuest Incrgo Hyperlitz'
speaker cable eses geometry similar
to our most expensive cables, yet is very
affordable. The spiraled solid conductors maintain an absolutely consistent
position and are lar enough apart to prevent magnetic interaction. The clarity,
dynamics and sense of acoustic space are incredible.
AudioQuest Lapis Hyperlitz" interconnect cable uses a patented construction which
eliminates strand interaction and minimizes distortion caused by insulating materials.
Teflon insulation, FPC-6"" copper (99.99997í/o pure), and resistance -welded, direct -gold
plated, FPC'" pligs make this cable sound incredible. The aural invisibility of tlis
cable is somethirg you will have to exper ence for yourself.
AudioQuest's absolute commitment to valJe doesn't mean that all AudioQuest products
are inexpensive. It does mean that the expensive products are a very good valee
when used wit- better systems.
No matter what type of equipment you have,
you can maxim ze your system's performance
with AudioQuest cables! Contact your local
AudioQuest dealer and listen for yourself.
You can hear the difference!

All diagrams

are 1% sirtes actual size.

ciuciioquest.
Tel:
P.

0.

714-498-2770 Fax: 714-498-5112
Box 3060, San Clemente, CA 92674 USA

Indigo Hypelitz

Lapis

Hyperlitz

The Nakamichi
The End of the Single-vs.
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MusicD(WkSysto..+

Choosing a CD player isn't as easy as it used
to he The best single -disc players are often
very expensive and unnecessarily complicated. Changers offer multi -disc convenience.
But because they're generally not designed
for the serious listener, they cut corners off
performance They make it difficult to play
just one CI). And their mechanisms are slow
and clunky.
You could partially solve this dilemma
by buying both a single -disc player and a
changer. But now, thanks to Nakamichi,
there's a much better solution.

The MusicBank System" lets you load up to six discs

for multi -play yet always accommodates a seventh sin/leplay disc. You can easily load or eject discs via a familiar
single -disc tray.

Take a close look at Nakamichi's new
CDPlayer2, for example On the surface, it
looks like a conventional single-disc player
(only less cluttered and generally more pleasing to the eye of most beholders). Look inside,
however, and you'll find something totally

Without Disc Stabilizer

-With Disc Stabilizer

_

changers.

The large diameter Disc Stabilizer
magnetically clamps onto each disc to
suppress vibrations during play.

i

t

unique: the Nakamichi MusicBank System'.
The MusicBank System employs an ingenious "1 + 6" stocker mechanism that provides
advanced multi -disc playback capability without the clumsiness of typical

You can store up to six CDs in the MusicBank
System, loading and unloading discs just as
you would with a single -disc player. You can
play a single CD at any time without ju v; ing
discs. And you don't even have to remove the
single disc to play any of the stored discs.
You also get a full complement of easy to -use single- and multi-disc programming
capabilities, including delete play, 3 -way
random play, 3 -way repeat play, and a 50
program memory. There's even Nakamichi's
convenient Synchro Recording feature that
automates CD dubbing with virtually any
Nakamichi remote-controlled cassette or DAT
deck. And whatever you ask of the MusicBank
System, you'll find it responds quickly,
smoothly, and quietly.
But forget about CDPlayer2's multi -disc
capability for a moment. When it comes to
sonic performance, CDPlayer2 must be corn

0Hz

I

3kHz

pared to the most ambitious, high -end single
disc players-the ones that typically cost hundreds, and even thousands, of dollars more
CDPlayer2 uses Nakamichi's
newly developed Enhanced
Linearity 20 -bit DIA Converters.
r r.
Unlike other so-called high-reso.
-

.:.
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-

-

.5kHz

Measurements of focus servo error with and without
the Disc Stabilizer reseal a dramatic improvement.

`'

lution systems, it is an innovative
and real solution to the problem
of converter precision. With this
new technology-plus an 8-times
oversampling digital filter, improved linear -phase 3rdorder
CDPlayer2 comes with a full -function
wireless remote control.

MusicBank System:
Multi-Disc Player Dilemma.
Bessel-type active analog filtering, and numerous other Nakamichi refinements-CDPlayer2
sets a new standard for musical accuracy. You'll
hear musical detail, soundstage precision, and
ambience you never knew existed on your CDs.
To further assure even the finest musical
subtleties are preserved, CDPlayer2 has a
large -diameter, magnetically chucked Disc
Stabilizer. It suppresses the effects of external
vibrations and dampens disc resonances that
can lead to excessive focus servo activity and
sonic smearing.

I

-

smoothness of operation, construction quality, versatility, and value After that, the choice

will be easy.
L

I
The Nakamichi OMS2000 optical disk analysis system
has become the de facto standard in the data storage industry.

In fact, Nakamichi can rightfully claim a 95
per cent market share in optical disk analysis
equipment of this type
It was Nakamichi's experience in developing the OMS -2000 that revealed, for example,
the importance of keeping the signal path
between the laser and the signal processing
circuitry as short as possible Accordingly, the
RF amplifier in CDPlayer2 is mounted right
at the optical transport rather than remotely
on the main circuit board as it is with conventional players. This, together with a new high
stability servo circuit developed with the aid
of the OMS -2000, delivers much improved CD
tracking and imaging accuracy.

The ultimate reference standard: the Nakamichi
Concert Hall and Listening Room are extravagant, yet
essential, "test equipment" in the Nakamichi product
development cycle.

>
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The OMS-2000's optical transport mechanism
provides absolute positioning with unrivaled precision.

As impressive as CDPlayer2's internal features may be, the full story goes considerably
beyond what lies behind its front panel. After
all, advanced CD player technology of this
kind is not developed overnight. CDPlayer2
and, for that matter, all other Nakamichi CD
players and digital audio products, benefit
from years of fundamental research that has
put Nakamichi at the forefront of optical disk
and digital signal processing technologies.
Just to put things into perspective, for
a few hundred thousand dollars more
than CDPlayer2 you can own a Nakamichi
OMS -2000 optical disk analysis system. This
remarkable read/write instrument can handle
virtually every type of optical disk medium
that has been or will be developed. The optical transport and disk drive mechanism are
designed and manufactured by Nakamichi to
unheard-of levels of precision-many orders
of magnitude greater than that required
for CD players. And through a sophisticated
computer interface, the system permits a vast
array of revealing measurements to be made
The list of companies using the OMS -2000
reads like a Who's Who of data industry giants.
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Write or call for complete information on
Nakamichi's new line of CD players, cassette
decks, and receivers.

The OMS -2000's computer interface enables
measurements that have yielded invaluable data and
insights on optical disk technology.

But Nakamichi also knows that fine audio
components cannot be developed in the laboratory alone That's why the Nakamichi headquarters research and development facility
includes a lavish concert hall and special listening room. They provide a "live vs. reproduced" reference standard against which
Nakamichi engineers can continually judge
the success of their designs.
You can be the judge when you visit your
Nakamichi dealer. Audition CDPlayer2 or
CDPlayer3, both featuring the MusicBank
System. If you don't need multi -disc capability, ask about CDPlayer4. Compare them to
other players for musical accuracy, ease of use,

Musicbank System"

is a

trademark of Nakamichi.

Nokomichi
Nakamichi America Corporation
19701 South Vermont Avenue
Torrance, CA 90502 (800) 421-2313
In California: (800) 223-1521
Nakamichi Canada: (800) 663-6358
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An Open Letter
To Analog Cassette

matched in terms of playback azimuth
and frequency response.
Hardware Manufacturers:
While today's music manufacturers
The recording and consumer elec- can and do control the quality of their
tronics industries have the opportunity software, cooperation with the hardto substantially improve the sound ware manufacturers to "match up"
quality of prerecorded analog cas- both software and hardware is essensettes for the benefit of our mutual cus- tial for that last "quantum leap" in
tomer, the music consumer. As will sound quality. believe that, with propexplain, the means for doing so is ad- er hardware and software compatibiljustable playback azimuth control.
ity, the sound quality of the analog casThe U.S. software market is divided sette would be very close to that of the
roughly into three prerecorded media. Compact Disc.
Analog cassettes control roughly 70%
While a tighter fixed azimuth stanof the market, CDs 25%, and vinyl LPs dard might in the short term provide
5%. The analog cassette is clearly the improved sound quality, extended time
dominant medium in the U.S.
and use invariably will cause changes
It is important to note that the prerein alignment. As a result, believe that
corded cassette has outsold the blank adjustable azimuth is the only way to
in the U.S. for the last few years (in assure continued proper alignment for
1989 by more than 100 million units). both prerecorded and home -recorded
Therefore, the fact is that prerecorded cassettes.
cassettes are likely to be used more
The CD and the CD player work as a
often in cassette machines than cas- music system, with the machine adsettes recorded at home.
justing to the software. Why not the
There has been serious effort by analog cassette? Why not make the
American music manufacturers to music as good as it can be? Why not
study and improve every part of the work together in improving the format
cassette duplicating process. As a re- favored by our customers, the analog
sult, during the last five years the re- cassette?
cording industry has made great
Edwin Outwater
strides in improving the quality of preVice President, Quality Assurance
recorded cassettes. Production imWarner Bros. Records
provements include the use of a digital
Burbank, Cal.
source for running masters by virtually
all manufacturers, improved mastering An Open Reply
procedures, tapes, and recorders, and To "An Open Letter ..."
the constant testing of new duplicating From a Hardware Manufacturer
formulations which are better able to
wish to acknowledge the five areas
meet the demands of digital masters. of improvement listed in the "Open LetAdditionally, quality control systems ter" and add two that went unmenhave been tightened and retightened, tioned: The use of the Dolby HX-Proand all incoming cassette components fessional Headroom Extension System
are given close inspection.
and Dolby B noise reduction. UnfortuIn short, there has been a systematic
nately, both of these improvements are
program by the recording industry to not available in every prerecorded
study every part of the cassette dupli- tape, but the trend definitely seems to
cating process and improve it. More- be in this direction. Further, by the time
over, Dolby S -type signal processing is this is in print, the first cassette decks
on the horizon, and we are on the with Dolby S noise reduction will be in
verge of moving away from analog and production. It will be interesting to see
toward digital reproducers.
how the software manufacturers and
It is my opinion that there is now very
retailers react to this new 'system. Will
little left that can be done unilaterally to both Dolby B and Dolby S encoded
improve cassette quality.
software be offered? Will Dolby B softThe fact is that all of the improve- ware be phased out?
ments made to date still represent only
also wish to voice my agreement
half the equation; optimum sound qual- that the best attainable sound quali:y
ity can only be achieved by having the can only be achieved when the sottcassette and the player perfectly ware and hardware are matched in
I

I

I

I

I
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terms of azimuth and playback frequency response. However, my agreement ends where Mr. Outwater focuses on adjustable azimuth and goes no
further on the subject of playback frequency response. place the opposite
priority on these two items.
To my knowledge, there is no technological excuse for poor azimuth
alignment, only one of cost. It is our
experience that quality components
(specifically, the transport mechanism
and the head assembly), a finely
threaded azimuth setscrew, and a
well -placed drop of adhesive will hold
an accurate azimuth alignment for the
life of the tape head.
know of no
professionally obtained evidence to
the contrary.
can confidently state
that most of the worn heads replaced
by our repair technicians are found to
have accurate azimuth alignment. For
this reason, believe that a tight fixed azimuth standard will significantly improve sound quality and that consumer -adjustable azimuth is unnecessary.
In addition to being unnecessary,
consumer -adjustable azimuth has serious drawbacks. Consider the following. The tape heads in all cassette
decks unfortunately twist or jitter somewhat while in use. The effect of this
twisting or jittering is that the azimuth is
constantly shifting back and forth, developing a positive and negative error.
Even though the nominal, or average,
azimuth can be adjusted precisely, the
instantaneous error cannot. As can be
expected, the best -sounding decks
have fewer instantaneous errors. One
way to minimize these errors is to positively secure the tape head. Any added mechanism or linkage to facilitate
easy azimuth adjustment would inherently make the tape head less secure
and increase these errors.
Also, hardware can most likely be
designed so that, in the playback
mode, the user can adjust the azimuth
either by ear or with the aid of a test
tape and some form of instrumentation.
But how does one adjust it when recording on a blank tape? Should the
customer be expected to adjust his
deck to an alignment tape prior to recording? How many customers will appreciate the added complication, and
how many customers will adjust their
decks correctly? And what if they adjust it incorrectly? The resulting tape
I

I

I

I
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WE CAN ALSO PUT $18,000 FOR COLLEGE
WITHIN YOUR SIGHTS.
Fact is, we offer over $18,000 for college if you qualify for the Montgomery GI Bill and add
that to your Reserve pay during a standard enlistment.
We can help you pay off some or all of a qualified student loan, too, through the Student
Loan Repayment Program. And offer you the chance to train in a useful skill.
You serve part-time, usually one weekend a month plus two weeks a year at a nearby Army
Reserve unit. So you can continue to pursue your education while participating in the Reserve,
where your time can mean valuable college money.
Think about it.

Then think about us.
See your Army Reserve recruiter today. Or call 1 -800 -USA -ARMY.

"

ARMY
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RESERVE
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There are no industry
regulations that force
compliance to azimuth
and playback frequency
response standards.
will not sound good when played on

other decks.
For these reasons, believe that consumer -adjustable azimuth is counterproductive to the effort to obtain better
sound quality.
The playback frequency response of
many cassette decks in not as uniform
I

as one might think. This is because the

hardware industry highlights record/
playback frequency response rather
than playback frequency response.
In short, playback frequency re ponse is that which is obtained when
playing back a standardized test tape
Record/playback frequency response,

on the other hand, is obtained by recording test signals on a blank tape
and playing the tape back on the same
deck on which it was recorded. A deck
with wide, flat record/playback fre-

quency response can have compensating errors in its record and playback
sections and poor playback frequency
response. Such a deck will produce
poor sound quality when playing back
prerecorded tapes and would record
tapes that would have poor sound
quality when played on other decks.
What caused the situation we are in
today? believe that both the hardware
and software industries are to blame.
Since there is always a large market for
cheaper hardware and since the hardware industry doesn't highlight playback frequency response, poor -performing decks will command a share of
the market. And while it is good to
know that cassette software has improved dramatically in the last five
years, what about the formative 10
years before then, when hardware
manufacturers and consumers developed their sense of how good prerecorded cassettes tend to be?
Accepting that software is less of a
problem today, what will spur hardware manufacturers to tighten their
standards? There are no government
or industry regulations that force compliance to standards for azimuth and
playback frequency response. Today,
both government and industry are so
fixated on digital recorders that analog
I
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REFINING THE ART
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OF EXPRESSING

THE MUSIC,

MONITOR AUDI

Making music is an art; making loudspeakers is a science.
Nowhere will you find leading -edge technology put to finer
effect than with Monitor Audio.
Monitor Audio's gold -dome tweeters and ceramic coated metal
cone woofers work as one, producing staggering detail and
dynamics within a coherent sound stage.
Beautifully hand finished to the finest furniture standards using
only premium matched, real -wood veneers, that's Monitor Audio
- - where art and science meet!
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(Studio /0) ... '7 found listening to this design to be an
exhilarating experience bordering on intoxicating at
times, and one that didn't pall."
Ili -Fi Review (Feb 90)

MADE
IN

ENGLAND

For information on the complete line of award winning loudspeakers. contact:

IV
INTERNATIONAL
IOAL INC.
'

IN U.S.A.
P.O. Box 1355

Buffalo. New York 14205
Telephone (416) 428-2800
Fax: (416)428-0004

IN CANADA
1755 Plummer St.. Uno 20
Pickering. Ontario L1 W 3S1
Telephone: (416) 428-2800
Fax: (416)428-0004

issues are very likely to remain a low
priority.
A possible solution may be indirectly
offered by Dolby Labs. They are well
aware of how azimuth and playback
frequency response affect sound quality, and have specified tight tolerances
in the Dolby S licensing agreement.
While this will apply only to higher priced decks at first, Dolby S will eventually become more affordable and,
hopefully, will become a common feature. If that happens, the problems of
azimuth and playback frequency response may both be solved, and the
analog cassette will provide its full potential sound quality.
Marty Zanfino
Vice President
Engineering and Technical Service
Harman Kardon
Woodbury, N.Y.
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PHILIPS

LHH500.
A QUIET

REVOLUTION
IN CD
TECHNOLOGY.

Philips, the inventor of CD technology, introduces the next
generation in digital audio sound. The LHH500, Philips' most
recent Reference Series CD player, delivers audio quality that truly
transcends the digital domain.
This superb musicality is attributable to Philips Bitstream
PDM (Pulse Density Modulation) D/A Conversion technology. With
1 -bit, 256 times oversampling, Bitstream PDM D/A Conversion
technology greatly enhances low-level linearity. Quiet passages are
reproduced with previously unattainable accuracy. Overall
performance achieves a level of depth, warmth and ambience
traditionally associated with the best in analog reproduction.
The LHH 500 is only the second compact -disc player offered
to consumers that bears the professional LHH designation.
This heritage of broadcast -quality CD and mastering playback
equipment is evident in its uncompromising sound reproduction.
To experience this unequalled performance firsthand, call
1-800-223-7772 for your nearest Philips audio specialist.

WORLD -CLASS TECHNOLOGY EUROPEAN EXCELLENCE.
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the new Polk RTA 15t
The breathtaking performance of Polk Audio's new RTA 15t loudspeaker system is the
result of the rare combination of state-of-the-art technology and superior design.

Incorporating technology from Polk Audio's limited production SRS (Signature Reference Loudspeaker System), the RTA 15t uses advanced components

and design technologies to achieve outstanding musicality, detail and imaging.
The heart of this design is a line source array that achieves an openness and
spaciousness permitting a wide range of optimum listening positions. At the

center of this line source is Polk's SL3000 tri-laminate tweeter; an engi-

neering triumph in high frequency smoothness and dispersion.
Outstanding bass impact and dynamic range is realized by
using two 10" sub -bass radiators (one front

mounted and one rear mounted). This
dual bass radiator technology achieves
deeper, flatter, more accurate bass

than conventional designs.
The new Polk RTA 15t

...one listen will take your
breath away.

The RTA 151 is available
in natural oak, natural
walnut and black oak
wood veneer finishes.

yolk audio.°
The Speaker Specialists

5601 Metro Drive, Baltimore, MD 21215

(301) 358-3600

Where to buy Polk Speakers?
For your nearest dealer, see page 44
Enter No. 28 on Reader Service Card
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l'roklems dn(I Solutions
In Lollcs- lerm laf
Several years ago, a friend told
me that many of his prized tape

recordings had suddenly started to deteriorate. As a collector of rare
and historic recordings who was aware
of their fragility, he had committed
many to tape. A good number had
been recorded only a few years previously. They were all made with great
care, and often required hours of editing and equalizing to assemble on
tape. Now, he found, the passage of
the tapes over the tape heads and
guides produced a squeal that was
heard not only from the tape machine,
but also through the loudspeaker.
Some of the tapes would continuously
leave head -clogging deposits and require him to stop the machine every
few minutes for cleaning; others might
even bind in the guides. He could offer
no reason for this, but he indicated that
it seemed to occur rather suddenly
and he thought it was largely attributable to one brand of tape that he had
been using.
Initially, didn't register the story as
really serious, and assumed that he
had probably purchased some cheap,
used tape. Interestingly enough, a few
other collectors began telling me similar tales of woe, about whole collections of recordings that were now
largely useless. The tapes used included 3M, Ampex, low-cost Shamrock,
and other brands. As these collectors
were largely old-time radio collectors
who are notorious for their use of exI

I
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e l'erformance
tremely cheap tape and their disregard
for high -quality audio, the problem still
didn't register.
The problem finally reached me
when began to notice a short squeak,
which would quickly go away, when
playing some tapes in my own collection. If the squeak was any more serious, a quick cleaning of the heads
and/or guides would usually eliminate
the unpleasantness for the entire playing of the reel. Not many months later,
though, these and other tapes would
squeal almost continuously, leave deposits on heads and guides, and, in
extreme cases, jam in the guides!
brought up the subject with a tape
supplier and user who categorically
stated that he thought such problems
only occur with cheaper, non -top-quality tapes. He suggested that
use a
particular top -line tape, which, it turned
out, had been among the very tapes
whose squealing had sparked my investigation. In that instance, the tapes
were from the transcription service of
one of the richest radio stations in the
U.S. They had been donated to the
was
local bmadcast museum, and
transcribing them for the use of the
museum's patrons.
Thinking the tape players might be
at fault, tried three different machines.
These tapes squealed and jammed in
each one. Tape transfer could only be
obtained by repetitively stopping and
cleaning the heads and making countless flying starts.
I

I

I

I

I
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began my inquiry into this problem
by contacting dealers, professional recording engineers, record producers,
tape-head manufacturers, and acquaintances and friends who engage in serious audio. Later,
contacted tape
manufacturers, people knew at various sound archives and government
agencies involved with recordings,
and even a developer of early tape
recorders. Information on' the subject
of handling and storing tape is not too
easy to come by, and a lot of it seems
redundant. Much of the following is
culled from technical papers and articles obtained from 3M and Ampex.
I

I

I

Over time, the
luhricants in some

topes hreah down.
leaving a white.
mold -like. powdei

residue on the

Tape Problems
Recording tape consists of a flexible
backing material coated with a mixture
of magnetic oxides in a flexible binder
material that holds the oxides on the
tape. Formerly, the backing material
was acetate; now it is almost always a
polyester film. Most high -quality tapes
also have a textured, conductive back
coating. The binder is usually implicated in tape squeal. Because of the proprietary nature of the processes and
formulas involved in the manufacture
of recording tape, it is not possible to
determine the exact cause of any degradation that may be taking place.
My experience and that of others is
that this problem is associated with
top-quality, brand-name tape formulations which appeared in the later '60s
and the '70s [ 1 ]. know no cases of
old-fashioned acetate tapes squealing
or jamming, although am told it can
happen. Acetate tapes do tend to dry
out and become wrinkled and crumbly.
They are prone to constant breakage,
but at least they play. Interestingly
enough, some of the humbler quality,
less polished, and less expensive tape
formulations, such as Ampex 631/641
and the discontinued Scotch 150, never seem to have the problem.
To have a low -noise product, and to
minimize head and tape guide wear, it
is desirable to have a smooth, highly
polished tape surface. This is especially important to maintain low noise in
low -speed operation, such as cassette
recording. However, tape can be too
smooth, and tape manufacturers are
now approaching the limit in this area.
Tape's abrasiveness helps keep the
path of tape travel clean. A tape wits
I

I
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too smooth a surface will not be efficient at removing minor debris from the
path. In addition, a minute air gap is
required between the surfaces of
heads and tape to maintain accurate
tape motion. With too smooth a tape
surface, the tape will tend to stick to
the surface of tape heads and guides,
alternately sticking to the head and
breaking loose in a continuous cycle
[2]. When this occurs at a very high
rate, we identify it as squeal. The high
polish of some quality tapes may exacerbate the potential for squeal.
Many of us are aware of cheaper
"white box" tapes that were once commonly sold. They usually were regarded by purchasers as rejects, substandard or defective. The defects were
often quite apparent ones, such as
width problems, splices, and squealing. Some tape salespeople have suggested that bad batches of tape have
sometimes been unintentionally delivered to stores as first -line, because
they either did not get caught by quality control or were only later found to
have problems. Substandard tapes
have been known to show up in the
marketplace, but this appears to be an
insignificant problem. The problems
that people experience are due both to
the combination of basic materials
from which most tapes are made and
to inadequate storage.
know of three explanations why
tape squeal is now emerging so frequently. One reason is that over time,
the lubricants in the tape have broken
down. Tape with this problem exhibits
a white, mold -like, powdery residue on
the edges of a reel [3].
Another conjecture is that the binders of some back -coated tapes break
down with time due to their particular
chemical makeup, and that higher
temperatures hasten this process [1].
Chemicals released from this degradation cause the friction that produces
the familiar squeal.
The prevalent explanation of tape
squeal is that the polyurethane binders
used in most modern formulations of
recording tape are hygroscopic-that
is, they absorb moisture from the air to
a degree that depends on the humidity
[4]. These binders, depending on the
length of their urethane molecules,
have been shown to undergo a chemical change at high humidity and high
temperature. Ampex has recently ac I
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knowledged that this problem can occur with the binders used in their Type
406 and 456 tapes manufactured between 1975 and 1984 [3]. This degradation, known as hydrolysis, can occur
very rapidly-under laboratory conditions, in as little as four weeks at a
relative humidity (RH) near 100% [5].
In fact, one suggestion for testing tape
is subjecting it to 80% to 95% RH at
120° to 130° F for three days and examining it for problems [6]. Under less
extreme conditions, degradation may
take much longer to occur and may not
affect all the molecules constituting the
binder.
High temperature and humidity are
looked on as the main causes of hydrolysis. Humidity is considered the
basic culprit, with temperature merely
hastening the process. Hydrolysis induces the molecular chains of the
binder to break down, which causes
the resultant chemicals and/or the
tape's lubricants to arrive eventually at
the surface of the tape. Tape that has
undergone hydrolysis becomes sticky,
thus adhering to and squealing against
tape heads, and can even cause many
layers of tape to stick together in a
block on the reel. When the binder's
breakdown is complete, the oxide layer may crack off the backing. A 3M
publication cites cases of tape stored
for extended periods of time at 80° F
and 80% RH actually having the layers
stick together after 15 years [4]. The
effects of humidity (squealing, stickiness), once exhibited, often indicate
permanent damage to the tape. Fortunately, the literature also indicates that
hydrolysis is somewhat reversible. In
mild cases it can be reversed by subjecting the tape to a very low humidity
(11%) for a period of time [5].

Storage Environment
Table summarizes the temperature
and humidity ranges that have been
recommended by a number of published sources on the subject for normal and archival storage environments
and those cited as detrimental. Sometimes this had to be extrapolated from
the articles. Papers on the subject usually do not state exactly what constitutes a detrimental environment for
tape, but 3M [4] does refer to deterioration after storage at 80% RH and 80°
F, and a recent article in the Journal of
I
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the Audio Engineering Society by an
Ampex authority [7] suggests deterioration at conditions above 40% RH and
68° F. This latter assertion agrees with
temperature -versus -humidity curves,
published by Agfa (Fig. 1), for two levels of tape degradation caused by
binder hydrolysis [8]. The curves indicate 40% RH at 68° F, for example, to
be a marginal storage condition, and
70% RH at 80° F to be a detrimental
storage condition.
Authorities on the subject are in general agreement that low temperatures
and humidities are necessary for longterm storage of recording tapes. Typically, the recommended temperature
range is from 60° to 75° F and the
humidity from 30% to 50%. It should be
noted from Table that exceptionally
low humidities, i.e., 25% to 38%, are
recommended for archival storage by
most recent sources. Many common
laboratory and household hygrometers
(instruments for measuring relative huI

midity) indicate the ideal humidity
range for humans as being 45% to
65%. Someone who lives in Colorado,
where the humidity seldom exceeds
30%, recently told me that he has never experienced any of the squeal problems using the same brands and types
of tape.
Nowhere in the literature is there a
definition of just what period of time
constitutes archival. In fact, the longest
times referred to in any of the papers is
35 years-that concerned acetate
tape, and have never heard a report
of acetate tape squealing. Articles and
papers usually use 10 or 20 years
when referring to storage times of
modern polyester formulations (which,
after all, are not much older than that).
One who is familiar with old recordings, however, would hardly refer to
such comparatively short periods as
archival. would suggest that normal
storage periods for other types of items
might be 25 years and that archival
I

I

-Tape storage conditions as defined by temperature and humidity. The figures represent the range of
values given in various publications of Ampex, BKM
Associates, European Broadcasting Union, and 3M, and
in papers and books by Marvin Camras, Howard M.
Tremaine, and Jim Wheeler.
Table
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should refer to at least 50 years. Table
indicates that archival storage conditions are quite dry and cool by the
standards of summers in central U.S.A.
As the ranges given in the Table imply,
the storage conditions considered normal by some authorities overlap the
conditions that other authorities suggest as archival, and conditions recommended for archival storage by one
source exceed those listed as detrimental by another! One could interpret
the information to suggest that under
normal storage conditions, the life of
tape might be very short. In fact, Ampex now states only that their product
should last at least 10 years under
proper storage conditions [3].
What is disturbing about this is that
many of these tapes may be recordings of important family events, master
tapes of celebrated musical and dramatic performances, or recordings of
important historical events. Recordings
assumed to be permanent may be deterioriating on the shelves. have carefully made many safety copies of crumbly, old acetate tapes only to find those
safety copies squealing after only two
years. It is frightening to think that the
only way we can make a safety copy of
a recording on an unstable medium is
on another unstable medium. Much of
what is written on the subject basically
tells us how we might obtain a safety
copy of a deteriorated tape. We must
consider the fact that every time we
introduce a generation of recording, as
in safety dubbing, we audibly degrade
the recording with distortion, noise,
and speed irregularity.
I
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Storage Problems
Special precautions should be taken
when storing tapes in building basements. Being porous, concrete absorbs ground moisture and acts like a
wick. Concrete floors and walls, therefore, are very effective humidifiers. A
dehumidifier may not be sufficient to
remove this moisture. My advice is to
make sure no ground water is in contact with the floor. Most newer houses
have sump pumps, but older ones often do not.
highly recommend the
installation of one if your house is not
so equipped. In my case, the house
was 60 years old and a hole had to be
dug into the floor. Crushed stone was
put into the hole and then a sump
I
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pump was added, for a total cost of
about $500. While it would be nice to
have drain tile around the basement to
connect to the pump pit, it is not absolutely necessary. Water will tend to collect at that spot, and the ejector pump
will remove it. In' many basements that
are not too deep, a dehumidifier may
suffice, but recommend one in every
case. If silica gel or other non -liquefying desiccants are available, place a
small amount in the tape boxes and/or
store reels in plastic bags [9].
People who store their collections of
tapes above ground, but who don't
mind the heat in summer, may also
have problems.
am amazed at the
number of people who don't have air
conditioning even in the relatively hot,
humid climate live in. Some collectors
may think that they don't need air conditioning for themselves, but according
to the data, their tapes may not survive
in the high humidity and temperature
that summer often brings. The best
way to reduce house or apartment humidity is to use air conditioning. In fact,
much of the feeling of coolness associated with air conditioning is due to its
lowering of ambient humidity.
I

I

I

Remedies
What can you do to tapes that won't
play? One solution, suggested by a
longtime record producer, is to dub the
tapes at a minimum of twice the recording speed. The idea is to shift the
tape's mechanical vibrations way up in
frequency, possibly even to a frequency so high that the tape's mass will limit
its vibration. Theoretically, the tape
won't have the time to stick.
As mentioned before, some of the
humidity damage can be reversed or
reduced. Before throwing the reels out,
here are a few hints: First, dehumidify
the tapes. If a vacuum chamber is
available, try leaving the affected
tapes in it for an afternoon or a day. If
the season is warm and the weather
dry, try sticking them in an attic for an
afternoon, with the boxes open (assuming the attic's temperature doesn't
exceed 140° F). In winter, when the
heat is on and the humidity (if you don't
have a super humidifier) is low, open
the tape boxes and let them dry out for
a few weeks.
have heard of several methods of
rejuvenating tapes by baking them in
I
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ovens. However, the benefits may not
last. One method is to bake them under precise conditions in a convection
oven. This process requires regulation
of the temperature within 3° F over a
time and temperature cycle [1]. It is
claimed that this allows the binder's
broken chemical bonds to be remade.
An alternate baking method has been
described for drying out tapes which
have been subjected either to excess
moisture or to flooding [7]. For excess
moisture, the process is to bake the
tape in an oven at 120° F for 24 hours,
cool, then rewind and fast forward the
tape a couple times. For flooding, the
process is repeated.
A laboratory oven is recommended
for this process, as kitchen ovens can
easily overheat and ruin a tape. Nevertheless, have adapted the described
processes to the home oven so that
can salvage otherwise unplayable
tapes to make safety copies of them.
The following method for rejuvenating
tapes is similar and has been effective
but must be followed with extreme care
to avoid catastrophic mistakes: Heat a
stove oven to approximately 125° F
(probably the lowest setting on the
dial). You must use an oven thermometer, as it is imperative that the tape not
be heated above 150° F. After the oven's temperature has stabilized for 10
to 15 minutes, turn it off. If the oven will
not stabilize at a temperature below
140° F, simply turn it off and wait until
the temperature, as measured on the
oven thermometer, drops below 140°.
Quickly place the bad reel into the
oven, and leave it there for at least 30
minutes-don't turn the oven back on!
(When on, an oven produces pulses of
high temperature, then cools. Thus the
average temperature may be low, but
the peaks can damage the plastic
reels and tape itself.) After the reel has
been lightly baked for 30 minutes, it
should be removed and allowed to
cool and stabilize for several hours or
overnight. Do not rush the process. If
necessary, repeat the process again.
have found the results to be cumulative. Tapes thus treated often play with
little or no squeal.
As mentioned before, the benefits of
baking may not be permanent with severely deteriorated tapes. Practice this
with totally unimportant reels before
subjecting a valuable reel to this potentially destructive treatment. In fact,
I

I

I
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this method may only allow you the
ability to make a safety dub of the
deteriorated tape. Paradoxically, it
may be advisable to use one of the
older formulations, with a rougher polish (such as Ampex 631 or 641), to
ensure against the recurrence of
squealing in the safety copy.
Very recently Agfa showed, by setting up a unit to recondition and copy
such tapes, that they not only were
aware of the problem but that they acknowledged some responsibilities to
users of their products [10]. By its proprietary XT process, Agfa hopes to
provide customers with a means of retrieving information "lost" on deteriorated tapes. Prices range between
$280 and $350 for processing a 2,500 foot reel. Whether they will process
other manufacturers' tape is not known
at this time.

Machine Problems
You can minimize friction by removing oxides that deteriorated tapes have
shed onto heads and guides. So keep
these surfaces clean with either commercial tape -deck cleaning products
or, as
co, with cotton swabs and
isopropyl alcohol. Be careful when
buying products labelled "rubbing alcohol." Avoid the many such products
that include oils.
When dubbing a bad reel onto a
good one, you may have to stop and
clean machine surfaces several times
before completing a dub. More often
than not, even when
cannot see a
buildup, cleaning these surfaces mysteriously stops the squeal-for a while.
Make sure that all heads and guides
are demagnetized, as magnetized surfaces tend to attract loose magnetic
oxides.
If the scueal is very mild, it may be
possible to alleviate it somewhat on
machines equipped with manual holdback-tension switches (often labelled
"reel size' or something similar), by
reducing tape tension. If playing a 10 inch reel, set the switch to the tension
recommended for a 7 -inch reel. If you
need to play a 7 -inch reel, wind the
tape onto a 10 -inch reel. If you don't
have a switch, and the machine is a 7 inch machine, it may be possible to
wind the tape onto a 7 -inch reel with a
large hub, such as those once popular
for prerecorded tapes. Bear in mind
I

I

that altering the holdback tension can
induce other tape motion problems,
such as improper reel braking, flutter,
or running off speed; so proceed with
caution.
One collector, James L. Snyder, has
suggested that using a bidirectional
tape recorder may help [ 11 ]. These
machines often have asymmetrical
head and guide arrangements, so that
the tape passes over the drive components in a different order for each direction of play. Using three different
brands of machine, Snyder found that,
85% of the time, tapes would squeal in
one direction but not in the other. This
may also be due to a difference in
holdback and take-up tensions in the
two directions. While haven't personhave used different
ally done this,
machines with different head/guide arrangements and have obtained similar
results.
Tape heads and guides with "flats"
worn into them can aggravate the situation by enlarging the surface the tape
passes over and can stick to, thus producing or increasing squeal. If the
guides cannot be rotated to expose
new surfaces, they should be replaced. Even relapped heads may
lose their previous sharp profile and
develop a larger contact area that aggravates sticking and squealing.
The design of some tape guides and
tensioners can add to the problem.
Some machines, such as old Revoxes
and Vikings, have spring -metal tensioners which serve as "shock absorbers" over which the tape rides [ 12].
These have been known to whine as
the tape passes in contact with them
and impart squeal to the recording or
playback. found that the spring -loaded, adjustable -height tape guides on
both of my Technics RS -1500s acted
replaced these two
the same way.
guides with a pair of ridged, nonadjustable ones identical to others employed
elsewhere on the deck. This resulted in
only a slight reduction in some tapes'
tendency to squeal, but even such
small effects may combine with the effects of other remedies to significantly
reduce the problem.
If the need is to make a safety copy
of a deteriorated tape, it may be advantageous to remove any and all unnecessary surfaces over which the
tape passes and to which it might adhere. Such surfaces include unused
I

I

I
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erase and record heads, and even
some guides. If the machine in question has a removable head -block system, a special head block can be contrived having only a play head and
minimum number of guides.
have
used this method with great success
over the last several years.
I

Lubricants
In lieu of drying out tapes and cleaning and demagnetizing playing surfaces, few other things can be done.
Applying some sort of lubricant either
to the head or tape has been tried by
many, but usually with limited results.
know of people who have tried spraying silicone lubricant on tape heads
and reels, but to little avail. As an experiment, tried applying a little of this
lubricant to tape heads, and it worked
for only the time it took the tape to wipe
the head dry-about a minute. The collector mentioned earlier in this article
went to the extreme of applying French
horn valve oil to particularly unplayable
tapes to make safety copies. Just recently, he contacted me to describe a
method where he repeatedly fast spooled the tape over the surface of a
I
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silicone -impregnated record/tape

cleaning cloth like those made by Radio Shack and countless other manufacturers. He noted that by the time
oxide ceased being deposited on the
cloth, the tape was ready to play properly. One producer of historical and old
radio broadcast records offered the
following suggestion: Lubricate the oxide surface of troublesome tapes by
rewinding each tape so it passes over
the lead of a pencil, whose graphite
will act as a dry lubricant. Another record producer suggested the application of motion -picture film lubricants
such as Filmagic Pylon Blue Lubricant,
Xekote, or Vitafilm Lubricant and Preservative. These motion-picture products are applied both to the projector
mechanics and to the film directly.
Their safety when used with recording
tape has yet to be demonstrated, so
recommend using them only as a last
I

resort.

Ampex Corporation

was kind
enough to provide me with a sample of
"Topical Lubricant Solution -0.5%
Fluorosilicone," a tape lubricant consisting basically of a small percentage
of silicone of some kind, dissolved in
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Freon TF. To use it, one has to hold

a

lubricant -soaked applicator against
the oxide side of the tape as it passes
into the head/guide of concern. While it
was somewhat effective, it proved extremely difficult to use, as it was necessary to repeatedly soak the applicator
to get through a complete reel of tape.
Tape squeal would often begin before
this could be done. It was also very
awkward to hold a cotton swab in precise alignment against the tape for extended periods. I also looked into Krytox, a fluorinated oil made by Du Pont,
which is used by some manufacturers
of magnetic memory discs as a surface lubricant [13]. Krytox has been
indicated as useful in lubricating old
tapes whose lubricants have actually
migrated away. For this use, a 1% solution of Krytox 143AC in 99% Freon TF
was suggested. It is applied directly to
the tape with a soaked applicator while
fast -spooling [7]. On the theory that
this might also apply to tape affected
by hydrolysis, applied a 2% Krytox
143AC solution to a tape severely deteriorated by hydrolysis but observed
little benefit. Furthermore, Krytox costs
$176 per pound, and Freon TF cannot
normally be purchased except as
small bottles of tape head cleaner or in
spray cans. (Freon TF is commonly
available in Radio Shack stores as their
I

professional tape head cleaner.)
These products and chemicals are either not commercially available, difficult to locate, or very expensive. They
are only mentioned here for the sake of

completeness.
I

was able, however, to find similar

products expressly aimed at recording
tape. know of only a few commercial
products presently available that address squeal. GC Electronics of Rockford, Illinois produces a "Tape Head
Lubricant," Cat. No. 30-124-2.
Amongst its listed benefits are a reducI

tion of wow, flutter, and squeals. Radio
Shack sells a tape care kit, Cat. No.
44-217, which includes cotton swabs,
a head cleaner, and a head lubricant.
Both of these lubricants appear to be a
silicone in an alcohol base. As de-

scribed previously, these products
proved to have very limited benefits, as
the tape quickly carried off the lubricant. Some people have had successful results at lubricating tape when they
applied Radio Shack's head lubricant
directly to the oxide surface of the tape
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with a cotton swab while fast -spooling
[
].
suggest the following for more
uniform application: Start from one end
of the reel, applying half of the intended volume of lubricant, and then follow
up by applying the remainder from the
other end of the reel. Be careful not to
get lubricant all over tape drive surfaces like the rubber pinch roller and
capstan, which would severely limit
their ability to regulate tape speed.
Another product is Last Factory System Formula #9 Interlast Tape Head
Treatment. The manufacturer claims
that it is not a lubricant in the traditional
sense, and that it does not introduce a
film between head and tape. (Such a
lubricant film might reduce high -frequency performance by introducing
too large a gap, and also might contaminate the tape with potentially detrimental products.) The manufacturer's
explanation of how the product reduces the "surface energy" of the
head face is not fully comprehensible
to me. My experience with the product
is that it can reduce the squeal considerably. Often, it will work for the playing
of an entire reel. With more seriously
deteriorated tapes, it may provide only
short-term squeal -free operation-usually, but not always, enough to get a
safety copy.
found is
Another curious product
not advertised as a tape lubricant, but
its application is similar to other prodhave described. Last Factory
ucts
Formula #10 Tape Preservative comes
with its own applicator and marker labels to indicate treated tapes. The applicator is a large plastic foam swab.
Application is made by pouring a
quantity of preservative into the applicator and fast -spooling the tape with
do doubt
the applicator in contact.
the uniformity of application via this
method, but there are few alternatives.
Last claims that this product can slow
the process of hydrolysis and thus multiply the life of tape three to seven
times [14]. However, have not noticed
from one application any reduction in
squeal with tapes that have already
degraded. If you've dried out some
tapes, it has been suggested that with
time they'll be more likely to exhibit the
problem than new, or properly stored,
tapes. It might be a very good idea to
initially dry out a tape by one of the
methods have suggested, then apply
Formula #10. A dried -out tape may
1
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better absorb the beneficial compounds, resulting in a more permanent
restoration. The effectiveness of this
process awaits long-term conclusive
evidence. As the product is most likely
to apply to recording tape as described, this process may alternately
serve as a simple home method of
cleaning tape of some of the gummy
material and loose oxide produced by
hydrolysis.
Going on the assumption that the
sticky products of deterioration collect
on the playing surface of tie tape,
attempted to clean tapes that had recently shown a tendency tc squeal.
cleaned samples of the tape with several fast -spooling passes, using a
cleaning/lubricating cloth and also by
pinching the tape lightly with a cloth
dampened with Last Formula #10 and
with straight Freon TF. In all cases, the
tendency to squeal was reduced.
However, do not know the long-term
effects of cleaning with such Freon based solutions as Last or Radio
Shack head cleaner, since such cleaning (as opposed to other methods
such as baking) definitely removes
some constituent of the bincer.

production. These methods are doubtlessly not the only ones available for
dealing with deteriorated tape. Since
tape recording as we know it is only
about 40 years ord, and the specific
problems described here are far more
recent, we are still in the preliminary
stages of identifying the problems and
the anecdotal and experimental stages
of dealing with them. These techniques, however, have been used by
knowledgeable people who required
definite results.
A

I
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Conclusions
offer these specific recommendations that may help prevent premature
deterioration of your tape collection. In
temperate climates, store tapes in
basements only as a last resort. If tape
must be stored in a basement, use a
I

dehumidifier, and ensure against
ground water being

in contact with the
floor. Also, never store tape in non -

temperature -controlled garages. In
summer, ..jse air conditioning, at least
where the tape is stored. Never use a
tape that exhibits even a slight, onetime squeak. And finally, consider using older, higher noise tape formulations, which are more abrasive.
The following techniques may prove
helpful in improving playback of degraded tapes for dubbing: Demagnetize and clean heads frequently, clean
the tape, reduce tape tension, use
tape head/guide lubricants, dehumidify/bake tapes, remove unused heads
and guides, and make sure guides do
not resonate at a squeal frequency.
The techniques described in this article were largely developed while under pressure to maintain recording
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iving in an apartment or condominium means living
close to neighbors. Though we may not even know
their names, those living next door often inject
themselves into our lives. Their daily noises aggravate us like the smell of their stir -fry seeping into
the hallways. Exasperating as such things are, when my low
Brahms passages are profaned by a cacophony of drum
sounds from the loudspeaker in the next apartment, I become a raging hawk in the party-wall battle.
Consternation leads to disgust as one realizes how this
whole problem could so easily have been solved as the
apartment building was erected. It is all too easy to point a
finger at the architect. He or she may merely have conformed to inadequate local building codes. Another possibility is that poor workmanship ruined a good design. But
the increased cost of an effective wall is extremely small, so
the cost argument evaporates.
What is initially important is a good design followed by
adequate supervision to assure that .the design is implemented to the most minute detail. Ignorance and distorted
ideas of economy are the basic reasons for the poor sound
insulation prevalent in so many apartments and condominiums today. As we dig into the problem, we shall see that
corrective procedures are both messy and costly.
What- follows will provide an orderly introduction to the
subject of sound leakage from one apartment to the next.
This is not a "do these ten things and the problem is solved"
approach. Rather, it is a logical consideration of the factors
involved. Once these factors are understood, the solutions
to specific sound intrusion problems become evident.
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in any noise -reduction problem, the

henever possible, it
pays to cure the problem

at the source, putting
carpets on floors and.
soft mats under machinery.

acoustics consultant always asks what
can be done at the source. The bothersome heel taps upstairs may be cured
by a carpet. The noise of a business
machine may be reduced to acceptable levels simply by putting an inch thick felt pad under it. Why tear up the
place if such a simple approach will
solve the problem?
If the neighbor's stereo is too loud in
your apartment, it is possible that the
neighbor would be cooperative
enough to lower the volume to an acceptable level. But this is not acoustics, it's "psycho" -acoustics. It presupposes a kid -gloves approach and a
cooperative neighbor, but it is worth
considering because it is the fastest
and the cheapest solution. It is also a
two-way street: You may be asked to
lower the volume of your own stereo.
Establishing a friendly relationship
with your neighbor is not only the human thing to do, but it may also increase the neighbor's tolerance of you
if you must do a lot of hammering as an
alternate solution.

IT'S :t THREE -PAR -I' PIU)Bl.l',.\1
The annoyance a neighbor's noise
creates in your apartment depends on
three things-the level of the neighbor's sound in his apartment, the trans TAB/ E I-Common background -noise levels for typical
spaces, measured with all heating, ventilating, and airconditioning equipment running [2].
Noise Criterion
A -Weighted
Contour Range, Sound Level,
Space

dB

NC

Private urban residence
Private rural residence
Hotel room
Hospital, private room
Hospital, lobby and

25
20
30
25

corridors
Office, executive
Offices, open
Restaurant
Church sanctuary
Concert hall, opera house
Recording studio

35
30
35
35
20

to
to
to
to

35
30
40
35

45
40
45
45
30
15 to 25
15 to 25
to
to
to
to
to

36
32
40
36

to 45
to 40
to 49

to 45

45to53
40 to 49
45 to 53

45to53
32 to 40
27 to 36
27 to 36

TABLE //-Criteria for roughly estimating sound transmission class of a party wall [4].
Privacy Afforded

Normal speech easily understood
Normal speech audible but not intelligible
Loud speech audible and fairly understandable
Loud speech audible but not intelligible
Loud speech barely audible
Shouting barely audible
Shouting not audible

STC

Rating
25

30
35
40
45
50
55

mission loss of the party wall, and the
background noise in your own apartment. The overall annoyance, of
course, is a combination of all three
effects. Before you tackle beefing up
the wall, for example, it would be well
to consider the first and third items.
Undoubtedly you have already formed
some pretty strong opinions on the excessive volume of the neighbor's stereo system and the deficiencies of the
party wall, but the background noise
level in your own apartment determines whether a given intruding noise
is annoying or not. If you live in a very
quiet apartment, you may be disturbed
by almost every sound, even if the wall
is a good one. If your own household
noises are louder, they will tend to
mask intruding noises. If your stereo is
played often, you may not hear your
neighbor, but your neighbor may hear
you. Table lists some common background -noise levels in "noise criteria"
(NC) and in dBA relative to the threshold of hearing.
I
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Only when we are able to put some
numbers to it are we in any position to
move on to a solution of the party -wall
problem. The industry has adopted the
concept of Sound Transmission Class
(STC) to reduce to a single -number
rating all the complicated factors involved in the attenuation of sound as it
passes through a wall [1]. Of course,
such a single number rating is a compromise, but it is convenient, practical,
and accurate enough for our purposes.
Bradley's study of 100 apartment
dwellers and the 50 party walls between them has shown that the annoyance resulting from music and speech
in the next apartment is related to the
STC of the party wall, as can be seen
in Fig.
[2]. His study also shows that
people are far more sensitive to neighbors' music than to their speech.
To illustrate just how the Sound
Transmission Class of a partition is determined, actual measurements on a
common type of wall construction are
shown in Fig. 2. The transmission loss
of the wall, measured at third -octave
intervals, is poor at low frequencies but
improves at the higher frequencies in a
rather erratic way. Fortunatley, the
poor sensitivity of the human ear tends
to compensate for low transmission
loss of walls at the low frequencies.
The standard STC contour, made up
of three straight lines, is also shown in
Fig. 2. The general procedure is to plot
the STC contour on tracing paper to
the same scales as the graph of measured values of transmission loss. The
tracing is placed over the measured
1

70

graph with the frequency scales coinciding. Neglecting all measured points
above it, the STC contour is moved up
and down until the measured points
below the STC curve reach a certain
standard limit. (This is defined in [1]. If
you are interested in the process, see
[3] for a step-by-step determination of
STC.) The single -number STC rating
for this particular measured transmission loss graph is read off at 500 Hz.
The partition of Fig. 2 is then said to be
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30
20
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in the Sound Transmission Class of

STC-44. This shorthand method of
classifying complicated transmission
loss curves is now used throughout the
building trades. As a very rough indicaton, you may think of a partition rated at STC-44 as giving approximately
44 dB of transmission loss at 500 Hz.
In this particular case, the measured
transmission loss at 500 Hz is actually
46 dB. The transmission loss of partitions will generally be less than the
STC single -figure rating below 500 Hz
and greater above 500 Hz.
Right now we are interested in one
partition only, and that is the party wall
between you and your neighbor. What
STC rating does it have? We could
drag in a pink -noise generator, powerful amplifier, loudspeaker, and sound level meter and measure it at I/3 -octave
points and make correction for the absorption in the receiving room, but that
is a bit beyond our present purpose.
To get a very rough indication of that
wall's performance, send someone
into the room the noise is coming from
and have them speak at various levels.
Then compare what you hear with the
ratings in Table II. If your neighbor cooperates, you should be able to estimate the STC of your party wall. Remember that number while we consider other factors involved in sound
transmission through walls.
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RELATING STC TO NOISE LEVELS
Let us assume that, on the neighbor's side of the party wall, the "noise"
is a musical selection with the spectrum shown in Fig. 3. The sound level
computed from this spectrum is 78
dBA, which is a rather low level. The
energy falls off at low and high frequencies in a way that is characteristic
of normal sounds.
To describe the background noise in
your own apartment, we can use the
NC concept. Like STC, noise criterion
is a method of expressing a noise
spectrum in a single NC number. Note
that both the STC and the NC single
numbers are approximate representations of spectra, taking advantage of
the fact that background noise spectra
tend to have similar shapes, as do
transmission loss curves.
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TABLE Ill-Party-wall attenuation
requirements to meet various noise
goals for the example given in Fig. 5.

A family of NC curves is shown in
Fig. 4. The general shape' of these
curves takes into consideration not
only the general spectrum shape, but
also the human'ear's lesser sensitivity
to low -frequency sounds. Table lists
ranges of NC numbers applied to
background noise in numerous real -life
situations. The NC -15 curve would be
I

Noise Goal

Listener's
Apartment
NC-15
NC -20
NC -25
NC -30

Party Wall
Required

In

quite stringent background -noise
goal for a professional recording studio. The NC -25 curve would represent
about the highest background noise
allowable in a public auditorium; the
air-conditioning contractor might have
to go to some pains to meet such a
a
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specification. As for your apartment,
considering both household noises
and the intrusion of environmental
noise from the outside, NC -30 might be
a reasonable point of departure.
The neighbor's spectrum from Fig. 3
has been added to Fig. 4 at its actual
level. The neighbor's "noise" spectrum, as measured in the apartment
next door, is 44 dB above the NC -30
contour at kHz. Therefore, the party
1

wall must attenuate the noise by 44 dB
to reduce the 75 -dB octave-band level
at 1 kHz on the neighbor's side to the
desired NC -30 contour in your apartment. Measuring the difference between the spectrum of the neighbor's
"noise" and the NC -30 contour of Fig.
4 at other frequencies defines the minimum transmission loss required of the
party wall. This has been done in Fig.
5, not only for the NC-30 contour but
for three lower NC contours as well.
The curve labelled NC -30 in Fig. 5 defines the attenuation required of the
party wall between the two apartments.
The dashed STC contour, which is
fitted to the NC -30 attenuation -required curve according to standard
rules, reads 40 dB at 500 Hz,. or STC40. An STC-40 wall, which is easily
achieved, is all that would be required
to attenuate the 78 dBA music in the
neighbor's apartment to the NC -30
contour in your own apartment. Louder
music would require a heavier wall.
A lower NC in your apartment would
also require a heavier wall, even for
this relatively quiet music. Party -wall
attenuation requirements for NC -25,
NC -20, and NC -15 are also shown in
Fig. 5. Fitting the STC line to each of
these yields the STC wall ratings
shown in Table Ill. And this is for a
relatively quiet "noise" on the neighbor's side (78 dBA for music) We must
avoid the temptation to add ten STC
points if a neighbor's music level is
10 dB higher. It is necessary to go.
through all these steps to take into
proper consideration the spectral distribution of energy in the neighbor's
music and the background noise in our
apartment, as well ás the variation of
wall transmission loss with frequency.

SOUND PATHS

7
FREQUENCY

Fig. 5-.11 ininnum
trarnsmissiolu loss re'gale'd of
a party mall to reach various
noise criteria with the noise
source of Fig. 3. In This case.
a mall with a sound
transmission class of 40 is
required to achieve ,\'C-30.

-

101

Hz

By this time, as a result of our yelling,
we have formed some idea of the STC
of the existing party wall (Table II). In
addition to that we now have a better
feel for the relationship between wall
STC and noise levels on both sides of
the wall (Figs. 1 to 5). Now we will
consider the myriad ways sound travels from one apartment to the other.
Sound travelling through air seems

quite natural, but sound travels
through solid structures as well. Solid
72

paths between our apartment and
neighboring spaces are illustrated in
Fig. 6. The solid arrows labelled D represent sound that travels directly
through a wall that is subject to a transmission loss already considered. Walls
are commonly made up of wood or
metal studs with sheets of drywall (also
called plasterboard, gypsum board, or
sheetrock) or other materials on each
side. The sound in a room causes the
drywall panels to vibrate as diaphragms. Some of the energy in the
vibrating panel on one side is transmitted to the diaphragm on the other side
directly through the studs. Vibrating diaphragm energy also sets the air in the
cavity between the two wall faces to
vibrating, which, in turn, excites the
opposite diaphragm. Both airborne
and structure -borne sound are thus involved in this process.
The broken arrows and lines of Fig. 6
represent sound that travels through
the structure itself. Such solid -borne
sound travelling to adjacent rooms is
usually not a direct threat. The problem
arises when the solid -borne sound sets
large wall diaphragms to vibrating and
radiating sound in adjacent rooms with
relatively high efficiency.
will never forget a visit to a newly
constructed, multi -million -dollar radio
studio. Inside one of the studios a distinct hammering sound was clearly audible. The embarrassed host engineer
explained that the hammering was
quite far from the studio. They had
been sure to insulate the studios from
the noise of aircraft on a nearby approach path, but they had not provided
for suitable isolation from structure borne noise within the building. Structure -borne sound is a reality, coupling
our listening space to distant events
such as heel taps, plumbing pipe
noises, and elevator sounds, as well as
the neighbor's stereo. The level of such
sounds is often lower than the sound
that comes through the party wall.
Figure 6 is a plan view. The elevation
view of Fig. 7 suggests other flanking
paths that may involve both airborne
and structure -borne paths. Sound can
readily travel from one apartment to

_he annoyance level of
transmitted sound depends
on its nature, its level,
and the background noise
level in your apartment.

_.-, -t

.

1i

--i

rt-

-a

ga

neath the floor. Solid barriers at positions A and B of Fig. 7 are required to
minimize the effect of such unwanted
paths.
Sound can travel from one apartment to another through heating ducts
acting like speaking tubes. This can be
reduced by increasing the length of
ducting between apartments, using
ducts with absorbent linings, increasing the number of bends, or installing
noise -reducing plenums.
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SOUND LEAKAGE
The tiniest hole or crack can ruin the
insulating effect of an otherwise good
party wall. Cracks at the floorline are
notorious in this regard. The 2 x 4 -inch
plate or steel runner that rests on the

structLral floor invariably makes poor
contact due to the floor's rough texture.

CAULKING

new construction, an excellent
acoustical precaution would be to set
this plate or runner in non -hardening
acoustical sealant. Using ordinary
mastic is not an answer because,
when it hardens, it tends to pull away
from the surfaces it should seal.
Figure 8A illustrates the problem
with walls resting on 2 x 4 -inch wood
plates. Sound may leak between the
drywall and the plate as well as under
the plate. A generous, running bead of
acoustical sealant on both sides of the
wall, as shown, will eliminate this
source of leakage sound. A similar situation exists for steel runner track for
steel -stud construction, as shown in
Fig. 8B. Rolling the carpet back and
introducing beads of sealant on each
side of a party wall will take care of
sound leaking under it. Similar possibilities of leakage exist around the rest
of the periphery of the walls. Beads of
acoustical sealant along the vertical
joints as well as at the ceiling will help
to assure tightness.
Electrical service boxes in the party
wall should receive a critical inspection. An especially weak condition
would result if such boxes were back
to back. Look for crevices and holes in
the boxes, which should be daubed
with sealant. Conduits running between the two wall faces can be neutralized by ramming glass fiber tightly
into each conduit between the wires. In
eliminating sound leakage, the wall
must be treated as though you were
making the room airtight.
In

USE THOSE GOLDEN EARS
Audiophiles reading this are uniquely equipped to perform the next test.

CAULKING

Fig. 8-Plan view showing
common leakage paths
through party walls using
wood studs (A) and steel
studs (B). Caulking with
non -hardening sealant stops
such leaks.

After all, anyone who can detect the
difference between 0.01% and 0.02%
distortion and between $2 and $100
loudspeaker cables should be ideally
suited to finding leaks in a party wall.
Seriously, an acute and trained human ear can tell a lot about how sound
travels from the neighbor's apartment
to your own. By careful listening, you
may be able to tell whether the sound
comes through the walls (the normal
first assumption) or whether some
flanking paths are involved. Check for
sound leaks around the periphery of
the wall and around electrical, television, and telephone service outlets. If
flanking paths seem to be major contributors to the intruding sound from
the next apartment, it may be an exercise in futility to strengthen the party
wall. It may be wiser to go after the
flanking paths.

IMPROVING THE PARTY WALL
You must consider wall constructions and their relationship to sound
74

insulation. This is not only good information for solving existing noise intrusion problems but is also basic for new
construction. Remember that the STC
values to be considered are based on
laboratory measurements. Great effort
has been expended toward conforming measurements made at different
laboratories or measurements made in
the same laboratory at different times.
There may be internal inconsistencies
of an STC point or two that should not
be allowed to overshadow the fundamental principles being considered.
Figure 9 shows eight different wall
constructions based on 2 x 4 -inch
wood studs spaced 16 inches on centers, each with its STC rating. Note that
21/2 -inch glass fiberfill is specified for
each of the eight. Construction A is all
too commonly encountered in party
walls
x 4 -inch studs with a single
layer of drywall, usually 1/2 inch, on
each side. The rating is only STC-36,
weak enough to result in real tenant
annoyance if used between apartments. Adding other layers of drywall
to this ubiquitous but deficient party
wall will yield only minor increases in
STC rating.
An entirely new principle is used in
the construction shown in Fig. 9B. This
is the staggered -stud method of avoiding direct connection between the facing on one side and that on the other
side. With only a single layer of drywall
on each side, we see a significant
jump from STC-36 to STC-49, an increase of 13 points attributable solely
to isolating one face of the wall from
the other. In Fig. 9C we note that adding a second layer of drywall on one
side of the staggered -stud construction adds only four points, to bring it to
STC-53. More mass has been added,
but there has been no change of design principle such as occurred between Figs. 9A and 9B. The construction of Fig. 9D, with double drywall on
both sides of the staggered -stud wall,
increases the rating only another three
points, to STC-56. We conclude that
doubling the mass on one side adds
only three or four points.
While the construction of Fig. 9E
goes back to the straight 2 x 4 -inch
stud wall, it still isolates one wall facing
from the other. But rather than using
staggered studs, it uses Z -shaped resilient channels to mount the double
drywall facing on one side. This results
in the same STC-56 rating as the staggered -stud construction of Fig. 9D.
Figure 9F shows a double -wall construction, with two separate rows of
studs on separate plates, spaced an
inch or two apart. This complete separation of the two wall surfaces achieves
an STC rating of 56 with only a single

-2
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drywall surface on each side. In Figs.
9G and 9H, we find, once again, an
increase of four points by doubling the
drywall on one side and three more
points by adding double drywall on the
other side. Figs. 9B, 9C, and 9D constitute a staggered -stud family, Figs.
9F, 9G, and 9H a double -wall family. In
either case, doubling the drywall layers
on one side adds four STC points, and
doubling the drywall layers on the other side adds only another three points.
The wall constructions of Fig. 9 run
the gamut from STC-36 to STC-63from deficient to excellent when used
as party walls in apartments and evaluated on the basis of annoyance as in

careful listening,
an audiophile can locate
the sources of sound leaks,
including some that aren't

Fig. 1.

obvious.
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Figure 10 shows six wall constructions based on 35/e -inch steel studs
spacec 24 inches on centers. It is fortunate that steel studs are widely used
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in new construction today because the
stud itself introduces a modest degree
of resiliency lacking in the wood 2 x 4.
In Fig. 10A, the STC rating is in-
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creased eight points by the addition of
21/2 inches of thermal insulation as fill.
This is greater than the three- to five point improvement normally found
when such insulation is added to
wood -stud construction. This glass fiber serves to reduce the coupling between wall faces by discouraging the
resonance of the air in the cavity.
Figure 10B tells us something about
how much insulation fill should be
used. The STC-47 is reduced to STC45 by jamming 4 inches of glass fiber
into the 35/e -inch space. It is not wise to
place too much value on the two -point
difference, but it suggests that nothing
is to be gained by adding more than
the usual 21/2 inches of insulation into
the cavity. It is possible that compressing the 4 inches of insulation introduces a slight direct coupling between
the two faces of the wall, which accounts for the reduction of two STC
points.
With various numbers of layers of
drywall in the constructions of Figs.
10C through 10F, the ratings vary only
between STC-49 and STC-51. This
may or may not be sufficient for a party
wall. If not, staggered -stud or double-
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wall techniques, or resilient Z-channels, may be called into play.
If investigation suggests the need to
strengthen the party wall between you
and the offending stereo noise in the
next apartment, how does one go
about it? In Fig. 11, three approaches
are shown. If only a modest increase in
party -wall transmission loss is needed,
the wall supplement shown in Fig. 11A
may be sufficient. In this case, two
layers of drywall are added, but they
are added resiliently by the use of Z channels. It would hardly be worthwhile adding the drywall directly to the
existing wall, as this would add only
three or four points to the existing STC.
The air space provided by the Z -channels, while small, improves the low frequency absorption and should be
filled with some thermal -type glass -fiber insulation.
A higher STC rating can be achieved
with essentially the same labor and little additional materials by using the
plan of Fig. 11B. Mounting the Z -channels on 2 x 2 -inch wood furring strips
increases the air space and thus the
wall's transmission loss. The party -wall
supplement of Fig. 11A is not recommended (it has been included only as
an instructional first step); that of Fig.
11B has superior performance at essentially the same cost.
If the loss of space can be justified,
the party -wall supplement shown in
Fig. 11C should solve any problem attributable to sound transmission directly through the party wall. This construction makes the party wall a double wall
and should yield an STC of 60 or thereabouts. Table would tell us that shouting in the other room should not be
audible in a room with such an improved party wall. Flanking paths,
however, could very well become significant with such a wall supplement.
I

IMPROVING THE
FLOOR/CEILING BOUNDARY
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The tacit assumption, to this time,
has been that only the walls are suspect if the neighbor's stereo bothers
you. This assumption may not be valid.
You may annoy the tenants below or
above you, or they may annoy you. The
same principles we have considered
for walls apply to floors and ceilings
except that structure -borne sound may
be more dominant.
The three constructions of Fig. 12
are arranged in order of progressively
greater transmission loss. In Fig. 12A,
it is assumed that there is no control
over what happens above, that all
changes must be made from below. A
double layer of gypsum board is fitted
between the joists and cemented to
the subflooring. This increases the
76

mass of the floor diaphragm. A 6 -inch
layer of thermal glass fiber is then introduced in the space between the
joists. A second gypsum -board ceiling
layer should then be supported by resilient Z -channels.
Figure 12B is the same as 12A on
the lower portion, but changes have
-inch
been made in the flooring. A 11/2
layer of lightweight concrete is poured
on a subfloor of two layers of plywood.
The mass of the concrete makes a
significant contribution to the the transmission loss.
There is much interest in "floating
floors." The concrete of Fig. 12B could
have been poured on top of a proprietary glass -fiber layer, but the cost
would have been much higher. Another possibility is to pour the concrete on
a soft -fiber soundboard over which a
plastic sheet has been laid.
In Fig. 12C, a less expensive (and
somewhat less effective) floating floor
is illustrated. A framework of wooden
strapping rests resiliently on a layer of
glass fiber. A double layer of gypsum
board rests on the strapping and is
topped by the finish flooring. It is imperative that no solid part of the floating structure makes contact with the
existing floor or walls. An edging of
denser glass fiber is one way of assuring this. Non -hardening sealant traps
the air beneath the flooring so this air's
springiness will be retained.
The density of the glass fiber on
which the strapping of Fig. 12C rests is
important. If it is too flimsy, the strapping will make solid contact with the
existing floor. On the other hand, if too
dense and hard, there will be little resilience and, again, a virtual solid contact
will result. It is easy to build a floating
floor but not so easy to design one that
will perform properly. Floating floors require proper design to assure proper
performance.
STC ratings are not normally applied
to floor/ceiling structures. Instead, Impact Insulation Class IIC applies. This
involves a standardized floor tapper as
a sound source. However, the IIC ratings are not available.
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PRACTICAL HINTS
Make sure you understand the importance of mass in building a barrier
with high transmission loss. For example, if anyone suggests cementing a
layer of carpet, acoustical tile, or other
lightweight material on your party wall
as a sound barrier, forget it. These
techniques may be good for absorbing
sound reflections, but, because of their
low mass, they have little effect on
stopping sound transmission.
The insulation in the wall cavity is not
put there to stop sound. It is there to
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Fig. 11-Three approaches
to strengthening an existing
party wall, in ascending
order of effectiveness: Double
drywall mounted on resilient
Z-channels (A): the same,
with wood furring to
increase the air gap (B): and
double wall for even greater
air space and deeoupling (C).
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Trelative flimsiness

of metal studs makes them
resilient, so they transmit
less sound than wood studs.

_

reduce the cavity resonance, which
tends to couple the two faces and thus
lower the transmission loss.
Drywall is a relatively inexpensive
material with significant mass, and its
use helps achieve high transmission
loss and high STC ratings. Half -inch thick drywall is widely used in construction. When mass is needed, why
not use 5/8 -inch or even thicker drywall?
The cost increase is modest, and the
labor costs will be essentially the
same.
As important as mass is in stopping
sound, staggered -stud or double -stud
walls far outperform mass alone.
The greater the air space between
two wall surfaces, the greater the
transmission loss of the wall, especially
at low frequencies-and all walls need
help in the low -frequency region.
Metal studs are better than wood
studs in walls in which transmission
loss is important. Metal studs are made
of relatively flimsy steel, so they act as
a sort of resilient channels. Therefore,
less sound is transmitted from one wall
face to the other.

EXISTING FLOORING

Be sure to investigate potential flanking paths around a party wall. If they
tend to dominate, there is little to be
gained by strengthening the wall itself.
Be alert to the possibility of flanking
paths through the windows of your and
your neighbor's apartments, or by way
of doors (or the cracks around their
edges) and hallways.
If a neighbor's loudspeaker is resting on the bare floor or is otherwise in
direct contact with the structure, flanking sound via the structure will be increased. Placing loudspeakers on a
carpet, rug, or other resilient material
will help.
While lightweight sound -absorptive
materials will not block sound transmission (due to their low mass), they
can still reduce unwanted sound levels
slightly. By doubling the sound absorbents in your apartment, the level of all
sound in your room will be reduced by
3 dB (which isn't much). If you then
raise your stereo system's gain by 3
dB, a net signal-to-noise improvement
of 3 dB (which again isn't much) will
result. Of course, your room would
probably then be too dead for your
musical tastes, unless it was far too live
to start with. Increasing room absorption is a very questionable way of reducing the effects of your neighbor's
noise.
Q
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Speakers are the most important part of your stereo system. It is tie speaker that turns amplifier signal into sound
and so ultimately determines what you hear. If your speakers do not perform well, your
stereo system will simply not sound like music.

?he search for musically satisfying speakers, however, can lead to
some very expensive products. And if ycu have already bought those
high priced speakers, then you better no: listen to Paradigms. But if
you haven't, better not miss them. Why? Because from the time they
were first introduced, Paradigm's Sheer musical ability utterly
amazed listeners.... but what caused even more amazement was the
unprecedented low price.
Now you can settle for more.... without more expense. Visit your
authorized Paradigm dealer.... and lister

The critics agree:
the Paradigm is no more colored than rpeuker-s costing up to two or
.htee times its price, amid gave a consistent y musical performance...
ro-tclusion: the Paradigm offers excellent performance..."
- Stereophile Magazine

'.... natural, open and . lear...excellent depth._ lots of hall sound... big,
expansive soundstage.. well defined... a rare achievement for any
oudspeaker, but when the price is taken into account the Paradigm's
.wrformance must be considered as nothing. sl ort of remarkable."
- Sound & Vision Magazim
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In the U.S.. AudioStream, b1I'O Bor. 2.110, Niagara Falls, New York 14302
In Canada: Paradigm Electronics Inc., 457 Feimar Drive, Wesson, Cntr rio M9L 2R6
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hroughout its eight years, Mosaa two -man
(Michael Cuscuna and Charlie
Lourie) operation based in Stamford,
Conn. This label has continually
brought to market the most exciting
and consummately produced jazz reissues with a widely catholic taste. This
is in marked contrast to the hit-or-miss
efforts by the major labels like CBS
(Sony), RCA (BMG), and MCA (Universal). Some of the early history of the
reissue effort is worth noting.
Jazz reissues began during the depression when RCA, which had taken
over the Victor Company in the late '20s, began releasing cut-out masters
by Bennie Moten, Jelly Roll Morton,
and countless other jazz, blues,
and country artists on their

icRecords has been

new Bluebird label at less than half
the price they had sold for originally.
Another group of bankrupt labels including Okeh, Columbia, and Vocalion
had been pulled together under the
umbrella called the American Record
Corporation (ARC), a by-product of
Republic Pictures and Consolidated
Film Corporation. They used Vocalion
to re -re-release the famous Louis Armstrong Okehs.
In 1938, CBS-the radio networkbought out ARC and reintroduced the
Columbia label where both John Harrmond and George Avakian were soon
to produce three- and four -record 78 rpm albums of Armstrong, Ellington,
Fletcher Henderson, Bessie Smith, 1`
and others. Soon

after, Eugene Williams headed a similar project at Decca, which owned
much of the old Brunswick and Vocalion labels.
An important figure during those
years was Milt Gabler, whose Commodore Record Shop had been a gathering place for jazz fans of that time. He
formed the United Hot Clubs of America, which, in 1936, began leasing rare
classic jazz masters from the big three
and other bankrupt companies. Two
years later he formed Commodore Records, the first of the great jazz independent labels.
The introduction of the LP in 1948
opened up new possibilities and Co-

lumbia's George Avakian produced
some landmark LP reissues including
those of Armstrong, Bix Beiderbecke,
and Bessie Smith. Later, Decca would
pursue similar LP reissues under Milt
Gabler, who had moved to the company in 1944.
As a young record collector and jazz
critic, it soon became obvious to me
that many of the finest and hardest to

find recorded performances might
never be reissued by the big three. To
counter this, bootlegging began in earnest-but that is a story for another
day.
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John Hammond returned to Columbia, after stints at Mercury and Vanguard where he produced some stunning recordings, to head up a newly
formed reissue program. He immediately became involved with newer artists including Aretha Franklin and Bob
Dylan and really did little to move the
reissue program into high gear. Hammond was aware of me through my
jazz writings. In the summer of '60,
was the lucky one he sought out to
take the reissue project in hand. did
so, and for the next six years Columbia
pretty much had the field to itself. We
pioneered the concept of three- and
four-LP sets complete with lavishly illustrated booklets. These sets featured
the major works of Billie Holiday, Duke
Ellington, Fletcher Henderson, Robert
Johnson (single LPs), and others.
In 1964, RCA began its Vintage series, which were single LP releases,
under Brad McCuen and later Mike
Lipskin. Around 1967, Decca (later as
MCA) once again
brought in Milt
Gabler for its reiso
sue program.
The only major
commitment maintained from the earI

I
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ly -'50s through the

early -'60s was by
-

Riverside.

Orrin

Keepnews and Bill
Grauer had done
some exemplary reissues at Victor's X
label in the early '50s before they
formed Riverside Records to reissue
the '20s Gennett and Paramount recordings they owned.
The reissues business seemed
healthy for a time, but the huge success of the Beatles on Capitol Records
in the '60s soon brought in new management and new attitudes toward
profits, and reissue programs were
rarely, if ever, to be the same again.
Columbia (now CBS) soon stopped
the boxes. was out. Chris Albertson
did the wonderful two-fers including
Bessie Smith, and soon left. Michael
Brooks, John Hammond's last protégé,
has been handling CBS's efforts in the
past years with some degree of success. Blues and country material, including the long-awaited three -LP set
by Robert Johnson, will be brought out
under Larry Cohn's diligent hands.
MCA's program disappeared and
Milt Gabler retired not long after that.
I
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RCA's Vintage series folded, was revived for a moment, and
RCA did nothing until
a new benevolent management came in the mid '70s enabling me to once
again work that company's
superb vaults using the
long -dormant Bluebird label as a broad -based effort
with jazz, blues, country,
pop, and R&B issues, all
of which came crashingly
to a halt a month before Elvis Presley died in 1977. Several management
changes later, Orrin Keepnews is now
at Bluebird's helm. He also handles
MCA's reissue program-probably the
first time in history that one person
has simultaneously run two competing
record companies' reissue programs.
The most satisfying efforts have
been done by DRG and Polygram.
Hugh Fordin's DRG company has
brought out some wonderful packages
using the old Swing label of France.
Polygram has made intelligent use of
the Mercury and Verve vaults and has
brought out boxed sets by such artists
as Sarah Vaughan and Dinah Washington. Polygram's most impressive effort to date is the massive 21 -LP boxed
set of the complete works of Harry
Lim's Keynote label of the '40s. This
was produced in Japan and wisely
brought out in the U.S. by them.
There is also the Smithsonian program headed by critic Martin Williams,
which has done some good work-as
well as some which seems not so
good. It has produced a good deal
less than one might have expected.
Most of these programs, with the few

exceptions already noted, always
seemed to have something wrong with
them: Incompleteness, lack of information, wrong data, inept editing and programming, occasionally awful mastering and pressings, a lot of terrible
artwork, liner notes that ranged from
superb to unbelievable, and sometimes headshaking howlers from which
even have not been immune.
Many people, myself included, were
probably skeptical when Mosaic announced, as so many had before them,
great and wondrous plans to bring
forth significant treasures, many long
unavailable, to the market in the coming months and years. They have kept
their word, delivered the goods, and
the goods are the best they could be.
I

Ranging from single LP compilations
like the Port Of Harlem Jazz-

men (MR1-108), Benny
Morton -Jimmy Hamilton
Swingtets (MR1-115), and
Pete Johnson/Earl Hines/
Teddy Bunn (MR1-119) to
the awesome 23 -LP Commodore Collections (two
of these 23 -LP boxes are
now on the market with
a third to come) simply
boggle the mind. Most of
their catalog are three- and four -LP
boxes (with superbly illustrated booklets with William Claxton and Francis
Wolfe's outstanding photography) of
everything from boogie-woogie pianists Albert Ammons and Meade Lux
Lewis and New Orleans clarinetist
George Lewis, through swing artists
like Johnny Hodges, Ike Quebec, and
John Hardee. Also included are modernists like Art Pepper, Freddie Redd,
Budd 'Powell, Thelonious Monk, (two
different boxes, one already sold out),
Chet Baker (three different boxes),
Herbie Nichols, Shorty Rogers, Art
Hodes, Tina Brooks, Paul Desmond
with Jim Hall, Buddy DeFranco, and
Clifford Brown. Cecil Taylor and Charlie Mingus are here as well. Mosaic's
first blues release is a nine -LP and six CD set by the one and only T -Bone
Walker.
We have much more to look forward
to. Mosaic will be putting together
some prime Count Basie sets from the
Roulette catalog, a Nat King Cole Trio
package is down the road, and in the
near future we can expect Mosaic's
first non -limited edition, the release of
the Dean Benedetti legendary disc recordings of Charlie Parker.
This is all top -grade stuff, the very
best that jazz has to offer in every way,
presented for the maximum listening

(and learning) pleasure. Mosaic's
product stands in sharp contrast to almost everything else in the field. Here
is a commitment made and a commitment kept, and bodes well for the foreseeable future.
Mosaic Records
are only available
limited editions,
by mail or phone.
Call (203) 327-7111,
or write Mosaic Records, 35 Melrose
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1.Current output
2. Voltage output

CST?

LIFIER

Reflections on the esoteric myths and economic realities
ofpower amplifier design, by Bob Carver.

Thumb through Audio's Annual Equipment
Directory and you'll see vivid proof that all
power amplifiers are neither created equal nor
priced equally.
Two hundred watts per channel can
cost you as much as 58,400 or as little as
$599. You can own an amp from a multinational mega -manufacturer who also
makes TV's, microwaves and cellular
phones. Or an amp from a company
'
so small that the designer is
also the assembler and
shipping clerk.
Can it be that ampliPiers are sonically

,,

r/

equal?

Some seem to

have muscular power
reserves far beyond
e
their FTC -rated out_,
put. Others sound great
until they're challenged by a dynamic passage
and then sound like a Buick hitting a row of
garbage cans. Some are (to indulge in audiophile jargon) so "fluid" that you practically need
a drop cloth under them. Others seem to sound
harsh, "metallic" and brittle at any output level.
A casual comparison of perceived sound
quality versus price tags may lead to an erroneous conclusion: that an amplifier must be
expensive to sound good.
The truth is a hit more complicated:
Cosmetic glitz aside. an amplifier's cost is primarily determined by its power supply., In
other words, within reason. you generally do
get what you pay for when you buy a conventional amp design. But the key word here is

^

Snake Oil and Gimmicks. Quite the contrary'.
and other memlxrs of the scientific audio
community know that just four factors determine the sonic characteristics of an amplifier:

.

conventional."
My decidedly un -conventional Magnetic
Field Power Supply is capable of outperforming
conventional power supplies of the same size.
Result: A significantly better power amplifier
value for you.
Let me explain.

NO MAGIC. JUST FOUR CRITICAL
QUANTITATIVE FACTORS.
When I fervently state that "the sound of an
amplifier need not be related to its price," you
might think we're veering off into the land of

3.Pou'er output
4.Transferfirnetlon ac evidenced bytbe
interre4tionsbip offrequency response and output impedance.

These factors transcend the usual trivial
debates over tubes vs. solid state. MOS-FETs vs.
hi -polar, Class A vs. AB, silver I.eitz wiring vs.
copper, gold-plated front panels. \\'onderCaps
and my favorite: hand -ground -open transistors
filled with a proprietary crystalline substance
that stops ringing (honest, I'm not kidding!). An
amp can have any combination of these entertaining variables (plus special bricks stacked on
top) and yes. sound wonderful...p ovicled it
ALSO has high current, voltage and power output and the correct output impedance.
Thus the Four Factors explain why expensive amplifiers generally sound better than
cheap amplifiers. But also why that doesn't
necessarily have to be the case.

1-3: THE POWER SUPPLY
BEHIND THE SOUND
An amplifier's power supply produces current and voltage. A preponderance of one
without the other is meaningless.2 To maxiFACTORS

mize SIMULTANEOUS current and voltage output using traditional design approaches costs
serious
IsS,5
money. For
example, we
recently tested a

competitor's
$2,000 amplifier
that was rated at
20 watts/channel.
Believe me, from
parts and materials standpoint, it
was worth
$2,000, with most
of that money
being spent
on an amazingly rugged
power supply. Another more
a
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extreme example is
CURRENT
my own ultra -conventional Silver
Seven Tube amplifier design. Its "money-is-noobject- po er supply helps set the price of a
pair of S -7's at around 5?0,000.00.
Now, since it is universally agreed among
amplifier designers that current/voltage/power
output directly affects the sound of an amplifier,

.

I

another amplifier design to within 99 parts out
current and voltage
_
of 100 (a null of 40dB). For example, we've
levels previously
traditional
a
used Transfer Function Calibration to closely
j
only found in
power supplies
ot
emulate the sonic characteristics of my referextremely expenare costly, price
ence Silver Seen in our TFM-45 and TFM-42
sive "esoteric"
and sonic qualsolid state designs. In other cases we've used
designs. Or to
ity ARE often
the prtx'ess to simply adjust the sound of an
lox)k at it another
closely related.
way, in a given
amplifier to have pleasant but unique sonic
But what if
(711519i
price range (say
characteristics: in general, a warm "tube" sound
there was a
IS.. M.
with rich, rolling bass and soft yet detailed tre5900-S1,000).
way around the
ble (such as our TFM-22/25 S --t and TFM-15).
Carver simply gives
I
economic conEither way, we use painstaking measurement
far
for
you
more
straints of conTFM-45; 375 watts RMS/ch. into 80
your money.
and adjustment processes to finetune output
ventional, inefficient power 20-20kHz with no more than 0.5% THD
($949 sugg. retait.)and TFM-15; 100 watts
impedance/frequency response. Not magic.
supplies? \r/hat if there was RMS/cha into 85120-20kHz with no more
FACTOR 4: TRANSFER FUNCTION
than 0.1% THD ($399 suggested retail).
And, needless to say, we start with highly
a power supply that could
Consider two hypothetical amplicapable power amplifier designs before the
deliver awesome simultaneous current and voltfiers with identical power supplies. Same
Transfer Function Modification process.
age into real -world speaker impedances withpower rating: same gain. etc. Yet they still
out shocking your pocketbook?
ARE YOU INTRIGUED -OR THREATENED?
sound different when powering identical
That's just v hat my patented Magnetic Field
My Transfer Function Calibrated power
speakers through identical cables.
Power Supply does. Without gimmicks, mystiamplifiers have suggested retail prices of from
Why? A fourth quantifiable factor is at
cism or loss of bass response. Simply put, a
work. One that. unlike power supply output,
$399 to S 1,000. That I even dare to suggest
Magnetic Field Power Supply uses progressively
they can sound as good as designs in the
is totally independent of economic constraints.
more of each line voltage swing as amplifier
$2,000 to 56.000 price range has not endeared
I've left Factor 4 (transfer function/frequenlx)wer demand increases. It's just plain more
me with some audiophiles or underground
until last intentionally.
cy
response/damping)
efficient. How and why this works is explained
magazine writers.
sufficient
an
amplifier
can
deliver
Because until
in our new White Paper called "7heMagnetic
That's a real shame. because have absowith simultaneous current and voltage
power
Field Story Parts I. II & Ill" which you can get
lutely nothing but respect for
transfer
func(Factors 1-3).
free by calling 1-800--t4i-CA\'R.
well -made. high -ticket conis immaterial.
tion
Right now, lets consider the tangible beneventional amplifiers. Like
I'm
guilty
of
Frankly,
+
+
+
fits. The series of comparison charts in this ad
Rolexes and Lamborghini's,
not making this fully clear
shows how my Magnetic Field Power Supply
Amplifier with resistor test load
they are a joy to own if you
in the past. Some readers
successfully challenges the previously hardcan afford them. But just as a
may have gotten the
and-fast rule that high-performance power supRolex doesn't tell time any
impression that by magiplies must be expensive. Amp X is a highly better than the inexpensive
cally adjusting some
respected solid state
watch I'm wearing right now,
Same amplifier connected to cables and
arcane parameter called
design rated at 200
loudspeaker.
good sound does not necesone
transfer
function.
arts into 8 ohms. It
sarily have to be costly.
somehow cause a cheap amp to sound
could
cost $5.500. My
If this concept intrigues you. please visit a
like an expensive one. Nothing could be furTFM-45 is rated at
Carver dealer soon. Bring demo material
ther from the truth. If there's no guts (power
375 watts per
you're familiar with and be willing to do some
supply). there's no glory (optimized transfer
channel both
e
critical listening. Compare my designs to comfunction).
channels driven
petition costing about the same amount as well
By transfer function, mean the effect an
into 8 ohms 20as to more expensive models.
output impedance has on real world
amplifier's
20KHz with less
Your ears alone should be the final arbiter. I
frequency response. I don't mean the Flat, "DC
than 0.1% THD. It
feel confident that you will join the tens of
to light" Rated Full Power Bandwidth found in
has a suggested retail
thousands of audiophiles who have gotten the
column I of Audio's Equipment Directory,
of 5949.
best possible value by owning Carver.
which is measured using a resistor as a load.
Even more
Rather, I'm referring to the frequency response
impressive is this
curve that occurs when an amplifier and
or
same son of
""'4:
s
speaker cables interact w ith a specific speaker.
p0
comparison
or
Bob Carver, President
As distinctive as a fingerprint, this curve
chart with the
the "sound" of each amplifier
determines
vs.
other
TFM-'i5
kw wdpul
design. Its warmth or harshness. The quality
amplifiers in its own
VOLTAGE
of the bass. 1 he definition of its upper regisprice range. In defer,,,Ch a,,,,,a
ters. Even the configuration of the stereo
ence to how utterly
and since good

.a

l
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we trounce similarly -priced, conventional competition. we've confined those charts to our

new White Paper.
To summarize: Magnetic Field Power
Supply technology allows reasonably -priced
power amplifier designs to deliver simultaneous

i

"sound stage" it can create.
My engineering department and are capable of making one amplifier design sound like
I

CARVER CORP., LYNNWOOD, WA, U.S.A. 1-800-443-CAVR
In Canada by Evolution Audio Inc. 1-(416) 847-8888

Distrbuted

1 My definition of cosmetic glitz is any part of an amplifier whose sole audio contnoution is to cause one's hiclVs to go. 'GU000!!' when they see
one's new purcha tea My own Silver Seven amplifier's hand -rubbed piano lacquer and solid granite surfaces meet this definition.
2 Since power (watts) equals voltage times current, the same wattage can represent significantly different combinations of voltage and current
and thus very different performance into the same load.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

o

S/N: Standard, more than 93 dB; long
play, more than 92 dB.

ii

Dynamic Range: Standard,

more
than 93 dB; long play, more than 92
dB.
THD At 1 kHz: Standard, less than
0.004%; long play, less than 0.08%.
Rated Input Level: Line in, -4
dBm; coaxial digital input, 0.5 V
peak to peak ± 20%.
Rated Output Level: Line output,
-4 dBm; coaxial digital output, 0.5
V peak to peak, ± 20%; phone, 0.6
mW into 32 ohms; optical digital output wavelength, 600 nm.
Maximum Recording Time: Standard, 120 minutes; long -play mode,
240 minutes.
Power Requirements: 120 V a.c.,
60 Hz, 32 W.
Dimensions: 181/2 in. W x 41/2 in. H
x 13 in. D (47.0 cm x 11.5 cm x
33 cm).

SONY DTC-75ES
DAT RECORDER

Manufacturer's Specifications
Sampling Frequencies: 48, 44.1,
and 32 kHz; see text.

Frequency Response: Standard,

2
Hz to 22 kHz, ± 0.5 dB; long play, 2

Hz to 14.5 kHz,

±0.5 dB.
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SONY

Weight: 18 lbs. 5 oz. (8.3 kg).
Price: $950.
Company Address: Sony Dr.,

Park

Ridge, N.J. 07656.
For literature, circle No. 90
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It's been a long time coming, but DAT recorders are
finally available in the United States. The first company to
introduce DAT through authorized distribution channels in
the U.S. was Sony Corporation of America, who, in late June
of this year, provided DAT units to dealers handling their
high -end "ES" line. A few weeks later, the company introduced a somewhat lower-priced unit to other, mainstream
dealers. Having owned home and portable DAT units for
nearly two years (obtained during trips to Japan although
these models were also available through so-called gray market dealers in the U.S.), was particularly interested in
how these late -generation recorders from Sony differed
from earlier models. The most outstanding difference, of
course, was the price. First-generation players, even in
Japan, sold for $2,000 or more in early 1987, when they
were first introduced. By introducing the DTC-75ES at under
$1,000, Sony has taken a major step toward ensuring the
success of this new technology.
Another major difference between the earlier and later
models is the inclusion of SCMS on the DTC-75ES. This is
the so-called compromise that permits direct taping from
sources such as CD via the digital channels but limits digital
copying from the resulting tapes. It does.this by adding a
code to any recording made via the deck's digital inputs so
that other decks with SCMS will refuse to record the digital
bit-stream from those recordings. The exception is if the
original source material contained a code that turned the
SCMS encoding off. Taping via the analog channels is
I

unrestricted.
A final difference between this and earlier Sony DAT
recorders is its ability to record in the long -play mode. By
moving the tape at half speed (4.075 mm/S as against the
standard 8.15 mm/S), using a lower sampling rate (32 kHz
instead of 48 or 44.1 kHz) and using nonlinear 12 -bit 'instead
of linear 16 -bit encoding, maximum recording time is doubled, to yield up to four hours per tape. The trade-offs for the
lower sampling rate and word length are, respectively, poorer frequency response (flat to just under 15 kHz) and slightly
poorer signal-to-noise ratio and dynamic range. This slow
speed, it seems to me, would be ideal for recording FM
programs, where frequency response is also limited to 15
kHz and dynamic range falls far short of that attainable on
DAT even in the long -play mode.
Both the D/A and A/D converters use Sony's High Density
Linear Converter system, a variation of the much -publicized
one -bit conversion method. The HDLC system also uses a
45 -bit, noise -shaping digital filter and has a direct digital
sync stage to reduce time -base errors known as jitter. Other
new technology includes a four -stage feedforward circuit
that improves error -correction capability and a new digital
servo IC that reduces servo control variations caused by
component aging and temperature drift. A four-motor transport results in both quick loading and fast track -to -track
access time.
As for user convenience features, the Sony DTC-75ES
offers high-speed music search (200 times normal playing
speed), music scan, three-way repeat, 10 -key direct -access
track selection, and 60 -track programmability. In addition,
various subcode interactive features built into the DAT standard can be utilized, including "Start ID," "Skip ID," and
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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"End ID" functions. A digital fader lets you make professional fade-outs and fade-ins.
Start ID codes, which mark the beginning of each selection, can be entered automatically or manually. Skip and
end IDs are entered manually. When the deck encounters a
skip ID, it stops playing and then fast -forwards to the next
start -ID code; end IDs, at which the deck stops automatically, can be used to mark the next recording point on a
partially used tape, or to mark material at the end of the tape
that you don't want to play. Program numbers can be
"written" onto a tape during recording or later, in a renumbering process. Since all these subcodes are written onto
the tape separately from the recorded digital audio data,
they do not affect audio quality.

Control Layout
The switches for power, external timer operation, and
recording mode ("Long" or "Standard") are located at the
far left of the all -black front panel. The DAT cassette loading
compartment is nearby; unlike the tape trays of other DAT
recorders have seen, it has a small window through which
the user can see the tape when it is loaded into position. The
counter reset and counter mode buttons are immediately to
the right of the tape compartment. Absolute time, elapsed
time of the current selection, and total remaining time on a
tape can be selectively displayed. Clustered beneath the
display are the buttons that control the tape transport, including the functions already familiar from analog cassette
decks, an "Open/Close" button for the tape compartment,
and forward and reverse "AMS" (Automatic Music Search)
buttons used to locate the beginnings of selections during
playback. The buttons that initiate fast forward and rewind
when the tape is stopped can be used in playback mode for
audible searching. Number buttons, at the right of the display, are used to call up a selection on the tape by number.
Also here are the "Clear" button, used for cancelling selections, and a "Music Scan" button that plays the first few
seconds of each selection on a tape. The "Fader," "Repeat"
mode, "Skip Play," and "Margin Reset" buttons are found
just below the number buttons.
The "Margin" indicator on the display is extremely useful
when recording via the analog inputs. It constantly monitors
and displays the loudest level being fed to the recorder,
expressing it in dB below maximum recommended recording level. (When recording via digital inputs, levels automatically match those of the incoming signal.) In digital recording, exceeding maximum record level causes horrendously
high distortion, so it's vital to be able to monitor levels this
way even if instantaneous peak reading level meters are
also provided. The "Margin" display always shows the highest level seen at the analog inputs, and updates that reading when a higher signal level is encountered.
I
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The DTC-75ES is the first
consumer DAT officially
imported, but it benefits
from nearly four years
of development in Japan.
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Buttons for writing or erasing start, skip, and end IDs, and
for renumbering start IDs are all to the right of the tape
transport buttons. Further to the right are dual concentric
record level controls (used only when recording via the
analog inputs), an input selector for the analog or the optical
or coaxial digital inputs, and a stereo headphone jack and
level control.
The large display, which shows every conceivable aspect
of DAT operation, also provides level indications during
recording and playback. Among the more unusual displays
is the "Rehearsal" indicator, which is used when manually
writing a start ID during playback of a tape. This rehearsal
mode facilitates more precise entry of the start ID than the
record mode because the precise point at which the ID is
written can be stifted backward or forward in increments of
0.3 seconds while the current start point is played over and
over allowing you to judge the direction in which it should be
shifted for the final written start ID. Other visual displays
include sampling rate, the three time indications mentioned
earlier, the type of input employed (optical, coaxial, or
analog), program numbers, recording mode (standard or
long play), and the previously described "Margin" indication in dB.
The supplied remote control has a button to turn off this
display, though Sony doesn't say whether that's to eliminate
any possible noise from its digital circuitry or to make it less
distracting. Other functions found only on the remote include an "A -B" repeat button, buttons for entering and
checking sequence of programmed selections, "CD Synchro" buttons to synchronize tape motion with a Sony CD
player when copying, and buttons to control Sony CD players. The remote also duplicates many of the controls on the
front panel including transport controls, the numeric keypad, and the various ID write and erase buttons.
The rear panel is equipped with two types of digital inputs
and outputs (coaxial and optical) as well as with analog
pairs of input and output RCA -type jacks.
Lab Measurements
A true evaluation and test of any DAT recorder must
include lab measurements via the digital as well as the
analog inputs. Furthermore, since the digital inputs will accept digital signals at sampling rates of either 44.1 kHz (as
from a CD) or 48 kHz (as from another DAT),
felt it
necessary to make at least some tests at both sampling
frequencies. Finally, some measurements had to be made
in the long -play mode via the analog inputs only.
Figure 1A shows the frequency response obtained at the
analog outputs for signals recorded in the standard mode
(linear 16 -bit with 48 -kHz sampling) from the analog and
digital inputs and in long -play mode (nonlinear 12 -bit with
32 -kHz sampling). Since recordings made via the analog
inputs are automatically digitized at a 48 -kHz sampling rate,
you can see that flat frequency response extended slightly
beyond 20 kHz, to around 22 kHz, before dropping off
quickly due to the low-pass filter action required in any
digital system. The slight rise in amplitude noted at the low
end was probably the result of something in the analog
stages and appears in all four response measurements. It
amounted to no more than +0.15 dB at any point.
I
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Buckle up and get ready to experience the sonic
energy and pure power of Pyle PRO woofer

-

Pyle engineers have reinvented the heart and
soul of loudspeaker
our new woven fiber
ionCloth voice coils make Pyle PRO woofers
virtually indestructib-e. When combined with
polymer laminate cones, vented pole pieces,
massive motor structures and heavy duty
housings, you get the most durable speakers
available at any price.

Now you can dive to the deepest lows and
accelerate to the highest peaks with new found
confidence. You'll feel the power as your skir
tingles, see the force as your car moves to We
beat and hear sounds you've never heard before.
Break the sound barier with Pyle car stereo
speakers and electronics.

Powerful Enough To Be Pyle!
Dollar for dollar, the most dynamic speakers you can buy. Perfectly Pyle!

For the name of the Pyle dealer nearest you write:
Pyle Industries, Ins. Huntington, IN 46750

HA Harman (International Company

{

Not only does the display
show every relevant aspect
of operation, but the tape
door has a window showing
when tape is loaded.

Similar results were obtained when recorded a digital
frequency sweep, with a 48 -kHz sampling frequency, using
my Audio Precision System One.
did not program this
sweep to go beyond 22 kHz, avoiding the sharp drop-off
visible in the previous curve.
Next, recorded a frequency sweep signal via the analog
inputs, this time in long -play recording mode. This mode's
32 -kHz sampling rate limits the possible frequency response to a top end of around 15 kHz, as shown.
Figure 1B shows the response obtained via the digital
input, with 44.1 -kHz sampling, using my CBS CD -1 test disc
as a source. The disc was played on a CD player equipped
with an optical digital output connected to the DTC-75ES'
optical input via a fiber-optic cable. Results were similar to
those of Fig. 1A except that response was now limited to
very slightly more than 20 kHz.
Figure 2 shows distortion versus frequency for signals at
maximum level. When signals were applied via the analog
inputs (middle curve), THD + N at all audio frequencies
was less than the 0.004% that Sony quotes for kHz. When
the test was repeated via the optical digital inputs (bottom
curve), THD + N was considerably lower, measuring less
than 0.002% over most of the audio range. The top curve in
Fig. 2 was produced in the long -play mode, with its lower
sampling rate and lower bit count.
Incidentally, the block diagram for the DTC-75ES implies
that one would get the same readings going through the
A/D encoder and D/A decoder as when actually recording
signals and playing them back, and this is true for the
standard recording modes. In long -play mode, however,
just going through the A/D and D/A circuits gave me distortion readings virtually as low as they had been for standard
modes. knew something was wrong, as Sony would not
I

I

I

1

I

have listed a THD rating of 0.08% for this mode if it was in
fact only half that much. Sure enough, when
actually
recorded and played back my test signals in the long -play
mode, my results were very close to Sony's. This may be
because the long -play mode uses nonlinear 12 -bit coding
rather than the linear 16 -bit coding of the standard modes,
but it's also possible that long -play recording involves some
element not shown on the block diagram.
I
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Figure 3A shows how THD + N of a 1 kHz signal varied
with amplitude, using the analog inputs. Interestingly, "0
dB" as indicated on the level meters (and as read by the
numeric "Margin" display) really does not correspond to
maximum digital level. The steep rise in THD that occurs
when applying too great an input signal to a digital recording system did not occur until my input level was 5 dB
greater than indicated on the meters. Obviously, Sony calibrated their metering system this way because they were
aware of the fact that most recording enthusiasts accustomed to analog cassette or open -reel recorders tend to
allow signals to push meters "into the red." In analog recorders, slight overload results in a gentle increase in distortion. In digital recording, when you "run out of binary ones,"
distortion rises to unacceptably high levels immediately. If
you should purchase this superb DAT recorder, my advice
would still be to keep levels low enough that you never go
above the arbitrary "zero" dB level established by Sony.
used my CD -1 test disc once more to couple a digital
optical signal to the digital input and to show how THD + N
varied with amplitude for a 44.1 -kHz digitally sampled input.
Results are shown in Fig. 3B. Since the CD -1 test disc has
no signals above "maximum recording level," the distortion
shown in Fig. 3B never rises above normal levels. Note,
however, that when using the digital input this way, overall
distortion level remained about 95 dB below maximum recording level -an improvement of about 5 dB over results
obtained in Fig. 3A.
Using the analog inputs once again,
measured the
actual harmonics generated when recording and playing
back a -kHz test tone. Figure 4A shows results using the
analog input. With an indicated recording level of 0 dB, no
harmonic component exceeded 0.002% in amplitude. When
this measurement was repeated at a -60 dB level, the
distortion components increased and the noise floor rose,
as expected in a digital system; for example, a major harmonic component at 16 kHz measured 0.3% of the (now
reduced) signal amplitude. Figure 4B is similar to Fig. 4A,
except that this time a digital signal, at the 44.1 -kHz sampling rate and maximum recording amplitude, was applied
to the optical digital input. While harmonics were still negligi-
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Linearity was excellent,
from input to playback
output, for both analog
and digital inputs.
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bly low (not much more than 0.003% for any one of them),
the only reason can think of as to why these components
were higher than those obtained in Fig. 4A is, as already
stated, because "0 dB" as shown by the metering system
when using the analog inputs is really lower than maximum
permissible recording level. On the other hand, "0 dB"
digital signals as derived from playback of my CD -1 test
disc are truly maximum -level signals.
The benefits of digital -to -digital recording, already obvious from some of my earlier measurements, became even
clearer when began to measure signal-to-noise ratios under various conditions. Using the analog inputs (with no
signal applied and the input jacks shorted), A -weighted S/N
at the analog outputs was 92.7 dB for the left channel and
92.8 for the right channel. These results were referred to
0 dB as indicated by the level meters and the "Margin"
display. Recall, however, that actual maximum recording
level is as much as 5 dB higher, so one could maintain that,
relative to actual maximum recorded level-via the analog
inputs-S/N was closer to 98 dB.
In fact, when
played the "no signal" track of my CD -1
test disc, again using the optical digital connection from the
CD player to the DTC-75ES, S/N measured 103.5 dB for one
channel and 103.6 dB for the other channel. Using a 48 -kHz
sampling rate generated by my Audio Precision system, but
with no audio modulation, S/N measured 99.5 dB on one
channel and 98.0 dB on the other. In the long -play mode,
S/N decreased, but only to just over 92 dB. Those familiar
with digital audio theory may, at first, be surprised at that
figure. S/N ratio is supposed to be about 6 dB/bit and, this
being a 12 -bit system, theoretical S/N should be about 72
dB. The figure is higher because this is a nonlinear 12 -bit
system that involves some companding.
Figure 5 shows third -octave spectrum analysis of residual
noise, measured at the analog outputs, for both the analog

and digital inputs. With the digital inputs, residual noise was
about 10 dB lower at any given frequency, and noise peaks
attributable to the power -supply frequency and its harmonics were far less prominent.
Figure 6 shows the excellent linearity from input to playback output of the DTC-75ES. Using the analog inputs and
a sampling rate of 48 kHz, deviation from perfect linearity at
an indicated -90 dB was only 0.45 dB for the channel
shown, and about +0.48 dB for the other channel. (Since
the meter's 0 -dB point is actually about -5 dB, these readings actually show performance at about -95 dB.) Using
the digital inputs and 44.1 -kHz sampling, deviation from
perfect linearity at an actual -90 dB was only 0.32 dB for
the left channel and 0.79 dB for the right channel.
Stereo separation. as measured via the analog inputs and
outputs. is shown in Fig. 7. At low and middle frequencies,
separation exceeded 80 dB, decreasing to between 71 and
75 dB at 20 kHz. The cecrease in separation at higher
frequencies was no doubt caused by capacitive coupling,
either internally or between the external cables connected
to the analog outputs of the recorder.

I
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Use and Listening Tests
have owned a DAT recorder for some time so perhaps
my familiarity with such products may color my evaluation of
how easy these products are to use. Still,
think even a
newcomer to the world of digital audio tape recording will
be delighted with the features that have been built into the
R-DAT format-just about all of which have been implemented in the Sony DTC-75ES. Even before began measuring the performance of this unit in my lab, couldn't resist
the temptation to record a couple of my most recent CD
acquisitions onto DAT. As with most DAT recorders, start
IDs and program numbers are automatically written at the
start of each track, triggered either by a CD's own start
I

I

I

I
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Sony's latest DAT recorder
not only outperforms their
earlier models in every way
but costs less than half
what the first model did.
SPECTRUM ANALYSIS OF RESIDUAL NOISE VS. FREQUENCY,

codes when copying via the digital inputs or, when recording via the analog inputs, by the pauses that normally occur
between tracks; on some earlier machines, one had to use
the "Renumber" function (which is automatic but takes several minutes) to apply program numbers at each start ID
point. also appreciated the fact that the DTC-75ES can
display absolute time indications based on time codes recorded on the tape; some machines have dealt with in the
past have simply approximated elapsed and remaining time
based on motion of the spindles that drive the DAT cassette

SONY OTC-75ES
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The fade-in/fade-out feature, on the other hand, is not yet
common. It lets you fade recordings in and out even when
recording through the digital inputs, which are not affected
by the Sony's record level control. If you press the "Fader"
button while the deck is in record -pause mode, recording
starts and the signal fades in; if you press the button during
a recording, the signal level is gradually reduced to zero,
after which the deck goes into record -pause mode. For
playback, pressing the button when in pause mode starts
the tape and fades the sound in, while pressing it during
play fades the sound out and puts the deck in pause. (In
either recording or playback, the fader does not affect the
signals at the digital outputs.) An especially pleasant surprise was the variable fade duration from as short as 0.2 S to
as long as 15 S.
tried recording a couple of CDs two ways: First using
analog outputs from my reference CD player into the analog
inputs of the DTC-75ES, and then using a digital -to -digital
interface to record the same program material. While both
recordings sounded great, could distinguish some very
slight differences between the original CD and the played
back analog -to -analog recording. This was especially true
of some of the organ music contained in a new Delos CD
(Organ Music of Vierne and Reger, Delos DE3096); less so
in comparing my analog -to -analog recording of a Denon CD
featuring a Mozart serenade for violin and orchestra (Denon
CO -73676). There was no distinguishable difference between the original CDs and the digital DAT equivalents. In
making these comparisons,
was particularly careful to
ensure that levels were set identically as switched back
and forth between the original CD and its DAT "copy."
also recorded some FM programs, using the long -play
mode and the lower, 32 -kHz, sampling rate. Of course, here
had to trust memory, since could not compare the FM
program with the recording of it, but it seemed to me that the
quality of sound was in no way compromised through the
use of this long -play mode. would not, however, recommend using the long -play mode for transcribing CDs to tape
or for any application where widest frequency response and
lowest distortion are of paramount importance.
Obviously, the nearly four years during which political
considerations have delayed the introduction of DAT recorders to the U.S. have been well spent by Sony. The DTC75ES, Sony's latest DAT recorder, not only outperforms its
earlier models in every way, but can be bought for less than
half the cost of that first -generation unit. That being the
case, can't imagine how any serious amateur tape recordist will be able to resist owning a DTC-75ES. Rejoice! The
long wait for DAT is over.
Leonard Feldman
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There can be no standard of quality
without a Reference.

This is especially true in the audio field where
everyone, from studio engineers to manufacturers and
reviewers, needs a solid benchmark for accurate sound.
For twenty years, the KEF
Reference Series has been a standard
by which all other loudspeakers
have been judged. The latest benchmark for loudspeakers is the KEF
Reference Series Model 105/3.

-

Only the KEF
Uni-O driver

places the tweeter inside

the woofer's voice coil.

The 105/3's draw upon
KEF's ground -breaking

research into the interaction
of speakers and room acoustics: coupled -cavity bass
loading for deep bass from the smallest possible
enclosures; conjugate load matching, which uses
amplifier power to its full advantage and KUBE,
KEF's proprietary bass equalizer, which produces the
Eass of cabinets eight times as large. The four-way
105/3's are the first Reference Series speakers to use
Uni-Q technology.

Kø
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.
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Uni-Q: the first coincident -source drivers.
KEF Uni-Q is an engineering breakthrough: the
first truly coincident -source driver.
Many audiophiles know that an ideal speaker
would be a point source; unfortunately, multiple driver systems often fall far short of this ideal. With
Neodymium -Iron -Boron, the most powerful of all
magnetc materials, KEF has created a tweeter so
small that it can be placed inside the woofer's voice
coil. In effect, every Uni-Q driver is a point source.
Moreover, the woofer cone acts as a wave guide for
the tweeter and controls its dispersion. The entire

frequency range arrives at the listener's ears at exactly
the same time, producing seamless sound no matter
where the listener sits. Unwanted reflections within
the room are actually reduced, and the music you
hear is less colored.
If you appreciate music,
audition the Reference 105/3's.
For any audiophile system. they
are "standard" equipment.

The Speaker Engineers.
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EQUIPMENT PROFILE

B

&W

801 MATRIX
SERIES 2
SPEAKER
Manufacturer's Specifications
System Type: Three-way, vented box enclosure with external electronic high-pass alignment filter and
equalizer.
Drivers: One 12 -in. (300-mm) polymer cone woofer, one 5 -in. (126 mm) Kevlar cone midrange, one 1 in. (26 -mm) metal dome tweeter.

Free -Field Frequency Response
(With Filter/Equalizer): 20 Hz to
20 kHz, ±2.5 dB;
and 25 kHz.

-6 dB at

17.5 Hz

Dispersion (20 Hz to 15 kHz):

Horizontal, +0, -3 dB within ±30°
of axis; vertical, ± 1 dB within ±5° of
axis.

Sensitivity: 87

dB SPL at

1

meter for

2.83 V rms.

Crossover Frequencies:

380 Hz

Impedance:

8

ohms nominal,

ohms minimum.

4

Recommended Amplifier Power:
50 to 600 watts per channel.

,----'

Dimensions: 3911/16

and 3 kHz.

in. H

x 17 in. W

x 22 in. D(100.8cm x 43.2 cm x
55.9 cm).
Weight: 110 lbs. (50 kg) each.
Price: $5,900 per pair.

Company Address:

B & W Loudspeakers, P.O. Box 653, Buffalo,

N.Y. 14240.
For literature, circle No. 91

Very few speaker systems are held in high regard by both
recording engineers and high -end audio people, but the

B & W Loudspeakers, one of Britain's premier loudspeaker companies, was founded by John Bowers in 1966 as

Matrix Series 2 is just such a system. Even
though promoted primarily as a professional monitor loudspeaker, it enjoys high popularity in the audiophile home
market. The recording engineer places high emphasis on
such characteristics as reliability and high acoustic output
capabilities (among other qualities), whereas the audiophile
stresses such qualities as accuracy, imaging, and frequency response that is wide, flat, and smooth. The 801, because it embodies all these attributes, appeals to both sides
of the user community.

Bowers and Wilkins Loudspeakers Ltd. The company had
its humble beginnings in a workshop behind the Bowers
and Wilkins "Hi -Fi Shop" in Worthing, England, where Bowers would tinker and improve loudspeakers for the shop's
clientele. B & W now employs over 250 people in the U.K.
and supports a dedicated research and development facility that employs over 20 full-time staff personnel.
B & W has been a world leader in applying high technology to the field of loudspeaker development and manufacturing, and it pioneered the use of laser interferometry in the

B & W 801
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RX-1130 RECEIVER
125 watts per channel into 8 ohms from 20-20,000
Hz at no more than 0.015% THD

Low impedance drive capability provides 360 watts
per channel into 2 ohms dynamic power

Additional amplifier section for two rear channels
with rear channel level control
Five digital Surround Sound modes (Dolby'
Natural, Hall, Simulated Stereo, Live)

Computer Servo Lock tuning

MM/MC Phono Selector
Banana plug compatible speaker connection

terminals
24 -segment signal quality meter

Continuously variable loudness control

Learning -capable multi -function remote control
Eight audio inputs, three video inputs
Four audio outputs, three video outputs
S -VI IS compatible

Separate front and rear pre -main coupling
terminals

Eight -mode REC OUT selector
Continuously variable delay time control
CD Direct switch

Motor-driven volume control with LED indicator
Sleep tinier
Center defeat bass/mid-range/treble tone controls
random access preset tuning with multi status memory
16 -station

Absolute Linear Amplification (ALA)circuitry
Preset indicators with preset number and station
frequency

Front panel headphone jack
Tone bypass switch

High -gain AM loop antenna
Manual or auto IF Mode selector (wide or narrow)

Auto search tuning
Manual up/down tuning

If any ofthese features compromised its sound, this is the first thing we'd remove: YAMAHA'
C 1989. Yamaha Electronics Corp.. USA. Dolby. Surround is a registered trademark

of Dolby Laboratories.

The 801's striking physical

appearance makes quite
a design statement; either
you hate it or you love it.

study of loudspeaker vibration. It is the only company licensed to use DuPont's high -strength material Kevlar,
which is used in the midrange cone of the 801. The 801 is
used quite extensively in Europe and elsewhere for monitoring classical music recordings by such companies as EMI,
Deutsche Grammophon, Decca, and Sony Classical.
The 801's most striking feature is its physical appearance.
With its massive front -vented bass enclosure and external
top -mounted mid/high-frequency head assembly, and individual grilles, it makes quite a design statement; you either
love it or you hate it. (My wife is in the latter category-she
first set them up in the
calls them the robots. When
listening room, our dog came in and barked at them!) The
industrial design of the 801 was by the celebrated designer
Kenneth Grange, who has done work for Kenwood, Kodak,
Wilkinson razors, and the British government, among others.
The enclosure is available in several real wood veneers
including black ash (the review sample finish), walnut, rosewood, and teak, and in satin white.
B & W has gone to great lengths to reduce cabinet resonances and cabinet wall radiation by the use of sophisticated construction methods. These include techniques such
as structural foam bonded with Fibrecrete, used in the head
assembly, and honeycomb bracing used in the bass enclosure (this is where the "Matrix" term comes from).
The drive units of the 801 represent B & W's best efforts in
design and development. The high -excursion bass driver
has a cone made of a specially formulated polymer plastic
I
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compound that is heavily damped to reduce unwanted
colorations. The driver has a large, 13 -lb. (6 -kg), dual ceramic magnet assembly that provides the high magnetic
field required for proper control of the cone's motion. The
cone of the 5 -in. midrange driver is made from woven
Kevlar, which provides high strength, damping, and low
mass for accurate midrange operation. The tweeter incorporates a metal -dome diaphragm designed and analyzed using B & W's laser interferometry and finite -element analysis
techniques. Because of the metal dome's high stiffness and
low -mass structure, the first resonant breakup mode is far
above the audible frequency range (my measurements
show the first breakup to occur at about 27 kHz).
The low -frequency enclosure of the 801 is a vented -box
design with the box (Helmholtz) resonance frequency
placed rather low, at 19 Hz. The box is tuned with a flared end 7 -in. -long (178-mm) tube of about 21 -in. (57 -mm) diameter. An active high-pass alignment filter is supplied,
which connects to a system tape loop or between the
preamp and amp. With this filter, the system is a pure sixth order Butterworth, high-pass design conforming to Thiele's
alignment No. 15 (for you Thiele -Small buffs). The driving
filter is a second -order high-pass filter with a O of 2, which
provides 6 dB of boost at 20 Hz while rolling off by 12 dB/
octave at lower frequencies. This filter equalizes the system's response flat (-3 dB) to 20 Hz and provides a steep
roll -off below to decrease the system's sensitivity to highlevel below -band subsonic energy. This popular vented -box
alignment is used in several other consumer and professional systems, including many subwoofers. The system, of
course, does not have to be used with the filter. Without the
filter, the system's low -frequency response has a fourth order Bessel response with a gradual roll -off, about 3 dB
down at 30 Hz and 9 dB down at 20 Hz. This is not a bad
response target for any system.
The mid/high-frequency head assembly is mounted to the
top of the low -frequency cabinet with a long threaded bolt
that passes through the head and screws into the woofer
cabinet. Connections between the head and woofer cabinet
are made with a mating pair of Switchcraft three -pin XLR
connectors (standard low -impedance pro microphone connectors). The head assembly is shipped attached to the
bass cabinet but must be removed and then replaced by
the user after fitting a separately packed foam and fabric
top cover on the cabinet.
The crossover (together with the protection circuitry) is
wired on a large printed -circuit board that is mounted underneath the low -frequency enclosure and covered with a
1/4 -in. -thick piece of hardboard. Not counting the protection circuitry components, the rather elaborate crossover consists of 25 components: 11 capacitors, eight inductors, and
six resistors. Liberal use was made of impedance -correcting networks across the woofer and tweeter terminals.
Input connections to the 801 are through a dual set of
gold-plated, finger-tightened binding posts with standard
3/4 -in. (19 -mm) spacing. Internal connections from the input
terminal panel to the p.c. board are made with 50 -strand
van den Hul wire. Dual sets of input connectors are provided for optional bi-wiring (separate cable connections from
the amplifier to the low -frequency and high -frequency sec AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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Exotic materials used in
the 801 include Fibrecrete
and honeycomb bracing in
the cabinet and Kevlar
in the midrange driver.
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tions of the system, which potentially may reduce any inter modulation of the high frequencies by high -current low frequency signals flowing in a common connection cable).
Conversion to the bi-wiring configuration is accomplished
by removing the bottom crossover cover, taking out two wire
links in a screw -type terminal strip, and using the dual input
connectors for the separate low- and mid/high-frequency
drives.
The protection circuitry, which B & W calls an "Audio Powered Overload Circuit" (APOC), consists of two separate two -transistor circuits controlling relays with sense connections to each of the driver terminals. When energized,
the relays disconnect the drive respectively to the woofer
and the midrange/tweeter combination and illuminate a
warning LED on the front of the cabinet. When the overload
passes, the drivers are reconnected and the LED is extinguished. An overload sensed in either the midrange or the
tweeter would disconnect both units at the same time. This
dual protection circuitry ensures proper protection for the
drivers even when the system is bi-wired. The detection
circuitry consists of a simple, voltage -sensing half -wave
diode rectifier feeding a large capacitor. Voltage dividers
are used across each driver to set the trip point and attack
time of each circuit. Power for the protection circuits is
derived from the audio input with rectification and zener
Both protection circuits are identical, except for different
charge -time constants (roughly 0.4 second for woofer and
0.1 second for midrange/tweeter) that govern the length of
time it takes to cut off the offending signal. The discharge
time constants (hence release time) of the sense circuits
appeared to be on the order of about 0.5 second. This type
of circuit will essentially protect the drivers from long-term
continuous overloads but allow short-term transients to pass
through unimpeded to each driver. (In the high -power tone burst power tests described later, the protection relays did
not energize at any time.) According to B & W, the protection relays are set to energize at the following continuous
sine -wave rms input voltages: 100 Hz at 40 V (200 watts into
8 ohms); 1 kHz at 43.5 V (236 watts), and 10 kHz at a level of
13 V (21 watts). All had a ± 1.5 V tolerance.
The systems have pre -attached furniture castors for easy
movement and floor spikes that can be attached for greater
stability on a carpeted floor. B & W also has optional stands
that raise the system off the floor for situations where greater
height is needed The 801 has generated a thriving aftermarket for various items aimed at improving it. These include such items as internal cable harnesses, replacement
input terminals, and stands. With the suggestion of B & W's
North American public relations person, was supplied with
a pair of special stands for the 801 from Sound Anchors,
Inc. (Palm Bay, Fla.). These stands are composed of an
extremely rigid, damped, metal structure, which is bolted to
the base of the 801; it provides a three-point spiked contact
with the floor and simultaneously raises the speaker by
about 11 in. Provided are means for easy adjustment of the
system's vertical aiming angle. Due to logistic reasons and
time constraints, did not properly evaluate these stands
but would recommend them for installations where the 801s
are going to be permanently mounted and can benefit from
the features that the stands provide.
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The external equalizer and
alignment filter make the
bass response flat down
to 20 Hz; then they roll
off any subsonic energy.
Measurements
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4-Horizontal off -axis
frequency responses,
taken from the front,
around the side, and to
the rear of the speaker
and normalized to the onaxis response; see text.
Fig.

A number of measurements were performed on the 801 to
assess its performance. These included on- and off -axis
frequency response, energy -time curves, impedance versus frequency, harmonic and IM distortion, and maximum
peak input and output capabilities. The measurements were
performed at a number of locations, including my own
listening room and lab and outdoors on my driveway. Measurement equipment consisted of a TechronTEF System 12
Plus Time -Delay Spectrometry (TDS) analyzer, B & K 4007
condenser microphone, Crown Macro -Tech MA -2400 power amplifier, and Leader signal generators, attenuators,
voltmeter, and oscilloscope. The system was evaluated using elevated free -field, near -field, and ground -plane measurement methods.
The on -axis system frequency -response measurement
was done at a distance of 2 meters, normal to the front
baffle, on an axis halfway between the tweeter and the
midrange driver. The input level was 2.83 V rms, which is
equal to a level of 1 watt into the system's nominal 8 -ohm
impedance. The on -axis response was corrected to the
standard distance of meter for display of the data, and a
tenth -octave smoothing filter was used to smooth the response for easier interpretation.
The 1 -watt, 1 -meter, on -axis frequency response of the
801 is shown in Fig. 1. The curve was taken with all grilles
on. Note that this graph covers the wider range of 10 Hz to
20 kHz rather than the usual 20 Hz to 20 kHz. Also shown is
the low -frequency effect of the high-pass alignment filter.
The response is quite good without the filter, extending from
42 Hz to 20 kHz (±2 dB); with the filter, the response is
extended down to 25 Hz within the same envelope, being
only about 3.5 dB down at 20 kHz. The response above 20
kHz (not shown) reveals a dip at 23 kHz and a peak at 27
kHz, which is presumably due to a resonance of the tweeter's metal dome.
The filter, in addition to significantly boosting the response between 18 and 50 Hz, rolls off the response below
15 Hz, thus mirimizing the effect of possible high-level
subsonic energy in the program material. This is fortunate,
because later measurements in this review revealed that the
system could handle only about 10 to 15 watts of input
below 12 Hz without exceeding the linear excursion range of
its vented -box -loaded woofer. A vented -box enclosure essentially unloads its woofer about a half octave below its
box -resonance tuning frequency (box tuning for the 801 is
about 20 Hz).
Averaging the axial response over the range of 250 Hz to
4 kHz yielded a sensitivity of 86 dB SPL, within
dB of the
manufacturer's rating of 87 dB at 1 kHz. A separate test,
comparing the axial response of both right and left speakers
in the range from 200 Hz to 20 kHz (not shown), yielded a
moderately good match of about ± 1 dB. The level differences were more or less randomly distributed over this
frequency range.
Figure 2 shows the on -axis phase and group -delay responses of the system, corrected for the time arrival of the
tweeter. The phase response (lower curve) exhibits moderate phase rotation of 270° between 1 kHz and 20 kHz. The
group delay (upper curve) indicates that the midrange trails
1
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the tweeter by about 0.20 mS (200 µS), which corresponds
to a distance of 2.7 in. (69 mm). This time offset represents
approximately 0.6 wavelength, or 216°, at the crossover
frequency of 3 kHz.
The woofer's excursion capability was determined by
sweeping with a high-level sine wave covering the low frequency range. The maximum linear excursion capability
of the woofer was a healthy ±0.25 to ±0.3 in. (0.5 to 0.6 in.,
peak to peak). In the upper bass range of 50 to 100 Hz, this
large excursion capability was mostly nullified by rather high
amounts of "dynamic offset" or "oil canning" problems.
(See Audio, September 1989 for more information on the oilcan effect.) At 50 Hz, the cone would displace outward at
voltage levels of 14 V and above (roughly 25 watts into 8
ohms), with an increase of second -harmonic distortion. The
test of harmonic distortion versus power shown later in this
review unfortunately does not show these problems because the standard test frequencies of 41.2 (E1) and 110 Hz
(A2) straddle the problem frequency area.
The woofer had an effective radiating diameter of about
101/2 in. The box was well sealed and had no leaks even with
high levels at low frequencies. The vented -box port did
exhibit significant air-rush chuffing sounds, due to vent air
turbulence, when the system was driven above 10 V rms
with a sine wave at frequencies near box tuning (15 to 25
Hz). The chuffing sounds appeared to originate inside the
cabinet, at the inlet to the vent tube. The enclosure sidewalls
were very rigid (inert would be a better word!) and displayed absolutely no detectable sidewall vibrations. However, the '/4 -in. -thick hardboard panel covering the crossover network on the bottom of the cabinet (supported only
by its edges) did resonate quite strongly, in the range from
105 to 112 Hz, with high-level signals. suggest leaving this
panel off for serious listening. The panel also flunked the
finger -tap -and-listen test.
The 1 -meter, 1 -watt, on -axis energy/time response (ETC)
is shown in Fig. 3, for a test signal swept over the range of
200 Hz to 10 kHz. This ETC represents mostly the tweeter's
response and emphasizes energy in the range of 2 to 9 kHz.
The response is quite compact and only followed by three
lower level arrivals, which are more than 23 dB down from
the main arrival.
The off -axis response of the system was measured in two
different ways. The first method displays the data in a threedimensional "waterfall" format, and the second method
closely follows the way the on- and off -axis response curves
are measured and derived at the Canadian NRC's test
facilities (see Audio, September 1989 for more information).
Figures 4 and 5, respectively, show the horizontal and
vertical off -axis frequency response curves of the 801 in the
"3-D" format. These curves were derived from frequency
response measurements made approximately at 5° increments along the major horizontal and vertical planes of the
system. No additional smoothing was done on these curves
except for the constant bandwidth smoothing that results
from the TDS measurement process.
These graphs have a logarithmic frequency scale and are
normalized to the on -axis frequency response. The normalization makes the on -axis curve a straight line and clearly
shows the differences between on- and off -axis curves.
I
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Even without the alignment
filter, frequency response is
quite good, extending from
42 Hz to 20 kHz, ± 2 dB,

and the filter extends it.
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The horizontal "3-D" off -axis curves in Fig. 4 indicate wellbehaved off -axis behavior, with high -frequency coverage
up to 15 kHz out to about 30° off axis. The vertical off -axis
curves in Fig. 5 indicate quite symmetrical up -down behavior through the upper crossover region from 1.5 to 6 kHz. This
symmetrical behavior implies no "lobing error" and indicates that the relative phase angles of the midrange and
tweeter acoustic outputs are very close together in the
crossover region. This low relative phasing has the beneficial effect of directing the main lobe of the system's crossover acoustic output straight ahead, toward the listener,
and thus minimizes response changes with vertical listener
location.
Electrical measurements (not shown) of each driver's
crossover voltage drive indicated that the tweeter was rolled
off below 4 kHz at 18 dB/octave. The midrange was rolled
off below 400 Hz at 12 dB/octave (with additional response
shaping just below cutoff) and above 3 kHz at 18 dB/octave.
The woofer had a 24-dB/octave roll -off above 300 Hz. These
steep crossover roll -off rates minimize the effect of the
crossover on the system's directional response. Note that
the total crossover response is the combination of both the
crossover electrical drive and the driver's acoustical response in the region.
The NRC-style mean horizontal and vertical on- and off axis response curves of the system are shown in Figs. 6 and
7. These responses were derived from the previous "3-D"
data by calculating response averages of several adjacent
curves in specific on- and off -axis angular regions.
The mean axial horizontal response curve (Fig. 6) is fairly
flat and smooth, although exhibiting a slight droop as frequency increases, and falls within a ±2 dB envelope out to
20 kHz. This curve represents the average frequency balance within ± 15° of the axis horizontally but on -axis vertically. The 30° to 45° response is also quite smooth but rolls off
at about 4 dB/octave above 5 kHz. The 60° to 75° response,
although somewhat rougher, fits in an envelope of ±4 dB
out to 8 kHz, where the level drops quickly at higher frequencies. The smooth wide-angle horizontal response indi104

cates that the 801s should maintain good stereo images
over a fairly broad horizontal listening area but with some
high -frequency loss at extreme angles.
Except for a slight peak at 1 kHz, the mean vertical axial
response (Fig. 7) is very close to the horizontal mean axial
response and actually slightly smoother. Because ± 15°
includes both sitting and standing listeners, this curve indicates that the tonal balance of the system should change
very little with changes in listener height.
The 30° to 45° mean response has a hole 2/3 -octave wide,
centered at 3 kHz. This is due to the unavoidable interference effects of the spatially separated midrange and tweeter (the 4.5 -in. center -to -center spacing corresponds to
about one wavelength at 3 kHz). The in -phase crossover
condition of the midrange and tweeter actually places the
interference nulls symmetrically in both the up and down 30°
to 45° regions. Indeed, analysis reveals that two in -phase
acoustic sources separated by one wavelength will have
symmetrical off -axis nulls in the polar response at up and
down angles of about 35°. Fortunately, the rather steep
acoustic roll -offs of the crossover confine the aberrations to
a relatively narrow frequency range, 2/3 -octave wide. The
60° -to -70° mean response has a depression in the range
from 2 to 3 kHz, and drops quickly above 9 kHz.
Figure 8 shows the input impedance of the 801 plotted
over the four -decade-wide range of 2 Hz to 20 kHz with a
logarithmic vertical scale. A minimum impedance of 5.5
ohms at 12 kHz and a maximum of 41 ohms at 1.9 kHz was
measured. This range of nearly 8 to 1 in impedance magnitude will make the 801s somewhat cable -sensitive, especially for long runs of smaller diameter wire. Series cable
resistance should be less than about 70 milliohms, to limit
peak -dip response variations in voltage drive to less than
0.1 dB.
Figure 9 shows the complex magnitude-phase (Nyquist)
polar plot of the impedance over the range of 5 Hz to 30
kHz. The curve is very well behaved, with no minor loops
exhibited. This indicates no spurious higher order resonances in the cabinet or the driver moving systems. The
system attained a maximum positive (inductive) phase angle of 47° at 1.1 kHz and maximum negative (capacitive)
phase angle of
55° at 2.8 kHz. These maximum phase
angles should present no problems to any reasonably well designed amplifier.
Figure 10 shows the 3 -meter room curve of the system
(both raw and sixth -octave smoothed data shown), located
in the right stereo position, with the test microphone placed
at ear height on the sofa where the listener normally sits. The
system was swept from 100 Hz to 20 kHz with a 2.83 V rms
sine -wave signal (equivalent to 1 watt into the nominal 8 ohm impedance). The resultant sound levels can be read
directly off the graph.
The parameters of the TDS sweep were chosen to include
the direct sound plus 13 mS of the room's reverberation.
This amount of room sound represents approximately the
effective averaging of the human ear, with its emphasis on
the direct sound plus early energy arrivals.
The curve is quite well behaved and flat except for a large
hole in the response at 400 Hz. Even though this first
appears to be a floor bounce problem, it was found not to
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The absence of lobing error
means that the B & W 801 will
sound substantially the same
to seated or standing listeners.
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be. Stacking pillows on the couch just below the test microphone mostly corrected the problem and indicated that a
reflection or interference from the couch was the culprit.
should have made a measurement with a person actually
sitting on the couch to see what the effect was. The problem
frequency range is very close to the 801's lower crossover
frequency, where the acoustic source is spread between
the woofer and midrange. A spread source tends to decrease the floor bounce effect.
Harmonic and intermodulation (IM) distortion is displayed
in four graphs. Figures 11, 12, and 13, respectively, show
the spectra for single -frequency harmonic distortion versus
power level at the musical notes of E1 (41.2 Hz), A2 (110 Hz),
and A4 (440 Hz). These curves indicate the level of harmonic distortion that is generated by the system with the application of a single -frequency sine wave at power levels
covering the range of 0.1 to 100 watts (-10 to 20 dBW, a
30 -dB dynamic range). The power levels were computed
using the rated system impedance of 8 ohms. At no time did
the protection circuitry engage during these tests or the
later tests of peak power.
The curves were run by successively increasing the sine wave input level in 1 -dB increments (each step about 26%
higher in power than the previous level.) At each power
level, a swept spectrum analysis was done over a frequency
range covering up to the fifth or sixth harmonic. Two precision 1-dB/step attenuators were used in the setup, one in
the send path and one in the receive path, to ensure that the
power level steps were accurate. The receive attenuator
provides a constant fundamental level to the spectrum analyzer so that distortion percentages can be directly read off
the plotted data scales.
Figure 11 shows the E, (41.2 -Hz) harmonic distortion
data. The nonharmonically related spikes, at lower power
levels, are due to measurement setup background noise
and are not generated by the loudspeaker. At lower power
levels, the second and third harmonics are evident. At
higher power levels, the fourth, fifth, and sixth harmonics
join the lower ones. The second harmonic is seen to predominate over the whole power range, which indicates a
one-sided nonlinearity. Note that 100 watts at 41 Hz generates roughly 104 dB (loud!) at
meter with this system.
These distortion percentages, though not the lowest, are
reasonable considering the size of the woofer.
The A2 (110 -Hz) harmonic data is shown in Fig. 12. The
graph shows that only the second and third harmonics were
significant over most of the power range. The second harmonic increases gradually with power, reaching a level of
only 1.26% at 100 watts. The third harmonic, though somewhat higher, reached only 2.4%. As in the previous graph,
all the nonharmonic random-like information shown is not
produced by the speaker but is the result of background
noise and other effects in the test setup.
The A4 (440 -Hz) harmonic measurements are shown in
Fig. 13. As in the 110 -Hz measurements, the predominant
distortion is a low amount of second and third, with negligible amounts of higher order distortion. For this test, the
maximum power was limited to 50 watts because of resistors overheating in the crossover network. Some preliminary
testing was done at 100 watts, which caused a pair of power
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A subwoofer is definitely

not required with the 801.
With room gain, it can
generate healthy bass peaks
in excess of 110 dB SPL.
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resistors in series with the midrange portion of the network
to heat up enough to smell quite badly.

The 41.2 -Hz distortion test also caused overheating of a
10 -watt power resistor in the woofer part of the crossover (in

Zobel impedance -correcting network in parallel with the
woofer, coincidentally tuned to about 40 Hz). burned my
finger on this one while trying to find which resistor was
overheating! Note that under normal operating conditions,
with program material, resistor overheating should not be a
problem. It takes some crazy reviewer like me, doing continuous high -power, narrow -band sine -wave testing, to cause
overheating!
The IM on a 440 -Hz (A4) tone created by an equal -level
(input power, not acoustic output level) 41.2 -Hz (E,) tone, is
shown in Fig. 14. The IM distortion gradually rises with
a

I

108

power, reaching a level of only about 5% at 50 watts. The
first -order (f2 ± f,)and second -order (f2 ± 2f,) side frequencies predominated in this power range. These IM levels are
quite low, primarily due to the fact that the woofer handles
the lower frequency signal and the midrange essentially
handles the upper. The maximum power was again limited
to 50 watts due to crossover limitations.
Figure 15 shows the short-term peak-power input and
output capabilities of the system, as a function of frequency.
The tests were rLn by exercising the system with a highlevel, shaped, 61/2 -cycle, sine -wave tone -burst signal. This
test signal covers a third -octave bandwidth, with a time
duration that increases as the frequency goes down. The
duty cycle of the lest signal is low enough so that the longterm thermal characteristics of the speaker under test are
not exercised.
The test consisted of determining the maximum peak
input power -handling capacity and maximum output peak
sound pressure levels, in the range of 10 Hz to 20 kHz, at all
third -octave center frequencies. The Crown MA -2400 power
amplifier, configured in the bridged mode, was used to
drive the system. In this configuration, the amplifier can
generate short-term peaks of about 5.0 to 5.5 kW (+37
dBW, or ±210 V into an 8 -ohm load) depending on the
load. The peak input power was calculated by assuming
that the measured voltage was applied across the rated 8 ohm impedance.
The test sequence consisted of determining how much of
the burst test signal could be handled by the speaker, at
each frequency, before either the output sounded audibly
distorted or the acoustic output waveform appeared distorted, whichever occurred first. At each frequency, the maximum peak input voltage and the corresponding generated
peak output sound pressure level at 1 meter were recorded
(Fig. 15).
The maximum peak electrical input power -handling capacity is seen to rise with frequency until about 40 Hz,
where it stays roughly constant at about 250 watts and then
rises to a peak of 1,650 watts at 315 Hz. Above 315 Hz, the
level drops slightly at 500 Hz, then rises smoothly up to
about 5.1 kW at 1.6 kHz and stays at this level for all higher
frequencies. Above 1.6 kHz, the amplifier's clipping power
limit was reached before the speaker's was! The depression
at 500 Hz is due to midrange excursion limitations. The
system can actually handle more power than the curves
show but at the expense of much greater distortion and
possible damage risk at higher frequencies.
Initially, was at a loss to explain why the power handling
in the range from 80 to 250 Hz was so low. In this range, the
acoustic output waveshape turned into a triangle wave with
accompanying high values of harmonic distortion, at levels
above 45 V peak (250 peak watts). By comparison, the
Dahlquist M907i reviewed in the August issue had about six
to eight times higher power -handling on bursts in this frequency range.
Before you say, "So what, 250 watts is sufficiently high for
practical purposes," realize that with transient burst signals
the subjective loudness of the output is significantly lower
than an equivalent continuous signal of the same peak
power. In a side -by -side comparison, the highest clean
I
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FET nine/e preamplifier:

Thréshold founders Nelson Pass (right)
and?René Besné with the first Threshold
preamplifier; the Model NS 10. The NS
10 contained advanced single -ended ultra
class A and non -feedback technology
which predated the present popularity of
these techniques. Typically for Threshold,
the 1977 introduction of this preamplifier
set state- of -the -ad standards that are
still valid today.

S/160

-

S/250

STASIS power amplifiers
These new power amplifiers bring the
purity of Threshold STASIS operation
into consideration for systems
previously restricted to conventional
amplifier technology and construction.

Component selection and quality verification are similar in all respects with
those applied to the more extravagant
Threshold models. This allows the
S/160 and S/250 to significantly out-

class In linearity, dynamics, and
reserves all other candidates for cost
effective installations.

Extending its preamplifier
tradition Threshold now
introduces the Model FET nine/e
This new component provides cartridije gain plus full line level control
facilities within a single chassis. Its
design embodies advanced Circuit
concepts drawn from those of the
ultra -high performance Threshold
FET ten/e system. As a result the
FET nine/e is able to provide a level
of music reproduction that will
impress the most critical of listeners.
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The Fet nine/e demonstrates

Threshold's commitment to excellence with craftsmanship and finish
that stand as benchmarks for the
industry. All gain devices are
individually selected for breakdown,
gain, noise and linearity. Circuit
paths, connectors, and even
the front panel fastening hardware
Is gold plated. Advanced circuit
topologies and superb metalwork
combine for flawless performance
and beauty that will endure over
yea -sof rigorous use.
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Threshold
components are
exclusively

distributed by
Your Authorized Threshold negler will be
pleased to audition these exciting new
Threshold components. For the location
of your nearest Threshold dealer ou
may call 1 800 888 8055, or write
InConcert, 12919 Earned Avenue, Auburn,

California 95603.
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More than audio excellence.

division of
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Corporation

The 8O1s sounded very clean
on high-level organ bass,
sending chills down my back.
These systems can really
rattle the windows!
burst output of the 801 at 125 Hz sounded rather anemic
compared to the M907i's output.
To track down the cause of the power reduction, first ran
a peak input power test with direct connection to the woofer,
which is shown in Fig. 15. This indicated that it was the
crossover that was responsible for the power limitation. My
early hunch about the low power handling was to attribute it
to the protection circuitry in the crossover. Further investigation revealed that it was not due to the protection circuitry
but rather was due to current limitations in one of the two
high -value inductors in the low -frequency portion of the
crossover network.
This was determined by simply bypassing (shorting
across) each of the inductors in the woofer section of the
crossover, one by one. The inductor in question is a ferritecored, 6.5-mH inductor that apparently was undergoing
core saturation, B & W provided me with a very comprehensive replacement -parts manual and schematic set for the
801 that provided considerable help in the investigation (the
inductor under discussion is labelled L6). Note that for
typical program material with realistic crest factors played
through power amplifiers of 150 watts or less, inductor
saturation and resistor overheating should be no problem.
The other major peak -power limitation in the low -frequency range of the 801 was due to dynamic offset of the woofer.
This primarily reduced the power handling in the range from
50 to 100 Hz. With high-level bursts, the outward cone
displacement was quite prominent. Reversing the system
input connections (polarity), of course, had no effect on the
direction of displacement.
The upper curves of Fig. 15 illustrate the maximum peak
sound pressure levels the system can generate at a distance of 1 meter on axis for the input levels shown in the
lower curves. Also shown on the graph is the room gain of a
typical listening room at low frequencies. This adds about 3
dB to the response at 80 Hz and 9 dB at 20 Hz. (See the
Dahlquist speaker review in the August issue for more
information on room gain.) Note that the external alignment
filter has no effect on the measured peak input and output
capabilities of the system. Only the characteristics of the
system itself affect the measured maximum powers.
With room gain, a single system can generate healthy
peak levels in excess of 110 dB in the critical low -frequency
range from 25 to 100 Hz. A pair of these systems, operating
with mono bass, will be able to generate higher levels by
some 3 to 6 dB in this same range. The good low -frequency
peak -power output capabilities of the 801 mean that a
subwoofer is definitely not required.
Measurements of the external active high-pass alignment
filter confirmed that it is a second -order high-pass filter with
a Q of about 2. The filter exhibited a maximum gain of 5.7
dB at 207 Hz and rolled off at 12 dB/octave at lower
frequencies. Its output impedance was resistive at about
100 ohms and clipped at about ± 15 V into an open circuit.
The filter had a unity mid -band gain, with a slight high frequency droop of 0.6 dB at 20 kHz.
I

Use and Listening Tests
have had the 801s for seven months, and they have
been the primary reference standard that compared other
I

I

110

reviewed systems against. The main difficulty with doing the
listening test on the 801s is that
can't now write, "As
compared to my reference systems ... thus and so," as
often do. As a result of this relatively long association,
several descriptive terms come to mind in describing the
sound of the 801s: Revealing, neutral, wide -range, great low
end, smooth, effortless, loud, and clean.
Before got to the listening part of this review, several
use -related items need to be gotten out of the way. B & W
provides a fairly well-done five -page instruction manual for
setup and use of the 801s, divided into nine sections.
Contrary to the title for Section 4, "The listening room and
positioning your loudspeakers," hardly any information on
actually positioning the loudspeakers is provided. Only general comments on listening -room acoustics, dimensions,
construction methods, and the effect of furnishings are
provided. The rest of the manual is devoted to such topics
as unpacking, installation, amplification and control equipment, protection circuitry, accessories, and cables.
In the fit and finish department (yes, do read automotive
reviews), the first time used a double -banana plug to make
and break a connection to one of the systems, the rear
terminal panel came off in my hands and was dangling only
by its wires. This fortunately does not break the seal to the
bass enclosure, because the mounting hole only connects
to dead space under the cabinet. This terminal board is not
held on by screws or other fasteners; instead, it is held on
by hot -melt adhesive that apparently was not applied very
liberally.
also had a lot of difficulty in attaching (and keeping
attached) my large spade -lugged Straight Wire cables to
the input terminals of the 801. The terminals are not the
usual five -way binding posts but are designed only to accept bare wire ends and can only be finger -tightened (if you
can get your fingers into the cramped space!). Because
connect and reconnect the cables so often, finally resorted
to an external adaptor, composed of a large industrial grade barrier-terminal strip connected to a double -banana
plug by a 2 -in. length of 12 -gauge wire.
The woofer grille assembly is a circular framework constructed of 0.15 -in. -diameter metal wire stock with grille
cloth stretched tightly over it. Projections on the grille frame
mate with rubber grommets in holes drilled in the woofer
frame to attach the grille to the cabinet. When removed
and replaced the woofer grille for the first time, inadvertently pushed a couple of the grommets into the woofer frame,
thus preventing the grille from seating properly. This was
due to misalignment of the grille frame, which prevented the
projections from aligning properly with the centers of the
grommets. had to take time to fish the grommets out of the
woofer frame with a small screwdriver. Needless to say,
now make sure the projections align with the grommets
before seating the grille frame.
All listening was performed in my newly constructed listening room, which has dimensions of approximately 151/2
x 27 x 8 feet. The room has normal living -room furnishings
and a carpeted floor. Equipment used for listening included
an Onkyo Grand Integra DX -G10 CD player, a Krell KSP-7B
preamp, a Krell KSA-200B solid-state power amplifier, and
Straight Wire Maestro interconnects and speaker cables.
I
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The B & W 8O1's reliability
and high output appeal
to pros, while its accuracy,
imaging, and wide, flat
response lure audiophiles.
More recently, two other CD players were also used: Rotel's
Model RCD855 and a Meridian Model 206. The systems
were hooked up conventionally; did not bi-wire them. The
majority of my listening was done before the measurements
were made.
Most of the listening was done with the 801s placed well
out in the room, about 6 feet (1.8 m) away from the short rear
wall and separated by 8 feet (2.4 m). This left a spacing of
about 4 feet (1.2 m) from the side walls. The systems were
aimed horizontally at my normal listening position so that
was on the midrange/tweeter axis of the system. did not
simply rotate the head assembly to achieve this aiming;
rotated the whole cabinet. Listening took place on the sofa,
about 10 feet (3 m) away.
The majority of the listening was done with the castors
installed on the bottom of the cabinet. This was purely a
logistical convenience because frequently have to move
the systems in and out of my listening room. As stated
earlier, did not take the time to install the supplied Sound
Anchor stands but did listen to the systems with the spikes
installed. Listening with the spikes attached provided a
subtle improvement in bass transient capability and level,
but don't expect any large, night -and -day change in the
sound of the system with this addition. In some situations,
the spikes may actually increase the transmission of sounds
through the floor and cause a form of bass pre -echo that
could be quite objectionable. Make sure the surface that the
systems are spiked to is quite stable and immovable.
Most listening was done with all the grilles on because the
tweeter grille is not easily removed. Sometimes would take
the woofer grille off to check cone excursion on high-level
bass passages.
The 801s sounded very clean at all playback levels, even
with selections whose low -frequency content was at very
high levels, such as the organ version of Pictures at an
Exhibition (Dorian DOR-90117, recommended highly if you
are into pipe organ music). The systems do such an excellent job on this CD that it sent chills down my back when
listening to the second track. These systems can rattle the
windows when called on to do so!
did listen to the Pictures CD again, after had done the
measurements, to try and find a selection that would trigger
the dynamic offset behavior of the woofer. found such a
part on track 15 at 3:41 and 3:44, when the organ is played
I

all -stops -out during the finale; this caused the cone to displace outward significantly. To exhibit the phenomenon, the
systems were played at a level of 92 dB ("A" scale, slow

averaging), corresponding to 102 dB SPL ("C" scale, slow),
as measured on the Simpson 886 sound -level meter at my
normal listening position. The offset, however, did not cause
any audible problems that could detect. If any distortion
was generated, it was masked quite effectively by the proI

gram material.
When played at high levels, the system dealt very effectively with the kick drum on the Sheffield Track and Drum
CD (CD -14/20). On the Berlioz Symphonie Fantastique (Reference Recordings RR -11 CD), the 801s created a very
realistic soundstage from the complex orchestration. The
bass drum in this selection was reproduced with excellent
weight and much authority.
The West Side Story medley from the National Symphonic
Winds' Center Stage (Wilson Audiophile WCD-8824) was
also re-created with a good soundstage and imaging. The
systems' reproduction of the horns on this CD was particularly effective and very clean. The Bach harpsichord music
on the CD of German Harpsichord Music ("K" Edition, Open
Window OW 001, a German import) was very natural and
clean, with the systems doing particularly well on the room
sound and reverberation.
On pink noise, the systems passed the walk -around,
stand-up, sit-down test-for checking evenness of coverage-with flying colors. Both side -to -side and up/down coverage were very good, with only small changes in timbre
being noticed at the different listening locations.
On most selections, the effect of the external high-pass
equalization filter could not be heard. Only on those selections that had appreciable content at very low frequencies
could the filter be heard. With third -octave, band -limited
pink noise at 20 Hz, the filter made a large difference in
level. This signal also generated much chuffing air noise
from the port when played at high level. With more conventional wide -band program material, the chuffing sounds
were usually masked by the higher frequencies of the material. The systems were, however, reproducing 20 -Hz fundamental signals better than many other systems.
The tonal balance of the 801s as judged on solo piano
music was also quite good. relied very heavily on the Dick
Hyman Plays Fats Waller piano CD (Reference Recordings
RR-33CD) for this evaluaton. The BOsendorfer piano's powDon Keele is an independent consultant with his own company,
er and weight came through very strongly on the 801s.
DBK Associates, and works primarily for Audio as Senior Editor
Arleen Auger's soprano singing voice on the Love Songs
for loudspeaker reviews. He is also a consultant to Crown
CD (Delos DCD 3029) was reproduced very smoothly, with
International, a former employer, working with advanced TEF
naturalness and no trace of harshness (this is a great CD,
system development. While working at Crown, he was manager of
very beautiful singing voice). The 801s do great on the
software development and responsible for the software of the TEF
piano on this CD also.
System 12 Time -Delay Spectrometry analyzer.
In conclusion, am very pleased with the performance of
Keele is a member and Fellow of the Audio Engineering Society
and has presented and published papers on loudspeaker design the 801s; they are quite stellar in most of the areas
evaluated. It's been a pleasure having them available for
and measurement methods. He holds a B.S. degree in electrical
engineering and physics from California State Polytechnic,
serious listening. Some work still needs to be done, howPomona, and an M.S. degree in electrical engineering from
ever, in controlling the dynamic offset behavior in the woofer
Brigham Young University. He was the primary designer of
and with overload problems in the crossover. If you are
Electro -Voice's HR series of constant -directivity horns and holds
looking for systems in this price range, the 801s demand
the patent. He also holds two patents on JBL's Bi-Radial series of
your serious consideration. highly recommend them.
constant -directivity horns.
D. B. Keele, Jr.
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'A generation Tatar, tansistor
designs by such zornpanies as
_avinson, Kre I, and Threshold
lave gained my -espect as being
nninently musical despite their
3 licon hearts. -o the ist can
-tow add Kinerctics Research."
Zick Olsher
3ereophile Vc1.13, ho. 1.
I

1i

`Those audio'aratics who want to
3e bombarded f jet p anes,
3arthquakes, _ft.nderstorms and
aven atomic txrnbs would
probably not Ike the Kinergetics
sound, but if they're searching for
-music, here isar oasis."
Lewis Lipnick
Etereophile Vol. "0, No. 5.

i

` ..Kinergetics offer_ its purc-iaser
more than a glirrpse o: what the
nest CD souni is all about.'
John Atkinsor
Etereophile Vol. "3, No.1.

..Kinergetics K2D-40 has
become an in.ecral part of ruy
playback systarr. I recommend it
very highly, especialy to those
who have hac rrtonLmental
cifficulty coming to any terms with
the CD forma-.'
Neil Levenson
'Fanfare, Jan/Fe3 1990.

"<inergetic's KCD-2J. the first
CD player to crack the Class 1
Sound barrier'
.

Peter MontcriaF
_

`tnternatlonaLAi-dioReview'
Hotline #43-45.

We will contElie to create
i-nprovements in areas of
psychoacousá± that others
have yet to discover.

I ff:a

CS

KI

RESEARCH

e029 Reseda Blvd_ la -zar

,

CA 91356

E18/345-5339 Fa:: 3'8/669-3576

EQUIPMENT. PROFILE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Tuner Section
FM Usable Sensitivity: Mono, 14.8
dBf.

at

100 Hz.

Treble Control Range:

± 10 dB at

10 kHz.

50 -dB Quieting Sensitivity: Mono,
20.3 dBf.

Alternate -Channel Selectivity:
70 dB.

S/N: 60 dB.

Capture Ratio: 2.0 dB.
Image Rejection: 50 dB.
IA. Rejection: 110 dB.
AM Tuner Sensitivity: 30

V.

CD Player Section

DENON
DCC-8970
CAR TUNER
& CD PLAYER

Bass Control Range: ± 10 dB

Frequency Response:

5 Hz to 20

kHz, ± 1.0 dB.
S/N: 90 dB.

Dynamic Range:

90 dB.

THD: 0.007%.

Muting: - 20 dB.
Loudness (Volume at

-30

dB):

+ 10 dB at 100 Hz, + 8.5 dB at 10
kHz.
Chassis Dimensions: 7 in. W x 2
in. H x 613/16 in. D (17.8 cm x 5 cm
x 17.2 cm).
Panel Dimensions: 7% in. W x 25/16
in. H x 1/2 in. D (18.7 cm x 5.9 cm
x 1.3 cm).
Weight: 3 lbs., 5 oz. (1.5 kg).
Price: $700.
Company Address: 222 New Rd.,
Parsippany, N.J. 07054.
For literature, circle No. 92

General Specifications
Output Voltage: V.
1

T-r
VOL

DEADER
PUSH
ON

I
BASS

-

144

PULL
BAL

LOC/RPT MONO/RND
DENONLJO

TREBLE

"

WLh
1FM I

.

RAND
I

,

LOUD

---..

Mill..- MS1
.

.e

_-r

rs

2

3

-.=

.

,

cN

SEEK

LOUD,

L

4_

AUX

5

^

-"

_

More and more manufacturers of car audio products are
incorporating the same CD playback technology into their
mobile components as is found in their better home CD
players. A good example of this trend can be found in
Denon's latest AM/FM/CD head unit, their Model DCC-8970.
Though incorrectly dubbed a "receiver" (the unit has no
built-in power amplifier), the DCC-8970 is in all respects a
superbly crafted product.
The CD player section of the DCC-8970 uses Denon's
eight -times oversampling, 20 -bit digital filter followed by
noise -shaping circuitry that moves residual noise out of the
audio band and into the high -frequency regions, where it
can be easily filtered out. Separate linear D/A converters are
used for each channel. Mechanically, found the player
mechanism to be highly resistant to external shock and
vibration-a "must" for car use.
The DCC-8970 employs four separate regulated power
supplies: One for the transport, servo, and decoding cirI

114

DSP
¡MEMO(
^

ltn1. s

y

FM -AM COMPACT DISC PLAYER DCC8970

cults; one for the digital filter and D/A converters; one for the
analog circuitry, and one for the system control circuits.
Analog circuits are isolated to prevent ground loops that
can result in noise.
Convenience features of the CD section include random
play, intro scan, repeat playback of the currently playing
track, and bidirectional fast search from track to track or
within each track. The tuner section has 24 station presets
(18 FM and six AM), and its DORS II (Denon Optimum
Reception System) continuously varies separation, high -cut
filter action, and volume based on signal strength.
There are outputs for connection to front and rear stereo
power amplifiers plus a front -panel mini -jack auxiliary input
for another program source, such as a personal portable
cassette player. This auxiliary input incorporates an isolation
amplifier to prevent ground -loop noise that might result
when a tape player is powered from the car's cigarette
lighter jack. The DCC-8970 also features an interface that
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Balanced and Single-Erded Inputs and Ou-puts;
Total of 6lnpJts, 2 F ord Outputs, 2 Man Outputs
Front Panel Ad ustmerls fo`r Gain'and Absclute Ph36é
Re -programmable to Monaural Operation
All High -Bias, Class ACrcuitry
D.C. Coupled Circuitryfam Ilnputto Output
Output Section Capabe of Swinging 50 Vots Peak-:o -Peak
Sophisticated Externa Power Supply System with Three
Independent Stage: of Regúlation

,

Front Panel Ad ustments:
Input Selectbn for Two Cartridges with N ate Postiori
Input Impedance: fron 10 ohms to 47.5K ohms i-INine S-eps
Moving Coil or Moving Magnel'3ain
RIAA Trim Adjustmai_s at.20Hzend 20K-Iz
Re -programmable to Monaural Operation
Entirely Passiv3RIAA Equalization; Trackirxa is witlrn .1 dB
All High -Bias, Class.ACircuitry.
D.C. Coupled Circuitry f -om Input to Output
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20 Higgins Drive Milford. Z.T 06480
Phone: 203-874-3139 Fax: -2034378-8373

See the Krell Digital advertisement inthis issue
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The FM tuner's response
was extremely flat, even more
so than most home FM tuners
and receivers.

AMPLITUDE (dB/ VERSUS FREQUENCY (Hs,:

TUNER SECTION: DEMON DCC-0970
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n n

-2.000

-

20

100

16

Fig. 1-Frequency

response, FM tuner
section.
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vs.

frequency.
mutes the audio system when.a cellular telephone in the car
is in use. The tuner and CD sections and all inputs have
buffer amplifiers that isolate them from each other and
provide constant low -impedance feeds for the volume control and following amplifier sections. As is true of so many
car audio products these days, the DCC-8970 comes in a
mounting shell so that the chassis itself can be easily removed to prevent theft.

Control Layout
Power on/off, volume adjustment, balance, and fader controls are all combined in a pair of concentrically mounted
rotary knobs at the left end of the front panel. Pushing the
116

I

most home FM tuners and receivers, which usually roll off by
or 2 dB at 15 kHz. Figure 2 is my usual plot of signal-tonoise ratio versus input signal level. As is typical of most car
audio tuner sections, limiting was deliberately made somewhat more gradual than in a home tuner. In this case, it took
some 30 dBf of signal input for the audio level (top solid
curve in Fig. 2) to reach the -3 dB point relative to maximum audio output. At this signal level, there is no stereo
effect. In mono, 50-dB quieting required 25 dBf of input
signal, as against 20.3 dBf claimed by Denon. Signal-tonoise ratio for strong signals was just short of 70 dB in mono
and 63 dB in stereo. Increasing signal strength beyond the
standard 65-dBf measurement point resulted in a further
increase in stereo S/N, to approximately 68 dB.
Figure 3 shows how THD + N varied with input signal
levels. This plot also enables me to ascertain the usable
sensitivity point, which turned out to be 25 dBf rather than
the 14.8 dBf claimed by Denon. The usable sensitivity point
in this DCC-8970 sample was determined more by the
distortion level than by noise. This was evident because an
unmodulated 25-dBf signal yielded a full 50 dB of quieting
(Fig. 2), while a modulated signal of the same strength
brought THD + N down only to the 3% point, equivalent to
around -30 dB (Fig. 3). suspect that slight misalignment
of the i.f. section or the FM detector was responsible for this
relatively poor usable sensitivity figure and the higher than
expected THD levels. Even at 65 dBf, where noise was
clearly not a factor in the reading, THD was 0.48% in mono
and 0.7% in stereo.
1

signal strength.

FM

Measurements
measured the characteristics of the FM tuner section
first. Figure shows the frequency response of the FM tuner
section to be extremely flat-more so, in fact, than that of
1

0.1
0 0

volume control turns the power on or off, while pulling this
knob changes its function to channel balance. The small
bass and treble control knobs can be popped out for adjustment and then pushed back to their recessed positions.
Each has a well-defined detent at its "flat" position. A pair of
pushbuttons beneath the tone controls serve as manual or
automatic ("seek") tuning controls for FM and AM and as
manual (within -track) or auto (track -by -track) search controls for CD play. For both tuner and CD, the manual or
automatic mode for these buttons is selected by a small
button just to their right.
The upper section of the panel is taken up by the CD slot
and, to its right, an eject switch. Beneath the slot are a local/
distant switch (that doubles as a repeat play switch during
CD operation) and an FM mono switch (that doubles as a
random play switch during CD play). Below these is a row of
five switches for CD play/stop, tuner "Band," loudness,
preset scan, and display mode (for track number or elapsed
time for the current CD track). When in the CD play mode,
the preset scan switch controls intro scan. Six numbered
preset pushbuttons are arranged along the lower section of
.the front panel. To their right is the miniature auxiliary input
jack mentioned earlier. During FM or AM listening, the display area at the right of the panel shows tuned -to frequency,
stereo reception, status of the loudness control and the local
distant/switch, as well as preset number selected.
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Make your next move to Velodyne.
It's guaranteed to put new life
into your system!
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.

For sound performance,

á Velodyne subwoofer is the

single most dramatic addition you can make to -any
system. -Experience the true
power of bass without harmonic distortion.
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measured an S/N ratio of
94.8 dB for the left channel
and 93.4 dB for the right, both
well above Denon's figure
of 90 dB.
I
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Fig. 5 -Frequency

response (solid curves)
and stereo separation
(dashed curves), FM tuner
section. Note the effects
of blending at low signal
levels, as shown by the
two middle curves.
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response.

The plots of THD + N versus frequency in Fig. 4 offer
reasonably close confirmation of the readings obtained in
Fig. 3. These plots also show that distortion levels were fairly
uniform at all frequencies from 50 Hz to around 6 kHz. Mono
THD measured 0.55% at 100 Hz and 0.48% at 6 kHz, and
stereo THD was 0.9% at 100 Hz and 0.73% at 6 kHz.
Figure 5 shows separation for two levels of signal
strength. For strong signals, separation was 37 dB at kHz,
32 dB at 100 Hz, and 28.5 dB at 10 kHz, as shown by the
distance between the upper solid curve and the lower
dashed curve. When signal strength was reduced to 45 dBf,
separation was no more than 7 dB at all frequencies of
interest, as shown by the two middle curves. In other words,
at that low signal level, the blending circuitry had almost
caused the tuner to revert to monophonic reception in order
to reduce background noise.
Figure 6 shows results of a spectrum analysis conducted
with the FFT function of my Audio Precision System One test
equipment. With a 5 -kHz signal fully modulating one stereo
channel, the solid curve shows the desired 5 -kHz output
reaching the reference level (0 dB), while other harmonic
and spurious components are visible all the way out to the
end of the sweep. Notice that the sidebands associated with
the L
R difference signal (visible at 33 and 43 kHz) are
only down about 20 dB with respect to the desired 5 -kHz
signal. Denon, like so many other car audio manufacturers,
makes no attempt to filter out these components or the 19 kHz pilot carrier component (also visible in the graph). The
presumption, of course, is that no one will record from a car
FM tuner, and since these subcarrier components are generally inaudible, there's no reason to filter them out. have
never been convinced of this, especially since many people
can detect the presence of 19 kHz if it is attenuated by only
58 dB, as was the case here.
The dashed curve in Fig. 6 represents a spectrum analysis taken at the output of the unmodulated channel. Although it is not apparent because of the overlap of the two
5 -kHz peaks, the cursor readout of the Audio Precision
system showed me that separation at 5 kHz was really
40.5 dB. The diminished separation readings seen in Fig. 5
are actually the result of spurious harmonics and other
components. Still, all of these harmonic -distortion and sub carrier components appear at the output of the unmodulated channel as well, with the 19 -kHz residual output down by
no more than about 43 dB in this case. (Use the right-hand
scale to read levels for the dashed curve.)
Alternate -channel selectivity measured 68 dB, as against
70 dB claimed. Capture ratio was 3 dB, and the i.f. rejection
value of 75 dB fell far short of the claimed 110 dB.
Figure 7 shows that the response of the AM tuner section
of the DCC-8970 extended from 80 Hz to 2.3 kHz between
-6 dB points. Apparently, Denon has not yet joined the
growing list of manufacturers adhering to the new NRSC-1
Standards that mandate response to 7.5 kHz.
Turning next to the CD player section,
measured response using sweep signals available on my CBS CD -1 test
disc. Results are shown in Fig. 8. The difference in output
between the two channels in the midrange frequencies
amounted to no more than about 0.6 dB. Since there was no
difference in response between channels when tested the
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music that's alive with energy. Dolby Surround"'
brings you dramatic "3 -dimensional" movie theater
presence. There's even a motor -driven master
volume control, plus a wireless remote.
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The CD section is so well
isolated from the outside
world that it takes almost
a hammer blow to make it
mistrack.
AMPLITUDE (dB) VS. FREQUENCY (Hz): DEMON DCC-9970 CD PLAYER SECTION
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Fig. 8-Frequency

response, CD section, for
left channel (solid curve)
and right channel (dashed
curve).

the post-D/A analog stages were not being overloaded at
0 dB. SMPTE-IM distortion at maximum recorded level was
0.021% for the left channel and 0.05% for the right.
To differentiate between the harmonic -distortion and the
noise components observed in the previous tests, ran a
spectrum analysis of the output of the left channel while
playing a 1 -kHz test signal at maximum recorded level.
Results are shown in Fig. 11. The major harmonic component is at 2 kHz and is at a level of -86 dB; several smaller
harmonic components are visible at 4, 9, and 11 kHz.
Calculating the square root of the sum of the squares of
these harmonic components, came up with an actual THD
figure very close to the 0.007% claimed by Denon.
Using the "silent" track of the CBS CD -1 test disc,
obtained signal-to-noise ratios of 94.8 dB for the left channel
and 93.4 dB for the right channel. Both figures are well
above Denon's claimed 90 dB. A spectrum analysis of this
residual noise reveals that much of the noise is at the low frequency end of the spectrum (see Fig. 12).
Separation was considerably worse than have been
obtaining for most home CD players: 60 to 62 dB at mid frequencies, decreasing at 125 Hz to 51.5 dB and at 10 kHz
to 47.5 dB for one channel and 53.5 dB for the other. These
results are shown in Fig. 13.
My major disappointment in the DCC-8970's CD performance came when tested its linearity, or, to put it more
correctly, its deviation from linearity. Figure 14 reveals the
problems. Using undithered signals, deviation was off by
nearly 5 dB at 80 dB below maximum recorded level. The
deviation was greater when
tried to measure down to
-100 dB, using the dithered signals available on the CD -1
test disc. At a level of -90 dB, the left -channel linearity was
off by +7 dB while the right -channel deviation had already
"run off the graph," which is calibrated to a maximum
deviation of ± 10 dB!
Using the "better" of the two channels, results of the fade to-noise test, shown in Fig. 15, confirmed these readings.
This test did, however, reveal that dynamic range, applying
the EIA Standard, was far better than claimed, or about 111
dB, while the EIAJ method yielded figures of only 83.6 dB
for the left channel and 82.8 dB for the right.
My usual single -pulse test showed that the CD section of
the DCC-8970 does not invert signal polarity. The only other
electrical measu+ement made for the CD player section was
a check of its clock accuracy. Using a 20 -kHz test signal
(actually, 19,997 Hz), found that pitch was off by 0.014%.
Middle A, having a pitch of 440 Hz, will therefore be reproduced at a frequency of 439.9384 Hz, just in case you
are concerned about such minuscule deviations from "perfect pitch."
All that remained for me to test was the performance of
the DCC-8970's preamplifier section, or, more specifically,
the range of its tone and loudness controls. Tone control
range is shown in Fig. 16. In my view, the bass control's
range seems a bit excessive considering that not every car
audio user is going to install hundreds of watts worth of
power amplifiers. have no problem with the 10 -dB boost
and cut values available at 100 Hz (they correspond to
Denon's published figures). However, am a bit troubled by
the fact that output continues to rise instead of "shelving"
I
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Fig. 10-THD + N vs.
signal level at 1 kHz.

I

FM tuner section, can't blame it on any component tolerances in the analog stages of the unit but must attribute it to
I

the CD circuitry itself.
Figure 9 shows how THD + N varied with frequency. At 1
kHz, THD + N was 0.008% for the left channel and just over
0.013% for the right channel. Figure 10 is a plot of THD + N
versus recorded level, with 0 dB corresponding to maximum
recorded level. At this level, THD + N for the left channel
was -82 dB, corresponding almost exactly to the reading
of 0.008% obtained in Fig 9. The same held true for the right
channel, since its reading of -77.5 dB corresponds to
slightly more than 0.013%. There was no significant decrease in THD + N at lower recorded levels, indicating that
122
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On FM, the DCC-897O's sound
was notable mainly for its
spaciousness; the Denon
presented a wider sound stage
than my reference unit.
below 100 Hz, reaching around 13.5 dB at 30 Hz in the
maximum boost setting.
The action of the loudness control was likewise somewhat
strange, as seen in the plots of Fig. 17. At a volume control
setting of 30 dB below maximum, bass compensation is
exactly + 10 dB, as claimed. Treble boost, however, is also
about + 10 dB at the high -frequency end of the spectrum
and continues to increase even further at super-audible
frequencies. have been emphasizing for some time that
treble loudness compensation, if required at all (and most
experts maintain that it is not needed), should be far less
than this.
In view of the fact that Ivan Berger would be listening to
this head unit in its "natural" car environment, saw no point
in conducting extensive listening tests in the "unnatural"
environment of my lab and office. Yet did want to check out
the tracking stability of the unit when subjected to external
vibration and shock. My tests can hardly be described as
scientific, since they consisted largely of tapping the case of
the DCC-8970 with ever-increasing ferocity.
am always
amazed when encounter a car CD player mechanism that
is so well isolated from the outside world that it takes almost
a hammer blow to cause it to mistrack. Such was the case
with the Denon, and was very pleased with its stability
when subjected to this kind of abuse. As for the DCC-8970's
performance on the road, will be most eager to read Mr.
Berger's comments concerning tuner sensitivity and CD
player linearity. If his assessment is totally positive, it may
well suggest that things are not nearly as critical to listeners
in a car environment as they are in the quiet environment of
a home listening room. That's a conclusion have suspected for some time anyway!
Leonard Feldman
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Behind the Wheel
The DCC-8970 shows Denon's usual attention to ergonomics: The display is large and clear, and the control
buttons are well differentiated by touch. especially liked
the sculptured up/down buttons at the lower left, which
change radio stations or CD tracks, and the raised bars at
the left edge of each of the six station -preset buttons. The
only real lapse in human engineering was the near -universal
one of putting more than five buttons in a single long row
and making them identical. That's a neat -looking style solution (especially in CD players, where the long loading slot
nudges the designer towards a horizontal layout), but it's not
good design unless you make the buttons distinguishable
by touch from each other-as Denon did with a shorter,
four -button row just above. As our mothers told us all incessantly, just because everybody does it doesn't mean you
have to. On the whole, however, the controls were very well
laid out and the control functions quite well chosen.
Night illumination was very good. With the system off, the
ends of the CD slot (though not the slot itself) glow, as do
the display and a ring around the volume control. With the
system on, the ring glows more brightly, and rings around
the bass and treble controls turn on. The eject button looks
as if it should light, but the one in my sample didn't. would
have liked better illuminated and larger legends on the
subsidiary controls (especially preset scan, which hit sev-
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Fig. 12-Spectrum

analysis of residual noise
when playing "no -signal"
track of test CD.
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Fig. 13-Separation vs.

frequency for left channel
(solid curve) and right
channel (dashed curve).
eral times by accident), but understand the difficulty of
providing them. The "DSP°' legend on one button, incidentally, stands for display mode, not digital signal processing.
"This was one of the more straightforward CD/tuner units
to install," according to Tony 'gel of Stratford Sound Room
in New York, who does all of my test installations. The leads
are all marked very clearly, with contrasting black lettering
on white plastic collars, and there are no outboard chassis
aside from two small boxes (probably filters) in the power
leads, each measuring only about 1 x 11/4 x 2 inches.
As to FM performance, neither in the city nor the country
did the DCC-8970 road-tested (a different unit than the one
Len Feldman used for his measurements) receive as many
I

I
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All in all, I found the DCC-8970
to be a good CD player and
a decent FM tuner, packaged
with Denon's usual ergonomic

expertise.
DEVIATION IROM PERFECT LINEARITY.
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Fig. 17 -Loudness

control range.

compensation for volume
control settings from 0 dB
(highest setting) to -40 dB.

stations as clearly as my Soundstream reference unit did.
The Denon sounded more spacious, with a wider sound stage, but did not sound as warm or clear as the reference
did. Still, bear in mind that the Denon, with CD, costs only
$21 more than my reference unit, with tape, last sold for;
Denon obviously put more of their efforts into the CD section
than the tuner.
didn't do much AM listening with the DCC-8970. Its
extreme treble roll -off helped cut interference, but it also
made the sound too dull for pleasurable listening. Car stereo manufacturers should realize that AM performance is far
more important in car radios than in home units, but pernote that good AM is
haps this is true only in this country
most often found on Delco tuners, which are among the few
still made here.
If the tuner was a disappointment, the CD section was, by
and large, a pleasure, even though the Denon did not sound
quite as clean as some other CD players I've used. This was
most noticeable on some discs of soprano voices; the

innate shrillness could hear when playing these discs on
home and other car systems seemed slightly exaggerated
through the Denon. With all other discs, however, the sound
was fine.
The Denon's CD section handled all but major bumps
quite well; when a bump did mute it momentarily, it would
soon pick up again from the spot where it had left off. It also
began from its last stopping place when it was shut off
(either by its own knob or by turning the ignition off). When it
was removed from the car and reinserted, it would restart
from the beginning of whatever track had been interrupted.
Pausing or ejecting the CD does not automatically turn the
tuner on, which find a blessing. You can, however, put the
CD into pause at any point and turn the tuner on. If a CD is
still loaded, you can resume play from tuner operation
whenever you like.
All in all, found the DCC-8970 a good CD player and a
decent FM tuner, packaged with Denon's usual ergonomic
Ivan Berger
flair.
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OUR IN -WALLS WILL FLOOR YOU.
In the past the most carefully -planned home
entertainment systems have been implemented using
twenty-year old technology background music and

paging speakers. Nct so with the MTX In -Wall Loudspeaker Series. Our engineers were not satisfied with
the cheap plastic frame speakers that evolved
from car speaker systems. They were determined to design the best solid high
fidelity In -Walls using home components. MTX In -Walls are home
stereo systems adapted for In -Wall
use, not car stereo makeovers. Now
you can sit back and enjoy an exceptional performance and a complete
system that looks, sounds, and func-

tions better than anything you've
ever experienced. And you can enjoy
the extra space because you've
eliminated monster speaker cabinets in your listening area.
Clean and accurate sonic performance. Wide dispersion. Life -like
stereo imaging. All from a small, inconspicuous
flush -mount speaker that blends with any interior.
The supplied templates make installation a breeze
and once mounted securely in the wall, the In -Walls
will actually make the wall stronger and more rigid,
improving the sonic quality of the system.

Choose a 6" or 8" two-way, or our 10" three-way
system, the only 10" three-way system on the market
today. Or the 10" subwoofer unit with a built-in crossover network. This model will give you astonishing
bass performance and is compatible with other in walls that lack bass extension. MTX has the right
sound and fit for any place in your home.
And because MTX builds its own components, quality is a part of each MTX
In -Wall. We back our MTX In -Wall speakers,
as we do all of our loudspeakers, with an
incredible 13 -year warranty. Now you can
add value to your home confidently.
For the MTX dealer nearest you call
1-800-223-5266, or write us at 555 W.
Lamm Road, Freeport, Illinois 61032.
When calling, please refer to ad number
10977.
Find out more about MTX In -Wall
Loudspeakers. The sound that'll floor you.
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Serious about sound

AURICLE

Manufacturer's Specifications
Amplifier Gain Range: -20 dB

to

+38 dB.

Twin -Tone Modulation Distortion: Less than 0.1% at 100 mV
input.

Noise Figure: 1.5 dB.
Impedance: 75 ohms, adaptable

to

300 ohms.

Output Matching Accuracy at
75 Ohms: SWR (Standing Wave
Ratio) less than 1.2:1.

Operating Frequency Range:

88

to 108 MHz.

Pickup Pattern: Directional

or omni-

directional.

Dimensions:

5 in. in

diameter by

1

in. thick.

Price: $79.95.
Company Address:

56 Harrison
Street, New Rochelle, NY 10801.
For literature, circle No. 93
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It's been some time since I tested
the Terk Technologies Pi indoor FM
antenna, and when Editor Gene Pitts
thought it might be worth
asked if
testing the second generation model of
that unique amplified indoor FM antenna (appropriately called the Pi2), my
first reaction was that it probably was
only a cosmetic change over the earlier design. Just to make certain that
wasn't being too cynical, I put in a call
to Larry Schotz, the well-known designer who created the electronics for
the original Pi antenna and who was
also responsible for its redesign.
Schotz assured me that the Pi2 had a
lot more going for it than did the original Pi. Since have never known him to
exaggerate (when it comes to his r.f.
designs, if anything, he tends to be too
modest), I decided a test of the new
design might be in order. In terms of its
appearance, the Pi2 is about the same
size as its predecessor-not much
larger in diameter than a Compact
Disc. Its size and shape make it possiI
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ble to place the unit anywhere, even on
top of your tuner, receiver or on the
shallowest of shelf arrangements.
About the only physical difference
could detect between this model and
the earlier Pi was a small foot on the
rear of the circular antenna housing,
near the top of the housing when the
antenna is upright, in its directional receiving mode. When the Pi2 is laid flat
for omnidirectional reception, it rests
on this foot and the edge of the smartly
soon discovstyled built-in stand.
ered, however, that this little supporting foot is also the knob of a control
that varies the gain of the amplified
antenna from -20 to approximately
+38 dB. Why would you ever want to
have "negative gain" (otherwise known
I
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as a loss in signal strength) with an
indoor FM antenna? I'm sure anyone
who lives within a few hundred yards
(or even a mile or two) of an FM station's transmitter can answer that. As
my late mentor Murray Crosby used to
say, under those conditions, "you can
pick up the signal with a wet string for
an antenna." There are times when so
much signal is an undesirable thing,

and that's when the counterclockwise
setting of the little knob on the Pi2 is
welcomed.
Still, most purchasers of this little indoor FM antenna will probably choose
it for its ability to amplify weak FM signals without adding noise, and it was
with that purpose in mind that most of
my tests were conducted. The circular
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

STAX Knows.
STAX knows how important your music is

to you. So we design our electrostatic
earspeakers with the idea of bringing
you closer to the original performance in

r-

every way.

Our Lambda Signature is the benchmark earspeaker by which all other
headphones are judged. The Signature
employs the most accurate

_¡

á

k

_

-

acoustical transducer in the world today. That is why the

Lambda Signature reproduces all of your music with perfec-

tion and grace.
STAX electrostatic transducers not only give
...="
the Lambda Signature a sound that is "next to
"1, \`
none," but this design principle gives all our
models a distinct sonic advantage over other
headphones. They are comfortable, too thanks to thoughtful ergonomic design.
,,.,. '
So before you purchase
just any headphone, think
about it. You're serious about your music. Go to a
STAX dealer and enjoy it as never before - truly
f
for the first time.

r=

_

,

Pictured top SR -Lambda Signature earspeaker with SRM-TI Direct drive amplifier.
Center: SR -Gamma Pro earspeaker with SRD-7 Pro adaptor.
Bottom: SR -80 Pro earspeaker with SRD-4 adaptor.
Stax Kogyo, Inc. 20620 S. Leapwood Ave., Carson, CA 90746.
:
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This Pi2 carries the same
price as the Pi antenna,
yet runs rings around it
in actual performance.

antenna rests in its horizontal position
for omnidirectional reception or, optionally, it can be positioned vertically
and oriented for best reception of
weaker signals. A single 75 -ohm
shielded cable to the antenna provides
operating power for the antenna and
also carries the received r.f. signal back
to the FM tuner or receiver. As was true
of the earlier model, the Pi2 comes with
an impedance -matching transformer
and with a separate power adaptor. If
your tuner or receiver is equipped with a
switched a.c. receptacle, the adaptor
can be plugged into such a receptacle
and will then only draw power when the
tuner or receiver is turned on. However,
even if you leave the a.c. adaptor
plugged into a live receptacle at all
times, it's not likely to affect your electric
bill much, as the Pi2 consumes only a
watt or so of power.
My tests consist of measurements
and comparisons of the antenna
against the performance of a standard
indoor wire -dipole antenna. Once I've
satisfied myself that the powered antenna actually increases signal levels
available at the antenna input of a tuner, subject the antenna to extensive
use and listening tests. I'll have more
to say about those tests shortly.
I

Measurements
To conduct the comparison tests,

I

mounted a simple dipole antenna on
an outside wall of the lab, orienting it
for best reception for station signals
arriving from the west. (The lab is located almost 20 miles directly east of
New York City, where most of the station transmitting antennas in my area
are located.) Using a Blonder -Tongue
Model FS-2 field -strength meter,
tuned in several signals with the dipole
connected to the field -strength meter
and noted their frequency and their
signal strength.
Next, connected the Terk Pie antenna to the field -strength meter and
tuned to the same frequencies as before, alternately orienting the Pi2 for
strongest signal when it was vertically
positioned and also measuring signal
strength when the antenna was mounted horizontally (flat on the test bench).
The results, depicted in the bar graphs
of Fig. 1, pretty well speak for themselves. For all of the signals checked,
the Pi2 outperformed the dipole, re-

Signal -strength
comparisons. For
each station, lefthand bar shows
signal strength with
standard dipole,
center (shaded) bar
shows results with

directional
mode, and right bar
shows Pie in
omnidirectional
Pi2 in

3,500
3.000

j

-

2,500m2,000 -

c
1.500'
17)

1,000_m

`

soo m.

104.3

107s

- MHz

mode.
gardless of the Terk antenna's orientation. For one signal frequency (107.5
MHz), the horizontal (omnidirectional)
orientation provided the same signal
strength as got from the vertical (or
directional) orientation after had
aimed it for maximum signal strength.
Table shows the maximum improvement in signal strength, compared to
the reference dipole, when the Pi2 was
oriented for greatest signal strength.
checked back to my test results for
the original Pi antenna and found that
for those station frequencies common
to both tests, results were consistently
better with the Pi2-in some cases by
as much as 6 dB or more.
I

I

I

I

Use and Listening Tests
As impressive as the lab results may
be, the real proof of performance
comes in the listening tests. FM performance is judged primarily in terms of
signal-to-noise ratio, and if an amplified antenna adds as much noise as it
does increased signal levels, it is
worthless. The nice thing about this
latest Schotz-designed circuit is that,
while it amplifies the incoming signal, it

I

II-Increase in signal strength
with Terk Pi2 in directional mode, oriented for maximum pickup, compared
to reference dipole.
Table

I
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101.1

Station Frequency

Station
Frequency,
MHz
90.1

92.3
95.5
97.1
101.1

104.3
107.5

Maximum
Increase,
dBf
29.9
16.0
12.6
14.9
19.5
27.2
18.6

adds less noise than my tuner's frontend, so get quieter results listening
I

with this amazing little antenna than
when using a passive dipole. (Editor's
Note: Under worst -case conditions in
mid -town Manhattan, found that the
Pi2 was a touch noisier than a set of
passive rabbit ears, that the Pi2's attenuator was effective in dealing with
overly strong stations, and that antenna orientation wasn't a question with
the Pi2 because of the extreme level of
multipath in my area.-I.B.) However,
perhaps the most amazing fact about
this new and much improved version of
the Pi antenna concept is that it carries
the same suggested retail price as the
earlier model, yet runs rings around it
in actual performance.
In my listening tests, with the Pi2
hooked up to my reference tuner, was
able to log 48 usable signals, 45 of
them in acceptably noise -free stereo.
Since am at a pretty good distance
from most station transmitters, I found
no need to turn down the gain of the
amplifier stage to overcome overload
conditions. am fairly certain, however,
that many users of the Terk Pi2 will find
this "negative gain" capability to be a
very positive feature. As in all my previous tests of .indoor FM antennas, am
not suggesting that the Terk Pi2 can
adequately replace a multi -element
outdoor FM antenna. But as was true
with the less formidable Terk Pi, for the
apartment dweller who can't install
such an outdoor antenna or even for
the homeowner who prefers not to, the
Pi2 goes far beyond any similarly sized
antenna that I've measured. Its small
size should appeal to the less technically oriented members of the family,
while its performance is sure to please
the FM radio enthusiasts in the household.
Leonard Feldman
I
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Musical enjoyment,
performance,
reliability, durability,
beauty, stability,
compatibility, value,
pride of ownership.

Size, weight, heat,
distortion, downtime,
coloration, veiling,
listening fatigue,
consumer regret.
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MEMOREX
COMPACT DISC
REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE

.11

,

MEMOREX'"

COMPACT DISC REPAIR AND
MAINTENANCE KIT
Recommended for both

KIT

compact
ompact discs and
video laser discs.

/well"?
ÁÑ; OóS"1"

Company Address: Memtek Prod-

nv

ucts, P.O. Box 901021, Fort Worth,
Tex., 76101.
For literature, circle No. 94

r.

More than two years ago, Editor
Gene Pitts sent me a crudely packaged CD repair kit which, he said, had
been developed by Harald Schmid of
West Germany. was to try it out on
some damaged CDs that would no
longer play through, even on my best
reference CD player. There was no
shortage of such discs in my collection, so decided to give the repair kit
a try. must admit, however, that when
I
first read the English-language in-

.3

333a

per. This was to be followed by an
application of a special polishing fluid,
supplied in a small packet similar to
those towelette packages we are
sometimes given on airplanes. The
polishing was to be done using a special yellow cloth, with the cloth moved
in a straight line, back and forth, until
all evidence of the preceding sanding
steps was gone. After polishing, the
CD was to be washed with warm water
and dried by dabbing it with a lint -free
paper towel or tissue.
wanted to make the test as tough
as possible, so instead of trying to repair a minor scratch, deliberately put
a major scratch into the surface of a
CD that I hadn't cared too much for in
the first place and was ready to sacriI

I
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structions (rather poorly translated
from the German), my skepticism increased. Included in the kit were four
grades Of sandpaper! They were labeled X (for the coarsest grade), 1, 2,
and 3. For minor scratches, was to
start with the number 2 sandpaper, first
moistening the scratched area of the
CD with a few drops of water. was
then to proceed to sandpaper number
3, with sanding motion applied at a
different angle from the back -and -forth
motion used with the coarser sandpa-

:

4

fice to the cause of scientific research.
For a scratch this serious, the instructions told me to start with sandpaper X,
followed by sandpapers through 3 in
that order. Before
even began the
repair, wanted to make sure that this
damaged CD would not play on any of
the machines had on hand. It didn't!
Then, fully convinced that this was another "magic kit" that would fall far
short of expectations, grudgingly but
carefully followed the instructions.
To my utter amazement, when was
finished, not only was there no evi1

I

I

I

I

I

My skepticism about this
CD repair kit turned to

complete enthusiasm as
I began to repair several
other damaged discs.
dence of the deep scratch on the surface of the disc, but it played through
the section that had been scratched
even on the most inexpensive portable
CD player that had on hand (a player-I might add-that mistracked and
muted when asked to play through
I

even the most minor, almost invisible

surface scratches). My skepticism
turned to complete enthusiasm as
proceeded to repair several other
damaged discs.
I

Since that test nearly two years ago,
have been inquiring of Editor Pitts as
to whether the repair kit was available
in the U.S. All that time, Mr. Schmid
kept seeking proper distribution of the
product and now, happily, Memorex is
the winner. All of us who own treasured
CDs that have become useless because of accidental scratches are winners as well. Memorex has retained all
of the elements that were in the original
kit, now nicely packaged in a CD "jewel box," with enough material to repair
a dozen CDs. As an added attraction,
they've also included packets of cleaning solution for those discs that merely
have accumulated finger prints, oil
stains, or other dirt on their surfaces.
The only other change from the original
kit that noticed was the fact that the
English instructions were now easier to
understand! Oh yes, the suggested retail price of the Memorex kit is $14.95.
That's a lot cheaper than having to
replace 12 damaged discs with new
Leonard Feldman
ones.
I

I
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ONNOUNCING

BRYSTON TWENTY

THE

YEAR WARRANTY

For over

a

quarter -century Bryston has been

committed to designing and producing audio
products with musical accuracy, reliability and
value as our primary focus.

11

is

widely known

that Bryston's policy on the warranty

Bryston 128 pre -amplifier

of our

products has always been extremely generous

if

We

discovered that some parameters of

ever required. To further enhance our long term

transistors must be controlled

commitment Bryston is instituting

times more closely before their contribution to

a

20 year

warranty program as of January Ist, 1990. This,
as

far as we know, is

as such

a

dedication to our products and customers.

much as 100

audible distortion is rendered negligible.

first in our industry and

will further demonstrate our continuing

as

Each

of

the steps or stages in every Bryston

amplifier, from the input section to the output

section, without exception, are designed to

Musical accuracy is reflected throughout all

optimize the musical experience. Bryston takes

Bryston power amplifiers. This includes the

very seriously the correct functioning and long

necessity for wide -hand transient accuracy, open

term reliability of its products.

loop

linearity ahead of closed

.

1,,o,

4.

loop

previously manufactured and sold under the
Bryston name. This warranty is also fully

R.

4"i'sil

...<2010'

This new twenty year warranty is also
retroactive. It includes all audio products

,ty:

transferable from first owner to any subsequent
owners.

Bryston has always been dedicated to

designing and producing audio power
amplifiers, crossovers, and pre -amplifiers that
Bryston 108 electronic crossover

deliver

uncornpromised

performance,

outstanding reliability and exceptional value.
specifications, and power supply design

as an

integral part of the overall sonic and electrical

performance of a power amplifier.
We have found that

a

We believe our new 20 year warranty is one

more example of our continuing commitment to

this ideal.

simple carbon film

resistor can contribute more static distortion to
signal than the entire circuitry

of

a

the amplifier.

Bryston Marketing Ltd.
Tel: (416) 746-0300 Fax:1416)746-0308
Brystonvermont Ltd. Tel: 1-802-223-6159
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CLASSICAL RECORDINGS

FAMILY BUSINESS
chestra of the Age of Enlightenment
plays with little vibrato and much security. (Of particular interest to specialists, the booklet lists the provenance of
each instrument.) Anner Bylsma, by
contrast, allows a touch of Romantic
sentiment to creep in from time to time.
The disparity is not disturbing, however, and his more personal style helps
keep his somewhat woolly cello sound
out in front, clear of the accompaniment's clean cutting edge.
The recording, which was made in
All Saints' Church, in Petersham, England in November of 1988, preserves
very accurately the perspective of

Bach had already begun seeking another post by the time these concertos
are believed to have been composed,
in the early 1750s.
The disc's excellent notes by Mark
Audus point out that it is unknown what
In two generations, the Bachs covinstrument may have appeared as solo
ered three generations of composers. in the original scores of these concerPapa Johann Sebastian was, of tos, since several versions exist. The
course, a (nay, the) towering figure of only extant autograph is that of the
the high baroque. His youngest son, cello version of the A major-the first of
Johann Christian, 31/2 years younger the three as presented here. Nor is it
than Haydn, was a composer of the known for whom they may have been
classic school. He learned his trade at written, though Audus presents a reahis father's knee until he was 15, when sonable hypothesis. But that one autoJ.S. died. He then moved in with his graph gives particular legitimacy to the
older half brother, from whom he also cello versions. In any event, arrangelearned, before moving on to Italy to ments were hardly disparaged two
complete his musical education.
centuries ago the way they are now.
That half brother, Carl Philipp EmanAs a child of the humanist enlightenuel Bach, was of a distinctly different ment, C.P.E. was not given to anything
generation from either: His was the era like his father's cosmic spirituality. The
of the enlightenment. Indeed, the most contrast and drama in his music are of
important period of his life was spent an altogether neater, more self-conas a resident accompanist and, less tained sort. And the material is handled
importantly, composer to that most en- with professional craftsmanship, if not
lightened of monarchs, Frederick the with anything that smacks of genius.
Great of Prussia. The duties demandGustav Leonhardt leads the proed of the accompanist by the flutist/ ceedings with a stylish hand; ore
king were sufficiently onerous that would expect no less of him. The OrC.P.E. Bach: Cello Concertos. Anner
Bylsma, cello; Orchestra of the Age of
Enlightenment, Gustav Leonhardt.
Virgin Classics VC 7 90800-2, CD;
DDD; 70:11.

132

hearing a performance from, perhaps,
the third row in such a space. The
band is near but surrounded by plenty
of reverberant space. The space is so
live, in fact, that the engineers evidently had a problem with the pauses between movements. This is noticeable
particularly after the A major concerto's opening allegro, where you can
hear the "air" being closed down for
several seconds. Since this destroys
the illusion of continuous performance,
it is regrettable-particularly when the
engineering is otherwise immaculate.
Robert Long

Giuseppe Taddei Singt Arien and
Lieder. Giuseppe Taddei, baritone;
Orchestra of the San Carlo Theatre,
Ugo Rapalo; The Gian Stellari Orchestra.
Preiser 90020, CD; AAD (mono);
70:39.

Taddei was a fine singer with an
engaging personality, but he was not a
great international star. Preiser, which
is among the most impressive of independent labels specializing in the reissuing of "old" records on CD (or, formerly, LP), has combined groups of
arias and Neapolitan songs to create
can tell,
this souvenir. As far as
they've done a fine job with it, and the
arias include only a very few hackneyed numbers.
That half of the recital begins with
"Ah per sempre" from / Puritani (Belli ni) and "Vien, Leonora" from La Favorita (Donizetti), continues with a Verdi
group ("Eri tu" from Un Ballo, "O Carlo,
ascolta" from Don Carlos, and "In
braccio alle dovizie" from / Vespri Siciliani), and concludes with three verisI
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mo excerpts, from Andrea Chénier
(Giordano), Adriana Lecouvreur (Cilea), and L'Arlesiana (also Cilea). Taddei sings some of them in rather roughand-ready fashion, but his hearty, unfettered style is very agreeable.
The songs suffer from rather overblown accompaniments, however, and
Taddei's habit of pushing the final note
to punctuate the end is more obvious
here than in the arias. Again, he's
hearty and agreeable.
But what of the provenance of this
material? The only clue is a line on the
back cover containing a vague allusion
to PolyGram Records. The notes (in
German only) in the one -sheet "booklet" state coyly that solo recordings of
Taddei are few and far between (he
appeared almost exclusively in complete opera recordings) but leaves it at
that. There is quite audible hiss, which
could actually be surface noise from
those superbly quiet postwar 78s from
Deutsche Grammophon, or it could be
from the master tapes from a pair of
LPs. just can't tell. The consistency of
the sound within each half argues in
favor of LP originals; the rather boxy
orchestral sound at times argues in
favor of an earlier date.
If Preiser is going to retain its place
as an important supplier of such material, it will have to become more fastidious in its documentation. For one
thing, it will have to avoid the appearance of conning the public into buying
such mono CDs on the assumption
that they are modern recordings. This
one certainly is not.
Robert Long

tral elements of the work. He is aided
by the truly awesome organ sound
captured by engineer Craig Dory. The
organ is a huge Aeolian -Skinner instrument housed in Trinity Church in New
York City. The church has a reverberation time of about 3.5 seconds, but
even rapid passages do not evolve
into an amorphous wash of sound. This
organ has a particularly impressive
pedal division: The Untersatz Violone,
and Contra Bombarde each have a
dozen 32 -foot -long pipes! The 16 -Hz
fundamentals of these pipes are accurately recorded, and if you have the
requisite loudspeakers and amplifiers
capable of reproducing these frequencies, their seismic output will rock the

foundations of your listening room!
Add to this all the other resources of
this great organ, including some extremely brilliant, high -intensity trumpet
stops, played "en Chamade," and you
will hear sound of immense power and
majesty. For organ afficionados, this
CD is a must!
Bert Whyte

I

Liszt: The Piano Concertos; Dohnányi: Variations on a Nursery Song.
Budapest Festival Orchestra, Ivan Fischer; Zoltan Kocsis, piano.
Philips 422 380-2, CD; DDD; 60:37.

Young Hungarian pianist Zoltan
Kocsis might well be the reincarnation
of Franz Liszt in his exciting and tempestuous performances of Liszt's two
piano concertos.

Reubke: Sonata for Organ in C Minor, "The 94th Psalm"; Sonata for
Piano in B -Flat Minor. Jean Guillou,
piano and organ.
Dorian DOR-90106, CD; DDD; 49:50.
Julius Reubke's famous C -Minor Organ Sonata, "The 94th Psalm," has
been a dramatic display piece for organ virtuosos for many years. This Dorian CD combines the sonata with a
Reubke piano sonata, which is not of
the musical caliber of the organ work
and is best regarded as an adequate
"filler" on this disc.
Organist Jean Guillou provides a
dazzling performance of "The 94th
Psalm," showing off his mastery of registration and emphasizing the orches-
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Zoltan Kocsis

.

.

This is piano virtuosity in the grand
Lisztiari manner, with the flamboyant
and extravagant scoring of these piano
concertos played with the florid embellishments and fustian bravura needed
to convey their essence. Kocsis has
technical security, quicksilver responsiveness, and clean articulation even
in the most intricate passages. Ivan
Fischer provides a most sympathetic
accompaniment with the Budapest
Festival Orchestra.
To make this CD even more attractive, Kocsis provides a brilliant reading
of Ernst von Dohnányi's great "fun
piece," his "Variations on a Nursery
Song." From its portentous large-scale
orchestral introduction and the quoting
of the nursery theme on the piano
(based on "Twinkle, Twinkle, Little
Star"), through the 11 delightful variations covering a wide gamut of musical
styles and textures to the wonderful
complexities of the fugal Finale, this is
a most ingratiating work.
Ernst von Dohnányi was the grandfather of Christoph von Dohnányi, the
current conductor of the Cleveland Orchestra. recorded the elder von Dohnányi in some Beethoven piano sonatas and his own "Ruralia Hungarica" in
Everest's studio in Bayside, New York,
in 1960. Three days after the sessions,
he died at age 83! Fortunately, his music lives on in this splendid recording.
Throughout this CD, the sound is exemplary, always clean, clothed in a
warm ambience, and with just the right
balance between piano and orchestra.
Bert Whyte
I

Jean Guillou
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In these two new works,
John Adams attains a level
of intensity matched by only
a few of his contemporaries.

A quotation from John Adams in the why his music had always been preAdams: "The Wound Dresser";
accompanying leaflet sent me back to vented from achieving the highest rank
"Fearful Symmetries." Sanford SylErnest Jones'
through the noblest passages,

three -volume biography
of Sigmund Freud, where he reports a
four-hour psychoanalytic stroll Gustav
Mahler took with Freud in Leyden in
1908: "In the course of the talk Mahler
suddenly said that now he understood

van, baritone; Orchestra of St. Luke's;
John Adams, conductor.
Nonesuch 792182, CD; DDD; 47:09.

How long since a new work by a
contemporary composer moved you?

B

those
inspired by the most profound emotions, being spoilt by the intrusion of
some commonplace melody. His father, apparently a brutal person, treated his wife very badly, and when Mahler was a young boy there was an especially painful scene between them. It
became quite unbearable to the boy,
who rushed away from the house. At
that moment, however, a hurdy-gurdy
in the street was grinding out the popular Viennese air 'Ach, du lieber Augustin.' In Mahler's opinion the conjunction
of high tragedy and light amusement
was from then on inextricably fixed in
his mind, and the one mood inevitably
brought the other with it."
Now listen to Adams: "Only recently
have noticed an odd fact about my
work. It seems to alternate between
two opposing polarities: Along with every dark, introspective, 'serious' piece
there must come the Trickster, the garish, ironic wild card that threatens to
lose me whatever friends the previous
composition might have gained....
'The Wound -Dresser' seemed to flow
directly out of 'Fearful Symmetries.'
..It's more like being engaged in a
kind of psychic balancing act, dark
alternating with light, serene alternating with jittery, earnest alternating with
ambiguous."
"Fearful Symmetries" (which has
nothing to do with William Blake's
"Tyger") chugs along like an occasionally jazzy dynamo, with saxophones,
synthesizer, and other instruments
seemingly improvising against an implacable ostinato background; Graham Greene would have called it an
"entertainment." It amuses and intrigues the listener, but for musical importance it can hardly hold a candle to
"The Wound -Dresser," the most affecting piece of music to come my way in a
long time.
One would not expect Adams, a
family man, to empathize so sympathetically with the emotions that almost
pulled Walt Whitman apart as he ministered to wounded young Civil War soldiers (and which he recorded in "Drum
Taps"), but he has infused this concert
aria (19:06) with an almost excruciating poignancy. As Sarah Cahill writes
in her exemplary commentary, "Critics
I
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Buy a round of Chivas for your friends in our complimentary holiday tin.
Visit your retailer or call 1-800-238-4373 :o send a gift of Chivas anywhere in the U.S- Void where prohi Dited.

Imai and Goldsmith infuse
these works with joy, while
balancing the resignation
and taut playing required
by the sonatas.
have already noted its relevance to the
issue of AIDS, and we will all feel personal resonances when hearing the
poem to Adams' setting. While he was
working on this piece, his own father
was dying of Alzheimer's disease and
his mother was devoting her life to vigilantly caring for him. 'I was plunged

into an awareness,' remembers Adams, 'not only of dying, but also of the
person who cares for the dying. The
responsibility is tragic and also incredibly exhausting, and the bonding that
takes place between the two is one of
the most extraordinary human events
that can happen-something deeply

HPC
CPC

Brahms: The Two Viola Sonatas;
Two Intermezzi; Capriccio. Nobuko
Imai, viola; Harris Goldsmith, piano.

Stradivari Classics SCD-6097, CD;

HELICAL PLANAR COPPER

DDD; 52:13.

This is gorgeous music that has not
yet been overrecorded. If you do not
know these two sonatas, originally written for clarinet and later scored by
Brahms for viola (and less successfully
for violin), you have a rare treat in
store.
The viola poses problems as an instrument. To obtain the best sound, its
range and tuning actually call for an
instrument of great size, such as Ritter's viola alta of the 19th century or the
viola pomposa of Bach's time. Today,
these are uncommon instruments. The
standard viola is still a sizable member
of the violin family and is about as big
as an under -the -chin instrument can
be and remain playable. In less than
capable hands, it's an embarrassment.
Nobuko Imai, one of the top players of
her instrument, is not only technically
impeccable but musically insightful
and possessed of the sort of lyricism
absolutely necessary in Brahms.
Pianist Harris Goldsmith, well known
as a tart -tongued and perceptive music critic, is far more than a sometime
pianist. Here, his way with Brahms is
totally convincing and conveys a deep
understanding of this heartfelt idiom.
To Imai's supple, warm playing of the
alto part, he brings a substance and
conviction completely free of mannerisms and idiosyncratic notions. This is
about as honest and rich Brahms playing as you will find on record. Given
that these sonatas are Brahms' final

COPLANAR COPPER

\11

°

Over two years ago the staff at Madrigal Audio Laboratories
began accumulating convincing evidence that solid conductors
of rectangular cross-section would do a better job of carrying
musical signals. Years of listening and engineering tests making
use of ribbons of specially processed, high -purity copper with
teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations, have
resulted inothe new Madrigal HPC and CPC cables.

HPC and CPC cables are designed by, and manufactured exclusively for
Box 781, Middletown, CT 06457 ITT TLX 4942158

.

chamber music, there is a special

Visit your Madrigal dealer and hear what these original designs can do to improve your music system.

Madrigal Audio Laboratories, PO.

personal of which most of us are completely unaware.' "
John Adams' music, performed to
perfection here, makes all of us
aware-and with an intensity few composers today have attained. "The
Wound -Dresser" gives rise to the hope
that John Adams, now 43 and already
imposing, may with time develop into a
Paul Moor
great composer.

'

quality to be evoked. (These works
were composed after a return from a
self-imposed withdrawal from public
life-self-imposed because Brahms
thought he had no more music to
136
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made this breakthrough possible. Our patented Isophase planar
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Robert Shaw's dozens of big
choral performances now set
the norm from which other
performers may deviate,
but only at their own risk.
write.) Imai and Goldsmith infuse these
works with joy while balancing the resignation and taut ensemble playing required by the sonatas. Goldsmith is
both reflective and clear-eyed in the
two very late Intermezzi for solo piano
(Op. 116, No. 4 and Op. 118, No. 1).
The Capriccio (Op. 76, No. 2) dates

from 1878, and, says the pianist in his
fine notes, "the charmingly treacherous piece bounces along in the fashion
of one of the 'Hungarian Dances.' "
Veteran producer and engineer Max
Wilcox recorded the sonatas in 1983
and the three piano pieces in 1988. As
one would expect of a man of his cali-

ber and experience, the piano sound
in both sets is superb and consistent.
The American Academy of Arts & Sciences, in New York City, provides a
quiet, generous acoustic backdrop for
the music on this excellent disc.
Christopher Greenleaf

Vivaldi: Gloria; Bach: Magnificat. At-
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lanta Symphony Orchestra, Robert
Shaw; Dawn Upshaw, soprano; Penelope Jensen, soprano; Marietta Simpson, mezzo-soprano; David Gordon,
tenor; William Stone, baritone.
Telarc CD 80194, CD; DDD; 56:15.
Robert Shaw, the celebrated ex -boy
wonder of American choral music and
the inventor of the "chorale," is now an
amiable gray-haired leader of a medium -city symphony and its associated
chorus, tapping for its audiences a
reasonably large if yeasty cultural
megalopolis around the big Georgia
city-where he can do the Shaw
"thing" to knowledgeable musical listeners and at the same time make CDs
with a sympathetic and affluent record
company, Telarc. Result: Shaw is doing up the entire big -piece standard
choral repertory (American division) in
dozens of CD performances that are
precisely, and benignly, as standard
as the works themselves. Not exactly
venturesome. But worthwhile in a highlevel standard way.
The quantity of output is astonishing-I can only write a sort of omnibus
guide and review for all of them, stemming from the two particular works
above. Shaw has done, for instance, all
the Requiems from Mozart to Duruflé
via Verdi, Brahms, Fauré and more;
also the large masses: Beethoven Missa Solemnis, Bach B minor, and Mozart C minor, as a matter of course;
also, needless to say, Messiah. And
with these whopping biggies, much of
the ancillary-practically all of it-from
Borodin's "Polovtsian Dances" to Orff's
"Carmina Burana," Stravinsky's "Symphony of Psalms," Hindemith's "When
Liliacs ...," the shorter heavy Brahms
pieces, and on. You name it, Shaw's
taped it. Or is in the process. Sort of a
recorded encyclopedia of big -chorus
music with solos and orchestra.
It isn't easy to evaluate this present
mature Shaw. Standard is the best
word, and in numerous ways this is not
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Finally, there's a magazine devoted
entirely to Home Theater. AUDIO'S GUIDE
TO SURROUND SOUND gives you page
after page of the components that are
making Home Theater the most exciting

entertainment concept since the
compact disc. Whether you're starting
from scratch, adding to an existing
system, or on a tight budget, AUDIO'S
GUIDE TO SURROUND SOUND has the
facts & figures you need. Only $2.95 on
newsstands everywhere.
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TO

THE HOME THEATER EXPERIENCE
BEGINNER'S
GUIDE

REVIEWED:

EVERYTHING 1JU EVER
WANTED TO KNOW BUT
DIDNT KNOW -1OW TO ASK!!

JVC, PROTON AND MORE

SONY. YAMAHA, SHURE,

PLACING SPENCERS FOR
BEST EFFECT
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AUDIO'S GUIDE TO
SURROUND SOUND:
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°RECTORY OF SURROUND PROCESSORS
°RECTORY OF IN -WALL SPEAKERS

The Home Theater Experience
Can't wait to get the issue? Call this toll free number to order your copy direct.
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In Chandos' Ravel and Fauré
recording, the excellent
piano sound is well served
by excellent hall acoustics.

at all derogatory. His conducting is

tempi are right and never disturbing,
precise, the music well tailored and very much of today, the externals are
rehearsed, beautifully controlled, the up-to-date (harpsichorcs, etc.) if not
chorus accurate and indefatigable, exactly pioneering-an excellent conjust that Shaw-ish combination of "am- tinuo section, for example, in this reateur" blending and professional exac- cording of Vivaldi a -id Bach.
And yet noth ng is really penetrating
titude that he originated in his Collegiate Chorale so many years ago. His or profound. It is all very smooth and
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Ravel: Concerto for Piano in D (left
hand); Concerto for Piano in G;
Fauré: Ballade. Louis Lortie, piano;
London Symphony Orchestra; Frühbeck de Burgos, conductor.
Chandos CHAN-8773, CD; DDD;
56:55.
Ravel's two great piano concertos are
well served on this Chandos CD. Pianist Louis Lortie offers readings of the
"Left Hand" and G major that are taken
at a somewhat slower pace than usual,
but he concentrates more on the dynamic contrasts, rhythmic expression,
and tonal colors of these works. De
Burgos is always comfortable with
French music, and his accompaniment
is entirely convincing.
Chandos rarely gets to use Walthamstow Town Hall as a recording
venue. Here they make the most of the
opportunity, with the piano just slightly
forward of the orchestra, both well projected, with plenty of presence in the
warm acoustics. The opening low-level
contrabassoon and low strings of the
"Concerto for the Left Hand" are very
clean, and the subsequent rolling fortissimo bass chords of the piano introduction have huge sonority. Throughout, piano sound is bright and cleanly
articulate. The Finale of the G major
concerto is exciting, with its jazzy scoring evoking echoes of Gershwin.
The Fauré piece is an odd filler but
an interesting contrast to Ravel's soBert Whyte
phistication.
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well oiled, but not inspired. Nor taut,
where tightness means musical communication in-depth. His soloists are
strictly of the current standard popular
sort for these big works, with no apparent thought as to what more could be
done for a deeper, more affecting vocal impact. Standard all the way-to
the usual American heavy vibratos
and, without exception, each and every high note belted out at top volume.
Is this right, for Vivaldi or for Bach? It
may not be right, but it is standard
1990, and that's Shaw.
Would a more profoundly inspired,
even controversial, penetration of the
music be preferable? Yes and no.
Shaw certainly sets the norm from
which others may deviate, plus or minus, at their own risk.
Edward Tatnall Canby
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ara Labs presents the most phenomenal breakthrough in audio cable
history. presenting the temporal Continuum', a speaker cable which
produces results that appear to be magic. With a simple adjustment to
the patented lempora_ Controller'', you can optimize the damping ratio
between the amplifier and speaker without affecting the musical signal.

TEMPORAL .,,

io

ONTI
A

revolutionary transforma ion in speaker cables.

With the Temporal Continuum, you don't have to be a wizard to extract
the sonic potential now lurking unexploited within your system.

Now

You

Hear It. Now You Don't.

Control your own musical pleasure. Sit back and enjoy the only speaker
cable which can optimize your amplifier and loudspeakers. Or
experiment. Vary the sound from technically accurate to musically
entertaining. and be assured, no matter what components you
may own now or in the future, the Temporal Continuum will
allow you to interface them in perfect harmony. With its
spellbinding capabilities, the Temporal Continuum
may truly be the last speaker cable you will ever
need to buy. The Temporal Continuum comes
with a Lifetime Warranty and an Instructional Demonstration Compact Disc.

Call TARA LABS for the dealer
nearest you.
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Tura Labs, Inc. 2567 Siskisou Boulevard. Ashland, Oregon 97520 .503-488-6465
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ROCK/POP RECORDINGS

a.k.a. EAST LOS ANGELES
the album, the playing is tight, precise,
and unshowy, but with well -placed
flourishes-clean, real clean.
About the only clunker in the whole
package is, sad to say, "Little John of
God," a well-meaning but treacly ode
to, apparently, an autistic child. (It's
dedicated to the kids of the St. John of
God School for Special Children, in
Westville, N.J.) Nevertheless, this is
one Neighborhood I'd be glad to hang
around.
Frank Lovece

ddk

Goodbye Jumbo: World Party
Chrysalis/Ensign F2 21654, CD;
1

AAD; 53:36.
Sound: B +

Performance: A

Welcome to 1968!
Karl Wallinger, the force behind this
project, released his first World Party

1.:, -,

album almost four years ago and

The Neighborhood: Los Lobos
Slash/Warner Bros. 26131-2, CD;
AAD; 45:23.
Sound: A
Performance: B

...

It's a beautiful day in the barrio
So it's painted in Los Lobos' latest
.

album, a country -meets -southwest ode
to the simple things-you know: Love,
family, romance, babies swinging in
our arms, and weekends spent dancing the "Georgia Slop." That the music
and lyrics are tough, sincere, and only
vaguely sweet is a telling sign that the
picture comes from a life that these
guys know well, one that isn't tainted
by stereotype even in the crack -dusted
title track about the neighborhood's
poor and haunted.
It doesn't hurt that the The Neighborhood also brims with guest performers
like John Hiatt, Levon Helm (providing
substantial vocals on various songs),
and drummer Jim Keltner (on just
about every cut here). They help give
the album a hard -edged sound without
adding unnecessary grit. These are,
for the most part, rowdy life -affirming
songs of celebration and longing,
which could have easily gone wimpy
on one hand or angst ridden on the
other. The balance isn't always perfect-you get lyrics about "turning my
night into day" and the occasional
dose of instrumental syrup-but
there's a solidity here that feels good.
142

That's evident right from the first
track, "Down on the Riverbed," a folk tinged but dark and ominous song in a
minor key. The lyrics abound with nature imagery, and the accompanying
rhythm is as driving and inexorable as
a thunderstorm. When they uptempo
the rhythm even more-as on the rambunctious swing tune, "Georgia Slop,"
and the rave-ups, "I Walk Alone" and
"Jenny's Got a Pony"-well, it's party
time.
Los Lobos, true to form, remains big
on such traditional Latin American instruments as the guitarrón (an immense guitar), the huapanguera (a
large guitar with eight to ten strings),
the jarana (slightly smaller than a regular guitar), the requinto jarocho (even
smaller), the ukulele -like tiple, and the
Japanese koto guitar. The band also
employs a smattering of traditional
Spanish percussion. Except for the
lovely, largely acoustic "Emily," on
which Levon Helm plays mandolin, The
Neighborhood, like the band's previous albums, nestles these traditional

elements within

a

solid rock/pop

framework that lets them breathe and
play and have fun without turning this
into a PBS documentary. In fact, "Angel Dance," a sort of hip nursery
rhyme, sounds inspired by Jamaican
ska of all things, and the guitar line in
"Deep Dark Hole" is as twangy as in
any good country song. Throughout

showed plenty of promise as an artist
well-heeled in the mid -'60s music ethic. Although the album was recorded in
demo facilities (home recording studio
enthusiasts, take note), it fared well on
the rock charts and almost managed to
yield a hit with "Ship of Fools." Since
then, Wallinger has managed to sift
through his songs and come up with a
batch of consistent and quite pointed
observations on Goodbye Jumbo, an
album that would sit well between Beggar's Banquet and Magical Mystery
Tour as reference points. This is one of
those records that would have gained
acceptance on the newly created album -rock radio back then and would
have spawned several controversial hit
singles besides. Whether his record
company can pull off a similar coup in
today's reactionary climate is questionable, but there are very few followups
to promising debut albums that deliver
like this one does.

Wallinger's musical history dates
back to a stint with The Waterboys,
with whom he remained until he found
his own voice, sunk back in his chair,
and came out sounding like Jagger,
Lennon, and Dylan all at once. Not
since Tom Petty has rock produced a
visionary with such reverence for what
preceded him who still has something
of his own to say. The first three songs
literally quote from "Baby Please Don't
Go," "Sympathy for the Devil," and
"Please Mr. Postman." Wallinger flaunts
these references with style. The man is
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

proud of the records he's listened to,
but he does more than just lie back and
regurgitate them; he's got something to
say both lyrically and musically.
What is his message? With song titles like "Sweet Soul Dream," "Thank
You World," "Is It Too Late," and
"When the Rainbow Comes," it's not
hard to guess-Wallinger is into peace
and love, overt ecological consciousness, and is probably the most politically correct (by 1968 rock standards)
lyricist we've seen since ... err ...
Michael Stipe. But World Party's records are the type that shouldn't really
offend anyone except major polluters,
Charles Keating, and Jesse Helms
(he's on the green side more than the
left or right side). Those who knew
John Lennon say that what really killed
Beatle John was knowing that the
same people who bought his records
voted for Nixon. Karl Wallinger may run
into this same dilemma-he's that
good.
Jon & Sally Tiven

Women in the Room: Zachary Richard
A&M 75021 5302 2, CD; AAD; 41:49.

-

Performance: A
Sound: B +
Where There's Smoke There's Fire:

Buckwheat Zydeco

Island 422-842-925-2, CD; AAD;
41:34.

Performance: C +
Sound: C +
The peculiarly American strain of
music known as zydeco originated in
the bayous of Louisiana with the Cajuns who descended from French colonists who left Acadia for Louisiana. Its
lead instrument is the accordion, but
not played in any way like the esteemed Lawrence Welk would wield it.
In zydeco, the squeeze box has
learned to rock, swing, and moan the
blues.
Buckwheat Zydeco is the nom de
guerre of Stanley Dural, Jr. His album,
produced by David Hidalgo of Los Lobos, is his third for Island records. It
kicks off in overdrive with "What You
Gonna Do?" followed by the steaming
instrumental "Buck's Hot Rod." But, it
then bogs down as it tries for the
crossover hit. A duet with Dwight Yoakam on the Hank Williams standard
"Hey, Good Lookin' " sounds like a fun
idea, but it comes off feeling pedestriAUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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Buckwheat
Zydeco
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_

N

ana guitar wizard Sonny Landreth. "La
Ballade de Howard Herbert," sung in
French, is in the grand tradition of the
zydeco waltz, while "Zach's Zydeco"
and "Take Me Away" are both great
zydeco party songs.
Richard's soulful singing and song writing are very strong throughout, as
is his band. That he is not as dependent on zydeco tradition as Buckwheat
frees him to make a more personal
statement with his music. Additionally,
the Richard album has a fuller, brighter
recorced sound than the Buckwheat
album, which sounds thin by comparison. This may partly be the result of
better mastering, but nonetheless it
contributes greatly to the excellence of
his album.
Michael Tearson

Stuck Together with God's Glue:
a n. Later, a go at The Rolling Stones'

"Beast of Burden" also plods, and
Buckwheat's drive down "Route 66"
isn't anyth.ng very special either. "Pour
Tout Quelqu'un" and the title track liven things up again, but as a whole
Where There's Smoke doesn't really
jell. It's a good-time party music album
that works best when it sticks closest
to the party music that zydeco traditionally is. It stumbles trying to make
grand gestures that attempt to widen
its appeal.
Zachary Richard's album is his first
for a major label after more than a
decade of putting out albums for independent labels, sometimes microscopic ones. More than Buckwheat, Zachary takes risks attempting to extend
the thematic range of zydeco beyond
let's party -type songs and in so doing,
he reveals some super songwriting
chops. The opener, "Who Stole My
Monkey," cooks mercilessly. It is a sly
and funny song about a very unfaithful
woman. "No French, No More" is about
how traditional Cajun ways, like speaking French, are being forsaken for
mainstream American ways and the
pain an older generation feels watching their children change before their
eyes. There's a lot of pride in this one
as it sports one of Zachary's most chilling vocals over an aching, yearning
melody. "Manchac," a lovely and mysterious tune, spins a folk tale of a Creole maiden in love with an Indian
brave. It spotlights the Dobro of Louisi-

Something Happens
Charisma 2-91365, CD; AAD; 47:53.
Performance: B+
Listening to the American debut of
the splendid young Irish band, Something Happens, several words spring
to mind: Brash, upbeat, and energetic.
Stuck Together with God's Glue
(smartly produced by Ed Stasium
whose credits include Living Colour)
displays a song -oriented band which
relies on hooks far more than riffs. This
band really has a knack for making
ear -catching songs that are hard not to
Sound: B
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Something Happens is
a tight little band that
keeps its music direct
and straight on-no
tricks or gimmicks here.
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like, and they have the sense to open
their album with two of their best,
"What Now" and "Hello, Hello, Hello,
Hello, Hello, (Petrol)."
Something Happens is a tight little
four -piece band that keeps its music
straight on and direct. There are not a
lot of gimmicks or tricks here. Just a lot
of mostly guitar -driven songs zestfully
played. On this record, what producer
Stasium does best is stay out of the
band's way and let the musicians do
what they do best-play.
Back home in Ireland, these guys
are already winning favorite-band polls
and beating out the heavy hitters.
Stuck Together shows why.
Michael Tearson

I

Friendly As

a Hand Grenade: Tack head
TVT 4060, CD; AAD; 36:12.
Sound: B
Performance: B

-

-

Performance: A

"Tackhead"

--

amount of nose -thumbing attitude, and
invents a genre that might be called
"punk worldbeat." Just to keep you
oriented, Mano Negra sings in English,
French, Spanish, and Arabic. The
band refers to its music as "patchanka," which is a term derived from
a provocative Spanish dance. What
you'll encounter is a raucous romp
through go-go punk on "King Kong
Five," rai punk on "Sidi H'Bibi," salsa
punk on "Malavida," gospel punk on
"The Rebel Spell," reggae punk on
"Peligro," polka punk on "Magic Dice,"
and other punkish hybrids that cover
everything from flamenco to heavy
metal.
All of this is performed with a raw
energy that makes up with enthusiasm
anything it may lack in instrumental finesse, resulting in a delightful chaos
that somehow makes sense and is awfully fun to listen to. It's certainly original music-a rare thing in these days
of highly structured music marketing.

Puta's Fever: Mano Negra
Virgin 91352-2, CD; AAD; 41:16.
Sound: A

Nevertheless, if you're game for a little
outré for your next party,
suggest
Puta's Fever.
Michael Wright

-

Fasten your seatbelts and get set for
a high-speed transcontinental musical
juggernaut with ecclectic worldbeaters
Mano Negra. While the worldbeat
movement shows signs of growing
strength and influence, it's unlikely that
you've encountered anything like Puta's Fever before this.
Mano Negra is a Paris -based rock
band-the brainchild of a Frenchraised Spaniard named Mano Chaothat mixes a blend of exotic rhythms
from around the globe, adds a liberal
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Mano
Negra

is just one of several
nom de tunes to which guitarist Skip
McDonald, bassist Doug Wimbish,
drummer Keith LeBlanc, and engineer/
mixologist Adrian Sherwood will collectively answer. As frontmen or sidemen,
these gents have been known to operate under such musical monikers as
Fats Comet and Mark Stewart & The
Maffia [sic], among others. Working
under different names with different
band leaders has allowed Tackhead
the opportunity to regularly play diverse forms of music and thus stay
musically fresh. However, a negative
byproduct of using multiple names is a
lower degree of fan and industry recognition-a problem the group suffers
from in the United States. One problem
these guys don't suffer from, though, is
a lack of talent.
In a previous musical life, Wimbish,

LeBlanc and McDonald were the
rhythm section responsible for much of
the groove emanating from the New
Jersey studios of Sugar Hill Records,
once the primary mover in the development of rap. Sherwood (Depeche
Mode, Prince Far I), meanwhile, was
developing independently in England-engineering, mixing and remixing, and becoming the leading master
of dub records. (Dubbing is the art of
electronically dissecting and reassembling songs.)
Together, these four create a singularly inventive artistic signature. Their
musical emphasis is on the groove,
with an ear toward achieving maximum
danceability, but this music cannot be
casually dismissed as simple "dance"
music. It crosses into territory previously unknown in dance/funk.
Including former Golden Palomino
vocalist Bernard Fowler, Tackhead's
first U.S. release might best, although
not simply, be described as astral/
sociopolitical/funk 'n' rock. All 10
songs contain electronic samples of
percussion, voices, sound effects,
even political speeches, which are
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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If this artistic success
turns Iggy Pop into
a corporate rebel, surely
he'll be the best one
we've seen in some time.
knitted flawlessly (sometimes abruptly)
into the fabric of the main melody and
groove. Often the songs are broken
down into pure rhythm parts (the beat)
and then rebuilt, not necessarily back
to the originally stated melody but perhaps into a completely new or related
groove and melody.
Listeners may find similarities on this
album to the music Living Colour and
George Clinton are presently producing. On several levels-groove, poli-

tics, funk vocals-the comparison

would be accurate. But Tackhead incorporates more musical styles into its
sound, resulting in an undefinably
quirky musical potpourri where technology and music are inseparable.
Where else are you going to find pitch
modulated military chants layered over
marching rhythms or a danceable jibe
at televangelists?
Despite its U.S. release, Tackhead's
Friendly As a Hand Grenade probably
will still find its greatest popularity in
Europe and England, where, unlike

r
,

a
IE

here, substance generally prevails
over style. TVT Records deserves major credit for bringing this recording to
these shores. Given a chance, Grenade could rise out of the more astute
dance clubs and radio stations to
pounce on and refresh America's tired
Hector G. La Torre
ears.

Brick by Brick: Iggy Pop
Virgin 91381-2, CD; AAD; 54:24.
Sound: B +

Performance: A

-

Whether Iggy Pop is a victim of his
image or a beneficiary of it depends on
where you stand. Most people give him
credit for being the godfather of punk,
but radio has avoided him like the
plague from day one, as his image

stood for everything radio despised.
Iggy was the ultimate bad boy before it
was acceptable. He made trashy
sounding records when cleanliness
was more the going trend and had
bands that cloned The Stones before
you were allowed to. Today, Iggy's former Stooges back up people like Jackson Browne, while Iggy allows Don
"Producer of the Year" Was to chair his
record. Some of yesterday's punks
have become today's radio station
executives and have embraced Brick
By Brick, making it Iggy's most played
record on commercial radio. The inevitable question: Has he sold out?
Hardly. Curse words abound and
the guitars are as raunchy as they've
ever been on an Iggy record, thanks to
Slash and Duff from Guns 'N' Roses
who do a super job of complimenting
the vocals. There are some concessions made to the L.A. "Old fahts," with
guest appearances by such non-punking entities as David Lindley, Waddy
Wachtel, Kenny Aronoff, and John

"Quite simply, the MC -101: is a
superb preamplifier."
Highlights of HI -Fl Heretic, Summer 1989 review.
B&K's Sonata Series is a new line of
upmarket electronics, consisting of two
preamplifiers: the MC-I0I (on test here) and
the Pro- IOMC, $698; two power amplifiers, the
M200 monoblock (200 watts into 8 ohms, $898
each) and the EX -442 stereo amplifier (200
watts per channel into 8 ohms, $948).
As with B&K's other preamplifiers, the MC 101 is a full -featured design. Included are
(take a deep breath) two source selectors for
"listen" and "record" functions, a tape monitor
function, an external processor loop, high quality Noble volume and balance controls, a
mono switch, a line amplifier bypass switch,
bass and treble controls (defeatable), a high
frequency filter, and a headphone socket.
There are inputs provided for a turntable
(selection bet wen MM and MC stages via a
switch mounted on the main circuit board)
DAT recorder, CD player, VCR, tuner, and tape
recorder. (Obviously, any auxiliary source can
be connected to the DAT and VCR inputs.)

One thing is certain: the B&K
MC -101 is without a doubt the
best full -featured amplifier I
have heard in this price range.

Resistance and capacitance on the phono
input can be adjusted by inserting resistors or
capacitors in gold-plated sockets on the main
circuit board. Moving to the rear of the unit,
all inputs and outputs utilize Premium RCA
jacks. There are two sets of main outputs. For
only $200 extra, the MC -101 is available with
balanced outputs. The unit's power switch is,

As such, it easily qualified

for "BEST BUY" status.
in fact, an output muting circuit, as the pre-

amplifier

always energized when connected
to an AC outlet. The headphone output is only
activiated when the power switch is turned off.
A rather impressive list of features, eh? Construction quality is equally noteworthy. Built
into an exceptionally sturdy steel case, the MC 101's circuitry is laid out on a single glass -fibre
board, with an auxiliary board carrying the
input/output jacks. Parts quality is extremely
high, with all controls and selectors of
premium quality. 1% metal film resistors and
polypropylene film capacitors are liberally
used throughout. The active circuitry is
completely discrete, with ICs used only in the
servo circuits to control DC offset. The B&K
utilizes a remote power supply, with connec
tion to the preamp via a high -quality Cannon
is

B&K COMPONENTS, LTD., 1971 Abbott Road, Lackawanna, New York 14218

plug. All told,

markably well
made for the

^;1_

1

1

price.
The MC -I01 is quite attractive, though a bit
bulky when compared to the slimline Forte
and PS Audio units. New silk screening on the
front panel makes the MC -101 far more
attractive than B&K's other preamps. Both the
control knobs and obligatory rack mount
handles are black rather than B&K's usual
gold, another cosmetic bonus. Overall, a

worthwhile improvement over earlier B&K
efforts.
Quite simply, the MC -l01 is a superb
preamplifier. I had expected it to offer the
traditional B&K virtue of smooth tonal balance, but I was not prepared for its amazing
sense of detail and clarity. Through the MC 101, music has a combination of warmth and
immediacy that is all but unprecedented in
this price range.
One thing is certain: the B&K MC -101 is
without a doubt the best full -featured preamplifier have heard in this price range. As
such, it easily qualified for "BEST BUY" status.

1-800-543-5252
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to you by

(NY: 716-822-8488)

B&K

(Fax: 716-822-8306)

BILLY PRES7ON AND DICIDAT
TAKE MUSIC 70 THE Nth DEGREE.
THE DIC///DAT Musician's Musicians Series #2
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They called him the "Fifth Beatle. " When they weren't calling him the first genius of she
electronic keyboards.
From the Fab Four to number one on the charts, Billy Preston's career adds up tc three
decades of pure legend. A musician's musician, he takes charisma and the keyboards to
their logical conclusion. And makes music to the Nth Degree.
Like DIC///DAT. The definitive digital audio tape.
As sound enters the DAT decade, DIC Digital is emerging as the one
metal particle tape expert. Original source manufacturer of the one DAT
01L-47101L-4711r51°
tape audio pros are choosing more and more.
METAL
Proprietary coating and dispersion technology produces a magnetic
121:10?
medium more than three times as dense as conventional tape. Which produces an astonishing range and clarity beyond any way you've ever heardand recorded-music before.
The sound of the future. Available now to uncompromising audiophiles.

PHOTOGRAPH: KAREN ANDERSON
LOCATION: THE VILLAGE RECORDER L.A.

v

Call toll -free for the dealer nearest you: I-800-DAT-I-DIC. In NI, 201-224-9344.

DIC//DAT TAKING MUSIC 70 THE Nth DEGREE.
222 Bridge Plaza South, Fort Lee, NI 07024
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Bonnie Raitt's collection
is a superb release put
together with respect
and love; it positively
sparkles.

T. r

AIMS: K280
Hdphónes
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Now that you"ve upgraded
your system to include CD
technology, your headphones
must meet a higher standard.
That's why you need
AKG's high output parabolic
stereo headphones.
I,
The K280 features a
computer -positioned' pair
of matched transducers
in each ear cup to provide
transparent, interferencefree sound at the center
of your ear.
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AKG headphones are

world-renowned in the
professional digital recording industry, as backed by a
'KBgp
Itzt
recent Billboard survey*
rating AKG headphones the most
+k
widely used in U.S. professional
recording studios.
AKG's K280 headphones. The
standard of quality for the digital era.
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Billboard's 1990 International Retuning Equipment S. Studio Directory, Oct. 1989
p Akustiche and Kno-Gerete GmbH, Austria

© AKG 1990

AKG'

Focusing on new technology.

1525 AAsedo S2., San teadq CA 94577
(415) 351-3500

Are you killing your records
with a blunt instrument?
Protect your valuable record collection. Replace your phono
cartridge or stylus today. Send for our free brochure.
Shure Brothers. Inc., 222 Hartrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696.
(312) 866-2553.
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Hiatt, but this doesn't dilute the power
of Iggy's performance. Songs like
"Home" and "Butt Town" rank with the
man's most potent recorded offerings,
and he refuses to compromise his talent time and again. In fact, of Iggy's
recent albums, this one is easily the
truest to his art. The last thing he did
was a lousy tip of the hat to metal that
didn't pay off. The one before is a
slicked -up "modern pop" record that
had its moments, but none of which
rang as true as the high points of Brick
By Brick. It's as if Don Was' faith in
Iggy Pop gave Pop the confidence to
go for the throat every time, and most
of the time it works. Not that simply
letting the tape roll is all it takes to
make a record with Iggy, as his voice
often confounds some of the finest engineers available. One can also credit
Was for encouraging Iggy to come up
with some of his most thought-out and
entertaining lyrics in some time and not
back down on any controversial issues.
If this artistic success turns Iggy into
a corporate rebel, surely he'll be the
best one we've seen in some time.
Jon & Sally Tiven

The Bonnie Raitt Collection: Bonnie
Raitt

Warner Bros. 26242-2, CD; AAD;
76:01.

Performance: A
Sound: B +
This 20 -song retrospective gives an
excellent and generous overview of
Bonnie Raitt's long association with
Warner Bros. records. Far from a quick
knockoff intended to capitalize on
Raitt's recent success, it is a well planned and executed collection compiled with the artist's input. In fact, Raitt
chose the selections and contributed
notes about each song with Jim Maloney adding historical perspective.
Of special note is a magical version
of "Women Be Wise" recorded in 1976
with the song's writer, Sippie Wallace
(one of Raitt's blues heroes). "Angel
from Montgomery" is a live duet with
writer John Prine. This recording was
on the Tribute to Steve Goodman and
John Prine Live albums.
This is a superb release put together
with respect and love. Lee Herschberg's remastering positively sparkles.
Michael Tearson
148
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"BBEis the most hearable
advance in audio technology
since high-fidelity itself."
-
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The BBE 1002 for Home Audio

/C 4100(1 .002

/ Video Systems

BBE professional systems are used around the world in major broadcast
corporations, recording studios and at concerts of world famous musicians.
The BBE system dynamically compensates for phase and amplitude distortion in
electronically amplified sound. We could tell you how wonderful it can make your
system sound, but instead we'll let some of the world's most respected
consumer audio and professional music magazines tell you:
"The difference in processed audio
and non -processed audio is like the

difference between high-fidelity speakers
with and without pillows placed in front of
them."
- Radio World

"There was no doubt the BBE
processor added more spatial quality, more
transients and more clean highs. This is the
first black box that actually helped make my
music sound the way that I knew it should.
The effect is shattering!
- Music Technology
"Everything we heard from it
sounded good, and it had no discernible
flaws. Not too many products we test can
justify the same conclusions."
- Julian Hirsch, Stereo Review
"The sonic maximizer provides an
audio system with a clearer spatial

relationship between instruments. Plus, it
seems to restore a recording's original
depth.... Music seems brighter and more
alive.... Particularly interesting is how good
a cassette recording sounds when
processed through the BBE."
-Hector G. La Torre, Audio Magazine

For your car's sound system, the
BBE 3012 will provide the same dramatic improvement. Available at
Rockford Fosgate,Perfect Interface
& Haller dealers across the US and
Canada. For the dealer near you
call: (800) 366-2349

"This piece is impressive. The
system sounded cleaner, a lot crisper,
brighter, and -simply put- better. The
improvement on compact discs, is
indescribable. am not going to tell you that
the signal sounded live, but it sure got pretty
close."
-DJTimes
I

To us, the sound was immediately
brighter, airier, and more sparkling, with
added punch and snap to transients, more
bite to sharp attacks, and more sneen to
strings and vocals.... The result is nothing
short of - using the term literally - sensational."
- Car Stereo Review

"Forgive us if we rave unabashedly
about BBE Sound's Sonic Maximizer... And
what does it do? Well, it makes just about
everything sound marvelous. With virtually
no effort. No kidding."
-

The BBE 1002 is available at these
and other famous stores:
M'acys-New York, New Jersey and the
Southeast

Leo's Stereo-So. Calif.
ABC

Warehouse-Michigan

Sound City-Kinnelon, NJ
Jazz

Store-Honolulu

Union Premium-Las Vegas
Tops Appliance City -New Jersey

DBE

Sound Inc.
5500 Bolsa Ave., Suite 245, Huntington Beach, CA

92649.(714)897-6766. In Canada, contact Korbon
Trading, 5600 Kitimat Dr., Mississauga, Ontario L5N SMI.
(476) 567-1920
If you don't live near a BBE dealer, you can buy from us.
Call us at 1-800-233.8346 or in CA 1-800-558-3963. OR
complete and send us the coupon below.

r

Send me

BBE 1002 unit(s) al $229 each.

(US currency only. California residents add applicable
sales tax. Price includes UPS ground shipping charges.
For UPS overnight shipping, add 519. For UPS 2nd day
shipping, add $9.)

Keyboard Magazine

"BBE restores a proper stereo
imaging and separation. As much as 1520% increase in apparent openness and

Enclosed is a check for $
Or please charge to my:
Visa
MasterCard

separatior... brighten almost any input

Card

0 American Express

source and move the soundstage forward."
- Stereophile Magazine

N

Exp. Date

Signature

All BBE products are backed by a
full year's warranty on all parts and
labor. Measuring 16 2" x 9" x 3;4", BBE fits
1

1

perfectly into your audio rack. Then just plug it
into your wall socket and a standard tape loop.

Name (print)
Address

City/State/Zip
Area Code / Phone No.

L.
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GO WESTON, YOUNG MAN
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Portraits of Duke Ellington (Caravan): Randy Weston

because they exude certain musical
qualities.
Nasser, originally from Memphis,
Tenn., is well versed in gospel and
soul, and possesses ties to the late
Phineas Newborn, Jr., the influential pi-

Verve 841 312-2, CD; DDD; 53:39
Performance: A
Portraits of Thelonious Monk (Well
You Needn't): Randy Weston
anist from Memphis. Newborn is one of
Verve 841 313-2, CD; DDD; 53:03
Weston's heroes, and the person to
Sound: APerformance: A whom Sell Portrait is dedicated. Some
Self -Portraits (The Last Day): Randy 25 years ago, drummer Idris Muhammad arrived on the jazz scene via New
Weston
Orleans.
Having worked with everyone
Verve 841 314-2, CD; DDD; 49:24
from the Neville Brothers to Pharoah
Sound: A
Performance: A
Sanders, it's easy to understand why, a
Recorded in Paris on June 3 to 5, long time ago, he attracted Weston's
1989, Randy Weston (one of jazz's attention. Eric Asante, from Ghana,
great internationalists, not to mention crossed paths with Weston in the piaone of the genre's most dignified and nists' adopted continent, Africa, where
elegant pianists) unveils a most impor- to this day he spends much of his time.
tant and ambitious trilogy, a series of Asante also introduces elements, such
"portraits," each delivered definitively as polyrhythms, which are paramount
and consumately with purpose, re- to any Weston endeavor.
solve, and conviction. Contained are
Consequently, what results from
auspicious odes to Duke Ellington, and these four immensely compatible muThelonious Monk. The final recording sicians is a magnificent and compreof this trilogy, comprised of six original hensive affair, one that swings, knows
compositions, is appropriately titled the blues, and is at home with soul and
Sell -Portrait.
the musical roots of improvisation. GivFor these sessions, Weston called en Weston's history, one expects a
on bassist Jamil Nasser, drummer Idris kingly, uncompromising endeavor from
Muhammad, and percussionist Eric him.
Asante. Examining the situation more
Realistically, of course, nothing's
closely, it appears that Weston picked perfect. For instance, the recording
his associates not only because he quality, while quite good throughout
had worked with them previously, but the three sessions, occasionally
Sound: A

-

-

150

-

comes across as slightly muddled at
points; some listeners may find the piano microphone placement objectionable. Still, even to the audiophile or
technocrat, these shortcomings should
register as minor complaints. Despite
some weak sequencing and occasional meanderings amidst two solo piano
pieces-"Africa Night" and "Night in
Medina"-Self Portraits-the trilogy is
nearly perfect.
Weston's treatment of Monk melts
with readings of "Ruby My Dear" and
"Off Minor/Thelonious." Weston shows
great understanding of the blues tradition on "Functional," an appropriately
slow -moving and exaggerated progression that in true Monk fashion maximizes space, layers of sound, and dynamics. The title track of this volume,
steeped in, of all things, funk, clearly
shows deference to the composer and
demonstrates wit, while "I Mean You"
rocks-relatively speaking-in quartet.
Asante's congas set a quick pace that
provides Weston with ammunition to
percussively attack the piano somewhat in McCoy Tyner style. Weston
marches chords up and down the keyboard before he gives way to one of
Nasser's many bouncy solos.
For this reviewer, the Monk volume
may sit as the best of trilogy's entries.
However, Weston's interpretation of Ellington is something to revel in, something to behold. If the Monk portraits
give the impression that they focus on
and examine music's various elements
and styles, then it's fair to say that
Weston designed the half dozen trips
through Ellingtonia to demonstrate a
global and sophisticated approach.
Each composition exudes a kind of patience and diplomacy, characteristics
fitting for a complex musical mediator.
"Caravan" begins with Weston's a
cappella declarative statement followed by bells, chimes, finger snaps,
and wood instruments. Again, Wes ton's multi -cultural experience comes
into play. This isn't just another hackneyed reading of a very popular Ellington work. Weston, with the help of Mu-

hammad's

pounding toms and
Asante's aggressively played congas,
slowly paints a rhythmic picture before
Nasser's bass outlines a familiar melody. Ultimately, all pave the way for the
pianist .to gush forth forcefully. The
passage stands as one of the date's
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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Blues fans will appreciate
both Etta James' and
Koko Taylor's discs, but
if you have to choose,
buy Koko's Jump for Joy.

Etta James

most important. Weston's "Caravan" is
an aboveboard and quite meaningful
presentation.
Truly, this rendition of "Caravan"
sums up what Weston has attempted
to accomplish here: Melding a past
master's works and historical traditions
with present global conditions. He has
succeeded. The more you listen to Portraits of Duke Ellington, the more obvious the set's worldliness becomes. After an accompanied "Heaven," Weston shows great patience via another
slow, dynamic walking blues; Ellington's serious -in -tone "Sepia Panorama." Weston, as did Ellington, makes
time to rejoice. Some of these moments are best represented initially
during a reading of Duke's fun, calypso -tinged and Caribbean -influenced
"Limbo Jazz," which is followed immediately by the buoyant "C Jam Blues."
Both precede the more austere "Chromatic Love Affair." A serene and gentle
Jr'

.

,

r

\.,í

'

b

Koko
Taylor

#

composition, Weston uses nearly eight
minutes to close his book on Ellington
Portraits are being issued as three
separate volumes. Each, unquestionably, stands on its own. However, to
grasp their full depth-to grasp Randy
Weston's depth-one should own the
entire set.
Jon W. Poses

Stickin' to My Guns: Etta James
Island 842 926-2, CD; AAD; 40:06
Sound: B+

Performance:

B-

Jump for Joy: Koko Taylor

Alligator ALCD 4784, CD: AAD; 47:02
Sound:

A-

Performance

A-

Despite their difference in age, Etta
James has a longer and more heralded career than has Koko Taylor. In
fact, Taylor has even bowed to James
in the past by recording some of her
hits. All that aside, Taylor has clearly
recorded the better record this time
around. Both traffic in the brassy style
of the southern moll-big voiced, bodacious, embittered, forlorn-and the
soul and blues music of the deep
south. But at least for these two albums
the similarities virtually stop there.
Taylor's Jump for Joy is more of a
grind and shout in memory of her late
husband Robert "Pops" Taylor, and is
some of the best work by Koko since
she led a band with guitarists Lurie Bell
and Johnny B. Moore. Her voice buzzes and whines with the aural edge of a
tool and die shop, while her group bristles with the lean efficiency of a seasoned, crack Memphis -to -Chicago
road band. Though the melodies and
rhythms are often fused into a familiar

stomp and the lyrics provide some
age-old advice, the song selection
avoids treading into the cliches of
blues standards. Taylor's "Stop Watching Your Enemies" emphatically warns
about best friends and lost lovers,
while the slow, rolling "Fishing Trip"
plays with a double-entendre and a
social norm-the for -male -members only outing. But, on Joy, it's not so
much the songs as it is the directness
of Taylor's massive voice; the crisp
leads of Criss Johnson; a tasteful cameo by Lonnie Brooks on a novelty tune
about an escort for pay ("It's A Dirty
Job"); Billy Branch's sweet, understated harp, and artful, bouncy horn arrangements.
Unfortunately, such is not the case
with Stickin' to My Guns. Much of the
album is bloated with MOR production
qualities of a southern rock record.
Thus, Guns lacks the reassurance and
warmth of Taylor's more gospel -influenced record, or even some of James'
previous work. It would be easy to lay
the blame on producer/keyboardist
Barry Beckett, but his other work with
James-including her last album, Seven Year Itch, and her '60s signature
"I'd Rather Go Blind"-has ranked
among her best recordings. No, blame
it on the placebo syndrome that has
always plagued her career, whether
recording Alice Cooper's "Only Women Bleed" or maudlin jazz standards
that would swamp Billie Holliday or Dinah Washington. James' powerful
voice is in fine form, but these attempts
to transmit emotion via material that is
devoid of anything except the cloyingly
mundane sentiments of a jingle seem a
worthless salvage operation. Initially, a
few tunes-"Whatever Gets You
Through the Night," "The Blues Don't
Care," and "Beware"-are haunting
and good-natured enough to pass. But
these stand out more because of the
other songs. For instance, the ballad
"Stolen Affection" brings to mind some
ready -made -for-a -Michelob commercial, while the rockers "Love To Burn"
and "A Fool In Love" echo Steve Win wood's squalling antiseptic R&B. To
make matters worse, the horns sound
thin and screechy-like a synth-and
the inclusion of "Get Funky," a duet
with Def Jef, is pandering at best and a
sucker rap to boot-even with some
digital sampling of the Meter's.
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

If you find a better price - CALL US!

WISCONSIN
* Best Pricing
*
DISCOUNT
STEREO
* Fast Delivery
*
* 30 -Day No Lemon
*
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a small

Quasar Hif I
155 Ch Digital Tuner VHS
31 Day On -Screen Program
Built in Auto Tracking

5277

Panasonic PV4060

$317

Head MTS Hifi VHS
155 Ch, Double Fine Slow
31 Day Timer, OSP

INTEGRATED AMP

CAR

JVC RX903VBK
SPECIAL
100 Wt Audio Video Receiver
Dolby Pro Logic Surround
3 Video, Sequencial Commands

Clarion 9772RT
5218
Removeable DIN Car Stereo
High Power, 18 Presets, Dolby
Auto Reverse, RCA Out

Sherwood RV134OR

Alphasonic PMA4050

100 WUCh

4

$238

AN Receiver

...

...

Harmon Kardon PM665

Loads SVHS/SVHS-CNHSNHS-C

High Current, MM/MC
Pre-out/Main-in, Super Special

Uniden RD9GTL
Radar Detector, Best Buy
BEL, Cobra, and Uniden
Call for Other Specials

CD

MISC VIDEO

Toshiba CF3060

$899

32" FST MTS TV

SPECIAL PURCHASE
JVC AV3589S
35" High Performance TV
700 Lines, AN In/Out
Learning Remote, 180 Ch

SPECIAL

$399

150 Wt/Ch Integrated Amp

SPECIAL
i

5106

5317

Pioneer CLD1080 .. SPECIAL JVC HRS55000
Combination CD/Laser Player
Super VHS 4 -Head MTS Hill
High Quality Digital Sound
LCD remote, Digital Tracking
AN Jacks, Disc Stabilizer
Advanced Editing Features

5599

TEAC AD3
$249
Combination CD/Cassette
Dolby B/C/HX Pro, Remote
16 bit, 4X, 16 Program

Sony Video

CAMCORDER

PORTABLE

MISC

Panasonic PV602
$624 Sony D25
SPECIAL
VHS Camcorder, Switch Hitter
Portable Discman, 4X
6X Zoom, Self Timer, Time Lapse
Remote Supplied, Headphones
Date/Time, Slim Width, 4 lux
We Carry Complete Line

CALL!

JVC AV2080
20" Top Rated TV, 180 Ch
MTS, Surround Sound, S -VHS
NV Inputs, Channel Guard

S358

5896

Sony WMAF605 .... SPECIAL
Top of the Line Walkman
Digital Tuner, 14 Presets
Wide Assortment of Walkmans

Recoton Wireless 100's $149 sys.
Cordless Add-on Speakers
12 WT/Ch Amp, Extends
your stereo to any room.

Sony MDRV6
Professional Headphones
We Carry Wide Assortment
of Small Electronics

$67
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Panasonic PV10

Design Accoustics PS -3 SPECIAL
Satelite / Subwoofer System
Dual long -throw woofers
Electronic Protection Circuit

1-

_

JVC GRS7OU
Super VHS -C Camcorder
8X Zoom, Flying Erase Head
4 Page Digital Insert, 2.6 lbs

MISC AUDIO

DER

e Volume
Low Pricing

We Won't Be Undersold!
We Carry Most Models
One of Nation's Largest

JVC PCX200
$297
Portable with CD Player
Hyper Bass, Digital Tuner
Auto Reverse Cassette, EQ

SPECIAL

rri
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RCA VHS Camcorder
5649
6X Zoom, 2 lux, Time Lapse
High Speed Shutter, CCD
2 Page Titter, Brand New

Palm-corders, 4 lux
6X, Auto Tracking
Date/Time Stamp

41"1.1~19)
"l~19)
31D11

Harmon Kardon HD800 ... S239 RCA VR675
Top of the Line CD
4 Head MTS Hifi VHS
Best 3uy
Way Below Cost
181 Ch, Auto Head Cleaning
Loaded with Features
Auto Tracking, 8/365

Toshiba CF3264
S1195
32" High Performance TV
700 Lines, AN In/Out, 181 Ch
Super VHS Input, Channel Block

....

1

Best Car Amp Line Made
Wide Selection of Car Stereo

JVC HRSC1000U
SPECIAL
Super VHS 4 Head MTS Hifi

TV

4

50 Watt X 4 Car Stereo Amp

Dolby Surround, Remote
5 Band EQ, 2 Video Inputs

Jog Shuttle, Flying Erase Head

1000's of Products

sampling of our in -stock items.
REC /

VCR

10 -Day Return*

Hours: Monday -Friday 8-8
Saturday 8-5:30 Sunday Closed

OR

FEATURING...
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Call For De mo Specials.
WDS 2417 W. Badger Road, Madison, WI 53713
10 -Day Return Policy: Return items accepted within 10 days of
purchase. (Must get prior authorization.) Original Condition. 10%
restocking fee. Shipping and handling not refundable. For return
authorization call: 1-608-271-6889.
Some Items Closeouts

Some Limited Quantities.

Best Extended
Warranties

Healing the Pain from
Bunky Green and Dynasty
from Jackie McLean do
great jobs of correcting
their underexposure.
Childs (delivering some of the best piano he has ever played), Art Davis, the
respected bass player, and veteran
drummer Ralph Penland. As the title
indicates, this is a catharsis of sorts for
the reedman who occasionally doubles on soprano sax. While the opening track, "The Thrill is Gone," (not the
well-known blues tune) strikes as a
masterful piece of ensemble work before building amidst Green's wailing
alto, the following composition, the
Jackie McLean
more modern "Walter's Theme," opens
with an unaccompanied soprano solo
and contains several lonely, angular,
and pensive passages. This composition is followed by a classically read
ballad rendition of the aptly chosen
41-1k
"Who Can
Turn To," which casts
a;
Childs' warm piano, Davis' soft bass,
and Penland's brushes as a cushion
Taylor has rebounded from some for Green's alto. It's gorgeous.
lackluster efforts, a series of personal
These are the two strains heard
mishaps, and health problems. James prominently in Green's highly successappears to have made the mistake of ful endeavor. Green counterbalances
aspiring for a larger following with one Cole Porter's "I Concentrate on You,"
of those hoped -for multiple single al- an upbeat standard where his alto,
bums. So while Taylor has rediscov- whose modernisms rekindle thoughts
ered her niche, James has abandoned of David Murray's original "Ming's
the groove.
Don Palmer Samba," with "Love Theme" and "Love
Theme-Reprise," two introspective
soprano saxophone outings.
Healing the Pain: Bunky Green
There is not a weak spot on Healing
Delos DE 4020, CD; DDD; 65:52
the Pain. An engaging, challenging,
Performance: A- and complex group of selections,
Sound: AGreen's presentation requires several
Dynasty: Jackie McLean Quintet
listens. There's simply a lot of music
Triloka 181-2, CD; DDD; 70:19
here.
Performance: A
Sound: A
In recent times, Bunky Green and
Jackie McLean-both noted for their
alto saxophone prowess and both arrivals from the bebop/hard bop
school-have been severely under recorded and generally speaking, underexposed. Despite their respective
I

-

-

under recognition each prevails,
Green teaching in Florida and McLean
leading the jazz program at University
of Hartford, in Connecticut. This is not
a compare and contrast scenario.
Their concurrent releases-Green's
Healing the Pain and McLean's, Dynasty-stand on their own and remind
us why these two reedmen should be
better recognized.
Green, for his part, has openly dedicated his recording to his parents,
both who passed away recently. Healing the Pain features pianist Billy
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McLean's recording, Dynasty, allows
us to hear just how good his quintet is.
It's a unit that features son René on

other winds-tenor, soprano, and flute.
A strong rhythm section that the leader
selected, in part among his Connecticut crop, includes South African pianist Hotep Idris Galeta, a McLean
teaching colleague, and bassist Nat
Reeves. The quintet is rounded out by
Carl Allen, a solid and steady drummer
whose skills, in the very competitive
East Coast scene has landed him
some prized gigs-with Freddie Hubbard and Terence Blanchard -Donald
Harrison among them. When McLean
brought this troupe to New York's Village Vanguard earlier this year for a
rare appearance, his ensemble,
shrouded in bop energy, nearly blew
the roof off of the place.
Fortunately for the rest of us, Dynasty is an accurate studio replica, although for some reason there's applause heard at the end of each selection. This is an excellent representation
that, at several junctures, blisters. The
first of these moments occurs during
the set's initial tune, McLean's "Five,"
where Galeta demonstrates (which he
does throughout) how he's the stylistic
embodiment of-are you ready?James Williams' and Horace Silver's
gospel and soul, and McCoy Tyner's
and John Hicks' fluid percussiveness.
René McLean on tenor all but outblasts
his old man.
The driving pace kicks up a notch
during "Bird Like," McLean's homage
to the man who most influenced him
when his career began some 40 years
ago. The alto- and tenor -armed
McLeans tussle in unison before the
frenzy gives way to an interpretation of
Burt Bacharach's "House Is Not A
Home," a medium tempo romance.
With the best jazz players, weak
choice of material can be overcome
via chops and interpretive exploration.
In
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Bunky Greén

this case, it's vintage Jackie

McLean. This is the sound that Christopher Hollyday admirably strives so
hard to absorb and achieve; notes are
bent until they sound almost off key.
McLean, of course, recorded for
Blue Note records in the early '60s and
in many ways, the intense sound of
Dynasty captures those early days. For
instance, listen to "Third World Express" and René McLean's "J. Mac's
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

"We sat silent throughout the entire performance

(something that has never happened before...
.

,

,

recovering from the initial shock...

someone quietly said

I've got to have those speakers."
"In my opinion, the B&W 801 matrix

2

represents the pinnacle of current full -range
dynamic speaker design"...
Lewis Lipnick
Stereophile, Vol. 10, No. 9

December 1987

Come anytime to hear the entire line ofMIV Matrix

2 monitors, or call for an appointment.
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Sense of Place isn't
the breakthrough disc
we'd love to see from
John Mayall, but fans
won't be disappointed.
Dynasty," which is highlighted with an
extended Allen solo (a quarter century
ago it would've been Art Blakey). Furthermore, "King Tut's Strut," a Galeta
composition, "Muti-Woman," written by
René McLean, both containing an appropriately percussive, energetic, almost cluttered sound, draw from the

late Woody Shaw. The same applies to
Galeta's "Knot The Blues," with its integrated and complimentary horn lines.
While Charlie Parker's presence is
strongly felt, let's not forget that Jackie
McLean crossed paths with John Coltrane. Witness René McLean's "Dance
Little Mandissa" and his "Zimbabwe."

Both ring true to 'Trane's brief, heavy
chord structure modal period.
don't know whether Dynasty is the
appropriate title, nonetheless, the session is praiseworthy. Hopefully the album will shed a deservedly brighter
and more contemporary light on Jackie
McLean.
Jon W. Poses
I

A Sense of Place: John Mayall
Island 842 795-2, CD; AAD; 40:28.

Discover Superb Performance!

Sound: B+

VA\DERSTEE\ AUDIO

"The 2Ci is one heck of a fine
speaker at its price ... Always
musical ... Enthusiastically
recommended as an affordable
loudspeader for Everyman."
2Ci Stereophile, May 1989

John Atkinson

"The Vandersteens made the
Beethoven sound more like
Beethoven. The 2Ci's make
music and they make sense."
2Ci

Hi-fi Answers, April

1990

Alvin Gold

II
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VANDERSTEEN AUDIO
116 West Fourth St, Hanford, CA 93230
(209) 582-0324

DIME\SIO\AL

PURITY

Model 2 series has been the leader in loudspeaker hake and performance
Model 2Ci uses new materials and technology to establish a new reference
for affordable speaker performance. The Model2Ci is now available at select audio dealers
The Vandersteen

since

1977. The

carefully chosen for their ability to assemble

a

musically satisfying *stem.

Write or call for a brochure and the name of your nearest dealer.
Enter No. 39 on Reader Service Card

Performance: B+

age when record company A &
R men are more likely to scout managers than talent, John Mayall has remained a fine recruiter of blues talent.
In the '60s he brought guitarists such
as Mick Taylor, Eric Clapton and Peter
Green to the attention of the public and
also popularized the music of Freddie
King, J.B. Lenoir, and other blues giants. During the past two decades he
has been less successful at recruiting
guitar heroes, but this album finds him
in fine form with an inspired band consisting of Coco Montoya on guitar,
Freebo on bass, and Joe Yuele on
drums. With a reservoir of strong songs
by great contemporary bluesmen such
as Don Nix and J. J. Cale, this isn't the
kind of breakthrough record Mayall
used to make during his London Records tenure (guitarists of Eric Clap ton's stature are getting a little hard to
find) but A Sense of Place remains a
fine piece of work.
Mayall is not the world's greatest
blues singer, but the man has worked
many long years and knows what he
can and cannot do with his voice. He
can take on a song like J. B. Lenoir's "I
Want To Go" and really make it work
with a great guitar arrangement. Mayall
makes songs like Jim Liban's "Without
Her" and Gary Nicholson's "Jacksboro
Highway" his own. He is less successful with Don Nix's "Black Cat Moan."
Jeff Beck's version is far too familiar
(and good) to be challenged simply by
adding a few new verses.
It's nice to see this staple of the '60s
British blues boom back in action with
a band worthy of him. One can only
hope he continues to provide a base
for great new players and songwriters.
Fans will surely not be disappointed by
this record, and he should be able to
win over some converts this time
around.
Jon and Sally Tiven
In an
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In the end, Carmen McRae
merits credit for delivering
a forthright product with
no gimmickry.
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Carmen Sings Monk: Carmen McRae
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HEADLINER audio accessories add more than elegance to your sound system. They add organization.
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Performance: ASound: AThe beauty of this session is that it's
real. With some selections recorded
live in San Francisco at the Great
American Music Hall, and most of the
others done in the studio, vocalist Carmen McRae legitimately presents an
all -Monk program. Including two CD only tracks-alternates of "Suddenly,"
from In Walked Bud, and "Get It
Straight," from Straight, No Chaserthe 15 selections are predominantly
laid out in tribute to the late pianist. But
the album also serves to recognize
several lyricists-primarily Jon Hendricks-who valiantly (and successfully, for the most part) set words to and
respectfully alter titles of what must be
characterized as difficult music.
For the most part, McRae's voice
lands squarely on its feet; she shows
range, employs appropriate phrasing,
and sounds deep and rich throughout.
As for her accompanists, McRae
could not ask for much better. In the
studio and during the live selections,
George Mraz on bass and Al Foster on
drums handle their instruments impeccably.
Piano duties are shared by Eric Gunnison on the studio cuts and Larry Wills
on the live takes. Since only two of the
15 cuts are live, Gunnison's work dominates. Yet while he is competent, even
good, Gunnison does not match Willis,
who like Mraz and Foster, can interpret
the Monk book almost as well as anyone does.
Meanwhile, two tough tenors-unfortunately one no longer alive-split the
horn part. The late Charlie Rouse, like
Willis, is heard during the live set. And
if we want to talk about reading Monk,
Rouse, having spent a decade as a
member of the pianist's quartet, is all
but synonymous with the name Monk.
Clifford Jordan, also on tenor, may be
the best among many good reasons to
listen to this set. His solos rate as the
date's strongest; the veteran Chicagoan, like his colleagues, can play Monk.
In the end, McRae must be credited
with assembling two top-notch ensembles and delivering a forthright product. There's no exploitative gimmickry
on Carmen Sings Monk. Jon W. Poses
158
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TO THE READER
With the rapidly increasing demand for customized installation in the home and office,
AUDIO Magazine continues
to be a leader in the industry.
AUDIO is pleased to present
this new monthly advertising
section dedicated to the custom installation market. The
companies represented here
are specialists offering product
and design services to help you
enjoy your audio/video systems to the fullest.
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A NEW WAVE
ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

213-392-3031

High Performance
That fits your room
as well as your budget.

How available for
in -wall installation

Featuring Quality Products:
Luxman, Carver, Fosgate Surround, ADS,
IBL, Boston Acoustics, Nakamichi

centena
PO Box 1958
Garden Grove, CA 92642
-800-234 -TADS
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Serving California for over 12 Years:
auto/stereo alarm custom installation
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systems home stereo and video
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ENVIRONMENTAL REFERENCE
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design and
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Audio Interiors
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at
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prices
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Audio Intc!riory inc.

Call or Send For FREE Product Info
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(516) 434-4770
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275 Marcus Blvd., Hauppauge, NY 1178E
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HARVEY
ELECTRONICS
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Custom designs and installations
State-of-the-art audio & video
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Surround sound systems
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SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
DESERVE SERIOUS SERVICE.

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY:9:00-6:00/WEEKENDS:1:00-4:00
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L everly

OVER 25 MAKES & MODEIS--IN STOCK NOW!

Hills Audio

EX(ITEuINT
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PANASONIC SONY JVC AKA
CASIO PIONEER NAKAMICH

SOUND

Surround Sound Specialists
Custom Installation
McIntosh
Nakamichi

Lexicon

Linn

Naim

Mirage

Stax
Pioneer Elite

Denon

NEC TASCAM SHARP FOSTEX
& Introducing the smallest DAT to date:

THE AIWA HD -X1

B+K

DIRECT DIGITAL RECORDING MASH FILTERS
DIGITAL IN & OUT RECHARGEABLE BATTERY

8950 West Olympic Boulevard, Suite 202

276-2001

VALUEarble

SANTA MONICA, CA 90403
(213)828-6487/FAx(213)470-6176

In New England...

Products, Service and Consultation
designed to give you the maximum
performance for your dollar.

Known By The Company We Keep.
MAJOR AUDIO
Adcom

B&W Polk NAD Celestion
Carver PS Audio Counterpoint M&K
Denon Terk Proton Sota ADS
Optonica Canon Video Tera Stax
Magnum Ambria Mod Squad Thorens
Lexicon Grado Signet Klipsch
Nitty Gritty Tara Labs AudioQuest
Adcom

Paradigm Talisman Sumiko
Sharp Vision Sonance SME
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Audio Research
Bryslon

California Audio Laos
CWD
Dual
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S
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and CC's On premise service. multi -room designs
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90278

Visit our SPEAKER FACTORY SHOWROOM
at 3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, IL 62702
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Fosgate
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Simply Physics
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TECHNICS

Sumiko

DENON
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Reel to Real Designs
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Time
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Proton Video
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In Florida
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shoppe

1650 North Federal Highway
Pompano Beach, FL 33062
Phone: (305) 942-7074
FREE SHIPPING NATIONWIDE
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consultation is applied to your high -end system.

Soundcraftsmen

800-283-4644
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Acoustic Energy

our cabinets for you,

custom designed from select exotic hardwoods.
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the Needle Doctor
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605-F Polk Street
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The needle doctor sells all major lines of needles
and cartridges. Great varietyl He stocks old
styluses, accessories, and turntables, too.
Free Turntable Clinics
MTh 10-7
10.6
Jerry Raskin's
419 14th Avenue SE
Minneapolis, MN 55414

Needle Doctor

(612)378-0543 or 1(800) 274-0644

HUL VAMPIRE
VPI WBT ZETA AND MORE.
ASK ABOUT OUR PROFESSIONAL AUDIO DIVISION.
HUGE SELECTION OF AUDIOPHILE
RECORDINGS AND COMPACT DISCS.
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Morch
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Rotel
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* Magnum Dynalab
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Tice Power Blocks
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SHIP WORLDWIDE
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615 Bloomfield Avenue,
Verona, N.J. 07044
201-
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Princeton Junction, N.J. 08550
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(207) 781-2326
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Krell

Sota

YAMAHA
CWD

Krell Digital
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Melior
Music & Sound

Sumiko
Target

LEXICON
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NAD

Tera
Thiel
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THIEL

CANON
EPOS
MEITNER

SENNHEISER
MITSUBISHI

POLK
PROTON

VELODYNE

ROTEL

SONY
MARK LEVINSON
LEXICON
ALCHEMIST
TERK
NAKAMICHI
STAX
PIONEER
MARTIN LOGAN
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
MONSTER CABLE/SIGMA
BANG & OLUFSEN

Complete Installation Services

Bernardsville, NJ

201-744-0600
& NJ
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Velodyne

Pro Ac
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Audio Research
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Custom Systems Acoustic Treatment
Installation - Retail
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B&W
DENON
TRIAD
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Apogee Arcici Audio Prism AudioQuest
Basis Benz Cardas Chesky
Chicago Speaker Stand Clearaudio
Cogan Hall Creek Delos Distech Dorian
Electron Kinetics Eminent Technology
First Sound Garth Harmonia Mundi
Klyne Last Lectron Magnan
Merrill Mod Squad Mogami Morch
Nestorovic Neutrik Opus3 Pro Ac Q E D
Rega Reference Recordings Rotel Sequerra
Sheffield Lab Sims Sumiko Superphon
Tara Labs Target Tice Audio
Vendetta Research Wadia
Water Lily W B T and More
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AUDITION THE WORLD'S
FINEST COMPONENTS AND
EXPERIENCE UNPARALELLED
CUSTOMER SERVICE

Metro NY
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Authorized Dealer For: AKG ARAGON BEYER
B&W CAMBRIDGE CELESTION CHICAGO
COUNTERPOINT
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MAY
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AUDIO MEITNER MOD SQUAD MORDAUNT
SHORT NILES RATA ROTEL SENNHEISER
SHURE
SONRISE
SUMIKO SUMO SUMO
ARIA SYSTEMDEK TERK TWEEK VAN DEN

DAT-We háve legal

Aragon ... Apogee ... Audible Illusions
Audioquest ... Audio Research ...
Bryston ... Canon ... Compact Discs
... Counterpoint ... Creek ... CWD ..
Denon ... Dynavector ... Grado ...
Jamo ... Lexicon ... Livewire .. .
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NAD .
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... Sumo ... Stax , , , Symdex ..
Vandersteen . , , VPI .. .
And Much More!

NAD

"We are known for the
companies we keep"
Adcom. NAD, Rotel, Onkyo, Denon,
Dual, Mission, Celestion, Coustic,
Soundstream, Audioquest, Paradigm,
Monster Cable, Ortofon, AKG, Stax,
Polk Audio, Alpine, Sharp Vision
Northern NY's oldest & most renowned dealer.

345 Cornelia St.. Plattsburgh, NY 12901

518-561-2822
Fax: 518-561-2961
Monday -Friday loam 8pm. Saturday 10am-6pm
Mastercard. Visa. Discover. Amex

Route and Texas Avenue
Lawrenceville, New Jersey 08638
U.S.
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(609)883-6338
Dealers ... just
as you're reading
this ad, so are
thousands of
buyers.
For complete
information on
placing your
ad, call
Carol Berman at
(212) 767-6292.
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Visit these specialty retailer3
for professional consultation
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Arcam ASC Tube Traps Audio
Audio Research Audioquest
B&W Dual Entec Grace Grado Krell
Krell Digital Kiseki L.A.S.T. Products
Lazarus Magnum-Dynalab Martin-Logan
Mirage MIT Monster Products Premier
Tonearms Premier Stands Niles Audio
NAD Ortofon RPG Diffusers Sansui/
Vintage Sharp/Optonica Shure HIS
Signet Simply Physics SWE Sonrise
Furniture Sony ES Sony AV Laser
Soundstream Stax Sumiko Talisman
Target Stands TDK TDL Terk That's
Tape Theta Digital van deb Hul VPI
WBT Connectors Well -Tempered Wilson
Audio Yamaha, etc.
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1980 Central Ave.
Albany, NY 12205

518-452-3525

(215) 563-466)
Complete Audio Video Store for
All Levels of HiFi Enthusiasts
Featuring:
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catalog) for our 45,000 title
`
catalog with $50 in merCATALOG chandise credits. Subscribers get our Annual Catalog
-1 year of FREE updates covering new releases
& specials. Absolutely no obligation or unrequested shipnents.

$1-800-233-6357
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Raga Planar
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CELESTION

TECHNICS

sound
mind

Nifty Grotty
Onkyo
Precise Acoustics
Proton
PS Audio
Sony ES
SOTA

8010 Busllelon Ave.
(215) 725-1177

Philadelphia. PA 19152
Bank Cards Accepted

Vermontrs
Audio Leader!

DUAL
ARISTON
TARA LABS
PARADIGM A&R CAMBRIDGE
DENOM SUPERPHON
KLIPSCH
B&K
ADVENT ADS ROTEL
MARANTZ REGA AUDIOOUEST
PROTON AUDIO CONTROL AKG
SENNHEISER CREEK GRADO
TARGET GOLDRING
AUDIOLAB
BRETFORD
SPICA KIMBER
AIWA PRO -AC VPI MAGNUM

"INTELLIGENT AUDIO AT
REASONABLE PRICES"
802-863-4372

Aragon Vandersteen
Martin Logan Prodigy Audioquest
Crell Counterpoint Ortofon Philips A/V
tote) Krell Digital Anodyne Paradigm
.Apogee Straightwire Magnum Talisman
..

and

marry more!
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huge dedicated soundrooms
Only the finest A/V componentry
A full selection of Audiophile LPs & CDs
Friendly, honest, and expert consultation
3

SOUND SERVICE CO.

Thiel

19020 Preston Road (75248)

The Esoteric Ear is your only
ou:let for high end audio/video.

Plus a le-ge selection of audlrphde LP's 6 CD's

Souther
Spectrum
Spica

DALLAS, TEXAS

Lin

Rotel

Kimber Cable

N.Y. 11576

(516) 484-7204

Rokaan

PASO

Analogic Des gn Group
ASC Tube Traps
Athena
Audible Illusions
Audioquest
Avalon Acoustics
Chicago Speaker Stand
Clearaudio
Duntech
Eminent Technology
Forte' Audio
Grado
Jell Rowland Design Group
Kimber Kable
MIT
Monster Cabe

15'8 Old Northern Blvd. Roslyn,

Lazarus

BOGEN

For the

DISCRIMINATING EAR
At he Harbourview Shoppes

Apogee

MONSTER CABLE

OMNI SOUND

(IiG

Rogers

AUDIO DYNAMICS

Wadia

Thur. 11-9 & by apps.

Koetsu

JBL

No charge for shipping

M -Sat 11-6,

Clyne

ARISTON

Sonographe

Synthesis

.

Adcom

HAFLER

Celestion

Canton

Monitor Audio

Mapleno0

Now Hear This

Acoustic Energt

ADVENT

MORE!!

B&R

Conrad Johnson CWD Furniture
Denon Duntech
Haller Harman/
Kardon JBL Video
Lexicon

PHILADELPHIA
AUDIOPHILES

GRADO

... AND

Aragon

Ciation

on your first orcer from the

AIWA

DISCWASHER

Aceustat

Send $6.00 ;refundable

11-1; '

Call

Island
Showroom
Loi1g

1

and many more.

EXPRESS

ELECTRONICS
INC.
2006 Chestnut St., Phila, PA 19103

our

Now you :an order any CD, Tape, or LP in
print from our 200 -page catalog. Vie carry all
major labels Dias independents like Chandos,
Harmonia Mundi, Sheffield,

/'F,/

welcome
you

/AiN

Sr U RATTLEBORo VT 053o1

1-ROO-456-14IFI
207 College St

Burlington, VT 05401
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

There is no substitute

LINE ADVERTISING

for Quality.

CLASSIFIED LINE ADS ARE PAYABLE IN ADVANCE BY CHECK OR MONEY ORDER ONLY.
(Sorry, we cannot' accept credit cards or bill for line
advertising.) ALL LINE ORDERS should be mailed to:

t
.r_r,:
r

AUDIO MAGAZINE, P.O. Box 9125
Dept. 346-01, Stamford, CT 06925

'

CLOSING DATE-First of month two months preceding the cover date. If the first of the month falls on a
weekend or holiday, the closing date is the last business day preceding the first. ADS RECEIVED AFTER
THE CLOSING DATE WILL BE HELD FOR THE
NEXT ISSUE UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED.

GENERAL INFORMATION-Ad copy must be typewritten or printed legibly. The publisher in his sole
discretion reserves the right to reject any ad copy he
deems inappropriate. ALL ADVERTISERS MUST
SUPPLY: Complete name. Company Name, Full
street address (P.O. Box numbers are Insufficient) and
telephone number. Classified ads do not carry Reader
Service Card Numbers. Frequency Discounts not fulfilled will be short rated accordingly.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING
DISPLAY ADVERTISERS should make space reservation on or before the closing date. Ad material (film
or velox) may follow by the tenth. DISPLAY ADVERTISERS MUST SUPPLY CAMERA READY ART.
PRODUCTION CHARGES WILL BE ASSESSED ON
ANY AD REQUIRING ADDITIONAL PREPARATION.

DISPLAY ADS: Carol Berman (212) 767-6292
CLASSIFIED LINE ADS: 800-445-6066

"You pay less
you buy

hifi from me.
My overhead is
low! Come visit

save."

-Charles

River

VERY COMPETITIVE PRICING
ON THE RIGHT EQUIPMENT
When in Boston, please visit the world's smallest
Hi -Ft shoo for new'
PS AUDIO
LUXMAN
PARADIGM
APATURE

CAMBER

SOTA

PHILIPS

MAD

GRADO

SONY

95 Vassar Street
Cambridge, MA 02139

617-547-2727
164
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FINESTRA DESIGN GROUP 766 LILY AVE.. VICTORIA B.C.
CANADA VBX 3R6
PHONE (604) 727-7333 FAX 383-5454

ES

understand what's important. Speaker Builder offers the
insider info you need to buy wisely
... or even to build your new system. From the world's only
magazine
devoted to
SpeakerBuilder
,ELOOespEAKE"-OUKNAf.
loudspeakers.
Box 494, Dept. A95, Peterborough, NH 03458
Only $45 for two yrs. (12 Issues). 1 yr. for $25 (6). U.S. $ only.
Canada. add $4Iyr. for postage. Other counines $40 1 yr.
$70 2 yrs air mailed.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

A TRANSDUCER FOR THE PERFECTIONIST AUDIOPHILE ONLY. THIS STATE OF THE ART SPEAKER (PAT.

Aaaannouncinggggl! Aaaannouncinggggll

PEND.) UTILITIES NO WOOFERS, MIDRANGES. TWEETERS, RIBBONS, ELECTROSTATICS OR CONVENTIONAL
PLANAR DRIVES. ABOUT THE ONLY THING OURS HAS
IN COMMON WITH OTHER HIGH -END TRANSDUCERS.
IS THAT IT RECREATES A NEAR PERFECT SOUND
STAGE. FOR FREE INFORMATION ON OUR PRODUCT
LINE, WRITE TO: A.W.H., P.O. BOX 591, BELLPORT, NY
11713.

MOSCODE
HYBRID HAFLER

POWER AMPS - Enjoy the benefits of Moscode" Tube
Technology with a Moscode" Conversion of Hailers. Call/
Write: CLASSIC AUDIO, 238 Liberty Ave., New Rochelle, NY
10805. (914) 633-3039.

AUDIO KITS/PARTS
AUDIO CLASSICS

Repaired -Modified. Authorized Dealers for: Acoustat. Audio Control, Counterpoint, Dahlquist, Haller. JSE, KEF. Lexi-

FOR RATES 8 ADDITIONAL INFORMATION:

&

O

Precision Stereo Components Bought -Sold -Traded -

Carol A. Berman, AUDIO MAGAZINE
1633 Broadway, New York, NY 10019

when

-: rí

ñr

Brochure & technical
papers available.

ALL DISPLAY CORRESPONDENCE should be sent
to:

... if you

-

Argento Signature:
Pure Silver.

1.

WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT
ACCOMPANYING PAYMENT FOR FULL AMOUNT.
Agency discounts do not apply to line advertising.
ORDERS

.

Your Next Loudspeaker
will be better

con, Magnum Dynalab, Philips, Stax, Velodyne. AMPLIFIERS: audio reseach D75N $900, D79C $2750; conradJohnson MV100 $2333, Premier 4 $2100; Counterpoint

SA220 Demo $2495; Hailer SE120 (5325) 5269, XL280
($675) $549; Krell KSA80B 52700, KSA200B $4500; McIntosh MC225 $600, MC240 $1000, MC250 5350, MC275 Bid,
MC502 $675, MC752 $675, MC754 $725, MC2105 $700,
MC2120 $600, MC2205 $1400, MC2505 $450, MI350s Bid.
CD PLAYERS: Adcom GCD575 ($600) $399; Nakamichi
OMS4 $400; Philips CD80 ($799) $675, LHH1000 ($4000)
$3400; Stax Quattro II ($3450) $1999. EQUALIZERS: Audio
Control, all models; McIntosh M0101 $175, M0104 $175,
MQ107 $400. INTEGRATED AMPLIFIERS: McIntosh
MA5100 $399, MA6100 $550, MA6200 $1200; Philips
DFA980 ($749) $649. PREAMPLIFIERS: Adcom SLC505
($160) $125. Counterpoint SA1000 Demo $795: Haller Iris
Demo $649; Krell KSP7B $2250; McIntosh C20 $600. C22
Bid, C26 $400, C28 $450. C31 V $1200, C34V $1700; Philips
DAC960 ($999) $699: Threshold FET Ten/HL (53000)
$1899. PROCESSORS: Sansui DS77 $199; Shure
HTS5000 $284. RECEIVERS: McIntosh MAC1700 5399,
MAC1900 $499, MAC4300V $2200. SPEAKERS: Acoustat
Spectra 11 (51095) $899, Spectra 22 $1099; Bowers Active
$1200; Infinity RS2.5 $999; JSE 2 51500; Magnepan 1D
$800; McIntosh ML1C $450, XR19 $3000, XLIW 5399;
Theil CS3 $1199; Velodyne ULD12 $1095, ULD15II $1669.
TEST EQUIPMENT Free Catalogue. TUNERS: Adcom
GFT555 ($300) $225; Magnum Dynalabs FT11 $325, FT101
5499. McIntosh MR65B $299, MR67 $500, MR71 $600,
1

MR78 $1200. MR500 $800, MR510 $900, MR7082 $1200.
TUNER PREAMPS: McIntosh MX110 $299, MX112 $449,
MX113 $499. TURNTABLES: Sonograph SG3MT w LMT
arm $595; VPI HW19 JR w MMT arm $789, HW19 Ill 5975.
FREE Catalogue. Layaway Program. Major Credit Cards
accepted. 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., AUDIO CLASSICS.
POB 176AAA, Walton, NY. 13856.

607-865-7200

-Audio Advertiser

for over a

Decade-

Worlds largest DYNACO parts source. FREE Dyna list.
Project boxes/chassis
Huge (non-Dynaco) inventory!.
amplifier kits computer grade capacitors - 75V to 450VI
hardware. OUR PRICES WILL SAVE AN AVERAGE 50%.
(Quantity pricing available.) FREE "SCC Update Sheets."
-Feature Item- USED Crown stadium amps (o 80% off
retail. Sound Values,SCC, Box 551AD, Dublin, OH 43017
.

.

(614) 889-2117, 10-4.
AUDIO RESOURCE HAS MOVED to its new 4400 sq. ft.
store at 3133 EDENBORN AVENUE, METAIRIE,
LOUISIANA 70002. We now have five private listening rooms
where you can audition one of the LARGEST SELECTIONS
of HIGH END AUDIO EQUIPMENT in the country. AUDIO
RESOURCE continues to offer precision -matched tubes,
plus sales, service, and restoration of vintage components.
Call or write for information on our products and services.
AUDIO RESOURCE, 3133 EDENBORN AVE. METAIRIE.
LA 70002. (504) 885-6988.
CASH PAID FOR STEREO/VIDEO EQUIPMENT. BUY SELL-TRADE 8 REPAIR. STEREO CLASSICS, 75
CHURCH ST., NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901 (201)
220-1144, FAX: (201) 220-1284.
CD UPGRADE improves compact disc playback to audiophile quality. Clean highs, greatly increased detail, seperation, placement. Unmatched musicality and vocals. CD UPGRADE applies 2 components to each CD to remove optical,
physical and electronic noise from the CD playback system.
World patents pending. Send $2 for postage paid introductory single pack. Compact Dynamics Co., P.O. Box 32014,
Euclid, OH 44132. Dealer inquiries on letter head invited.

Michigan Audiophiles! AUDIO ILLUSIONS of East Detroit,
Michigan presents these fine products: 3A Loudspeakers,
Audible Illusions. Aragon, Audioquest, British Built. Chicago
Stands, Creek, Dahlquist. Edison -Price, Haller, Heybrook,
Maston Audio, Musical Concepts, Onix, Ryan. Revolver,
Straight wire, Sumo, Wadia S. much more!!! Call (313)
772-8822 for more information.

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

ANNOUNCEMENTS
FREDERICK, MD. Introducing the revolutionary CARY AUDIO processor/preamp & tube amplification. Also B&K,
Counterpoint, MIT, ProAc, VTL & Well Tempered. AUDIO
SHOP, (800) 878-4434, (301) 695-7083. We sell LP's!

Innovative Audio
INNOVATIVE AUDIO PRESENTS SPECTRAL

High -end and hard -to -find audio components. New and used. Foreign and domestic.

Spectral

Low, low prices! AUDIO AMERICA

A New

-20
DNI(

Reference Preamplifier

(Virginia). Call 1-703-745-2223.

:1

MOSCODES, FUTTERMANS, AUDIO RESEARCH SP3,
6 & 8'S MODIFIED & SERVICED BY GEORGE KAYE.
Moscode Designer - Tremendous improvement. Protect your

\

S^4:,TpIR

Investment. CLASSIC AUDIO, 238 Liberty Ave., New
Rochelle, NY 10805. (914) 633-3039.

1i06111,

/

f

'y

Old Colony Sound Lab offers a Tree catalog for the
asking. Twenty-four pages of amplifiers, preamps, crossovers, audio accessories, parts, boards, resistors, capacitors, etc. Everything you need for that do-it-yourself project to
improve the sound of your audio system. Write Old Colony
Sound, PO Box 243A, Peterborough, NH 03458, or call (603)
924-6371.

r`1

FOR SALE
AAA-AUDIO ELITE IN WISCONSIN!!!
HAFLER, PS AUDIO, B&K, JSE, NAKAMICHI, PROTON,
CARVER, ONKYO, ADS, VPI, DCM, SONOGRAPH, FRIED,
NITTY GRITTY, SUMIKO, THORENS, SUPERPHON,
SNELL, M&K, LUXMAN, BOSE, PHILLIPS, VELODYNE and
any others you desire. (414) 725-4431.
CALL US WE CARE!!!

AAA! BLOW-OUT SALE!!!
KEFC-35 5440 now $299!
CARVER REC.2000 51600 now $899!
YAMAHA RX-300 $300 now $99!
100'S OF BLOW-OUT SPECIALS ON VARIOUS
PRODUCTS!

The DNIC- 20 establishes a benchmark in preanlpl ifierdesign. Spectral's innovative architecture provides seven audio sources. phase switching. and full tape
facilities. The D>MIC- 20 can provide precision t<rranv phono cartridge. It can otter
full' ditterential balanced input and outp.lt capability.
Advanced design techniques produce the fasten signal response known in the
audio industry. The result is superb musical coherence and transparency.
In the D..\IC- 20 Reference Preamplifier. unudes: qua lilties of care and cr:attmanship join Spectral's flawless engineeringtopromtsea lifetime of musicenjoyment.

CALL NOW! 414-727-0071
AAA -CALL US NOW! Luxman, Carver, ADS, Nakamichi,
Denon, Boston Acoustics, NAD, Celestion, B&W, Adcom, PS Audio, HK, Haller, AR, B&K, Onkyo, KEF, Proton, Snell, DCM, Infinity, JBL, Counterpoint, JSE, Spica,
M&K, Bose, VPI, Sonograph, Sumiko, Thorens, Velo dyne. 414-727-0071 FOR THE LOWEST PRICES!
FULL WARRANTY!!
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!!
OPEN SUNDAYS!!

OUR BRANDS
Adcom. ADS. Apogee. I3ang Oluf.:en. Roston Acoustics. MK. California Audio
Labs.Celestion.Cgnrad-lohnson.0\\'D.Creek. Dahlquist. Devon. Klipsch. Klyne.
Krell. Linn. Martin-Logan.Jlirage. NI IT. \'IonsterCahle. \AD. Nakamichi. Proceed.
PS Audio. Revox. Spectral. Thiel. Yamaha. and snore.

OUR FACILITY

AAA-LOW PRICES-HIGH END EQUIPMENT!!!
PS AUDIO, HAFLER, B&K, CARVER. NAKAMICHI, SU-

PERPHON, LUXMAN, THORENS, M&K, SNELL, INFINITY,
ONKYO. PROTON, SONOGRAPH, FRIED, NITTY GRITTY,
SUMIKO, BOSE, PHILLIPS, DCM, VELODYNE, ADS, VPI,
JSE and any others you desire. AUDIO ELITE, (414)
725-4431, Menasha, Wisconsin.
OUR PRICES CAN'T BE BEAT!!!

AAAMPSTRAVAGANZA!!! (ADCOM565MBLOCKS,
WARRANTY) - $1125. (CARVER1.5T) - $495.
(THRESHOLDS200AIAB)

-

$1195. OTHERS

CASSETTES: (REVOXB710MK1)

-

$450-$900.

$625. (NA-

KAMICHIRX202) - $450. TUNERS: (SUMOCHARLIE 5350. (KENWOOD8007 (RARE/EXCELLENT) - 5145.
(MACMR78) - $795. OTHERS - $150-$250. MUST MAN BE
BORN AGAIN? JOHN 3:1-18. JDR, P.O. BOX 502, EAST
DETROIT, MI 48021. (313) 949-4567.

DELIVERY, INSTALLATION AND REPAIR
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
Wedeln erand installat reasonableratesthrough' an theentire region. Intheevent
you need service. we offer a fire loaner for units purchased :u Innovative. Service
is performed on our premises.
Located just five nlinutesfronl Wall Street. Easy to reach hs'subwa1orcar. Parking
nearby. Call for directions.

AA/SOUND ADVICE

LOW PRICES/FAST DELIVERY! DENON, NAD, CELESTION, B&W, HARMON KARDON, JBL, CARVER,

NAKAMICHI, BOSTON ACOUSTICS, LUXMAN, PS
AUDIO, HAFLER, ADS, M&K, ONKYO, B&K, PROTON,
DCM, SNELL. BOSE, VELODYNE, PHILIPS, SPICA,
COUNTERPOINT, AND MUCH MORE! 414-727-0071.
FULL WARRANTY!!
MOST ITEMS IN STOCK!!
OPEN SUNDAYS!!

CALL US!!
AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

Innovative Audio's 6000 sq. It. facility allows us to perform specific comparisons
which include turntable vs. CD. turntable vs. turntable. CD vs. CD. speaker vs.
speaker. tapedeck vs. tapeeleck. and comparisons among electronics.
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WE'RE

IN THE

NYNEX

YELLOW PAGES.

(212) 619-6400 OR (718) 596-0888.

77

CLINTON STREET,
BROOKLYN HEIGHTS, NY 11201

am

TIPS FOR MAIL ORDER
PURCHASERS

IIIIII* The Best Digital Cable

Wonder Link

Your CD processor cannot give you its finest sound without the
optimum signal input from your CD transport. Wonder Link`'
delivers the quality signal your processor deserves. It is scientifically designed to carry CD information, which is sonically
more demanding than the music signal traveling through other
cables in your system.
If you want to get the best performance from your processor,
and hear all the music you paid for, use the best digital cable.
Use Wonder Link.
-Grim
Contact your Dealer
cs
or call (619)436-7666
Made by TRT- home of Wonder Caps, Wonder Solder', Wonder Wire '°

FOR SALE

illo

_

of the claims of advertisers, including product availability and existence of warranties. Therefore, the
following information is provided
for your protection.

Confirm price and merchandise
information with the seller, including
1.

brand, model, color or finish, accessories and rebates included in the
price.
2. Understand the seller's return
and refund -policy, including the al-

lowable return period and who pays
the postage for returned merchandise.

FOR SALE

-

It is impossible for us to verify all

Understand the product's warranty. Is there a manufacturer's war3.

AAAMAZING PRICES. NAME BRAND STEREO EQUIPMENT. FOR CONFIDENTIAL PRICE LIST SEND $2.00 TO:
BACCHUS ENTERPRISES, 747 ROSSMORE AVENUE,
PITTSBURGH, PA 15226.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY- AUDIOQUEST, AUDIBLE ILLUSIONS. ARCICI, ASC TUBE TRAPS, BSK, SONATA, CARDAS, CELESTION, CLASSE' AUDIO, CODA TECHNOLOGIES, DYNAUDIO MONITORS, ENSEMBLE, ENTEC. KEF

CUSTOM, KIMBER KABLE, LEXICON, MAGNUM
DYNALAB, PSE, MISSION/CYRUS, MOD SQUAD, NILES
AUDIO, PHILIPS AUDIO VIDEO, REGA PLANAR, SIMS
NAVCOM, SONRISE CABINETS, STAX, SONUS FABER
SOUND ANCHOR, TARA LABS, TARGET STANDS, TERA
VIDEO, TICE AUDIO, VEOLDYNE. FOR FREE LITERATURE CALL 301-890-3232, J S AUDIO, ONE CHILDRESS
COURT, BURTONSVILLE, MARYLAND 20866. AUDITION
BY APPOINTMENT, MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 10AM TO
7PM, SATURDAY 11 TO 5. WE HONOR VISA, MC & AMERICAN EXPRESS. FAX: 301-890-3819.

ATTENTION AUDIO BUYERS!!!
AUTHORIZED DEALER FOR. ADS, ALPHASONIK, BOSTON
ACOUSTICS, CARVER, DENON. DUAL, HAFLER. INFINITY,
KEN WOOD, KICKER, MONSTER CABLE, ORTOFON &
YAMAHA! THE SOUND APPROACH. 6067 JERICHO TPKE.
COMMACK. NY 11725 (516) 499-7680.
AUDIO ARCHIVES IN SAN DIEGO. We sell the new HALES
SPEAKERS, CARDAS cables, the CAT. preamp. SOUND ANCHOR stands, other select hi-end components. Demos and
trade-ins rrrasionally. (619) 455-6326.

AUDIO BEST: LA, ORANGE, SAN BERNADINO,
CALIFORNIA. HOT COMPONENTS: CELESTION SL-3000,
COUNTERPOINT. TARALAB. PS DIGITLINK: MIT: AUDIBLE
ILLUSIONS: MODSQUAD; ACOUSTAT SPECTRA 11 r
;

SPICA ANGELA: KINERGETICS; MAGNUM; FOSGATE: BSK,
SUPERPHON, MUSIC REFERENCE, RAUNA, SOUNDLAB,
VPI, MAPLENOLL. SYSTEMDEK, GRADO, GARROTT, MONSTER, STRAIGHTW RE. MUSIC CONCEPTS, (714) 861-5413.
APPOINTMENT.
I

A.D.S., ADCOM, BANG & OLUFSEN, BS W, CARVER.
DENON. HARMON KARDON, NAKAMICHI, KEF, REVOX
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTIES.
AMERISOUND SALES INC. 24 HRS, EAST: (904)
262-4000, WEST: (818) 243-1168.

ranty, and if so, is it from a U.S. or
foreign manufacturer? Does the seller
itself offer a warranty? In either case,
what is covered by warranty, how
long is the warranty period, where will
the product be serviced, what do you
have to do, and will the product be
repaired or replaced? You may want
to receive a copy of the written warranty before placing your order.

AUDIO TEST EQUIPMENT by Bruel & Klaer. GenRad. Hewlett
Packard, Rockland. Sound Technology, Spectral Dynamics,
Tektronix, Wavetek, and others. Used, guaranteed. low prices.
Call for complete list. (401) 421-7430.

copy of all transactions,
including cancelled checks, receipts
and correspondence. For phone orders, make a note of the order including merchandise ordered, price, order
date, expected delivery date and
salesperson's name.
4. Keep a

If the merchandise is not
shipped within the promised time
5.

THE CLASSICS REVISITED
PV11 Preamplifier, MV52 Amplifier.
All -tube components priced under $2000 each.

or if no time was promised, 30 days of
receipt of the order, you generally
have the right to cancel the order and
get a refund.

Merchandise substitution without
your express prior consent is not allowed.
6.

you have a problem with your
order or the merchandise, write a
7. If

letter to the seller with all the pertinent
information and keep a copy.

you are unable to obtain satisfaction from the seller, contact the
8. If

consumer protection agency in the
seller's state or your local U.S. Postal
Service.

following the above guidelines, you experience a problem
with a mail order advertiser that
you are unable to resolve, please
let us know. Write to Scott Constantine, Advertising Director, at
AUDIO Magazine. Be sure to include copies of all correspondence.
If, after

ktr
the conradldhnson group ----2800R DorrfAve. Fairfax, VA
66

2203f 703-698-8581

FOR SALE

CAI utnC*A?Unu

Albany

AUDIO BY VAN ALSTINE = AUDIOPHILE QUALITY at affordable prices because we sell direct to you. Our great new OMEGA
and FET-VALVE (pat. pending) components are original new
engineering designs that elimiate transient distortion, have no on
or off thumps, are durable and rugged, and sound closer to hse
than anything else at a rational price. Complete wonderfully
musical factory wired amplifiers, preamplifiers, tune CD players,
and a great $99 phono cartridge. DYNACO OWNERS-our
complete do-d -yourself rebuild kits for Dyna vacuum tube pre
amps and power amps are $200, including all new PC cards and
the preamp has been STEREOPHILE rated for many years. We
design new arcuds for most Dyna and Haller solid-state components too. Now ultimate musical enfayment is much less expensive. Write or call for our new illustrated catalog. Audio by Van
Alstine, 2202 River Hills Drive, Burnsville, MN 843..7 (612)
890-3517.

A D C

CD & LP

SOMETHING DIFFERENT
AND IVORTII LISTENING TO
RECORDED MAGIC

$529 (Black-Model 1440)
$549 (White-Model 1446

MUSIC OF OUR CENTURY
& TI /E PAST

Featuring legendary VANDERSTEEN
COUNTERPOINT electronics.

distributed by

BUY/SELL/TRADE

IN THE

AUDIO/VIDEO TRADER!

Published monthly. FREE ADS! $15/yr. sample $1.00 -SASE.
330 SO. MAIN STREET, DEPT. A, WAKE FOREST, NC 27587.

CABLE TV CONVERTERS AND DESCRAMBLERS DIS-

SYSTEM
System includes a pair of Model 3010
loudspeakers and a Model 3015 subwoofer
45 Hz -24 kHz + /
dB
Acoustically designed to provide big
speaker sound in a compact size
Elegantly styled and matched to fit any

IN CANADA I\ rI:ItI.I\EAR
RIVIERA DR.. x3 MARKIIAM.ONTARIO. L3R5J7

-3

14161479-1893

FOR SALE

Apogee Ariston Audioquest B8K Cary Celestion
Counterpoint Eminent Technology Forte Fried Jamo

BEST TRADES OFFERED! WE BUY, SELL, TRADE. CONSIGN MOST HIGH -END PRODUCTS. AUDIO DOCTOR, 1518
W. COMMERCIAL, BUFFALO, MO 65622. (417)345-7245.
CODVISA MC.

J

I

decor
Optional wall -mount kit
150 watts peak power handling

$350

EUROPEAN LPs, CDs!
Highest Quality: Classical, Jazz. Unavailable

i lMAAto

llI

3025 SPEAKER

2016 FI-INTBURY CT. SAN JOSE. CA 9514/1
1411111 270-6033
FAX 14081270-6039

loudspeakers 8

JSE Kimber Kable Klyne Magnum Dynalab Melos MIT
Monster Cable Musical Concepts Nifty Gritty PS Audio
Precise Rotel Jeff Rowland SME Sony ES Sola Stax
Vendetta
Talisman Alchemist
Target
Vandersteen
Wadia. SUMMIT, NJ (908) 277-0333.

C

VOCAL
UNI
CORPORATION

105

b

changer with 32 track
programmability for up to 7 hours of music
Rancom play
10 disc magazine memory
24 radio presets
Single disc (plus 1) drawer flexibility for
playing one disc only
Three tone controls (bass, mid, treble)
Compact design perfect for home, office
or dorm
6 disc

-

AUDIO NEXUS = QUALITY

n ,II.ra

F1

4x oversampling

1ST RATE RECORDINGS
& PERFORMANCES

AUDIO DEN Authorized Sales and ServIce. ADCOM,
ARAGON, ARCAM. BBK, CAL, CELESTION, CONRADJOHNSON, HAFLER, KLIPSCH, MAGNEPAN, MIRAGE.
MIT, MONSTER CABLE, NAD, NAKAMICHI, PARADIGM,
ROGERS. SHURE ULTRA, SONOGRAPHE, SOTA,
STAX, THETA DIGITAL, VELODYNE, VTL 8 YAMAHA.
Audio Den, 2021 Smith Haven Plaza. Lake Grove, NY
11755. (516) 360-1990.

CD CHANGER/RECEIVER

60 watts RMS per
channel

stores. Labels: Jeton, Klimo, Odin, Hot Club, "Staccato' from
Germany and many more. For information send $1.00 to
AUDIO ADVANCEMENTS, POB 100, Lincoln Park, NJ
07035. (201) 633-1151.
FOR TWENTY YEARS WE HAVE BEEN THE SOURCE FOR
REEL-TO-REEL TAPES 8 HARD-TO -FIND RECORDING SUPPLIES AT DISCOUNT PRICES. CATALOG AVAILABLE. ALSO
INCWDES VIDEO. SOUND INVESTMENT CORPORATION.
3586 PIERCE DR., CHAMBLEE, GA. 30341 (404) 455-0968,
FAX: (404) 458-0276.

;I

ai

"The Quick Connection"

-,

1

in record

B.J. AUDIO

f

991 Beechmeadow
Cincinnati, OH 45238

1+1

1513)451 -0112

S

t>'

-

FOR SALE
FREE CATALOG NEWSLETTER. CDS, DAT, Cassettes, Reel.
Write to DIRECT-TO -TAPE RECORDINGS, 14-R Station Ave.,
Haddon Heights, NJ 08035.

COUNT CENTER! ALL MAKES AND MODELS. FREE CATALOG! VIDEO -TECH, 3702 S. VIRGINIA, #160-304, RENO, NV.
89502 ORDER TODAY! VISA/MC/COD 800-562-6884.

CALL TOLL FREE! 1-(800) 826-0520. NAD

ONKYO CARVER HARMAN KARDON
ACOSTAT HAFLER
LEXICON DAHLOUIST
CWD CELESTION VELODYNE
PROAC
PROTON
AUDIOCONTROL
CITATION
BELLES
FRIED
M & K
JBL KINERGETICS
STAX
NITTY GRITTY NILES MONSTER CABLE PATTERN
THORENS GRADO
SOUND SELLER 2808 CAHILL RD.
MARINETTE WI 54143. FAX # (715) 735-5838. PHONE (715)
735-9002.

Your Records will sound better
and last longer.

.

CASH for USED AUDIO EQUIP. BUYING and

SELLING by PHONE. CALL for HIGHEST
QUOTE. (215) 886-1650. The Stereo Trading Outlet.
320 Old York Road, Jenkintown, PA 19046

CLASS A DESIGNER'S MANUAL by engineer of KRELL
reference series. SOA amplifiers, pre -amplifiers, crossovers.
Circuit -boards available. $25 plus $2 shipping. SASE for more
information. New England Analog, Post Office Box 38, North
Sandwich, NH 03259.

DYNACO ST70 UPGRADES. Gold EL34 Sockets. 1215 Microfarad on -board solid state B+, triode output, more. Complete
service. DoReTech Audio Services. Box 6054, South Hackensack, NJ 07606-4354. (201) 843-0488.

EXPERT RECONDITIONING + VALUE PRICING = MORE
BANG FOR YOUR BUCK. WE OFFER RECONDITIONED HIFI t A FULL 90-DAY WARRANTY FOR THE PRICE OF

USED.' BOUGHT/SOLD/TRADED SERVICED. 100'S OF
UNITS TO CHOOSE FROM. STARTER STEREO TO ENSOTERIC OR CLASSIC TO CURRENT. WE HAVE IT ALL.
CALL US FOR AN ACCURATE QUOTE ON USED EQUIPMENT YOU WANT TO BUY/SELLTRADE. MCNISA PURCHASES SHIPPED SAME DAY. THE SOUND EXCHANGE er
'

Audio Advisor's New "Record Doctor" vacuum
cleans records... spotless! Only $169.95
You don't have to spend $300 or more to cean your records
right-liquid application and vacuum suck-Jp. New "Record

Doctor' exclusively from Audio Advisor clean; records right for
only 5169.95.

Get serious
Senous audiophiles ALWAYS vacuum-clean -heir records-for
less surface raise and fewer ticks and pops. Sound is clearer,
cleaner... the music more natural. Your amplif er doesn't have to
amplify noise'

Longer record life
Records LAST LONGER because your stylus no longer pushes
particles of dust into soft vinyl grooves. You protect Irreplaceable, priceless LPs for years to come. The "Record Doctor" pays

for itself!

Sucks up debris
Record Doctor's powerful vacuum sucks up fluid, safely removing dirt, dust, grease and fingerprints. Debris Is sucked up, NOT
picked up from one part of the record and left on another.
'I can't beheve how good my records sound. Record Doctor
gets rid of the grope that was getting between me and the

music," says D.P.G., Brooklyn, NY.
'You are right. Record Doctor does the job Just as well as an
expensive machine; writes D.K. from LA. "And I'd rather rotate
the records myself anyway!" (Expensive machines have an extra
motor to rotate records. Rotate them yourself and save!)

The

Record Doctor..

You get the complete package: vacuum machine, professional applicator brush, and cleaning fluid-all for only $169.95
(220v version 5189.95) plus $8.95 shipping 8 handling In US.
Satisfaction guaranteed-no other machine near this pnce cleans
records better.

Charge It! Amex / Discover / MC/ Visa

(O audio

1-800-669-4434

_

_

,OC1VSOr, inc.

225 Oakes SW Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3868 FAX 616-451-0709

HIGH TECH SERVICES (703) 534-1754.
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Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
(603) 924-6371 / 924-6526
FAX: (603) 924-9467

o
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We specialize in hard to Find
phono cartridges and origfinal replacement styli Only!!
;r

(800).221-0906

.

CALL TOLL -FREE FOR
FREE PRICE QUOTES
AND VISA/MC ORDERS
N.Y, STATE ISM s99

:

SEND SELF ADDRESSED
STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR
OUR FREE CATALOG.

.

CROSSOVERS

MODEL 120 CABINET & NEW 120-R
"RACK AND PANEL DESIGNS
Made l0 order in Butterworth bl-amp,
trl-amp, or quad -amp configurations
with optional level controls, subsonic
filters, or summers. Filters, regulated
power supplies, equalizers, are also
available.
New catalog and price sheet. Free!

Qe

-1112...,.s-

Et

ACTIVE ELECTRONIC

En 9 . Lab.

NSA

'
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11828 Jefferson BI. Culver City, CA 90230
PHONE (213) 397-9668

LYLE CARTRIDGES
Phones Open Mon .Sat

a
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g
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MCINTOSH XRi 22 LOUDSPEAKERS S4800., (2) MC 2002
5950. EACH, C -34V $1600., McD 7007 $1550, MR80 $1500., All
mint condition. (316)744-0901 (C.D.T.)

X0,04,,5

Baffleless

r

Loudspeakers

-

REFLECTION FREE SOUND

F

i

t

83704.O 323 0861.

DESIGN 8

z

ENGINEERING

TM

'

AWARD

FREE PRICE LIST AND NEWSLETTER. IN BUSINESS FOR
18 YEARS - WE SHIP WORLDWIDE AND ACCEPT MASTERCARD, VISA AND AMERICAN EXPRESS. FOR ADVICE AND
PRODUCT INFORMATION CALL 916-345-1341. FOR OR DERS, PRICE QUOTES AND NEWSLETTER REQUESTS
ONLY, CALL 1-800-222 3465. HCM AUDIO 1015 MANGROVE
AVE. CHICO. CA 95926

MUSICAL DESIGN D-140
W/CH MOSFET AMPLIFIER, LINEAR

MFD STORAGE CALL ALUMINUM *THECONS
UCTION, HI -QUALITY GOLD CONNECTORS *THE MUStCALITY OF A -CLASSIC- WITH WORKHORSE RELIABILITY *DESIGNED BY MUSICAL CONCEPTS.
MUSICAL DESIGN
ONE PATTERSON PLAZA
ST.
LOUIS, MO 63031.314-831-5802 SEND FOR DETAILS
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED!

ó

x9F/Fc7aoN`~

A revolutionary patented design,
achieved by the utilization of acoustic

láiiil

howl
conventional
loudspeaker

TADDEO'VMPSSTANDESIGN. CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR

MOSFET DRIVERS DUAL-MONO POWER SUPPLY,

Soundwave loudspeakers have the
open, seamless, and transparent sound
of the best "panel" (electrostatic, ribbon,
and planar) speakers, while offering the
superior dynamic range and extended
bass response of the best "dynamic"
designs. And they offer a stereo image
that is second to none.

".-.the analyzer curve is astoundingly smooth. Subjectively, this
speaker's most outstanding characteristic was its superb clarity
and resolution of inner detail in complex textures, achieved
without excess brightness or exaggeration of sibilance. String
sound was smooth and rosiny, imaging was excellent and choir
voices could be identified individually. I've heard few speakers
that are as satisfying with both pop and classical music."
W. Mitchell Stereophile,Vol. 13 No. 4, April 1990

HIGH -END PERFORMANCE FOR MID -Fl WALLETS! WE
SPECIALIZE IN HIGH -VALUE COST-EFFECTIVE AUDIO
COMPONENTS AND ACCESSORIES. WE ALSO CARRY A
INVENTORY OF HIGH QUALITY SPEAKER AND
INTERCONNECT
BLES. IFMUSICAL
RE AN AUDIOPHE WHO
KNOWS THAT FIRSRATE
REPRODUCTION
NEED NOT COST A FORTUNE, YOU'LL LIKE OUR
PROUDCTS. OUR APPROACH, AND OUR PRICES. WE ARE
AUTHORIZED DEALERS FOR: AR ES -1 ' AUDlOOUEST' B 8
K ' BOSE ' CELESTION ' FRIED ' GRADO SIGNATURE '
MONSTER CABLE ' MUSIC REFERENCE ' MUSICAL CONCEPTS NELSON -REED' NITTY GRITTY SME SONY'
SOTA ' STAX ' STRAIGHTWIRE MAESTRO ' SUMIKO '

140

intensity mapping techniques,
Soundwave loudspeakers have a unique "baffleless" enclosure, special
drive units, and a 180 degree radiation pattern. The result is sound so
natural and three dimensional, you'll think there are live musicians
performing in your listening room.

-Peter

GAS EQUIPMENT OWNERS: From repairs to complete rewe are the GAS specialists. Since 1977. Call or write:
GASWORKS, 8675 NORTHVIEW STREET, BOISE, IDAHO

THE MUSICAL DESIGN D-140 IS FINALLY AVAILABLE:

Sourdun

!

T

313-229-5191 24HR MACH. 6-11 PM EST BEST.

MCINTOSH Bought -Sold -Traded -Repaired. FREE Catalogue.
See our ad at the beginning of the dassifieds. AUDIO CLASsic S, P08176MB, Watlon,NY 138566078657200.8ÁM-SPM
EST Mon. -Fri.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

FOR SALE

Dept. A. Box 158
Valley Stream, N.Y. 11582

-OrtOtOn

FOR SALE MCINTOSH. JBL (ALNICO), KRELL, M. LEVINSON
AND OTHER HIGH END AUDIO COMPONENTS. LET ME
FIND YOUR HARD TO GET ITEMS. JOHN WOLFF,

1-4,4LARGE

.-_

_

.P

COLONY SOUND LAB

Box 243, Dept. A08,

YOUR SEARCH IS OVER!

IL

7 O S i

citing world of that golden era comes to life on every page. Vol. 1:38 articles;
Vol. 2: 45; Vol. 3:43. Complete with many classic photos and diagrams. $16.95
each; set of 3, $42. Please add $1.75 S/H for one book, 50c each additional.
MCNisa welcome. Dealer inquiries IrlVited.

) audiotechnica
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In these volumes of Audio Engineering's best articles from 1947-55, the ex-
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FOR SALE

Soundwave
loudspeaker

C w'
E.
!
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The mark of a true Denon.
This sticker tells you who is an authorized
Denondealerandwhoisn't.
Some people who offer Denon products are
not authorized dealers. That can lead to problems.
First, onlyauthorizedantywihyour
dealers offer outhe

protection of a Denon warranty with your
purchase: at other dealers, you may have no
warranty at all.
Authorized Denon dealers stock only
components designed for the U.S., and have the
training to help you select the one right for you.

Authorized dealers know Denon technology
inside and out and stock factory parts for your
Denon to preserve true Denon sound.
So before you buy your Denon, look for this
Denon Authorized Dealer Sticker.
It assures you of the authentic Denon technology and support you expect. And nothing less.
To find your nearest

Soundwave Fidelity Corp. 3122 Monroe Avenue, Rochester, New York 14618 (716) 383-1650

N

AUTHORIZED Denon Dealer call:

t_01.á.7810

(9:00 am -5:00 pm EST)

DENON

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

FOR -SALE
HAFLER, TEXAS BIGGEST DEALER, TOBY CORPORATION. Also ROTEL, TOBY HI-TECH HOME, CAR SPEAKERS.

SATELLITE, SUBWOOFER SYSTEMS. 817-732-6301. 2060
Montgomery; Fort Worth 76107.

CLASSICS - SELECT USED AUDIOPHILE and hi -end
components BOUGHT -SOLD -TRADED, Inventory list available,
Helpful competent sales department. The best peces in any
town!! FAX (718) 318-9618, TEL (718) 318-9623.

We're

HI Fl

McINTOSH: BUY/SELL

é.Á~

because

We prefer to part from the mainstream to bring our customers components that reveal more
of the music naturally! "Product name value" does not guarantee musical accuracy:
therefore, we choose components designed and manufactured by people dedicated to "high
fidelity" instead of "high profile".

HIGH END COMPONENTS FOR THE AUDIO PERFECTIONIST

AKG K 1000 ALTEC LANSING APOGEE BARCLAY BEDINI
COUNTERPOINT HAFLER HARTLEY LEXICON MARANTZ PRECISE
ROTEL JEFF ROWLAND SHAHINIAN
TDL WADIA AND MORE
ESOTERIC SOUND, CONVENTRY COMMONS RTE 347, STONY BROOK, N.Y. 11790 516-689-7444

WANTED: McINTOSH, MARANTZ, AUDIO RESEARCH,
DYNACO, LEVINSON, KRELL ALTEC, JBL. TANNOY, CJ, SEOUERRA, WESTERN ELECTRIC, TUBE 8 SOLID STATE,
BUY -SELL -TRADE. MAURY CORB, 12325 ASHCROFT,
HOUSTON, TX 77035. (713) 728-4343.

CALL US
MIT, MAS

MasterLink, OCOS, VdHul, Cardas rahles. custom

FOR QUALITY AUDIO

terminations, Camacs, XLR balanced. hi -flexibility tonearm sets;
Atma-Sphere OTL, Vendetta Research, custom Shallcross volume controls; Wonder Caps -solder-wire; all types of audio connectors, tonearm and chassis wires; NAVCOM; Tone Cones,
many accessories -mod parts, $1 catalog ($3 overseas); Michael
Percy, Box 526, Inverness, CA 94937; (415) 669-7181.

AT THE LOWEST PRICES
WITH FAST SERVICE,
EVEN ON ESOTERIC ITEMS

MUSICAL CONCEPTS
OFFERS THE FINEST SOUNDING MODIFICATIONS
FOR ADCOM, B8K, HAFLER(INCWDING CD), PHILIPS
MAGNAVOX CD. WITH 11 YEARS EXPERIENCE PROVIDING 'CLASSIC- SOUND QUALITY AND HIGH RELIABILITY, WE HAVE THE PRODUCTS TO BEAT! DONT
SETTLE FOR UNKNOWNS! THE BEST IS AFFORDABLE! NEW! PA -1 CIRCUIT BOARDS FOR HAFLER
AMPS, P-555 FRONT-END, I/O ASSEMBLY FOR ADCOM
GF-A-555. EPOCH II, ERA II AND ENIGMA II CD PLAYERS,
UNTOUCHED IN THEIR PRICE CLASSES! SEND FOR
BROCHURE OF OUTSTANDING ADCOM, FMK, HAFLER
MODIFICATIONS, PWS TEFLON® MC-3, SUPERCONNECT III, MODS FOR YOUR CD PLAYER. MUSICAL

CONCEPTSONE PATTERSON PLAZAST. LOUIS, MO
63031.314-831-1822.
PARASOUNO: The entire line of PARASOUND preamps,
power amplifiers and tuners is available nationally through
A & S SPEAKERS, a leader In mall order sales since 1980.
3170 23rd Street, San Francisco, CA 94110. (415) 641-4573;
FAX:(415)648-5306.

SOUND ADVICE

Your search for
refi -cement will eñd here.
Brown Electronic Labs

PS

(914) 666-0550
PO. Box 673

Bedford Hills, New York 10507-0673

NEW "POWERHOUSE"
FROM TRIPPLITE.

PAUL HEATH AUDIO

ROCHESTER, NY 14607. (716) 262-4310.

without °the price

2530 Benyessa Rd., Suite 126, San Jose, CA 95132

1

-.j

AUDIOSTATIC ELECTROSTATICS, ALTIS BITSTREAM
TECHNOLOGY, AUDIBLE ILWSIONS, BBK, CONVERGENT AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, GRYPHON, CI A-SSE AUDIO, CARDAS, DYNALAB, PS AUDIO, PHILIPS, MERLIN,
MFA, MUSICAL REFERENCE, RAY WMLEY, PRECISE,

MENTMORE, QUICKSILVER. 217 ALEXANDER,

UDIO
UTLET
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AUDIO-SUPERB!

FAST, FREE SHIPPING! KNOWLEDGEABLE, FRIENDLY SER-

VICE! AUDIOOUEST, AUDIRE, CWD, FRIED, GRADO, KINERGETICS, LEXICON, MIRAGE, MONSTER, QUAD, SOTA.
SPICA, STAR, STRAIGHTWIRE, THORENS, VPI, MORE.
READ BROTHERS -STEREO, 593 KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803) 723-7276.
OUADROSOUND MUSICPRODUCT1ON has released the first
new quadruplxriic recordings, of course also lor the fans in the
USA. Actual obtainable on analog discrete 4 -channel open reel
tape and compact cassette, digital if possible. Ask for more
information by P.O. Box 610411, 2000 Hamburg 61, WestGermany.

RADAR DETECTORS
WE WILL MEET ANY PRICE AT COMP-U-TRONIX RA-

DARWORLD. WE DISCOUNT COBRA
SOLO BEL
UNIDEN WHISTLER SPECTRUM MAXON K-40 8
MORE! CALL 1-800-237-2897, 24 HOURS. 30 DAY
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE, FREE DOUBLE WARRANTY UP TO 1 EXTRA YEAR! VISA/MC/AMEX/DISC/
CHECKS. 210 SO. MILWAUKEE, WHEELING, IL 60090.

40% ON HIGH -END home speakers,
subwoofers, amplifiers. FREE CATALOG!
3021 Sangamon Ave., Springfield, II.
62702. 1-800-283-4644.
SAVE

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

For people who can't get enough clean, safe power!
Tripplite LCR-2400 "Power House" cleans RFI noise
from your power line ... suppresses surges and spikes
... and regulates voltage for full power at all times. No
ordinary line conditioner does all this-they are
made too cheaply.

Why your stereo may sound worse than
ever. And what to do.
Radio Frequency Interference (RFI) is Enemy #1.
RFI plays havoc with phono preamps, FM and TV
tuners, video, etc. There's more RFI than everhouse wiring and extension cords act like antennas.
Smart thing to do is filter RFI from your power line
with Tripplite LCR-2400.
first
Low voltage is Enemy N2. A refrigerator, furnace,
air conditioner, or heavy demand in your building or
neighborhood may cut voltage up to 20%. When
voltage conks out Tripplite LCR-2400's big-brute
transformer automatically kicks in. Tripplite boosts
or cuts power so your system gets 120 volts, at all
times. Five LEDs show you what Tripplite is doing.

-

Go ahead, protect your whole system.
Forget puny power strips with six or eight outlets.
Tripplite LCR-2400 has 14 outlets -12 on back, 2
on front and provides up to 2,400 watts of clean,
constant voltage. Protect everything-delicate
microprocessors to large amps
against damaging,
devastating spikes and surges.

-

-

Hear and see the difference
or money back.

-

Try the Tripplite LCR-2400 Power House for 30
days. Purchase price refunded if not satisfied. Made
in USA by Trippe Manufacturing Co., est. 1922.
Only $399.00 plus 514.95 shipping in the US.

CHARGE IT!
Amex/Discover/Mastercard/Visa

1-800-669-4434
Not a store. More.
225 Oakes SW., Grand Rapids
M149503 616-451.3868
FAX e1.616-451-0709

169

We make good amps great.
At Professional Mod Service, we take
your Adcom, B&K, or Haller amp
and make the bass more powerful and
the mils and highs clearer.
the time
through, your amp willll sound as
good as amps costing lu`tce as much.
l low do we do it? We make real
improvements, developed with factory
engineers. We use nothing hut premium
materials. And our technicians are reall
pros with years of experience.
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CELESTIONSLDEMO

EMINENT TECHNOLOGYLFT3$2,250; EUPHONIC TECHNOLOGY ET650
CD PLAYER 51,050; FORTE 3 AMPLIFIER $855; SUPERPHON MAXX8OB AMPLIFIER $370: THRESHOLD FET10
HI $1,525, PHONO $935: WELL TEMPERED RECORD
PLAYER $725. AL MINT, FULL
CrVISA.
ARRANTY..
STEREOWORKSLHOUSTON TX (713) 497.1114

225 Oakes SW

Grand Rapids, MI 49503
616-451-3527

FAX 616-451-0709

--

--

SUMO ANDROMEDA-II: $950. DBX BX-1: $1250. BOTH
AMPLIFIERS IN FACTORY -SEALED CARTONS; WARRANTY. REVOX B-215 CASSETTE. LIKE NEW WIBOX:
$950. JOHN 213/837.2731.

USED ACCUPHASE CD PLAYER $4950; HK VPM600 VIDEO PROJECTOR $3900; LINN DMS $2250; MERIDIAN 207
CD 5900, 201 PREAMPLIFIER $500; SONOGRAPH
SA -120 AMPLIFIER $700: TANDBERG 3018 PREAMP
$900; VELODYNE UDL 18 SUBWOOFER $1500; CALL
TERRY AT (402)391-3842.

GRAND OPENING! FIRST USED HIGH -END STORE IN
BAY AREA WITH LISTENING ROOM. WE BUY-SELLTRADE CELLO, LEVINSON. KRELL, ARC, THRESHOLD,
ETC. 415-549-2178. 1717B UNIVERSITY AVE., BERKELEY, CA. 94703 11AM-6PM MON.-SAT.. 12AM-5PM
SUN.

FOR SALE

584 4547

THE AUDIO CHAMBER!!!

ntr0duC

'

STEREOWORKS
SALE

1-800-334-0295

Sound F3 Music
Northampton MA

DYNALAB
MUSIC METRE
PROAC
REFERENCE
LINE RYAN ACOUSTICS SANSUI'VINTAGE SUPERPHON TARGET WADIA WELL-TEMPERED CUSTOM CABLE TERMINATIONS. AUDIO EXCELLENCE, LIVERPOOL. NY (315)451-2707. VISA MC AMEX.

Amex/Visa/MC/Discover

.

-

351 Pleasant St

"SOUND YOU CAN TOUCH"

FEATURING: AUDIOOUEST
BARCLAY DIGITAL
CLASSE GRADO SIGNATURE KOETSU
MAGNUM

Call us and we'll pick up your amp. Or
send it to us with 8199.95 plus $14.95
shipping. We'll revamp your amp, spec
¡tout, and return it insured.

)

AcouslatAdmmApogeeAragonAidºQuestB8WCelesuonCWDDahlquist
Dual
rMADJVC
-Mod SquadMatter
Oroceed Prop ShiMagnnme' MfT
Mod Squad Monster MAD NNT Onayo Ortobn Foceed Proton Shore SME
Sola
Snell
Sony ES
Su. Sumiko Tera Vandeisteen Velodyne VPI

Sales 8 hero re

order U.S.-warranteed components directly. VISA,
MC. Ask for Steve K. or Dan W. SQUARE DEAL, 456
Waverly Ave., Patchogue, N.Y. 11772. (516) 475-1857;
(800) 332-5369.

Pickupservice.

0--V
,

60 YEARS IN BUSINESS...WE MUST BE DOING
SOMETHING RIGHT! If it's a much -in -demand Audi ophile product we're likely to have it for immediate
Consult with one of our quiet experts or just

R we'reshipment.
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AUDIO

n 1 intri g uin g
volume by J. GORDON HOLT, founding editor of Stereophile 2 indispensable reference tool 3 lasting converTHE AUDIO GLOSSARY

1.

TOLL -FREE SPECIALS LINE, 1-800/669-0656. Acoustat,
Adcom, B&W, CWD, Denon, Design-Acoustics, Dual, Forte,
Harman-Kardon, Infinity, Linn, Magnum-Dynalab, Ortofon,
Philips, Rotel, and others.

HE

T

'

GLOSSARY

PRODUCTS AVAILABLE: TM-7XH LT Fluid,
TC-2 Contact Enhancer. Torumat Turntable Mat & Clamp.
Dealer inquiries invited. Box 373, Rocklin, CA. 95677

916-652-6074.
USED AND DEMO EQUIPMENT: Audio Research SP -9 &
LS -1: Counterpoint SA -11, SA -20, SA -100, SA -220.
SA -1000, SA -2000. SA-3000 & SA-5000: Celestion SL 700;
Mark Levinson 20.5,20&26;8&W 800 Matrix; RevoxB226S
& B126. Call AUDITION AUDIO for pricing and details at
(801) 467-5918. Visa, MC, Amex accepted.

sation piece 4 complete with more
than 1,900 entries 5available in softbound, hardbound, and specially
bound, autographed Limited Edition 6
illustrated 7 great gift idea!

$dbx
`?L7

YES!

Please send me
Softbound BKAA-7/S @ $9.95
$
Hardbound w/ dust jacket BKAA-7/H @ $17.95 $
Autographed Limited Edition BKAA-7/L @ $30
Please add $1.75 shipping for first book, 500 each add'l $

CK/MO enclosed

MC

VISA

,

TOTAL

o

- +
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3BX-OS

THE ULTIMATE DYNAMIC RANGE CONTROLLER

TOTAL ORDER $

5
5

MCNISA

EXP.

NAME

5

-BAND STEREO EXPANDER
-BAND STEREO COMPRESSOR
-BAND TRANSIENT RECOVERY

INDIVIDUAL BAND PRESETS
LINEAR 8 NONLINEAR MODES

CPU MICROCOMPUTER CONTROL
5 MEMORY SETTINGS 8 BACKUP

106 dB PFAK-A-WEIGNTED NOISE
FULL.FUNCTION WIRELESS REMOTE
MULTI-VOLTAGE POWER SUPPLY

EXCLUSIVE DOWNWARD EXPANSION

STREET & NO.
CITY

ZIP

STATE

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB

PO Box 243, Dept. A09, Peterborough, NH 03458-0243
603 924-6371 / 924 6526 / FAX: /603
(603) 924 9467

EIA RACK MOUNTING

&

MORE

Add impact and crispness to any material
ORIG. $1400.00
NOW
Reduce hiss from analog -mastered CDs
T LPs. etc.f
Compre sdost gitalo5 n
$799.00
Compress digital recordings with no side effects

ultrahigh-entl5ped5wnate5tdoxvcAtechnplogy
USA

Answering machine for credit card orders only: (603) 924-6371 before 9:00 a.m., after 4:00 p.m. and weekends.
Have Information plus MCNISA available.
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Limped availability. Exclusive Distributor: Audio Marketing
Box 886, Culver City, CA 90232 (213) 839-2000
24 -month factory warranty

Free shipping on prepaid orders
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FOR SALE

Soft Shoes

TRADE UP! Aragon. Martin -Logan, Krell, Quicksliver,
NAD, B&W. CAL, Vandersteen, NAIM, Sony, Spica,
Dynalab. Rogers, Bryston, Rotel & Audioquest. AUDIO
ENSEMBLE, 2 Pauls Way, Amherst, N.H. 03031
603-886-4742.

I

Component

ADampidvancedngFeet

The Mod Squad, manufacturer of Tiptoes, introduces a
new type of damping feet designed to lift the vibrational

r

veil from your music. Soft Shoes' superior damping profile
combines three important factors. Stiffness limits lateral

vibrations. Nonreactivity eliminates vibration amplification
at their own resonant frequency. Self -damping prevents
vibration propagation in both structural and environmental
domains. This unique blend of low reactance and resistive
loss replaces smearing and grundginess with lucidity
and transparency.

LOUDSPEAKERS
ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION. Save 50-75% on AUDIO
CONCEPTS, INC. speaker kits. Sixteen models from $139.
(also assembled). Thirty day money back guarantee if not
100% satisfied. Free catalog 1-800-346-9183. Audio
Concepts, Inc. 901 South 4th Street, La Crosse, WI 54601.

,

So slip some Soft Shoes under your components

and enjoy cleaner, clearer music. A convenient center
hole lets you attacn them

A.D.S., ADCOM, BANG & OLUFSEN, B8 W, CARVER,
DENON, HARMON,KARDON, NAKAMICHI, KEF, REVOX
AND OTHER QUALITY COMPONENTS. ALL PRODUCTS
COVERED BY MANUFACTURER'S U.S.A. WARRANTIES.
AMERISOUND SALES INC. 24 HRS, EAST: (904)
262-4000. WEST: (818) 243-1168.

permanently. Audition them
at your local Mod Squad

Dealer, or contact

542 N. Hwy. 101

s,a..
-57343

p^^

Leucadia, CA 92024

(619)436-7666

Advent woofer foam replaced. Half cost of new. $60ipair
prepaid by money order. Includes return shipping. NEVISONICS. 2226 Taylorsville Rd., Suite 101, Louisville, KY
40205.
Manufacturers of precision audio
electronics since 1975. Made in
USA, 5 -year warranty, I -day turnaround for service. Preamps, power
amps, tone controls, electronic

SPEAKERS imports the world's finest speaker
components, crossovers, and kits: Dynaudio, Scan Speak,
Focal, Morel, MB Electronics, Peerless, Polydax, SEAS,
A & S

LPG, Eton. We also ship VMPS systems and kits and
Parasound Amplifiers. Free literature. 3170 23rd Street. San
Francisco. CA 94110.(415)641-4573: Fax (415)648-5306.

BEST SELECTION -50 HOME. SUBWOOFER, CAR &
PRO SPEAKERKITS. JBL. DYNAUDIO, POLYDAX, KEF.
MOREL. SEAS, VIFA: AWARD -WINNING ELECTRONIC
CROSS-OVERS. RTA'S, 64p CATALOG, 52. GOLD
SOUND. BOX 141A. ENGLEWOOD, CO 80151.

DB SYSTEMS

crossovers, head amp, and phase
invener. Also audio accessories and
test CDs. Main Street, P.O. Box 460,
Rindge Center, NI 103461. Phone
(603) 899-5121. VISA/MasterCard.

Speaker Design on the Mac!
Calculates Vent and Enclosure Dimensions
Plots the response of any Driver/Box Combination
large Driver library Included (easy to expand)
Software and Users Guide: $145.00
349 W Felicita Ave., Suite 122,
MacSpeak' rz
Escondido, CA 92025
tromTnl' Image
619-480-8961 Visa/MC

CUSTOM ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS, 6 to 36 dB Oct.
Also Snell, Magnepan versions. DB Systems, P0B 460,
Rindge, NH 03461. (603)899-5121.
Ix(

ELECTROSTATIC SPEAKERS OUR SPECIALTY! Vacuum
tube controlled. Latest technology and modular design,
"Risk free" thirty day home trial. Uncompromised performance at factory direct pricing. DAVID LUCAS, INC., DEPT.
A, 924 HULTON ROAD. OAKMONT. PA 15139. (412)
828-1967.

LOUDSPEAKER COMPONENTS-KITS. Dynaudio, Morel,
Eclipse, Focal, Peerless, Eton, Vila, more! Crossover

WeberWire

FROM RECORDS AND CDs!
.1

was created by
Jeff Weber,

Grammy* winning

record producer,
as a completely neutral transfer path
between amplifier
and loudspeaker to
facilitate eval-

(CI

uation of original

1,'44

-r----..v
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SING WITH THE WORLD'S BEST BANDS!
An Unlimited supply of Backgrounds from standard
stereo records! Record with your voice or perform live
with the backgrounds. Used in Professional Performance
yet connects easily to a home component stereo. This
unique product is manufactured and sold Exclusively by
LT Sound - Not sold through dealers. Call or write for a
Free Brochure and Demo Record.

Dept. AU -3,7980 LT Parkway

Lithonia, GA 30058

(404) 482-4724

Manufactured and Sold Exclusively by LT Sound
24 HOUR PHONE DEMO UNE: !404148,2.2485
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REMOVE VOCALS

LT Sound,

A

WEBER

M ~a-- - -_---G_
.- S
«~=1.

1

vttt

tet

. MITM.

parts -design books also. Catalog $1. Meniscus, 2442 28th
St. S.W. Wyoming, MI. 49509. (616) 534-9121.

SINGERS!

_-

/
w

master tapes

WeberWire is
superior in every
characteristic:
Resistance

0.00053 Ohm/ft.
for transmission and
return paths combined!

Current capacity

100 RMS amperes,
500 pk. amperes

Inductance
0.024 pH/ft.
8 ft. lengths exhibit
less than 0.2 dB loss at

100 kHz with typical High -current
loudspeaker loads
terminations
Gold plated conCapacitance
nection hardware
0.2 nanoFarads/tt.
exceeds welding
requirements
enable use without

external"damping"
networks
WeberWeave
distributes impedance characteristics
to suppress resonance and reduce
phase noise

Balanced -lamina
Pure silver surfacing
on oxygen -free
copper balances skin
effect resistance to

maintain constant
resistance to the

highest frequencies

Teflon* insulation
Maintains a 2.1 dielectric constant from

'Trademark of DuPont

Fig. 1

Transmission characteristics for 15
of WeberWire-11?
source, 80 resistive
load -communicating a 100 kHz squwe
wave. The upper
limit of WeberWire
is just beginning
to be observed as
the extremely high
harmonics of the
overshoot from the
signal generator
(upper trace) are
noticeably reduced.
Nevertheless, the

bandwidth of
WeberWire permits
(Other insulations
the wave itself to
may vary by as much be reproduced withas 100% over this
out tilt or other
dc to 100 megaHz.

range.)

anomaly.

1

Exclusively
distributed by
InConcert division
Threshold

Corporation

12919 Earhart Ave.,

Auburn,
CA 95603.
800-888-8055
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IT'S TIME YOU CLEANED
UP YOUR IMAGE

LSóand

,,

Without Missing Link'', you're
audibly missing a newly discovered
refinement not available with any
electronic manufacturers original power
cable. A refinement of sound being
reproduced from component to component, clearly audible as increased
transparency of wider and deeper

'

K

M1

authority, a delicate intimacy of high.
seamless tonal balance and holo-

distributed by

N

VOCAL

!fir

f

UCOPORATION

FISHER

;::;I

,I

AIWA

HITACHI

AKG
ALTEC LANSING
AUDIO SOURCE

JVC
KENWOOD
KICKER
LEXICON

SANSUI
SANYO
SONANCE
SONY
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN
SOUNDSTREAM

BBE

MINOLTA

STAX

BELLTRONICS
CAMBER
CARVER
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
CITIZEN
COBRA
COUSTIC
CWD
an.

MITSUBISHI
STILLWATER
MONSTER CABLE
'KICKER'
MISSION
SUNPACK
NILES AUDIO
TECHNICS
ONKYO
TOSHIBA
ORION (CAR AMPS) TRIAD
OLYMPUS
YAMAHA
PANASONIC
....AND MANY MORE
PARADIGM
PHIUPS
CALL FOR
PINNACLE AUDIO

DCM

fn,

U4Qr

RCA

SAE

HAFLER

BAZOOKA

that are cleaner and have more

your audio system.

,1º:a

l

GE

ADVENT

instruments and voices, recovery of
hidden nuances, increased clarity across
the audio band, low frequencies

can recover and enhance in

; .II
,

,

AUTHORIZED DEALER

AOC

ADS

soundstage. spatial coherence around

graphic musical images. Hearing is
believing what Missing -Link

LOUDSPEAKERS

lr,

,

DENON

PROTON

ECLIPSE

ROYAL

ANY BRANDS
NOT USTEDI

Meadtown Shopping
Center

-the only number
you'll ever need

N,

201-838-3444

innJKnelo 07405

infifivnlti
LOUDSPEAKERS

2016 FLINTBURY CT. SAN JOSE. CALIFORNIA 95146
408-270-6033 FAX 408-270.6039
IN CANADA, INTERLINEAR. 416-479-1893

KITS, CABINETS & ASSEMBLED SPEAKER SYSTEMS.
14" X 20" CATALOG OF HANDCRAFTED SPEAKERS,
$5.00 (REFUNDABLE WITH ANY SYSTEM ORDER). ADVANCED SOUND, DEPT. A, 711 E. MAGNOLIA AVENUE,
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917. (615) 637-6694.

:.
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(21 2)691-5623/24:1

1-800443-4241:
=:%:f.or
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udiophile's Choice
`

x

those who nDtFgft ezcnlliince

QED P300 AMP
British
QED C300 PREAMP British
MAGNAVOX CDB-630 CD

BUDGET SYSTEM
41
.01

CREEK 4040 AMPLIFIER
CASTLE 'TRENT'
SPEAKERS

European 01 MAGNAVOX CDB-610
CD-PLAYER
British
OrBeautiful sound for under

EPOS ES -14 SPEAKERS
OYLittle under

$3000.00
]

I

J

AudioNideophile's
System

JVC SUPERDIGIFINE
XLZ1010VTN RECEIVER
tr XLZ1 O1 OTN CD -PLAYER
JBL XPL-90 SPEAKERS -front
SONANCE FLUSHMOUNT - rear
OMakes this a wonderful

$900.00
+.-.

.,...

BACK TO SCHOOL
SPECIAL
SONY D-555

$329

'

''

system under

$3200.00
úñd,:A driee- oun.

DENON DCP-50 Portable
CD -PLAYER with remote ctrl.

GOODMANS MAXAMP
Powered SPEAKERS
UYUnder

$600.00
::::.........

ment Sound Ueats

AUTHORIZED DEALERS: COUNTERPOINTFS AUDIOYBACREEKDCM-A,.ARANTZ+IK
JBLTARGETHAFLERCITATION-MISSIONTANNOYa/dfs-GOODMANS ACOUSTATVan Den Hul
OHMENERGYLANTANALAZARUSTARDISAKGSTRAITWIREMONSTER CABLETERKJVC
SUPERDIGIFINE ADVENTDUALREVOLVERGOLDRINGTHORENS and much more!
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FRIED SPEAKERS & KITS
STATE-OF-THE-ART! AMAZING PERFORMANCErPRICE!
FREE SHIPPING. KNOWLEDGEABLE, FRIENDLY SERVICE! AUDIOOUEST, AUDIRE, CWD, GRADO, KINERGETICS, LEXICON, MIRAGE, MONSTER, PS, QUAD, SPICA.
STAR, THORENS, VPI, MORE. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593 KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA 29403. (803) 723-7276.
LEGACY SIGNATURE II-IMAGINE THE IDEAL DIMINISHING LINE SOURCE LOUDSPEAKER. BEGIN
AT THE TOP OF THE TOWER WITH A SAMARIUM
COBALT RIBBON FOR THE ABSOLUTE IN TRACING
SPEED AND AIRINESS". HAND-OFF TO A METALLIZED DOME WITH NEARLY 5 LBS. OF MAGNET
STRUCTURE TO DETAIL THE PRESENCE BAND.
PROVIDE THE SWEETEST VOCALS POSSIBLE
WITH TWIN SEAS 6.5' MIDBASS DRIVERS. PUNC-

TUATE THE SUBTERRANEAN WITH THREE
CARBON POLY SUBWOOFERS. INCLUDE CARDAS
LITZ, TIFFANY BIAMP INPUTS AND A TEN YEAR
WARRANTY. $2696/PR SHIPPED REFUNDABLE.
OAK, WALNUT, MAHOGANY, BLACK LACQUER.
HOME AUDITIONS. RTRD, 3021 SANGAMON AVENUE, SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702. (800) 283-4644.
1

MIRAGE LOUDSPEAKERS-YES!
FINEST BRANDS. KNOWLEDGEABLE, FRIENDLY. SERVICE! FREE SHIPPING. READ BROTHERS STEREO, 593
KING STREET, CHARLESTON, SOUTH CAROLINA.
29403. (803)723-7276.

MORE BASS 4 YOUR BUCK!
Blow away B&W. Celestion & AE without blowing big bucks.
After three years development. San Francisco SoundWorks' newest marvel: three-way floorstanding speakers
with contemporary styling, superb dynamics & ultrafast
bass. Superior construction, seperate time -aligned enclosures, Eton & Seas drivers, exquisite crossovers, Music
Posts, & too many other tweeks to mention. Save 5$ buying
factory direct. $1400 worfinish or $2200 wrlinish. 15 -day trial
available. Call (415) 665-0899 anytime or write 1282 8th
Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94122.
SAN FRANCISCO 8 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA'S JBL 8

ALTEC SPEAKER HEADQUARTERS, HARTSFIELD,
PARAGON, OLYMPUS, HARKNESS, BARON, LANCER 99
8 101, EVEREST I $6000 & EVEREST JR $1999. ONLY AT
HAL COX, 164 TAMALPAIS AVENUE, MILL VALLEY, CA
94941 (415) 388-5711 OR (415) 453-1130. FREE DELIVERY IN NORTHERN CALIFORNIA. SINCE 1947.

loudspeakers,
subwoofers. Factory full warranty. Free catalog. AUDIO REFERENCE, 3301 Spring
Mountain Rd., Suite 11, Las Vegas, NV
89102. 1-800-AUDIO-LV.
SAVE 44% ON HIGH -END

SOUND ANCHORS
Specialty Audio Stands
SOUND ANCHORS stands come PREFILLED with special
materials to dampen resonances and add mass. you don't
have to fool with sand or shot. SOUND ANCHORS stands
are engineered to interface with your specific components,
and speakers so they sound their best
period. Special
stands are available for these speakers. Vandersteen 2-C,
B&W 801 Matrix, Spica TC-50, Sota Panarama and now
Magnepan models MG 2C/2.5 and MG 3A. For information
and the name of your nearest dealer please call (407)
724-1237

...

SPEAKER BUILDING VIDEOS! Everything you need to
know. Vol. #1 Basic Speaker Building. Vol. #2 Advanced.
Each tape: $30. Both: 550. Call 1-800-255-5659. The Franklin Video Group. VISA. MC, CHECK, C.O.D.

THE PRESTRESSED
ENCLOSURE
An audibly inert cabinet for the loudspeaker builder.
Aluminum/plastic honeycomb panels, Internal Tensioned Cable Network (patent pending) augments panel
rigidity. GREGENG, 9737 MACLEOD TRAIL, P.O. BOX
42206. CALGARY, ALBERTA, CANADA T2J 7A6.

VMPS factory assembled speakers. All models, low
prices, shipped direct to you. Free price sheet. Arthur Morgan, 886 East Charing Cross CR., Lake Mary, FL. 32746.
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COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
Our communications industry successes led us to to days most sensible CD player improvement yet! Our passive
CD Prescription Matcher, matches your audio system to the
player's designed electrical output allowing it to conform to
the exact characteristics it was, designed to. quality tested
by, and reviewed against. NOTHING can make CD players
sound better. To order, send input impedance rating of the
equipment your player connects to (amplifier/preamplifier/
equalizer) and a check for $96.95. Make check payable to
John Caruso. Send to: J & J Engineering Laboratories.
Audiophile Research Group, P.O. Box 1646, Duluth. Georgia
30136-1646.
PHILIPS CD PLAYER SALE!
NEW REFERENCE LHH-500 BITSTREAM IN STOCK!
2-UNIT LHH-1000. CD -80 EXCELLENT CD PLAYER
OR CD TRANSPORT FOR Dirk CONVERTERS, CD -60
SALE, CD -50 SALE, CD -40 SALE. CALL FOR PRICE &
FREE LITERATURE: 1-301.890-3232. J S AUDIO,
CHILDRESS COURT, BURTONSVILLE, MARYLAND
20866. WE HONOR VISA. MASTERCARD, AMEX,
DISCOVER.
1
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'--"The Quick Connection"

B.J. AUDIO
S':
991 Beechmeadow
ncinnati, OH 45238
(513) 451-0112

DI

f

1/e

HOME

CARVER ADC DESIGN ACOUSTICS DENON
ID.IPSCH ADCOM NAD PARADIGM

AUDIO GALLERY

POLK

CAR

WE BUY, SELL AND TRADE

ADS

ALPINE
BOSTON ACOUSTICS
AUDIO CONTROL
POLK AUDIO

HIGH-END AUDIO

COUSTIC
BAZOOKA

INFINITY

NC

AMERICA'S BEST PLACE TO BUY
DIGITAL AUDIO TAPE RECORDERS

PRECISION POWER
MB QUART

KENWOOD

DENON

CARVER

SONY

SOUNDSTREAM

AUDIO GALLERY

YAMAHA

NA KAMICHI

PYRAMID

PYLE

AUTOTE[

CLARION

tytiie Irie/rdf

M/C, Visa or COD

Moe

OS

purchase

2716 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica,
CA 90403. FAX: 213 829 0304
Hours: Mon -Fri 10am-6pm
Saturday 12pm-5pm

COMPACT DISCS
FREE CD/RECORD OFFER! FREE CATALOG! "Worlds
Best Brass Catalog" (Fanfare) Outstanding Brass, Woodwinds, Strings, Orchestra. CRYSTAL RECORDS, SedroWooley, WA 98284.
IMPORT/RARE COMPACT DISCS. Send $1.00 for 4000
title catalog. AB -CD, Dept. AU3. 270 Lafayette Street, Suite
1000, New York, NY 10012.3327 212-274-1010.

store"

213. 829 3429

All products covered by manufacturer's warranty or B 1
Aualo's exclusive limited worrardy Ask lot tall detaUs at the

SP

SQ9
.1ao

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIOPHILE RECORDS'

rHE BINAURAL SOURCE-Exclusive one -stop source
of true binaural recordings for startling headphone listening
(also speaker -compatible). Classical/jazz/drama/sound environment albums; 43 recordings, in all three formats, from
U.S. & Germany. MCNISA accepted. Free catalog: Box
1727A, Ross, CA 94957. (415) 457-9052.

AUDIOPHILE RECORD WAREHOUSE! Out -Of -Print
Direct -To -Disc, Half speed, Ouiex
& Import Pressings.
Great selection of In-Print Records & CD's. Quantity Discounts! Call for Free Catalog. Elusive Disc, 5346 N. Guilford
Ave. Indianapolis, IN. 46220. (317) 255-3446.
11

INVENTIONS WANTED
A NEW

IDEA? Call NATIONAL IDEA CENTER of Washington D.C. FREE INFORMATION -1(800) 247-6600 EXT.155.
Come see THE INVENTION STORE!!
INVENTIONS/NEW PRODUCTS/IDEAS WANTED: Call
TLCI for free information 1-800-468-7200, 24 hours/dayUSA/CANADA,

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS

THE EVOLUTION

20

Brings Recorded Music to Life
All -Tube

Audio Circuit

Zero Feedback
Eight Discrete Regulators
Accepts MC or MM Phono

AUDIOPHILE LP'S
AND CD'S
IN PRINT
Mobile Fidelity, Reference Recording, Sheffield Labs,
Chesky, Wilson, M & K, American Gramophone, Proprius, OPUS 3, Gemini, Super Analogue, Concord, ATR
Mastercut, Harmonia Mundi, Linn Re-cut, EMI, Waterlilly, North Star, Odin, BIS, Hungaroton, Chandos, CMP,
Klimo, Hyperion, Japanese and British Imports (Ips),
Many TAS recommended LP's !

rm... 3,0.,.,..
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OUT OF PRINTS
Nautilus, Super Disks, Nimbus, UHOR, Lyrita, MFSL,
Stones, Sinatra Boxes, Direct to Disc by Crystal Clear,
Umbrella. EMI, RCA LSC, Mercury SR, Casino Royal,
CBS Mastersounds, Etc.

AUDIOPHILE CD'S
GRP, Klavier, En Pointe, Ryko, Quartet, Telarc, Jeton,

MFSL Gold "Ultra Disk", Bainbridge "Colossus', Elite
"Stereo play", Three Blind Mice, East Wind, DMP, Dorian, Delos, plus the above labels.
ACCESSORIES BY:
Nitty Gritty, LAST. Audio Ouest, Target.
For latest, most descriptive catalog send $3.00 U.S. or

$5.00 elsewhere. DISCOUNT CERTIFICATE
INCLUDED!
Call for catalog
Acoustic Sounds

Box 2043, Salina, Kansas 67402
913-825-8609/FAX 913-825-0156

P.O.

the c\n)rad-johnson group
2800IZDorr Ave. Fairfax, VA 22031

703-698-8581

ORDER DESK: 1-800-525-1630

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990
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BLANK TAPE

SALE:

SUPERB SOUND.

1800' OR 2400' AMPEX REELS USED ONCE-SAMPLE:
$3.00. NEW MAXELL REELS CASSETTES. SPECIAL:
TDK SA90: $1.79, AR100: $1.55. FREE FLYER. AUDIO
TAPES, BOX 9584-A, ALEXANDRIA, VA. 22304. (703)
370-5555. VISA MC.

With The Loudspeaker Design Cookbook for home and Killer I,v?

Car Stereo for the road, there's no excuse for less than the best
in loudspeaker sound! Fun to read, easy to understand and
use. $19.95 each, $30 for both. Please add $1.75 S/H for one
book, $2 for two. MCNisa welcome. Dealer inquiries invited.

RECORDS

OLD COLONY SOUND LAB
PO Box 243, Dept. A07, Peterborough, NH 03458

RECORD COLLECTORS SUPPLIES. REPLACEMENT
JACKETS. INNER SLEEVES, 78 RPM SLEEVES, OPERA
BOXES. LASER DISK BOXES, ETC. FREE CATALOG.
CABCO PRODUCTS, BOX 8212. ROOM 662, COLUMBUS,

(603)924-6371/924-6526 FAX: (603) 924-9467

OHIO 43201.

AUDIOPHILE RECORDS
AUDIO

CASSETTE

BUYERS:
SAVE SOME GREEN...

with Greencorp's
family of Australian
Blank Cassettes.
C-62 CASSETTES
AS LOW
AS

380!
500
.26
.32
.35
.42
.52

25

100

.39
.46

C92

.58
.68

.28
.35
.39
.45
.55

C12
C32
C47
C62
C92

.44
.54
.58
.66
.77

.32
.42
.45
.52
.64

.30
.39

C12
C32
Superior to "chrome bias.
ferric oxide tapes, this is a
C47
genuine chrome. Coated
C62
with Dupont's chromium
oxide. Its signal-to-noise
C92
ratio is legendary!
C100

.53
.63

.41
.51

.39
.48

.68

.55

.51

.75
.98
1.04

.61

.57
.80
.82

QUANTITY
C12
C32
Our best selling music
grade tape. Used by
C47
XDS Music Grade

recording companies for
their cassette albums.

.51

C62

Music -PLUS
a fuller, smoother
sound. A world -class tape
with high frequency res-

For

ponse, and low noise level.

Genuine Chrome

.85
.88

WE BUY AND SELL LP'S & CD'S. TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR QUALITY COLLECTIONS:

CLASSICAL, ROCK, JAll, AUDIOPHILE,
more. U.S.A.'S LARGEST NEW/USED/
COLLECTOR SHOP STOCKS OVER 100,000
TITLES including OVER 2,000 AUDIOPHILE
(EMI-ASD, "SR", "LSC", LYRITA, "BLUE
BACK", MFSL, more). PRINCETON RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 TULANE STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 08542. (609) 921-0881.

AAAAWAYS PAYING TOP SS FOR TUBE OR S.S. McINTOSH, TUBE MARANTZ AND FISHER, SEQUERRA, M.
LEVINSON, KRELL. C.J.- ARC, ALL JBL PRE -1975 PARTS
AND SYSTEMS, EV PATRICIANS, GEORGIANS, EARLY
ALTEC AND MFSL, NAUTALUS AND OTHER hS SPD.
MASTERS, 24HR ANS. MACH. 1-800-628-0266, 6-11PM
EST BEST.

Always Paying Best For: Studer, CAL, CJ, Levinson,
McIntosh, Marantz, Audio Research, Quad. Leak. Sequerra.
Vintage speakers, units, from Western Electric. Tannoy, JBL,
Altec, Jensen. EV. Tel: 8t8,701-5633 David Yo. P.O. Box
802, Northridge. Ca. 9t328-0802.
HI -Fl SUPPLIES-PAYS CASH FOR LEVINSON, ARC,

C.J. KNELL, SPECTRAL, ROWLAND

BLANK TAPE
4.95 SNIPPING ANY SIZE ORDER. UPS

TN-

DEeoe

oCTA01

1.111111

.41

.47
.57

WANTED TO BUY

(212) 219-3352,

1-800-245-606D
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CHARGE

O
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THRESHOLD.

DAYS 10AM-6PM (NYE

IT'S WORTH IT CALLING ME! MCINTOSH, MARANTZ
TUBE AMP, MCINTOSH SOLID STATE, WESTERN, JBL
HARTSFIELD, EV PATRICIAN, JENSEN, TANNOY, ALTEC,
TRUSONIC, SPEAKER & HORN, OLD EQUIPMENT. WILL
PAY TOP CASH. HENRY CHANG, 115 S. NICHOLSON
AVENUE. MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754. (818) 307.7372.
FAX: (818) 288-1471 L.A.

WILL PAY RETAIL for all tube MARANTZ or used McINTOSH tube or solid state. Need not work. (504) 885-6988
days.
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OTHERS COPY MY ADS, BUT NOT MY OFFERS! Buying
clean. Marantz, Tannoy, other vintage equipment. Collectors
prices. N.Y.S.I. (718)377-7282. NOON-5:OOPM, WEEKDAYS.

EXACT LENGTHS:

C-12

C-32

C-62

C-47

C-92

C-100

-C-100 available in Genuine Chrome only.

Norelco-type clear plastic boxes, sturdy
.18
.16
commercial grade:

T.N.T.

.15

Self-adhesive, white cassette labels and
blank inserts
$3.00 per 100
VIDEO CASSETTES

AVAILABLE

-

CALL FOR PRICESIf

TELEPHONE ORDERS:
TOLL FREE: 1 (800) 972-0707
(305) 429-9214
FAX ORDERS:
F.O.B. Deerfield Beach, FL. Taxes (If any) plus shipping
extra. Call for shipping charges & larger quantity prices.
Minimum quantities are 25 per size (audio), and may be
mixed to get larger quantity discounts.
Orders of 6,000 + shipped road freight at cost.
We accept company or personal checks or charges to Visa,
MasterCard, & American Express (possible surcharge).
Prices subject to change without notice.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!! If not satisfied for any
reason, return the cassette within 30 days for a full refund o1
the unused portion.

detailed Product Information
brochure, sent FREE of charge
CALL TODAY

For

a

1-800-972-0707
GREENCORP USA, Inc.
SUITE 105, 1015 W. NEWPORT CENTER DR.
DEERFIELD BEACH, FLORIDA 33442
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RADICAL DESIGN

+ ELEGANT APPLICATION
= ULTIMATE ANALOG REPRODUCTION
Clif'wood Asenue, #311. Cliffwood, N,I 07721
Fax: 908-946-8578
Tel: 908-946-8606
77
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WANTED TOI BUY
TOP PAYING FOR MCINTOSH, MARANTZ TUBE AMP
McIntosh Solid State, Western, JBL, Alter. Tannoy, EV,
Jensen, Speakers & Horn, EMT Turntable, Ortolon Arm.

Temma-(516) 935-2605, (516) 496-2973.
WANTED: WESTERN ELECTRIC, JBL, MARANTZ OLD
EQUIPMENT. SUNLIGHT ENGINEERING COMPANY:
213-320-7020, 22130 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE, #A,
TORRANCE, CA 90502.

800-438-6040
Lowest prices in the
United States on
selected closeouts,
samples & demos.

LOWEST
LOUDSPEAKER
DISTORTION

RETAIL MART
WE HAVE THE FINEST SHOWROOM in our area with
the best selection of audio/video components available.
We represent Adcom, Infinity, Thorens, NAD, Polk,
Yamaha. Canton. Luxman. Klipsch, SONY ES, and
more. CONTINENTAL SOUND, 98-77 Queens Blvd.,
Forest Hills, NY 11375. (718) 459-7507.

CAR STEREO
...

CAR STEREO'S
LOWEST PRICES GUARANTEED!!
Alpine, Kenwood, Rockford Fosgate, Kicker, Coustic, MTX,
JVC, JBL, ADS. Impact. Pioneer, Sony, Autotek, Savard,
Code Alarm. Whistler, M C, VISA or COD. CALL STEREO
WAREHOUSE NOW! ""1-800-284-5596"

Ariston, B&W, Celestion,
Dahlquist, Rotel,
plus many others.

MERCHANDISE CHANGES
CONTINUALLY. CALL TO
FIND OUT WHAT'S
AVAILABLE TODAY!

"STEREO WORLD" is your discount sound source with
super deals on the following car and home stereo lines:
G & S. Panasonic, JVC, Sony, Pyle, Pioneer, Sherwood, Hi-

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Fonics, Blaupunkt, Kenwood, Harman Kardon, Autotek and
many others. Also full line of installation kits. Please call or
write for free catalog. Free UPS in 48 states. 10AM-6PM
Mon -Fri. Visa/MC: COD accepted. "Our 4th year: P.O. Box
596. Monroe. NY 10950 (914) 782-6044.

EASY WORK! EXCELLENT PAY! ASSEMBLE PRODUCTS AT HOME. CALL FOR INFORMATION. 504641-8003 EXT. 5737.

W.E.D.-Super deals

on Car Stereo. ADS "
ALPINE " AUDIO CONTROL " AUTOTEK "

BAZOOKA * BLAUPUNKT " BOSTON "
CARVER ` COUSTIC " EARTHQUAKE " H/K
"
HIFONICS INFINITY ` JBL KENWOOD `
KICKER * MB QUART ` MPX " NAKAMICHI "
ORION " PHASE LINEAR " PIONEER " POLK
` PYLE " PRECISION POWER " ROCKFORDFOSGATE " SONY * SOUNDSTREAM *
SHERWOOD ` SANSUI " TECHNICS

YAMAHA. Monday -Friday 10AM-6PM,
(718) 370-1303, 43 Racal Court, Staten
Island, NY 10314.

SERVICES
AUDIO PULSE SERVICE. Factory trained technicians. We
manufacture and repair digital time -delay (ambience) systems. White Labs, 10528 Lower Azusa Rd., Suite 192A. El
Monte, Ca 91731. (818) 446-5346.

Audio Repairs and Restorations by Clif Ramsey of Audio
Classics, former Senior Service Technician at McIntosh.
Tuner Modifications by Richard Modafferi, independent
consultant to Audio Classics, inventor, and former Senior
Engineer at McIntosh. Over 55 years combined experience.

AUDIO CLASSICS, 8AM-5PM EST Mon. -Fri., POB
176SAR, Walton, NY 13856 607-865-7200.
-Audio Advertiser for over a Decade-

DAVID HAFLER/DYNACO
REPAIR

FIFTEEN YEARS OF DAVID HAFLER/DYNACO EXPERIENCE. MODIFICATIONS AVAILABLE. FREE ESTIMATES.
REASONABLE REPAIR RATES. FACTORY TRAINED
TECHNICIANS. CALL (406) 245-8108 FOR INFORMATION. SHIPPING ADDRESS: 3461 CANYON DR., BILLINGS, MT. 59102.
SPEAKER REPAIR. 4" to 18" speakers reconed. Orban
Audio, 119 71h St. N.W., North Canton, OH 44720. (216)
497-9932. Monday -Thursday.

BUSINESS OPPORTUN TIES
LET THE GOVERNMENT FINANCE your new or existing
small business. Grants loans to $500,000. Free recorded
message: 707-448-0270. (KF1)

AUDIO/NOVEMBER 1990

GET PAID for mailing letters! 5200.00 daily. No exp. Write:
PAASE-YF5, 161 Lincolnway. North Aurora, IL 60542

r.

7

FREE

Audio Catalog
We manufacture speakers and music systems

designed by Henry Kloss (founder of AR, KU-I &
Advent), and we sell them from our factory in
Newton, Mass. We also sell carefully selected
components from brands like Philips, Pioneer
and Denon. Because we sell factorydirect, you
can save hundreds of dollars on components
and systems. All sales backed by our 30 -day

money -back guarantee. Call toll -free for advice,
to order or for "hook-up help" 365 days a year.

1-800-AKA-HIFI'
CAMBRIDGE
SOUNDWORI*s
154 Callfomia St, Suite 104N, Newton MA 02158
' In Canada call 1-800-525-4434. Fax: 617-332-9229
Outside U.S. or Canada 617-332-593é
.AAA Advent are trademarks of International lensen. Inc AR
& Advent are lot assaiated with Cambridge Sound',ti'orks

The VMPS Super Tower Ill is a very large, floorstanding, high efficiency speaker exhibiting the widest bandwidth, lowest distortion, and greatest dynamic range
of any production system regardless of price.

The STIII incorporates numerous design advancements including doublethick front baffle, anhdifr action
round vertical cabinet edges, flush-mounted drivers,
Soundcoat cabinet damping, new 10" high acceleration midbass woofers, multigauge Teflon solid core
internal wiring, all Wondercap crossovers, four Focal
inverted harddome tweeters, and more. Bass extension (-3d8 at 17Hz/1 W drive), THD [no more than
0.25%/i W), sensitivity (96db/ 1 W/Im) and a neutral tonal balance combine to produce sound quality
described at "Magnificent" and "Splendid" by leading
reviewers..
Hear VMPS speakers and John Curl electronics (crrh
as the new SCP2B phono preamp, $2495) at die
dealers below, or write for brochures and test reports
on our new Tower II Special Ecktion ($1376/pr kit,
$1 776/pr assem), our three highly acclaimed Sub
woofers [$259-$479ea kit, $329-$599ea assem),
the MiniTower Ila ($369ea kit, $479ea assem),
MO Series bookshelf speakers, and luxury options
available for rlust models. Prices include free shipping
in 48 states and kits are supplied with fully assembled
cabinets.

VMPS AUDIO PRODUCTS
dr

3412 Eric Ct.,

El

Bone Audio

Sobrante, CA 94803 (415)

222-4276

Hear VMPS at The Listening Studio. Boson; Par Troy Sound, Pa' areas NJ;Dpiamic Stand, V astanwton DC: Ess rnal Audio Winch
ester VA; Hth Farts, Beckley WV; Sound Audio, Charlotte NC;
American Audio, Greenville SC; Audio by Caruso, Miami R; Arthur
Morgan, Lake Mary R; Stereolarxf, Natrona Hrs Pa: Shadow Leek
Ltd, Minneapolis Mn; Audio Specialists. South Bend In; Audit; by Grl
Morrison. Deo'at Mr Concert Sound. Sari Antonio Tx: Parker Erterpnses, Garland Tx; Stereowarks. Houston Tx; Encore Audio. Lees
Summit Mo. Lookout Electronics, Longview Wa; Posh Audio, Lake
Ckwego Or: Sound Room, Vancouver BC Can; Exclusively Entertainment, San 'Diego Ca; Audio Haven, Upland Ca: Sounds Unique,
San Jose Ca; Ultimate Sound. San Francisco Ca: Private Line
Home Entertainment, Stockton Ca; Golden Ear, Chico Ca; (tone
Audio. El Sobrante Ca.
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"With the Superphon equipment, the sound is smooth and detailed, and seemingly
effortless. Music has a sense of clarity and openness that is utterly believable,
never sounding strident or harsh ... the Superphon dazzles ... with an unrelenting
music rightness..."
Fi Heretic, Issue #10, "The Best Buys In Audio."

-Hi

Call or write: Superphon Products Inc.
1035 Conger #3, Eugene, OR 97402

SUPER -

Dealer Inquiries Invited

GOVERNMENT SURPLUS

MOVIESOUND NEWSLETTER. The state of film audio
tracks in theaters and at home. Send $2 for two sample
issues. PO Box 7304, Suite 269A, No. Hollywood, CA.
91603.

IS IT TRUE Jeeps for 544 through the U.S. Gov't? Call for

MISCELLANEOUS

TERMPAPER assistance. 19,278 papers available! 306 page catalog-rush $2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho
#206AD, Los Angeles 90025. TOLL FREE HOTLINE: (800)
351-0222 (California: (213) 477-8226).

PARTS AND ACCESSORIES
TUBES SYLVANIA 6L6GC, 12AX7, 6805, ETC. HUGE
DISCOUNTS! ARLEN SUPPLY, 7409 WEST CHESTER
PIKE, UPPER DARBY, PA 19082. 1-800-458-1301. FAX #:
215.352.9388.

You

facts! (504) 649-5745 ext S5737.

MAIL ORDER
A

BARGAIN: STAX SIGN/LAMBDA 51,395.

Audio -Video sales representatives wanted.
Low, low prices! For complete information
call AUDIO AMERICA. 1-900-776-5777.
THE BEST RECORD RACK IN AMERICA. Stackable, portable, oak units hold LP§, CD's and tapes. Free Mailorcer
Brochure. (please mention Audio). Per Madsen Design:
(415) 928-4509. P.O.Box 330101, San Francisco, CA 94133.

heard it right.

The newest audio magazine
is all about vacuum tubes!
is designed for you dedicated music lovers who've always known that tube equipment sounds better than solid state. We think you'll be pleased to have a magazine to keep you current with all the on -going developments in vacuum tube technology, applications and equipment.
Here's a sampling from our premiere issue: An elegant driver for electrostatic and electrodynamic headphones. A self -bias servo for push-pull output
tube amplifiers. Upgrades for the classic Revox tape recorders. A stereo
balanced transformer input microphone preamp. A quality dynamic headphone
tube amplifier. Plus a major update on the entire field by Ken Kessler.
These articles aren't just for reading or browsing. They're for doing.
Glass Audio includes schematics and instructions, just like our other
publications, Audio Amateur and Speaker Builder.

Glass Audio, PO Box 176, Dept. A89, Peterborough, NH 03458
O One year ® $10 (2 issues)
Canada add 52 per year postage

AÑ6
STATE

CREDIT CARD ORDER LINES:
VOICE (603) 924-9464, M -F,
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EST. ANSWERING MACHINE: (603) 924-9464 4p.m.-Oa.m. FAX:

Kinergetics Research
Klipsch (19)

OWI

Krell Digital ..
Krell Industries ..
Levinson
Madrigal
Martin -Logan
McIntosh (20)
Mobile Fidelity (21)
Monitor Audio (22) ..
MTX (23)

®

79
146
149
24 a&b
29

70

meat
(603) 924-9467-24 hours

42 & 43
82 & 83
135
9
Cover Ill
147
151
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88 a&b'
158
6 & 7
91

113
23

45.
115
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136

Cover IV
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145
56
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102 & 103
Music Interface Technology (24)
138
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'97 '
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52 & 53
21
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49
57, 137
Philips
Pioneer (26, 27)
26 & 27, 107
Polk (28)
Pro Sona (43)

Glass Audio

STRFET

51

(13)....

KEF (18)

PRO/LAMBDA (#3) $799, PRO/LAMBDA (#1) $499. SIGN/
SRM1MK2 $998, SIGN SRD7 5675, 220V AVAILABLE;
GRACE 747, F9E (Super) #109. F9ERUBY $175, DENON
103D $149; FR1MK3F $235: ZEISS BINOCULARS: ALL
UNUSED. (212) 966-1355.

Two years ® $18 (SAVE 52 on 4 issues)

134
157
101,

131

Cambridge Soundworks
Carver
Chivas Regal
Columbia House
Counterpoint (14)
DIC Digital (6)
GRP (15)
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A Reference Preamplifier for the 1990's
Counterpoint's finest preamplifier, the
utilizes the "New Generation" tech-

SA -5000

nology of vacuum tubes, FETS, and bipolars, at
last delivering the hybrid promise of tube performance, plus solid state reliability. The
SA -5000 Preamplifier offers the world's only

separate vacuum tube
power supply, as well as a
floating 3 -point suspension, decoupling the audio
circuitry from tie acoustic
environment. Provisions

for exact accommodation of any moving
coil, and most moving magnet cartridges are
standard. Mere talk about maximum musical
performance will not suffice ... the Counterpoint SA -5000 is an electrified object that embodies a strain of musical soul. We cordially
invite you to audition the
reference Preamplifier for
the 1990's as well as the
SA-5000's companion, the
powerful vacuum tube hybrid SA -220 Amplifier.
c

o

1

COUNTERPOINT
NOTHING

BETWEEN THE MUSIC

AND

YOU

10 YEAR ANNIVERSARY 1979-1989

2610 COMMERCE DRIVE, VISTA, CA 92038 - CALL 800-266-9090
-Enter,tNó. 14 on

Reader,Service Cyd

THE MONOLITH

III

The Monolith Ill stands alone. Powerful. Imposing. Thrusting you into a world of harmony and purity that
bothrcaresses and assaults you in its beauty, truth and timelessness.
The challenge was to maintain the famous Martin -Logan electrostatic purity and still deliver uncompromised
levels of power and frequency response. This was achieved by incorporating a massless transducer in a
perfectly linear field with no crossovers in the critical music range, yet dispersing energy in a controlled

wavepath.
By seamlessly integrating this advanced ESL technology to a tailored superfast subwoofer, a new standard
has been achieved.
The challenge now is for you to determine our success. Go, hear, experience the.Monolith III for yourself.

fYIARTIfI IOGAfI, LTD.
-

The electrostatic loudspeaker technology company

913-749-0133 lawrence, kansas 66044

j

